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ABS'l.'RAcr
'1he study began

as etlmographic explorations with members of a

rural theatre group creatirg a play about the camnunity's history.
'Ihrough six m:mt:hs of participant obset:vation, focus on recordi.rg what

participants leamed about theatre has been recast into a framework
with meaning, charge,

am

experience of charge as central. 'lheories of

n:xiemity were linked to participants' context of pervasive charge.
'1he study

came to ask what we nam by charge

am

heM that

influences our actions and responses to le.arnirg as both "learners"

am

"adult educators".

raised

am

'lWo

Four areas of cliscovery emerged which both

responded to aspects of this canple.x question.

areas of cliscovery focus on charge concerning constructions

of adult educators, transition in: 1) Methodological works reflectirg
adult educators' chargirg constructions of adult education; 2) D:lta
analysis process including fonns of representation.

"Paradigmatic

transition" is p:rolX'SErl as a framework to inteipret present gaps
epistem:Jlogical inconsistency in methodology

am

am

methods of research.

In response to methods inconsistent with methodology, data

analysis process has been reconceptualized aS a synthesis of: relevant
social theory

am methodology; am

experience with data analysis

am

constructions emergirg fran

creation of representational fonn.

'lhe other two areas of discovery focus on charge related to
le.arnirg theory. Based on fieldwork, the study provides inteipretation
of one set of participants' /learners' : 3) Social processes related to
constructions of namirg, charge, am le.arnirg; 4) 'lheatre experience
with paradigm creation as part of their social process.
i

'1he literature review identifies recent transition both in scx:ial

chan;;Je

am

in learning theories. '1he study p:rop:ses that, with a focus

on process of chan;;Je, meaning

am

culture may provide a nexus between

these theories. SUggestions for reconstruction of learning process

theocy are offered through a theoretical synthesis. A set of working
assunptions fran data analysis process provides a series of links
focusin;J on meaning am culture, scx:ial process am dlarge, connected
with learning process theocy. A summary of these links follows.
'1he working assumptions include processual definitions of meaning

( i.rxtividuals • experience of relationship)

am

"cultural-meaning''

(meaning which members of a group cane to have a sense of holding in
catUOOn). In a processual definition, "learning'' is linked with

''Ineanirg": A process of c.harging meaning within an intividual.

since meaning is socially created am maintained (in epist:etoology
adopted) , study of scx:ial prcx:esses must be pJrSUed

irxliVidualS I meanings •

Cllange 1 as both process

embedded in a lCU"ger social framework.

am

to interpret
experience 1 iS

Social dynamics related to

i.rxtividuals' meanings include: social creation am maintenance of
meaning, loss of meaning,

am

social response to loss of meaning.

Irrlividuals exposed to possible learning situations as chan;;Je may
experience a "tension in certainty" in which charge may be viewed by
"the potential learner" as: 1) Exploration, IOOVement towards meaning;
or 2) Disruption, movement away fran meaning.

'1he study p:rop:ses an

epist:etoology of chan;;Je as part of experience of learning. A processual
definition of experiencing c.harge is offered: Cllange is the woni we
use at the nane:nt of awareness and thereafter when we recognize

ii

satething as havi.Jg altered in relation to ourselves.

Assunptions

about qualities associated with experienc~ chan:Je are also provided.

A bridge is offered between episteloology of chan:Je ard social
process: How irxtividuals

anchor~

in their social interactions.

Two anchors in "social entities" emerged in the study: "group entity"

ard "social

structure".

their~

In dynamics of irxtividuals' interactions,

of anchors may emerge ard shift subtly or abruptly.

Concen'liig the fourth area of discovery, two descriptions of

participants' theatre experience are provided: 1) A narrative of
fieldwork experience; and 2) '!he Mobile-framework, a IOOdel-description
of participants' theatre process which details participants' theatre
process considered fran the set of working assumptions. It includes
participants' interactions interpreted in tents of "paradigmatic
actions" and aims towards reflecti.Jg dynamics of participants'
interactions in creati.Jg and responding to chan:Jilg meanil'qs.
'lheatre process is considered in light of theory of D¥Xiemity,
particularly attending to secularization, irxtividuation, abstraction.
'lheatre processes as paradigm simultaneously foster ard offer
irxtividuals a response to mcx:lern corxtitions of plurality ard chan:Je.
'!he final chapter's reflections are couched in tents of three
orientations towards adult education: 1) "Paradigm-watchers"; 2) '!hose
concerned with specific theory content; and 3) '!hose concemed with
specifics of daily practice. '!he study challenges adult educators of
all orientations to make explicit our vantage points ard to "follow
through" on implications related to 1~ when placi.Jg ~ ani

chan:Je at epistemological centre. Reflections rarge fran illplications
iii

for contemplated change in organizations, atoo:n;J researchers, ani amo:n;J
those en;aged in interactions with "groups of leazners".

Finally, the

study advocates seeking out how leazners culturally interpret the word

"leamin:J" as part of research efforts directed towards interpreting
irrlividuals 1 experience of leamin:J.
'!he study 1 s aforementioned set of workirxJ assumptions ani

Mobile-framework are incorporated into a six part document which also
includes a Preface linking the study to adult education TNOrks, ani a
substantial Bibliography divided into five sections reflecting the
study • s multidisciplinary nature.
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PREFACE

CHANGING SCENE: SEEN CHANGING

Yesteryear, we 1mew the TNOrld was flat, yesterday we discovered
Today sane think of it as a series of

that the TNOrld was roun:i.
comrcmrl.cation lines

am

Yester:year I we worked

networks.

am

lived in

the same place with the same people, today many of us IOOVe frcm one

job to another.

Yester:year our families were

l~e,

today they are

smaller.
OUr Western cultural world

is emergin;J as an experience of

change: a cn.Icible of our response to

am

our creation of shifts.

'Ihis experience of refocusin;J, of change as pervasive, has been
expressed in many works fran the popular, FUture Shock, {Toffler,
1970) to the fonnal theoretical, "Toward A critique Of Modernity"

{Bel::ger, 1977).
Qlange is "the all" arourxi us.

we bring as learners
educators.

am

'Ihis is the IOOdem oontext which

it is the context in which we act as adult

Foundational to our entire collection of pw:poses as adult

educators is an intention to foster specific change.
of transition through learning process
development.

In a flood of change

am

We are pranpters

through comrcmrl.ty

we hope to effect a precise effort

to change.
In our efforts to bring intended change, how have

educators, taken into account

am

we, as adult

resporxied to ccmoonly held

experiences of pervasive, unintended change? 'Ihis "Preface" begins
with that cn.Icial question.

'Ihe thesis continues to address aspects
X

am

of it

ways

shifts concurrently to a secx:md question.

What alternative

can we use to explore lOOden1 experience of chan;e to prarote

cdlesive discussion

am

reflection in adult education practices?

'!here are four major areas of discovery emerging out of this
study.

'!he more specific question of what we mean by charge

am

how

that influences our responses to learning processes both as lecnners

am

adult educators has been key to all four areas.

I have chosen

intentionally not to provide a succinct definition of "learning".
'!hat

is

the substance of this study

final Cllapter.

am

am

a basis for reflection in the

I emphasize the importance of keeping both "lecnners"

adult educators in the picture, because our relations are

interactive.

However, in tenn.s of the areas of discovery the fcx:us

shifts from one to the other.
Two

areas of discovery fcx:us on part of that question: what we

mean by chan;e

am

how that influences our actions ani responses to

learning as "learners".
an ethnography.

'Ibis was studied through empirical research,

'Ihe mjor body of the thesis work is a participant

observation study with a group of in:tividuals in an informal setting
who experienced tremerrlous charge while learning about "theatre".

'!hey did so through developing a group, creating ani then presenting a
play about the history of "their" conmunity.
'Ihe first area of discovery, a major fcx:us for

analysis,

becalte

project participants' social processes related to meaning, chan;e ani
learning.

I came to analyze how group members variously experienced

rapid changes, how they interacted to create ani respon:i to chan;es,
an:i eventually how this shaped their learning.

xi

As part of a larger

errleavor to brirg macro arrl micro spheres of theo:ry together [Woods,
1988, p.97], the thesis offers a response to the struggle between
attenptirg to focus on both in:tividual arrl "group" concurrently
(Olapter Five) •

In doirg so it also advances a workirg assumption

about relationship between

meanin:J

arrl culture, shiftirg enphasis to

culture as "process" rather than object or product (Olapter Six).
As

a sec:::ord area of discove:ry, the work has also been concemed

with how theatre experiences may influence in:tividuals • mean.irgs of
c::harge.

'lhus a major focus for analysis was the general effect of

these in:tividuals' emergirg "paradigm" of theatre on their experience
of

meanin:J

and c::harge arrl thereby their learrtirg.

study of "theatre"

as a tool in adult education thus became a sub-study of social process
and

meanin:J. Actirg

and perfonning were inp:>rtant, but only within a

larger sphere of group members •

meanin:J

ani process.

'!his recx:gnition

substantially re-directed my research for theoretical resources.
'lheoretical work was sought to provide explication of the
fieldwork experience.

No sirgle theoretical work located provided

sufficient explication.

In fact, given the focus on both in:tividuals

ani "group", it was difficult to locate the work in tenns of

historical divisions in research.

'!his difficulty shaped one of the

main theses emergirg fran this study concerning adult education
research.

'!hat is, ''meaning" ani "culture" as focal points are an

ilrportant meetirg place for learrtirg theo:ry ani social c::harge
theories.
Both social c::harge theo:ry ani learrtirg theo:ry are concemed with
processes of change.

Links between learrtirg process ani social change

xii

have been emerging in adult education (Ruddock, 1967).

'!hey have been

surfacing xoore frequently in a variety of fonns in recent years
(Blunt, 1988; Gooderham, 1987; Jarvis, 1987; Mezirow, 1981; Niebo:rg &
Vas, 1983).

'!he thesis seeks to further these efforts to link the

two, by exploring how our meani.rgs of change affect us in our
interactions as leamers.

'!he thesis also works at the problem of

bringing together ''macro" am ''micro"

stneres

through exploring this

neeting place.
Ethnographic work, as part of qualitative research is interrled to
generate theo:cy (Goetz & leCompte, 1984) •

Since no theoretical work

upon which to base data analysis was located, a synthesized

theoretical framework has been generated fran the data analysis.
Olapter Five and Six.)

(See

'lhe thesis offers this synthesis to adult

educators as an alternative, as part of a narrow range of extant
theories on social process related to meaning, c.harxje

am

learning.

Concerning the third and fourth areas of discove:cy, the
orientation shifted to some extent fran leamers.

It shifted towards

adult educators, contemplating: what we mean by change

am how

that

influences our responses to learning processes as adult educators.

'Ibis question was considered mainly in tenns of methodology.
When ''meaning" and "change" began to emerge as focal points in
the study, I reconsidered methodological resources on ethnography for
renewed direction.

I came to look to these methodological resources

as one irrlication of how adult educators attenpted to study meaning

and change while observing individuals' learning processes.

I

discovered that despite growing popularity of both ethnograP'ly as a
xiii

fonn of research (Goodson & Walker, 1988) ani theatre as a tool (Kidd,
1984; Minister, 1982; Radin, 1985) in adult education there are a
rnnnber of gaps

in the literature.

ihe third area of discovery took the fonn of a primary focus

research.

I sought methodological materials sensitive

in

to both data

analysis ani fonns of representation which lNOUl.d focus on irrlividuals'
meanings changing through their interactions.
were not located durirg the study.

two ways.

SUch resoorce materials

'!his shaped the thesis document in

First, this precipitated a bulk of reflections on data

analysis process.

Second, a representational fonn to reflect emerging

change, the ''Mobile-framework" was specially designed in C1lapter
Eight.

('lhe word ''mobile", as in mobile sculpture, is used to convey

a paradoxical quality of fonn.

A mobile exists in a

state of

"suspension", yet its parts are able to JlDVe in relation to each
other.)

'lhe thesis thereby offers other researchers an altemative

IOOdel of representation.
I have documented my emerging process as thoroughly as possible

throughout the thesis culminating in the ''Mobile-framework".

done to respond to a vacuum in the literature.

'lhis was

Resource materials

describing in detail processes for data analysis are only beginning to
surface in the literature (Goetz & :uecanpte, 1984; Miles & Huberman,
1986) •

Even so, neither guide materials nor ethnographic works terrl

to describe how the researcher's meaning "as learner'' is changing aver
the course of the study.
'lhis study endeavors to make a contribution to developnent of
methodological resource material through offering one such data base.
xiv

'1he study (although extensive as a result of this painst:akin;;J

attention to changirq meaning

am

process in the research) may also

provide novices with concrete examples of changes a researcher may
experience durirq such a study.
Finally, as a fourth area of discovery, the thesis also focuses
on methcx:lology as reflectirq change in adult education.

I did not

locate materials which would provide a ccmprehensive theory of method
I discovered instead an array of social

for this particular study.

am

research theories,

am

choosirq amorg theories

methods.

am

As researchers

we are faced with

methods which have competirq claims

shiftirq influence on adult educators.
inplications this has for researchers

am

'1he thesis reflects on

am

practitioners in adult

education.
'lhese, then, were the four major areas of discovery in the study.
'1he remaining portion of this "Preface" sets the stage· for the thesis.

It does so by providing context for the study
thesis framework.

am

elaboratirg upon the

To provide insight into all four "previewed" areas

of discovery, I step back into the larger context of adult education
milieu in which the study tCXJk place.

raised.

I return to the first question

In our efforts to brirq interned change, how have we, as

adult educators 1 taken into aceot.mt

am

resporxied to CCi(i[iOnly held

experiences of pervasive, uninten:led change?

our

responses to experiences of unint:errled change as adult

educators have been diverse.

It is beycni the scope of the thesis to

firrl a framework in which all might be expressed

am

urxierstood.

However, this thesis posits that there is a striking pattern running

through the diversity of our responses which until recently has

predaninated in adult education literature.
We have terrled to respord to pel:VclSive charge

perceived "content" of c.ban1e.

retrain them for other jobs.

in tenns of

People are losin;;r their jobs, we
People are experiencin;;r different stages

in their life, we set up programs to meet those chargin;;J needs
(Havighurst, 1972) •

OUr responses have been dani.nated by a structural

orientation (Ruddock, 1972), either aimi.rg to assist the in:tividual in
chargin;;J to meet "societal needs", or a.im:irg to charge social

structure {Iovett, Clarke, Kilmurray, 1983; Rubenson, 1989).
'lhe thesis argues that our focused responses to the "content" of
charge eclipse another ilnportant potential response.

OUr attempts to

respord to content of c.ban1e in structural tenns carry with them
unexplored assumptions about what is meant by c.ban1e.

We have not

fully reflected upon how people experience nultitudes of charges am
further how people act in relation to their sense of charge.

Why should adult educators be concerned with IOOdem, CCiliOOllly
held experience of pel:VclSive charge in relation to le.amirg? 'lhe
thesis postulates that this is an ilnportant "cultural" experience
in:tividuals are likely to brin;;r with them to le.amirg processes in

Western social settings (Finger, 1989).

'!his sense of pel:VclSive

charge provides context for in:tividuals' tneani.rq associated with
le.amirg.
How does this affect le.amirg processes?

In sane instances,

le.amirg p:roce.sses may set off a response to charge through the
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leami.rq as ovex:whelm.ing.
educators 1 mediation.

'Ibis may be an l.D'linterrled effect of adult

If this occurs for learners, do we recognize

their response as JOC)re than one of general resistance?

J:b

we have

responses to theirs consistent with our educational intent?
'lhese questions concerning how leami.rq processes may be affected
by irxtividuals' meanings in change eme1:9ed fran pressing needs for

explication of fieldwork experiences.

As previously

described, I was

a participant observer among irxtividuals creating a play about the
history of a conununity.

Most of those who becane involved had little

experience with fonnal theatre presentations arxi no previous
experience whatsoever with writing a play.
as thematic.

over

time "change" emeJ:9ed

Initially, the size of group changed at every meeting;

group members' ideas of process for writirg arxi stagirg the

presentation changed; even their senses of the conununity changed
during the project; their ideas of theatre certainly changed.
One of the daninant focuses of the thesis was

to develop an

explication for how group members 1 meanings of change shaped their
interactions.
leami.rq.

(At times group members were open to exploration arxi

At other times they were IOOSt concerned about avoidi.rg a

state of being overwhelmed.)

'lhe thesis studies their interactions.

It posits that as "learners" their meanings of change arxi their
reaction in light of their meanings were a significant element
affecting their willingness "to leam about theatre" defined at this
point in tenns of taking direction fran the "director".
'lhe study attempted to work towards an epist.elrology of change for
the purposes of explicatirg this particular experience.
xvii

Towards this

erxi, the thesis oontains a series of TNOrkin;J assunptions (Cllapter Five
ani Six) •

It sets out a framework to explicate in:lividuals' meanings

of c.ban:Je.

It also posits various scx:ial responses they had to

meanings of

chan:Je, for example, interactions which may have provided

them with a sense of certainty in the face of constant

chan:Je.

'1he thesis has focused on learning associated with meanirg held

by in:lividuals but with a further focus on inplications of meanirg

pronpting scx::ial action (thereby creatirg new meanirg).

In this way

the thesis strives to enhance efforts to link learning theory with
theories of scx:ial process.

As part

of this framework I have

introduced a workin;J definition of culture fran a process orientation.
In adult education literature there has been a surge of interest

in "culture" as a way of considering scx::ial process ani c.ban:Je

(Freire, 1985; Roberts, 1982) • Generally, however, in doirg so, often
the idea of "culture" has not been reconsidered for epist:eroological
consistency.

crucial to the thesis TNOrk is a concern with

epist:eroological consistency which includes seeking a non-:reifying
sense of "culture".

To contribute

to discourse in this area, the

thesis offers a brief consideration ani critique of what we mean by
culture (Olapter Five ani Six) .

It p:rqx>SeS a TNOrkin;J definition of

7cultural-meanirg" fran a processual starting point.
In

tenns of an overview of process, based upon the fieldwork the

thesis posits that we experience a "tension in certainty" in which
c.ban:Je may be viewed by "the learner'' as exploration, IOOVement away
from meanirg or towards meaning.

A recent article, by Peter Jcuvis,

''Meaningful ani Meaningless Experience: Towards an Analysis of
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Iear.nirg Fran Life" (1987) has great relevance.

different orientation, with

100re

startirg fran a

enphasis on the perspective of the

intividual learner, Jarvis describes a similar p:ro::ess.

eontl.nuin; on

in this direction, the thesis also explores how constant, uninte.rrled
charge as a part of IOOdern Western context influences rur meaning of
charge, rur tension in certainty.
Based on the fieldwork, the thesis posits that those wlnerable
to a IOOdern context of charge are

100re

likely to experience charge a5

IOOVing away fran meaning in a tension in certainty.

In that instance

learning as intensions to charge may suddenly becane oveJ::Whelmirg to a
"learner".

('!his is linked with theory concerning IOOdemity ani

"ananie" in Chapters Five ani Six. )
Finally, in tents of this overview of the thesis' workirg
assumptions, the thesis suggests that as intividuals in rur society we
hold in COllllOn an experience of charge.

'!he meaning of this

experience of charge guides our actions both as intividuals ani in the
role of adult educators.

Change is the word we use at the m:me:nt of

awareness ani thereafter when we recognize sanething as having IOOVed
in relation to ourselves.
Viewed in this way, charge does not seep or swell.

is abrupt.

It bursts; it

Fieldwork irrlicates that this quality of abruptness may be

associated with either a shift towards or away fran meaning.

If this

is the case, then there are implications for research ani adult
education practice.
For example, when we assume these qualities in charge in tenns of
research, this leads us to think of "charge" as identifiable ani JOOSt
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probably measurable.

'Ibis also leads us into a subtle shift away from

thi.nkirg of cl'large as process to thi.nkirg of cl'large in object-like

fashion.

It becomes acceptable to represent cl'large in such a fashion.

In these tenns ''nlaki.n;J cl'large" shifts fran current (in a stream) to

currency.
In tenns of engaginJ the learner in learning processes, these

qualities related to how we may experience cl'large are also IOOSt
important.

Returning to the fieldwork for a nanent, I observed that

this quality of abruptness when related to "theatre" as an educative
tool was related to challenge, to creativity, ani was highly valued.
In mainstream adult education literature, although I fourxi many

references to cl'large in modem life, I fourxl no exploration of how we
experience cl'large -

the qualities we associate with cl'large.

Fieldwork am data analysis raised 100re questions about how people
experience cl'large than I have provided "working responses".

However,

for paradigm building purposes, the thesis advances several
generalizations.

'!he thesis reaches towards an epistem::>logy of cl'large

to further adult educators • urrlerstan:tinq of this important aspect of
our learning processes.
In addition to cl'large beinJ the no:iem context for "learners in

the world out there", we as adult educators are begi.nni.rg to
experience shifts "internal to the world of adult education".

We are

experiencinJ cl'large in tenns of how we think about adult education.
(Realization that this was important to the research is expressed in
the third arrl fourth areas of discovery concemirg methodology. )
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For instance, there are beginnings of shifts in the theories
influencin;J research.

One such shift,

the area of "leanrl..RJ theocy''.

apropos to this study, is in

I.eamirg theories influencin;J North

American adult educators have lon:J been rooted in psychology, focusin:]
on behaviour of in:li.viduals (Collins, 1987, chap.1)

am 100re

recently

on in:li.viduals' intemal cognitive patterns (Merriam, 1987, p.189).

'!his narrowed focus on change in the in:li.vidual has a
counter-part in tenns of social change.

Social change has JOOSt

frequently carried with it a "structural" perspective -

social,

political analysis devoted to changin;J institutional bases (Cervera,
1988) •

I.eamirg theory rooted in psychology,

am

social change

theories rooted in schools of political ard sociological thought found
no meetin;J groun:i until recently.
some link between the two.

However, sane have begun to fin:i

Mezirow' s "perspective transfonnation"

(Mezirow, 1981; Wildemeersch & I.einnan, 1988) ard Freire's
"codification" process related to conscientization exemplify this
(Merriam, 1988).

Two shifts

in theoretical work in:li.cate potential

meetin:] places.
First, conceming leanrl..RJ theory there is renewed interest in
focusin:] on leanrl..RJ in tenns of meaning (Jarvis, 1987; Mezirow,
1981).

'!here has also been a shift in researchers' voiced interest in

studyin:J meaning in tenns of social interactions.

'1he

recent surge of

interest in etlmographic studies (Shennan & Webb, 1988) , culture
(Collard & Law, 1989; Freire, 1985; Willis, 1985) and phenomenology
(Collins, 1984 & 1987, Preface & chap. 1; Spiegelberg, 1984; Stanage,
1987, Part I & II) indicate movement away fran a predaninant focus on
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structure in social change theories.

In addition to this shift

taNards studyirg ~, social process has becane of interest, once

100re expressed in tenns of ethnographic work (Goetz & LeCatpte, 1984) ,
cultural studies (Collard & raw, 1989;) ani critical theory (Collins,

1984; Gibbons, 1986; Mezirow, 1981).
'!he thesis research suggests that ''meani.rg" as focal point is a

nexus for leamirg theory and social chan;Je theories.

Meaninq is

created within the individual, held by the intividual but inli.viduals
create meanirg through social interaction (Blumer, 1969; Berger &
Illckmann, 1966; Ruddock, 1972).

What is missirg fran the 'tiOrks

mentioned thus far is inli.viduals'
context of change.

~

beirg affected by m:rlern

'Ihe thesis brings that context to the fore with

respect to leamirg theory.

'!here is a second major way in which this context of m:rlern
change emerged in the thesis work.

I have spoken of adult educators'

experiencing change in an internal world of adult education citing

shifts in leamirg theory as example.

C'langes "in adult education"

are pet:Vasive as in other aspects of our lives.

A description

parallel to the opening paragraph of this "Preface" suits adult
education as well.
'Ihe

''we" of adult education have also experienced change

contempora:r:y society.

in

Yesteryear we were alone, yesterday we

colleagueally created conferences, today the institutional context of
our employment often frames the context.

C'langes, however, go well

beyond structural ones that shape our meanirg (Podeschi, 1989) •
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Yesteryear we were without IOOdel, yesterday we had the IOOdel for
practice, today we are faced with a nultitude of choices.

we taught ani

~

leanted.

teach ani they may learn.

Yesterday

Today we may have leazned that sane may
Yesteryear there was no "we of adult

education", yesterday ''we" became large ani today, Babel-like, we
often pursue separate ways.
I have discovered a sense of the magnitude of change in adult

education, once 100re, through urgent seardl for explication in the
study.

As noted

earlier, when I began to look to theoretical

materials ani to methodology I discovered tremerrlous transition.
(Since details of discovery are outlined in the thesis I will refrain
from repetition herein.)

Returning to leanring theory as exanple, Merriam (1988) not only
documents diverse theories as others have done (Kidd, 1973; Knowles,
1984) , she recognizes the air of disarray an:i confusion, the struggle

of choice left to adult educators.

Merriam begins to address

uncertainty associated with such a diverse set of theories.

She

locates the theories in relationship to each other through a matrix.
Her work is one which draws attention to our transition fran
theories which terrled to daninate (although we have always been
"eclectic") to dissatisfaction an:i uncertainty in the face of choice.
Rumblings about division between theory an:i practice (Jennirgs, 1985;
Podeschi, 1989; Woc:rls, 1988), shiftirg interest fran quantitative to

qualitative methodology (Griffith, 1979) , shifts in content of
leanring theory, all suggest considerable change in tenns of how we
think about the world and our interactions as adult educators.
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What then are our experiences of these many changes in adult
education? What meaning do we derive of change related to adult
education?

Finally, do we respom to our meanings of change with any

particular processes?
Returning to the thesis work, as a researcher, I experienced a

sense of parallel between what sane of the theatre groop tre.mbers
apparently experience in tenns of certainty an:i change an:i what adult
educators may experience in those tenns.

I looked to a theory which

had provided explication for sane of the theatre group tre.mbers 1
interactions in response to change.
Scientific Revolution (1970) •

'!his was KUhn 1 s '1he Structure Of

From within that work, "paradigm" as a

key concept provided an explication for social processes

ana1g

scientists.
Sane

may argue that with the many different areas of adult

education we have never had a sinjle paradigm upon which to rely.
Sane argue that we have had two (Iovett et. al, 1983); others are

suggestinj third paradigms emerginj in various fonns (COllard & raw,
1989; Jennings, 1985; Stanage, 1987, Preface).

I do not wish to stir

such a historical debate within this dc::x::ument.
If we have had a paradigm, it has not been so explicit or
COIDlOC)nly held as those held by many scientists over the years.
Nonetheless, we have begun to acJmowledge in the last several decades,
there has been a dominant arxi at the same time subtle influence on

North American adult education practices of a canbined
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behaviouristically oriented psychology (Brookfield 1989; Collins,
1987, chap. 1; Merriam, 1987) ani a structurally oriented sociology
(Collard & raw, 1989; Ruddock, 1972).
~

subtlety of their influence has surfaced in several critiques

one

related to adult education research.

such exposed assunption is

that we have consistently assumed in various areas of adult education
that learners (professionals, community members) are haoogeneous in
"their" perspectives (Cerve:ro, 1988 p. 33, Ruddock, 1967, p. 78).

A

secorrl critique is that research in adult education does not pay
sufficient attention to process ani charge (Goc:xjson & walker, 1988)
an¥:>1'l9 "leamers".

As researchers who are leail'lin; (Podeschi, 1989),

do we pay sufficient attention to our

CMn

process of charge?

I have relied upon Kuhn's (1970) notions of paradigm creation ani
"crisis" of "ananalies 11 to make sense of my

CMn

thesis work within charging adult education.

attempts to locate the

If applied to adult

education, his theocy suggests that we are in a state of transition.
others apparently agree, for they are p:roposirg possible paradigms
(Jenni.rgs, 1985; stanage, 1987; Willis, 1985).

If we as adult

educators are in transition with no solid paradigm in which to frame
our work, what does this mean for the researcher?
We have been invited to "explore", to look to "theocy generation"

(Glaser & strauss, 1967; Goetz & IeCatpte, 1984) tc:Mards new paradigm
creation.

One author refers to grounied theory research as strivirg

"to be paradigm transcending11 (Hutchinson, 1988, p. 123).

'lhe thesis

errleavors to be innovative as etlmographers are encouraged to be in
theocy generation (Goetz & LeCompte 1984).
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It attempts to make a

contribution towards resporrling to dissonance
conflict~

aris~

out of

theories an:l in some instances lack of theory.

What is JOOSt interest~ is that 1:hrrugh his concept of "nonnal

scienc:e", Ruhn has JOOSt ably provided us with how ''we will look" when

we are

rely~

on a paradigm (Rllhn, 1970, p.lO).

He does not,

however, suggest in detail how to make our way 1:hrrugh transition
periods.

~e

book was not intended for this p.u:pose

be~

descriptive, not prescriptive.

R.etu:rnin;J once nore to modern context of constant dlange,
exploration an:l theory generation take place amidst a swanp of change
where nothing may be taken for granted.

For instance, I made a

discovery in the thesis work which steered me 1:hrrugh nuch confusion.
I came to recognize that the very scx::ial theory one relied upon to
guide methodology might be inconsistent with
out of the work!

of the thesis) •
writ~

(~s

"new''

theory generated

is described nore fully within the main body

It raised a primary concern which has shaped the

of the thesis.

A major focus for the research was CClllirg to urderstan:i change in
group members' meanings and social processes.

In terms of methodology

(as the fourth area of discovery) this translated into a similar
concern with reflecting on my own
researcher in

represent~

chang~

the experience.

meanings ani process as
As noted earlier,

1:hrrughout the body of the thesis I have p.u:posefully attetpted to

irrlicate key changes which emerged for me ani became explicit in the
process of working on the study.
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Sane

of those ilrportant C'.harges arose oot of my canirg to

recognize inconsistency in theories upon which I had cane to rely.
'lhe thesis, therefore, reaches towams reflectirg episteloological
consistency

am

to articulate thoroughly that process of discoveey as

nuch as possible.

Given our apparent transition in adult education

research, these were elements I sorely missed in research relying

explicitly

am

tacitly on a tumult of theories

am methods.

Consistent with paradigmatic transition, I have attenpted p.n:posefully

to take veey little for granted.

Reflection on process is as much a

any other in this thesis.
secom source directs my painstaking

theme as
A

throughout this work.

efforts at reflection

In generatirg theory there

are intriguirg

dlal.lenges arisirg out of the henneneutical circle, other than
troublirg links to "old" methodology.

Once one begins to think fran a

different paradigm, writing fran "over there" can pose problems.

For

instance, t:ryirg to make oneself un:ierstood fran "over there" may be a
particularly difficu1t task.

In addition, "staying

over there" while

etneavoring to speak to two different paradigms may result in slipping
back

am

losing a

IleW'

perspective.

As adult educators acting in

any

role, we will face nore

of these concerns related to theory transition.

am

nore

Given rapid change in

our episteloological understantings as well as organizational C'.harges

we have already been attempting to ccmnunicate across paradigms.
Podeschi (1989) raises ilrportant concems about research caught in a

conflict of transition through cultural

am

adult education.
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organizational C'.harges, in

'!he intentional, multidisciplinary ani cross-cultural nature of

our work {Willis, 1985) escalates this problem-challenge for us.
orgo~

My

attention to process in the midst of personally experienced,

conceptual cllanJe is intemed to make a contribution to work in this

area by way of p:rovidi.rg sanethi.rg concrete to push against -

"data"

for critique of how to describe such cllanJe.

'lhis attention to reflection on process ani cllanJe in the study
For instance, I came to

has shaped the stru.cture of the thesis.

recognize a substantial shift in orientation between activities
associated with fieldwork and my orientation when data analysis was my
sole focus.

(I do not intend to inply thereby that I did not do data

analysis during my fieldwork.

'!his is further explained in the

"Introductions" to Parts One and '!Wo. )
Upon discovering this shift in orientation, I separated the two

into Parts One and 'IWo.

I came to create Parts 'Ihree ani Four through

a similar process of emerging distinctions.

'!he various Parts of the

thesis are as follONS:
Part One: '!he four chapters of Part One describe the researcher's

experience with the theatre project fran the orientation of being in
the field.

'!he chapters are framed in tenns of questions ani ideas

directly out of the field experience which guided data analysis ani
librcny research mainly of that time.

'!he chapters alternate with the

first and third p:rovidi.rg narrative description of how the study
commenced, entJ:y into the field, questions arising out of this

experience, ani observations of processes in which group members ani
the director engaged while creating ani presenting the play.
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'!he

sec::orn

arrl fourth chapters cxmstitute literature reviews guided by the

questions arising from the fieldwork experience.

'Ihe final search

through the last of the areas of literature concluded March 1990,

although articles which have been brought to my attention since have
been included in the study.

Part Two: 'Ibis Part contains three chapters.

'Ihey are all written as

part of an intensive data analysis process catpleted after the

fieldwork experience.

'!he opening chapter returns to methodology in

tenns of this stage of the process.

It also provides revierN of the

data analysis process, incluc:ti.n.;J a synthesis of social theo:cy related

to data analysis.

'!he Cllapter which follows it provides a set of

theoretical assunptions emerging from data analysis process.
chapter of this Part builds on the other two.

'!he last

It provides a

conceptual outline of the ''model" specifically designed to represent
the data analysis.

Part 'Ihree: '!here is a single chapter in this Part.

It is the IOOdel

from data analysis referred to as the ''Mobile-framework".
six pieces in this ''Mobile-Framework".
Context".

'!here are

'!he first piece is "General

'!he other five pieces, the "Five Act-Plays" represent five

stages in the theatre project.

'!he ''Mobile-framework was carefully

crafted as a special fonn of representation emerging fran data
analysis.

It aims towards reflecting the dynamics of group members'

interactions in creating and resporiling to charging meanings.

'Ihrough

it, I have attempted where possible to reinforce group members'
non-hancqeneity as well as representing experiences of charge as
emerging.
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Part Four: '!his consists of a s:irgle chapter which oonsolidates

reflections fran the study particularly as they relate to adult
education.
Part Five: Part Five is a Bibliography divided into five sections to

reflect the multidisciplinary nature of the study.
Part Six: '!his is the Appenlices.

It mainly consists of artifacts

fran the fieldwork.
In summary, this study brirgs to the fore the need to reflect on

an epistemology of change, to interpret how we experience change.
Evecy piece of adult education literature deals with change directly

or indirectly.

Most pieces provide us with a method of how to effect

change, two contrast:irg examples be:irg program planning for job
retraini.n:J I am Freire Is "codification" process (Freire I 1985 I P· 52) •
SUbstantially fewer works attenpt to go beyorxl a method to describe
theoretical reference to epistemology of how people experience change

in meaning (learning) •

-

How we experience change

am

how we resporxi

to "change" is not generally addressed in the JOOSt adult education
literature.
'1he thesis espouses the view that

experiences

am

adult education.

we must reflect on how people's

responses to pervasive change influence all aspects of
otherwise, we will ignore one of the JOOSt striking

elements of no:lem context.

Ironically, if we do not, we will also

ignore one of the few elements expressed cx:moonly by all adult
educators, our wide-spread experience of change (D:lrkenwald
1982; Kidd, 1973; Knowles, 1980; Verner, 1964).

XXX
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Merriam
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PARI' ONE
ClJANGING Ac:r: ACI'ING CHANGE

INr.ROIXJCriON

'!his thesis houses two modes of representing my experience with

the theatre project.

'Ihe four chapters in this Part, combined,

canprise the first mode.

Together, these chapters cx:Jrwey the theatre

project from the researcher's initial vantage point, that being
experience while in the field.

'!he second mode of representing my

experience with the theatre project is a model, the
"Mobile-framework".

'!his model emerged from an extended period of

data analysis which occurred after the fieldwork.

Consisting of

Chapters Five, Six, and Seven, Part Two contains a description of data
analysis leading to creation of the Mobile-framework.

'Ihe

Mobile-framework canprises Part 'Ihree.
'Ihese two distinct representational fonns evolved fran a
methodological concen1 described in the Preface.

launched from the

four areas of discovecy, the Preface presses for nore thorough
reflection and documentation of research process.

'!his concern with

reflection and documentation is particularly strong in relation to
change which emerges during research.
When I began to reflect on how to represent the theatre project
experience, based on the fieldwork, I assumed it would take a
chronological fonn.

However, while engaged in data analysis I focused

pr:ilnarily on reconstruction of themes and abstracting both elements of
concern to project participants and relevant to adult education.
2

Although chronology was still important, chronological fonn no longer
provided exclusive criteria for representation.
In addition, through data analysis I began

to recognize my own

cl:lan:1ing understanding of "events" associated with the theatre
project.

"<llronology fran what vantage point -

became a most significant question.

whose and when?" -

'!his question prompted reflection

on distinctions between my experience and focus during fieldwork, and
1
this latter stage with data analysis as concentrated focus •

Although

there was great overlap, I became aware of sane differences in my
orientation during the two periods.
For instance, when in the field, I was frequently aware of
tensions in growing relationships among group members.

I gradually

became aware of constant change through recognizing a continual need

to resporrl to change (even as participant observer).

'!he intensity

which this set of irrlividuals brought to the theatre project, their

focus in theatre on physical IOOVement, emotional expression, my own
developing sense of concerns participants had, all of these elements
created a tone in my tasks and a general sense of the experience.
By the simple matter of the immediacy of my involvement with

group members, I associated fieldwork with an "intimate" quality.

'!his quality was not linked in the same way with the data analysis
process which follavved.

Uncertainty and change which had pervaded

periods of the theatre project were gone during data analysis.

My

interpretations and reconstructions of the experience continued to
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c:ha.rge.

Yet, the uncertainty associated, for example, with the "final

outcane", the presentation of the play, the audience response to it,
this had ceased.
Replacing a highly interactive, social process, with a lengthy
ani mainly cognitive process, data analysis has been associated with

attenpts to create an "abstraction" fran data.
creation of a model.

To

I have been focused on

symbolize this difference in tasks arrl

reflective orientation between fieldwork arrl concentrated data
analysis, I refer throughout the thesis to "the intimate" and "the

abstract".

'lhese two words are interned to convey thematic

2
distinctions of orientation described herein •
Prior to corrmencing with the first representation of the theatre
project, it is important to emphasize the benefit of providing the two
different fonns of representation.
the other.
experience.

One fonn is not more precise than

Neither perspective alone yields a complete sense of the
Recognition of c:ha.rge in the researcher in this manner is

important because of the contextual clues made available by the
representations when laid side by side.

As the view fran one eye

cannot provide depth perception, so it is with either presentation

alone.

'!he two together provide a more complete rerrlering.

Simultaneously both provide content arrl context for the other.
On a more specific note, there is a matter of choosing fonn

express difference in experience arrl task.

to

Writing style and fonnat

for each representational fonn has been carefully chosen.

In the four

chapters of this Part I have purposely cultivated a narrative style to
reflect an "intimate", immediate quality.
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I have also relied on

questions arising during that pericxi to frame nuch of the material and

to i.rrlicate what libracy searches were pursued in response to
fieldwork questions.
'!he chapters of this Part are organized in rough adherence to a
chronology of questions.

Olapter One describes entry into the field

and the methodological questions that arose theref:ran.

In response to

those questions, Olapter Two outlines the review of adult education
literature on methcxiology and methods.

Olapter 'Ihree canpletes the

narrative summary of experience in the field and describes additional
questions concerning theoretical resources.

Olapter Four presents a

review of several areas of literature including theatre and adult
education, as well as resources on social theo:ry.

'!he review brings

this Part to a close.
Beyond differences in fonnat and style, there is another
distinction in content between the two representations.

Consistent

with the henneneutical circle, these chapters on the fieldwork
experience reflect the beginning of data analysis.

'!he second fonn,

the IOOdel, derives fran the final stages of data analysis.

Content in

these chapters will not entirely mesh with the ''Mobile-framework".
For instance, Olapter One of this Part opens with an

~is

on

theatre which might suggest that theatre is central to the thesis.
When I entered the field I assumed that theatre would be the focal
point of the work.

However, enphasis on theatre as central changed

through further data analysis, shifting to meani.rg and change related

to learning.

(I came to think of "theatre" as part of a larger

process of social construction.)
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An additional example of a difference lies in episte.n¥:>logical

chan:Jes.

'Ihese four chapters reflect my early struggles with

distirguishing between a stnlctural. focus am a processual focus.

For

instance, in <l'lapter 'lWo I describe criteria upon which I relied for
choosing methodology and method in the study.

one of the criteria

refers to considering the nature of "the lilenanenon" to be studied.
As Chapter Five and Six reveal, I would no longer use those words

since that construction ten:1s to "reify" or objectify.
I have noted a transition in my statements of objectives.
<l'lapter One describes one progression associated with the fieldwork.
<l'lapter Five outlines an emerging objective related to the focused

data analysis period.

'!he statement of objectives contained in

<l'lapter One, however, does not reflect the

"future" developments, the

interpretations reflected in the Preface or later work.

It reflects

objectives developed out of my initial understanding of what I was
about to embark upon, tacit struggles with epist:enology, assumed focal
points and all.
I have not edited out such differences, despite editorial drives
for consistency.
point.

'lhese historical inconsistencies are "precisely" the

'!hey are an important record of emerging chan:Jes in the

researcher's perspective.
impelled the study.
research.

As

'!hey indicate what questions and concerns

such, they illuminate tunrlng points in the

Part of the "singular" perspective these four chapters are

int:enied to bring, then, is one of historical conceptual context.
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NOl'ES

1
Given that I had studied a set of in:tividuals engaged in a
project which came to a close, I could not retmn to the field for
continued observational work. I did intel:view project participants
after the theatre production. However, continued intel:viewing would
have been problematic. Several participants were going to new theatre
projects and all were taki.n:J on other activities which might have
oonsiderable impact upon their perspective of this particular project.
Hence, after completing the secom set of intel:vierws, I did not retmn
to the field.
2
Shennan and Webb acknowledge a troubling tension between
"abstraction" and what they refer to as a contextual quality crucial
to qualitative research. [Shennan, R. & Webb, R. (1988) • Qualitative
research in education: A focus. In R. Shennan & R. Webb (Eds.) ,
Qualitative Research in Education: Focus and Methods, (pp. 2-21).
Iorxion: '!he Falmer Press.] Linking "intimate" with "contextual"
attempts to locate the oontext within the researcher as a reminder of
interpretive epistemology.
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'!HE FIRST S'I'AGE: Enter~ '!he Field

lwru.ther wilt thou lead me?
Hamlet, I, v. line 1

I'll go no further.

Speak.

~t' s why I feel inadequate. I'm

not fran arourrl here!

Ann) J-11-47
INTROIIJCriON

'!he word "theatre" may conjure up imnense acts of imagination.
For some, "it" thrives in the costume clotted operatic gesture.
others, "theatre" may consist of minute acts of meaning -

For

the twice

intended pause.
I can take any enpty space ani call it a bare stage. A man walks
across this enpty space whilst saneone else is watching, ani this
is all that is needed for an act of theatre to be engaged.
(Brook, 1972, p. 11)
Many in the theatre emphasize its quality of entertainment as

essential (Brcx:kett, 1984), while others maintain that "its" strength
lies in its special abilities to evoke meaning (States, 1985) •

'!his

prism of thought concerning theatre has found fonn in therapeutic
(Moreno, 1977), in political (lambert, 1982) ani in religious (Millett
&

Bentley, 1935) frameworks.

'lheatre has been likened by social

theorists to everything fran "serious play" (Turner, 1982) , to reality
ani reality to it (Lyman & Scott, 1975) •
'!he diversity of these fonns ani applications strikes a parallel

diversity in adult education.

Pemaps, it is this eclectic

camronality which has recently provided so many opportunities for
joint endeavors between theatre ani adult education.
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Concepts fran

theatre have been applied in nulti-varied adult education settings
fran adult basic education classes (Radin, 1985), to therapy (Ginn,
1974)' to camnunity development (Aruba, 1984). One element in

particular seems consistent across this variation.

It is the bright,

wann intensity of enthusiasm in adult educators 1 reports of theatre.

Materials on the subject give rave reviews to the use of theatre ani
prarpt toore study of canbined adult education ani theatre enterprises.
'Ibis thesis is about the study of one such en:ieavor.
one experience with "serious play".

It is about

To bring further insight into

such study, it is also about the intimate ani the abstract elements of

that experience.

More specifically, it is about a group of people who

used their present to locate ani at the same time to create another

group 1 s past for purposes of future "present-ation", linking the two
forever.

It is also about one ·person of the group ani not of the

group tzying to capture their moonbeam with her jar.
I was privileged to becane a participant observer of a project
with a rural theatre group during their process (over a six month
period) of constructing ani presenting a play about the history of
that community.

'Ihe preceding paragraph, with paper-plotted

paradoxes, suggests several strands of that experience from which this
doa.nnent is woven.
To begin with, there was the interaction of theatre group members

as a basis for my experience.

Secorxi, over time there is my jar -

filtering framework which creates my interpretation of the group
members 1 interactions.

'lhird, the expression of my interpretations

fran this experience takes particular shape by the fonn of this
9

my

document.

'lhe objectives of the study have acted shuttle-like to

weave these threads of experience together.

STATEMENl' OF OBJECI'IVES
Fran these objectives, data collection arrl data analysis must

take shape.

'!he shape ought to reflect the connectedness of the

intimate (the essence of the experience) arrl the abstractions (my
reflections arrl generalizations) of the experience.

Sensitivity to

this interconnectedness is, therefore, ilrportant in the creation of a

set of objectives.

In fact, it is at this point that the intimate may

be ignored and the abstract thereby set adrift.

'Ib keep the piece

between the two, before I state fonnal objectives I must emphasize
some ilrportant aspects of circumstance.
I began

objectives.

this work with general interests which shaped my
I viewed the chance to work with a theatre group as a

worx:lerful personal opportunity in relation to my studies in adult
education for two reasons:
- 'lhe occasion would provide an opportunity to obsel:ve the use of
theatre as a tool for learning.
- 'lhe occasion would fumish me as well with the opportunity to
participate in and obseJ:ve members of a conununity group engaged in
a process of learning.

Historically, much of adult education

resource material has focused on the in:tividual learner.
Having described my initial interests/objectives in entering the
field, I must also emphasize that my objectives changed during the
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fieldwork pericxi.

'!hey changed as I learned fran my experiences ard

as my tasks changed even in the act of writing this Part of the
thesis.
'!he objectives as fonnulated for this document have been crafted

out of my developing underst:arning of both ethnographic research
frame'NOrks ard adult education frameworks.

Derived fran these

contexts, the first objective for this thesis is:
a) To develop a rich description of a group of irrlividuals engaged in
doing theatre with adult education as one of their purposes.
'!be rich description inevitably reflects my focus (as participant
observer) related to participants • perceptions ard constructs of the
process in which they were engaged through their theatre project.
Hence the second objective is:
b)To relate the rich description to literature concenled with
relationships between theatre ard adult education.
'!be remaining contents of this chapter fonn the beginning of this
rich or thick description.

I have provided a particularly detailed

description of how I entered the field.

My

first impressions of those

participating in the theatre project at that time, ard the setting,
the countryside, the town ard the theatre, itself are portrayed in
detail as context for description of the project.
<llapter Two outlines librcu:y research concerning methcxi ard
methcxiology.

<llapter 'Ihree is canprised of a general description of

that which I observed in project participants• interaction ard their
articulated meanings of the experience.

'!be <llapter also contains a

description of those participants not described in <llapter One.
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<llapter Four summarizes my search for theories which would offer

explication for questions arising out of efforts to urxie.rst:ani how and
what meaning participants were making out of the experience.

'!he

literature I smveyed to provide explication for obse:l:vations made in
the field is reviewed.
'Ihroughout these four descriptive chapters are threaded questions

evoked through the fieldwork.

'lhese questions were chosen from the

many which accumulated in "Reflective Notes" taken during the

fieldwork.

'lhe questions listed therein came fran a rnnnber of

different sources.

'!hey were raised throughout the experience by

participants in their interactions, by my reflections in observing
them, and also by resource people.

(Details of field methods

including a description of contents of my Reflective Notes are
presented in Olapter '!Wo.)
'lhe questions IrOSt repeatedly raised were ones which stiffened my

resolve to act in arry one direction as a researcher.

'lhese questions,

then, have been included in each chapter to provide a sense of how
both intimate and abstract aspects of my experience prompted me to

further action.
Relying upon these series of questions serves to detract from
illusions of a wholly linear research process.

Activities of

participants in the theatre project did not take such a fonn; neither
could my activities as a novitiate participant observer take such a
fonn.
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DESaUPI'ION OF ENTERING 'lHE FIElD

'!here was a "first question" which precipitatEd my participation
in the theatre project.

'!hat first question was ''What shall I choose

as a thesis topic?" '!his question was emitted synchronously with the
fla.shirg green rhytlnn of a photocopy machine one May day of 1985.
formed part of a fragmented conversation following
etiquette.
before.

It

!Dotocopy

'lhe question had history; I had asked it frequently

'!his time, however, the perfunctory an:i the polite provided

opporbmity.
'lhe person waiting for the photocopier, was an:i is a professional

playwright, named cameron.

He is a tall man, in mid-thirties, who

smiles arrl laughs gently.

He may also be most forceful arrl dynamic.

He corweys an air of intensity in loafers.
To return

to happenstance, over the intennittent stretches arrl

flashes of the photocopier,

cameron

hoped to be involved in June 1985.

recalled a project with which he
He statEd that a rural community

theatre group locatEd in the town of "Goetheim" had applied for
funding to develop a play about the history of their community.

'!he

theatre group had asked him in, he said, to facilitate as
writer-director the process of creating the play.

He described the

group as having "trernerrlous initiative arrl incredible energy".

He

exuded such enthusiasm about the project I fou.rrl myself interested in
becoming involved regardless of whether it satisfied the thesis quest.

When describing the project,

cameron

suggested that I might be

welcomed by the group to observe the process arrl record it.
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He

un:iertook to discuss the possibility of my involvement with the group.

Shortly thereafter I was invited to a theatre makeup workshop they
were havhg on the~ of June J:rd 1985.

I was to drive out to

the ccmnt.mity, about an hour an:i a quarter's drive to atteni the
workshop.

While there I was to put my request directly to "group

members", participants in

the project.

On June Jrd, 1985 I placed myself into the car, mentally checked

off the "necessaries", started the car an:i drove towards the dramatic.
Map in hand, I realized at the outskirts of the city that I had

already becane part of a line of vehicles leavhg Saskatoon on a rural
runway.

'!he early evening light pleasant an:i passive seemed softly at

odds with my sense of anticipation.

After all, what an adventure to

be off to a new place, meeting new people, cl1al.lenged with a

relatively abrupt request for acceptance ani all through thrills of
the theatre.

As I reached the top of the next long hill I observed

hints of clouds ahead.
I was particularly struck by two observations as I was driving to
Goetheim that first evening on the highway.

It was a road through

truly :rollil:g, lush green (for the prairies) hills.

'!he :rollil:g

quality of the road frequently resulted in an inability to pass other
cars for one could not see great distances.

'!his meant holding one's

place, often at a slow, dignified pace in spite of the fact that there
might be nothing on the other side of the road for miles.

Secord,

even if one became bored in one's place, the next valley view
disclosed worrlerful water sights of ducks ani other fowl swimning ani
diving.

'Ihese were both lovely ani prosperous fields floating by.
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tree

When I first entered Goetheim I was remirxled strangely of

rings.

On the

outer edge were the newly developed town layers, a

govermnent buildin;;J, a IOOtel with a large restaurant ani bar, a

shq:pi.rq mall with a distinctly German

convenierx::e store.

l'lallE,

the Dairy Queen ani a

After I had passed these at a slowed pace, nearer

to the centre of town were a series of schools, churches, ani the
courthouse, big ani brick.
marked the main street.

At the oore, a si.rqle set of stoplights

It was perpen:licular to the "through road".

'!he main street, too, was staunch ani sturdy, built in brick.
'!he town hall, library, newspaper office, musemn, ani firehall lined
the mainstreet interspersed with banks, jewelry stores ani

restaurants.

(On a walld.rg tour of the town a few weeks later my

initial in'pressions of order, cleanliness ani prosperity were
oonfinned anew.)
I located the school wherein the workshop was to be held by
observi.rq cameron •s t.ru.ck parked near to a door.
inmediately as he was in his truck reading.

I located cameron

He advised me that the

school door was locked an:i one of the members of the theatre was
reportedly out in search of keys.

'!he sky had clouded over.

It began

to drizzle.
Eventually a key was located an:i several of us entered the school
through metal crash doors of brown (ubiquitous in Saskatchewan

schools).

I followed the group down a oorridor to the right in

darkness.

'!his oorridor came to an abrupt end with another set of

doors to the right.

We entered a huge room which was transfonned into

a theatre when sufficient lighti.rq etched out ascerrling scores of
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seats.

At the very back of the theatre, box-like, was the light ani

sourrl control room.

I tmned to see a large stage to the left.

CUriously, this stage

Its floo:rboa.:rds were painted black.

was level with the floor.

Huge

Black metal rows of lights hung

curtains of gold framed the stage.

like st:ran;Jely susperxled fann seedin;J equipnent.

I had the inpression

from cameron's camnents that the theatre was remarkably sqirlsticated
for one to be supported by a small :rural ccmmmity.
'1he main focus of the evening was the makeup workshop.

cameron

had arranged to bring a professional actor from Saskatoon to do a
deoonstration.
ani blurred.

'!here were about ten of us.
I noticed the naninal.

Introductions were brief

'!he "group" appeared to range in

age between sixteen ani forty.

Serre

people were dressed in blue

jeans, some in comely casuals.

wanen made

up the majority of this

group.
I was eventually offered the opportunity to speak to those
present about the possibility of being involved in the "heritage
play", theatre project.

Judging from the questions people asked, they

appeared to have little advance notice of ne. Conscious of a late
start to the workshop I spoke briefly.

I described myself as a

graduate student of the Continuing Education program with the
University of Saskatchewan.
by their project.

I stated that I was very nuch interested

As well, I irxticated that I would like to become

involved through observing ani also participating in their process of
developing a play.
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I said that I was particularly interested in what they would be
leaming as a part of this process.

I entila9ized, however, that I

could not describe at this particular point what focus this would take
as it would depeni on the shape of the project.

Finally, I suggested

that I did not require a response that very evening.
A response did cx:me fran Eileen, a tall bram-haired woman who
always seemed to speak with considerable energy, arrl with carefully

chosen woros.
area.

Eileen, in her early forties, was bam in the Goetheim

She suggested that the question of my involvement be taken up

at the next meeting, later in June.

She explained that some of the

group were not at this particular workshop.

Eileen suggested that the

group would then contact me with their decision.

I replied that I

would look forward to hearing fran them.
'!hat business done, we proceeded to go behind the curtains to
crowd into the wanen' s ba:throatVdressingroom.

lined with mirrors and tables.
dark reaches of the theatre.

'!he room was oblong,

It was brightly lit in contrast to the
People took up positions for the

demonstration, leaning on tables, sinks arrl up against cubicles.
A fair-haired actor fran Saskatoon began the workshop, infonnally
detronstrating a series of faces ranging in age fran youthful to
elderly.

He was a lithe fellow with loose, swinging anns and strong

hams. '!he actor was l:x:Jwed slightly at the chest.

As he plied his

makeup he spoke only occasionally and briefly then; cameron

supplemented with conmentary.
Anna, one of the theatre group asked about the names arrl mnnbers

of the makeup used.

Often the rnnnbers were large ones suggesting a
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vast selection with subtle gradations.

Sane of the names had a

mysterious, exotic souni such as, "Crimson Lake" (bright red) or

••carmen••

(deep prrple).

After Anna had asked about the names of the

makeup (sanetimes askirg merely for affinnation) she 'WOn:iered to

another member about the theatre group's stock of makeup.
Anna has very lon.;J brown hair frequently framing large hoop

earrings and a frierxtly face.

She is in her early thirties.

sentences are often pmctuated with a little laugh.

Her

She makes

frequent jokes about her varying levels of anxiety in relation to
perfonning.

Yet, on this occasion she was using theatre tenns that

seemed absent fran others' expressions.

When the question was raised conceming the theatre group's stock
of makeup, there was a side discussion about what the group did have
and where to oroer additional supplies.

during the 'WOrkshop, a half-dozen in all.

'!here were few questions
Conversation was limited as

well. cameron suggested retuming to the theatre to obsezve the actor
as aged.

He stated that bc:dy language and lighting were as in'p:>rtant

as makeup.
With that we trooped out, back through the swinging bathroom
door, and across the stage to the theatre seats.
the ascending rows of seats.
and three's.

We spread out amon:J

People sat, sane alone, a few in two's

'!he lights were changed to focus on one corner of the

stage where the actor stocxi.
face caved-in and trembled.

'!he lithe bc:dy now bent further, the
One minute he seemed an odd fellow with

strange markings on his face, the next minute, the lines and shapes
melded to mean age.
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''Wow'',

'!here were several exclamations fran group menbers -

don't believe it".
Anna am::>ng them.

One or two leaned aver, whisperirg

"I

to each other,

His met.aiooqnosis was JOOSt convincirg.

cameron

etllilasized the dramatic change with questions such as "Did you see
what he did with his shoulders? With his face?

With his ham

m::wements?" Sane nodded, sane shifted about 'b:yirg out their own
a~tly

alternated positions, others were IOOtionless,
'1he

transfixed.

workshop came to a close shortly after this testiloonial, with

cameron suggesting a "regroupirg at the bar".
'!he bar chosen was part of the IOOtel on the "outer rirg" of town.
It was a huge room with a high ceilirg.

Red

naugahyde chairs arrl

booths were crowded throughout the floor area.

empty.

'!he room was divided with a thini of it beirg raised a few

feet above the larger portion.
areas.

A wood railirq separated the two

A pool table was planted off to the right side of the raised

on

area.

Most of them were

one of the walls in the larger space an innnense screen had

been affixed to the wall.

Rock videos flashed arrl flipped across it.

Below the screen was a small open space with wood tilirg.

'!he "dance

floor'' was empty with no orte sittirq near it.
About eight of the people fran the workshop came to the bar.
'!hey were cranuned into a booth near the entrance.
arrive.

I was the last to

When I located the group sane were laughing while others were

talking excitedly.

'!hey were the largest group in the bar.

'!he lower

part of the bar was virtually empty.

I remained there with the group for about an hour.
time people joked arrl talked mainly as a group.
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Dlrirg that

'Ihe conversation

shifted several times.

One of the major topics centred aJ::'O\.mi a

sunmer play several group members were beginrrl.rg to work on for a
children's organization.

'!he problem of constructing a mask for one

of the characters was the topic of discussion for several people.

one

anag the group working on this production is a pleasant, rourrl-faced

man named Jiln.
mid-twenties.

He is jovial ani positively spoken.

Jiln is in his

lenore, with blorrle sculpted haired arrl emphatically

tanned seemed also to be involved in that production.

She is in her

early forties ani is native to Goetheiln.
cameron suggested that those working on that play (four or five
in all) come in to Saskatoon.

cameron was

A professional theatre troupe of which

a member happened to be puttinl on a play which he

suggested might give them ideas concerning the mask ani the staginl of

the play.

Dlrinl this discussion I became aware of the fact that the

"theatre club" was newly fonned.

Sane, but not all of the

participants in this project, had been involved with the only
production the club had presented, a few 100nths before.

(Five were

involved at the time in a relatively small project which had prompted
this discussion.)

Virtually all those participatinl in this project had extremely
lilnited experience with theatre presentation ani no experience with
writinl a play.

'!he participants described their inexperience ani the

challenge ahead with tones of bravado when asked directly about it.

I

remember beinl in awe of these people's initiative ani beinl wanned by

their excitement and humor.
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Conversation included CXIl1llelts on other, diverse subjects fran
the videos' appearirg on the screen (awreciation of, a singer, Cyn:ti

I.auper' s stagin:J techniques) to
the group.

cameron •s

cxmnents of encouragement to

He spoke several times of his excitement about 'WOrking

with them to create the play. Responses fran group members ranJed fran
toasted self-encouragement to smiling apprehension.

3

I was one of the

first to leave in order to drive home about 12:30 A.M.
My next

involvement with any of the group was with Eileen.

She

telephoned a few weeks after the workshop to say cheerily that "the
group would be happy to have me involved".
in Saskatoon and meeting with cameron.
home to see him.

She then talked of being

I invited her to come to my

'!he meeting occurred on July 5th in my little

livingroom.
over coffee cameron and Eileen seemed to chat as nuch as meet.
Discussion of Goetheim' s current events flowed into discussion of the
town's history in supporting community events, which then flowed into
discussion of the con.cems among group members about the project and
then back to reflections about the town.

cameron's personal

connections to the town were even contained in this flow.

He

mentioned that sane of his relatives had fanned in the area.
At one point Eileen described the population of Goetheim as being
static.

By way of illustration she stated that "out of a graduating

class of twenty-three that year, only two people had moved away".
'!his led to a reference about the community not generally supporting
new initiatives until they were proven successful.

A bit of dark

hUIOOr may illustrate described concerns about cx:mnunity participation.
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Eileen stated jokingly that the group was not won:ying about the
dates for the play as, ''Nobody canes aeyway, so it doesn't matter what

night they don •t cane aeyway! 11 I later recognized this as a
distinctive flavor in group members • hl.lll¥)r.

I discovered later that

many people had att.enied the last (ani first production) put on by the
theatre club.

Eileen •s ccmnents may have reflected irrlirectly

apprehension about gettirg people to participate in puttirg on a
production.
Eileen also spoke of concerns group members had.

She appeared to

me to be concemed, herself, although she did not clearly express
personal concern:

- I don't have a lot of concern with people coming to see it yet... Eil) J-5.
- Too bad more people didn't come out to the meetirg. Eil) J-5.
IDretta could do far better than I could. We've lost a f&~~ •••
'!hat's okay. Eil) J-5.
When Eileen made the latter statement cameron asked ''Who's quit?"
Eileen listed three people who had left Goetheim or were not available
during the surmner.

She then listed several people who were "solid".

She estimated that about fourteen were left.
enough" she said.

"Nobody thinks that's

cameron, however, described that as a core group

ani said, "'!here will probably be further attrition.

Ten is

lots. 11

Eileen emphasized there were a rnnnber of people "who were of help

to" her.

When cameron suggested another meetirg soon, Eileen

respon:led with, "'lhey want you to come" ani later reiterated, "I think
they'll feel better with you there."

(cameron had not been able to

attend the meetirg between the makeup workshop ani this infonnal
meetirg.)
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Eileen described the group as repeatirg a certain patten'l:
'!hey 1 re very good at the meetirgs arrl then they fall apart on
their own yet. '!hat •s what 1 s happening. I think they have
enough infonnation stored up. Everyone seems to think they need
to be readirg. • • Eil) J-5.
She then outlined sane of the work done in glowing tenns: "Jim arrl

Joyce have amazirg songs." "Joyce read the whole Wheat Pool histocy.
Jim did a whole skit on the Wheat Pool about holdirg a Wheat Pool

meetirg with planted questions fran the audience."

"Anna suggested a

dream sequence."
When I asked how the members went about gatherirg infonnation,

cameron

arrl Eileen gave me a brief histocy.

'Ib summarize their

histocy: Members of the group had applied for arrl received limited
provincial furxli.ng for the "Heritage Play".

'!he two people who had

applied for furxli.ng were no longer involved with the project, one
havirg IOOVed away, the other beirg away on a trip.

'!he original

emphasis on the historical religious ties of the conununity (the town

is predaninantly Gennan catholic) had died out and was replaced with a
list of subjects on a rnnnber of different subjects. (I obtained a copy
of this list and the application fonn sane time later.

Both are

included in the Appen:tices. )
Given the tenor of the diSOJSSion, I began to have a m.nnber of
questions.

What was Eileen •s relationship to group members?

have a fonnalized role?
members?

Did she

What relationship did cameron have to group

Had his role been fonnalized? What perceptions would members
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of the group have of me given that I had been introduced by

cameron,

came fran Saskatoon, ani might seem a professional of sane sort as a
graduate student.

-

What expectations might they have of me?

None of these questions were clearly answered that day, although
Eileen did answer the question of her role in this way:
- Jessie said [a member I had not spoken to yet ani who was the
president of the club] we need saneone to prcxluce it. I asked
Jo as she was instnnnental in get.ti.r¥.1 the ~ [Jo was the
wanan away on a trip] ••• I don't know if they need a producer
per se, or an authority figure... When they get scared saneone
to call, "I'll call Eileen". Eil) J-5.
'!his diso1ssion led back into an i.rrlirect discussion about what the
play would look like.

Eileen stated that in the application certain

''pranises had been made".
certain length ani fonna.t.
problem.

For exanple, the fonn made reference to a

cameron

addressed that, "It's not your

People don't make a shCM by length."

Eileen •s response

seemed i.rrlirect:

- Skits if that's what it looks like. . • Whatever it comes out
to that's what its going to be... A lot of them want to have
structure. Eil) J-5-Fieldnotes.
- Joyce and Jim are just fine with no structure. . . All of them
have it in them if they only knew. Eil) J-5-Fieldnotes.
Eileen also described inviting specific people to join this
project.

She spoke wannly of a youth named Jay ''who had won a

provincial award."

He's self-confident. • • Knows heM to pause, heM to

wait."
Eileen's fourteen year old daughter, Debbie arrived arrl cameron
left soon thereafter.
rourxl pink face.

teenage candor.

over

Debbie is tall with bright blue eyes and a
the follCMing 100nths I grew to appreciate her

She asked heM things went.
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Eileen responded that

cameron would like a meetin:;J every week.

She respcnied with, "Yeah it

will give the group a feelirq of sanething beirq done."
By the eni of this ''meetirx.;J" I was left with a rnnnber of

observations.

Eileen knew a tremerxlous ano.mt about the ccmra.mity.

Dlrin:;J the discussions she had referred to "the old established
families ani named a few.

She had made reference to the "family

newspaper" and the quality of the sur:rounting fannland (her
grarxifather hanesteaded in the area) •

When Eileen offered to take me

on a tour of the town in the weeks followirx.;J I quickly and gratefully
accepted.

In addition, immediately prior to leaving she described the first
ani only production the group had staged.

fascinatin:;J details.

She told of a snowstonn seizirx.;J the town and

area prior to the secorrl
snowboun:i.

Her description was full of

ev~

perfonnance, causing some to be

In excited, skin-of-your-teeth adventure tones, she told

of "losing the director (who had a small part in the play) , losing the
lightin:;J "crew'', and losing the high school bani (who were not allowed
to come out because of the weather) • '!he bani members were to sell the
tickets ani bring baking for sale.
'!he biggest problem in all of this, according to Eileen, was
"gettin:;J inside"!
located.

A huge drift had to be shovelled out and a key

"It went really well -

once we were inside!"

Despite the

losses, saneone was fou.rx:l to do the director's part, saneone else came

in to do the lighting.

He had had to be directed by headphones fran
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backstage.

'!hen they had begt.m to won:ler whether anyone would cane.

In fact, the audience did manage to cane ani gave them a st:.arrlin;;J

ovation in the

em.

As Eileen described this I had an image of the prairie pioneer

spirit dirty, ragged, ani strorg suddenly given full theatrical,
exaggerated makeup ani shouting, '"'he show must go on.
go on."

On

'!he show must

the heels of her animated description, Eileen spoke of

"heading out for hane".

Prior to leaving, Eileen advised me of a meeting to be held at
Jim's an:i Joyce 1 s hane on July 11th.

In reflecting on the aften'loon' s

eventful djscussion, I discovered that I was thinking in bilateral
research tenns.

I began thinking that I had started in the middle.

'!here is a shOW' that has gone on, a show going on, arxi this shOW' that
will go on.

Questions about umerstarrling the past context for the

group members had been raised for me.

As well, I had begt.m to

consider a series of questions about the roles of people.
As I write this ncM, I have a clearer image of being on a timeline

see-saw or perhaps, more accurately a saw-see-we'll see.
So many questions ~d been raised that the larger question of how

to organize my research

became altogether pressing.

such as: What is my purpose? What do I do?

to group members?

l):)es

Basic questions

How do I explain my role

my role change aver time?

-

How much should

I participate in group activities?

Should I only obsmve? What

methods of recording should I use?

Having begt.m to do research in the

area of methodology, these questions made the search compelling.
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NC1I'ES

~or flourish ani reflection, I have hUJ'¥] each chapter by a "line"
fran Hamlet. Hamlet's presence graced my thesis proposal. He lingers
here supplant:i.rg his father in the haunt. I have been bemused by "his
ghost" while conceptualiz:i.rg this thesis; he aiOOI'¥3' others has been a
resource person. In true theatrical tradition, dialogue has created
this thesis despite its lOOilOlogue fonn. His speeches are i.nterrled to
remini the reader of the social nature of a thesis.
Beyoni the IJX)re general inspiration, I have c::x::me to consider his
situation as hav:i.rg sane limited parallel to those I have observed in
the theatre project. I urxlerstan:i his character as one experiencing a
cultural ananaly, a breaking point. He has gone away fran his society
to university to focus on prilosophical studies, questions of meaning.
His perspective is thus changed; he retmns to a society changed ani
not changed. He is expected to act but has no final confidence in the
meaning he makes.
And thus the native hue of resolution
Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought,
And enterprises of great pitch ani nanent
With this regard their currents tum awry
And lose the name of action ••• Hamlet, III, i, 84-88

His actions are those of one who is reaching to firrl ways to obtain
certainty so that he may act. His reflections are of one whose
anchors in the profound are utterly shaken.
2

In the name of dialogue and social experience I have also quoted
participants in the theatre project. A resource person suggested this
to grourrl the context within the experience of project participants.
'lhe quotations chosen are statements they made dur:i.rg the process of
creat:i.rg and presenting the play. I have selected these on the basis
that they reflect group members' nost camnonly expressed feeling at a
particular stage in the project. They do not always match "Hamlet's".
As any conversation may reveal, there are sane contrasts am some
expressions of the same experience described in markedly different
manners. 'lhe quotations, in sane instances, simply reflect two major
themes in a chapter.

3

My notes of these exchanges are scant. Since I had not received
consent to do the study it was not appropriate to tape or take notes
of the proceedings.
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STAGE DIRECI'IONS:

Review Of MethodolCXJical Resources Related To '!he Fieldwork stage
SUit the action to the YIO:rd, the YIO:rd to the action,
With this special observance, that you o •er step not
'1he Modesty of Nature
- Hamlet, III, II, line 16.

'!his is a time for stretch.irg. We have a slight argument about
how to set this up. Ann) J-11-59.
INT.ROilJCI'ION

'!his Olapter describes how through research arrl reflection the
field questions concluding the last Olapter were addressed.
Consistent with a rough chronology, my early considerations of
"contextual dimensions" coi'1Cel:11.in;J the research are presented.

'Ihese

initial considerations were relied upon as a basis for strategy in

beg~ a search of.methodolCXJical literature. 1 Description of the
initial "contextual dimension" is followed by an overview of four
focal points emerging fran the library search.
'Ihe remainder of the Cllapter discloses findings in the literature
coi'1Cel:11.in;J the four focal points.
study arrl implications in

'Ihese are directly related to the

tenns of research design.

In this way the

literature review is closely linked with reflections fran initial
fieldwork data analysis.
'Ihe questions raised at the eni of the first chapter are
extremely broad.
I do?"

''What is my purpose? -

More basically: ''What should

As with other aspects of the theatre members' project my role

was defined over time.

Yet, in considering the context, there were
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,

initial limits.

I had not been asked in to do sw:veys, or to set up a

laborato:r:y to con:iuct tests.
My

jar or filter for doing the research had several

predetennini.rg dimensions.

dimension was created by at

One contextual

least one person involved in the project.
suggestion

concernin:J my involvement

cameron's initial

assumed I would observe

perhaps participate to sane extent in the project.

purpose

am what should

I do"

am

''What is my

were to be shaped by those limits.

A second contextual dimension was fonned by

researcher, that focus being on adult education.

my focus

as

I began with an

explicit assunption that participants of this project were learning
through a social process, for example, about the histo:r:y of the

conmmity, about themselves and about theatre.

Yet, could any of this

research be related to extant research in adult education?

To

answer

these pressing questions arising out of the immediate experience of
the fieldwork I turned to libra:r:y research

am consulted

resource

people.
My

first research strategy was simple am direct, I would search

for like projects.

'!hat is, projects "like" this one in two senses:

a) People engaged in similar projects (creating a play in a rural
conmmity) and b) people being studied in a similar manner from a
participant observer role.
While I did discover a considerable m.nnber of descriptions about
theatre groups in adult education materials, many were of a ve:r:y
different nature from the study at hand.

'!hey were different both in

the constitution of groups involved and in the objectives of their
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projects.

(Discoveries of other theatre projects will be toore

thoroughly described in Clapter Four. )

Of those resource materials

c:oncernirg theatre projects lcx:ated, the fonns of the studies did not

suggest an adult educator entering a group as a participant observer.
'!his presented a strong argument for prcx::eedirg since the study might
then offer new insights.

Given pressirg ''how to" questions al:xJut I'CrX role as researcher, I
initially felt toore urgent need to focus on others' experience with
participant observation methods than I did to search for similar
theatre projects.

'!his quest for toore refined methods led to toore

abstract aspects of methods, a study of philosophic frameworks as

related to methods, that is methodology.

'Ihe importance of

methodology was also raised by the secorrl dimension of context: "Could
any of this research be related to existing research in adult

education?"
While reading resource materials to answer those questions, I
became quite fascinated with the concept of research methodology for

another reason altcx:jether.

I came to understand how significant

ontological and epistemological underpinnings are in developing
research approaches in any fonn of adult education.

For example,

adult educators have been especially concerned with epistemological
assurrptions ~ adult education research as they relate to a particular

conceptualiz~tion of learnirg and knowledge (Li.nieman, 1926; Freire,
I

1973;

Rudd~,

1971).

One f * point before launching into the study's discoveries

c:oncernirg ~thodology and methods.
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Researd1 in this area continued

lorg after the f:ruits of my fieldwork had been hanrested.

Focus in

readirg the resource materials has shifted, however, as my tasks am
my concerns have shifted.

Four different, major focal points emerged

through research of methodology

am methods:

a) Ontological am episte.nx:>logical unierpinnirgs of participant
observation am ethnographic research.

'!his was research I

surveyed to locate descriptions of various methcxiologies linked
with philosophic fourrlations.
b) rata collection: Descriptions of fieldwork methods were sought to
resporxi to inmediate questions such as how to enter the field, how

to record, how to act.

('!his became part of ''my filter, my jar

through which I have endeavored to capture the experience.)

c) rata analysis: '!his was a search for descriptions of data analysis
methods.

At the outset the search was ex>ncemed with the following

questions: What is data, what steps does one use to analyze data,
when does one begin, how is data analysis integrated with data
ex>llection

dur~

fieldwork?

('!his became part of my filter system

or jar as well.)
d) Representational fonn for the research: '!his focal point for
research emerged most recently out of the search for criteria in

detennining the final fonn this document should take.

(Most of the

work ex>ncerning representational fonn occurred sane time after I
left the field.

I have reserved my descriptions of that work for

Part Two.)

'lhese focal points overlapped, downright bled ani sweated into
each other during my work on this thesis.
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'!hey have been seemingly

separated in the tidiness of reconstruction.

I have attempted to

balance herein sane sense of the actual experience with sane
framework, a cohesive onier.

'lhe description of discoveries related

to each will follow the same pattern as the four headings.

'!his

pattern roughly reflects a chronology of shifting tasks arrl concerns.

ON'IDI.OOICAL AND EP!STEM)I.OOICAL tJNDERPINNINCS OF 'lHE RESEARCH

While searching for references to similar projects, I began to
read a series of books suggested by resource people concerned with
methcxiology arrl methods (Denzin, 1970; Glaser & strauss 1967; Lofland,
1971; Spradley, 1980).

As

well, over time I consulted a series of

references related specifically to methodological issues concenrlng
education (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982; Goetz & leCompte 1984; Wilson, 1977;
Wolcott' 1985) •
'lhese resource materials exposed a huge and ofttimes heated
debate between methcxiological concepts of qualitative and quantitative
research.

In fact, in the literature, paradigmatic lines have been

drawn by sane between a "quantitative - rationalistic" approach to

inquiry and a "qualitative - naturalistic" approach based on

ontological and epistemological axioms (Guba & Lincoln, 1982) •
'lhe quantitative-rationalistic approach to inquiry is described
as being derived from an "experimental" framework (Bogdan & Biklen,
1982, p.45).

Associated with this experimental framework is a

laboratory "approach".

Research need not take place in the setting
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am if it

does the researcher plans to control certain corrlitions -

''variables".

Generally the expected outccme of the research is

affinnation or rejection of a specific hypothesis being tested.
In

contrast, the qualitative-naturalistic approach to research

includes several attributes.

Qualitative research is concerned with

the meanings people have, how people make sense out of events.

In

order to urrle:rst:arrl people's perspectives, qualitative researchers
observe people's action in the natural setti.rg for that action.

'!he

expected outcane of the research is a description which includes an

analysis of the meaning people are making out of their actions.
(Bogdan

& Biklen, 1982, p. 27-30).

'!here are several positions taken concenring the possible

existence of the two "alleged" paradigms.

Sane

staunchly advocate

that the qualitative framework en:JU].fs quantitative research
(Ratcliffe, 1983, p. 147).

others are adamant about paradigmatic

lines being recognized as between the two approaches (Guba & Lincoln,
1982) •

Still others suggest that, rather than developing a set of

dichotanized paradigms, a set of assumptive modes should be applied
which would provide a continuum fran which guidelines for research may
be chosen (Goetz & IeCompte, 1984) •

Even if it is possible to avoid

the dichotanized-paradigm debate about where the lines are drawn an:i
how one paradigm relates to the other, it is still ilrp::>rtant to

reflect upon the assumptions or biases inplicit within the potential
focus of a study.
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DISOOVERIES RElATED 'ID '!HE SIUDY AND RESEARCH DESIGN

1his research served to raise issues about the consistency of
method with purpose.

As described earlier, considerirg the form of my

entry into the group an:i my own interests, sane form of participant

obseJ:va.tion was ostensibly the optimal option.

However, the library

research prarpted me to reconsider my assurrptions an:i to clarify
certain aspects of the research, IOOSt particularly the objectives.
Bearirg this in mini I constructed three reference points fran the
resource materials to be used as a guide for reconsiderirg both the
research methcxiology an:i methods.
'lhese reference points acted as a checklist to ensure that my own
ontological an:i episterrological beliefs, the nature of the fieldwork
an:i possible relationships to the field of ~dult education be

considered as interrelated criteria in dloosirg a methcxiology.

'lhe

three reference points used:

a) 'lhe researcher's own ontological and epistemological beliefs (Goetz

& LeCompte 1984, p. 34).
b) 'lhe nature of the "phenomenon" being researched (Goetz & LeCompte,
1984, p. 34).
c) 'lhe purpose of the research (Glaser & strauss, 1967, p. vii) •
It is IOOSt important to recognize the interdependence of the three
reference points.

For instance ''a'', the researcher's own ontological

and epistemological beliefs will be reflected in

''b", how the

researcher perceives "the phenomenon" beirg researched.
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'lhe perceived

nature of the phenanenon will then have a bearing on "c", the pmpose
of the research.

As each one is interdeperrlent with the other two,

each will shape the other.

a) 'lhe Researcher's OWn Ontological Ani Epistemological Beliefs
Several weeks after entering the field, (by the fourth meeting I

att:erned) I realized that there was a distinction between my
perspective on the process ani the perspectives of the writer-director
I spoke in tenns of learning,

ani individual members of the group.

they spoke in tenns of tasks ani to sane extent in theatre tenns.

'!his realization shaped what was to eventually becane the preface to
the second stated objective of the proposed thesis:
'1he rich description inevitably reflects my focus {as participant
observer) related to participants' perceptions ani constructs of
the process in which they are engaged through their theatre

project.
'1he orientation of focusing upon the participants' perceptions

indicates an important ontological asstmption.

It suggests a belief

that there are ''multiple realities" {Guba & Lincoln, 1982, p. 237) .
'!his ontological assumption is associated with a qualitative paradigm
ani more specifically with a phenomenological framework within a

qualitative paradigm {Bogdan & Biklen, 1982) •
In addition, the desire to study a "camn.mity group" within its

setting indicated my belief in understanding phenanena in context,
-researching in a holistic manner.

'lhese epistemological asstmptions

are also consistent with choosing a qualitative paradigm for the study

{Goetz & LeOampte, 1984, p. 3).
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b) 'Ihe Nature Of 'Ihe

"Phenomenon"

:seiner Researched

I had already addressed this issue, but I reconsidered it to
un:lerst:ani it in relation to "the other reference points".

Fran the

outset it was the intent of the study to focus upon the process in
whidl participants were to engage and to describe that process.

'Ibis

suggests an intention to observe an event whidl the researcher has not

attempted to control.

Once toore this is consistent with a qualitative

approadl to research: "Qualitative researchers are concerned with
process rather than silrply with outcomes or products.

How do people

negotiate meatlinJ?" (Bogdan & Biklen 1982, p. 28)

c) 'Ihe Puroose Of 'Ihe Research
Researchers are advised frequently to begin their research with a
well fonnul.ated question.

I had nany questions rciDling from ''What is

the relationship between theatre and adult education?" to silrply,

''What are these people d.oin;J?"
question for sane time.

I wrestled with fonnul.ating a single

Resolution of that struggle was finally found

by instead reflecting on how to for.mw.ate a set of objectives

consistent with ontological and epistemological urrletpinnings.
Particularly durin;J the lilirary search for theoretical \YOrks, two
distinct purposes for the research became evident.

In essence the two

were: to produce a description of a process and then, to locate that
description within a theoretical framework.

('Ihese two purposes were

eventually framed in the present fonn of the stated objectives.) 'Ibis
part has been divided to respect the differences in the fonn of the

two purposes.
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1) Develognent Of '!he Description
Fran the beginning the

major pn:pose of the fieldtNork an:i hence

the thesis has been to record the activities of this set of

imividuals an:i therefrom to develop a description.

'!he

prrase

"developing a rich description" does not inply a focus upon a
"systematic count.irg or emnneration" of ''previously defined units of
analysis that is the limited fonn of 'description' ordinarily
asscx::iated with a quantitative orientation"(Goetz & IeCanpte, 1984,
p.6).

In

contrast, qualitative research is intimately bourrl with

description.

'"'he data collected is in the fonn of words or pictures

rather than mnnbers." (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982, p. 18)

2) IDeating '!he Description In 'Iheory
'!he eventual search for theatre and adult education resource

materials demonstrated the limited number of theoretical materials
available.

Of those located, most were of a descriptive nature, but
'!he descriptions were generally

not fran an ethnographic framework.

written from the authors' perspectives (Davis, 1983; Hummelen &
Wildcat, 1984).

'!he authors had either not taken or did not have the

opportunity to devote their work to studying thoroughly the
perspective of participants.

'!hey had not continued on to theorize

about the significance of the participants' perceptions.
As

reflected in the literature located, analyses an:i theo:cy

development in this area are in their infancy.

to develop or generate theo:cy.

'!his suggests a need

Glaser and Strauss (1967) have

emphasized an inductive, generative approach to development of theo:cy
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in Discovezy Of Grounded 'lheozy.

'!his approach to the place of theoey

in research is associated with a qualitative approach to inquiry.
Relyin;J on these reference points as criteria, the researcher's

own belief system, ani the nature ani purpose of the research meshed
well with a qualitative approach to all aspects of the research.

Once

this was affinned the nr>re specific consideration of a research design
was

addressed.
Within the qualitative paradigm, there are diverse theoretical

frante'tlOrks guiding research design.

Literature in the area revealed

that participant observation is zoore a nethod or even a role than an

entire methodological framework.

In choosing one of these, many of

the same factors which were considered in relation to the use of a

qualitative approach suggested a specific research design.
Specifically, the researcher's focus on group members' activities in
their natural setting suggested an ethnographic framework (Goetz &

LeOampte, 1984).
Even within the ethnographic framework, however, there are
"dueling schools".

A consistent element within ethnography is the

ethnographer •s avid interest in the social sb:ucture of a group
studied within its own context (Saroay, 1979) •

'!he concept of

"culture" is key to an ethnographic study (Wolcott, 1985) •

Yet,

therein lies a source of dishannony amorg ethnographers: a definition
of "culture" (Geertz, 1973; Sarrlay, 1979).

Without explorin;J the

definitional gamut of "culture" herein, I will simply describe my
choice ani my criteria for the choice.
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'!he criteria are very nuch those I used in choosing a

met.hcdological framework.

While attempting to contenplate group

members' interactions I had begun to be sensitive to diverse

perceptions of i.rrli.viduals within the group (including my own
orientations) •

'!his became linked to a search for the ''meaning"

members of the group derived fran the experience.

Given my

orientation as a researcher, a toore interpretive definition of culture

was therefore toore consistent with the nature ani purpose of this
study.

Geertz proffers such an orientation in his definition of

culture:
Believing, with Max Weber, that man is an animal susperrled in
webs of significance he himself has sp.m, I take culture to be
those webs, ani the analysis of it to be therefore not an
experimental science in search of law but an interpretive one in
search of meaning. ( 1973, p. 5)
Finally, it is important to note the connection of phenanenology
to the research framework.

'!his research might be said to rely on a

phenanenological framework (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982; Spiegelberg, 1975,
Part ·1, & 1984) to the extent that the research became oriented to a

recognition of nultiple realities ani became specifically oriented to
how group members were making meaning of the experience.

Methods of bracketing were not attenpted (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982,
p. 38; Holmes, 1976,p. 156).

I did consider my role ani how I might

be perceived by group members in our interactions.

'1hese

considerations were noted in my "Reflections" notes.

I did not

believe that it was possible, however, to step entirely outside the
boundaries of my own context.

'!his study, therefore, should not be

referred to as ethnoscientific or ethnanethodological.
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DATA CDLI.ECriON
Co~

the first focal point, "Ontological ani

Epistemological Urrlerpinnirgs Of '!he Research", criteria brought to
bear upon the question of clarifyi.rq nr:t methodological framework have

been conveyed.

'!his focal point, "I:Bta Collection" ani the third,

"I:Bta Analysis", link methodology to description of the methods

eventually chosen.
'!he definition of what constitutes "data" must be resolved in
determining methods of data collection:
"Ethnographers consider data to be potentially verifiable infonnation
obtained fran the envirornnent" (Goetz & I.eeatpte, 1984, p. 107).

'!his suggests that "infonnation" is a lru:ger category, encanpassin;J
"data".

Infonnation may be anyt:.hin;;J an::l everything in a "site".

is defined as that infonnation which is relevant to the research.

I:Bta
As

the questions of this study arrl its purposes were redefined, thus the
"content" of data for the purposes of this study also eroorged.

DISCDVERIES RElATED '10 '!HE SIUDY AND RFSFARCH DESIGN

In refining a research design for data collection, various

methods associated with etlmography were considered.
materials consulted (Agar, 1980; Bogdan

&

Resource

Biklen, 1982; Goetz

&

I.eeatpte, 1984; Spradley, 1980) suggested four ccmnonly used fonns of
data collection: "observation, interviewin;J, research designed

instruments arrl content analysis of human artifacts" (Goetz &

LeOampte, 1984, p. 107).
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While readin1 these resources I was already thoroughly in the
throes of bellg a participant observer.

attenptin:.J to "see" significance

concentrated on "oollectin:.J data" ani to gather "it" in.

My fieldwork enEm:Jies were

Through c::ontenplatllg the use of data

oollection devices beyon:i participant observation, I came to recognize
ani oonsider several interrelated factors affectllg the research.
~

stated rurpose of the research: Developin:.J a rich description is

very broad in range.

However, the notion of "rich" suggests detail.

'!he brevity of access: '!he theatre project was to take approximately
five lOOilths fran the first meetllg with the group.

As this was

specifically a study of participants engaged in a specific project,
there were important time constraints on the research.
Resources

available for both the fieldwork and library research:

graduate student my means were mcxiest.
location".

As

a

I was unable to "live on

With a few exceptions, this meant travellin:.J to ani from

the site, about an hour ani a quarter 1 s drive one way.

Any

fonn of

data oollection in addition to atterni.ng the group 1 s meetings would
have to be shaped arourxl those forays.
'!he context of the site:

'!he rnnnbers of people involved, the fonn of

their invitation, their apparent expectations ani resources, were all
crucial considerations.

'Ihe latter were emphatically significant both

in tenns of trust and ethical considerations.

It is also important

to note that sane of this infonnation was unavailable for much of the

project.

For example, the size of the group was unietennined durin:.J

JOOSt of the project.

It ranged from approximately eight people to an

eventual seventeen.

One person made a truly dramatic entrance, to the
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group.

She was asked to play an inportant role ten days prior to the

first perfonnance.
Based upon these considerations three methods of data collection

were chosen: a) participant c::i>savation, b) interviewing, ani c)
collection ani content analysis of htnnan artifacts.

a) Participant Observation
As a participant observer I att:emed all group meetings, both

fonnal ani infonnal social occasions of which I was aware.

(Cllapter

Eight outlines in more detail social arrangements ani resulting
questions in terms of the research.)

I also atte.n:ied all three

perfonnances of the production.
In addition to taperecording the meetings, I tried my hand at
2
copious, but subtle notetaking of my c::i>savations during meetings •
'!he quick content of my notes included who came to the meeting, my ·
sense of the general mood, pre-meeting exchanges ani questions or
observations about incidents which struck me as unusual.
Upon returning home I wrote down as well, my reflections about

these fieldwork experiences.

'lhese reflective notes also included a

set of notes describing connections I made between these experiences
ani resource materials fran library research.

b) InteJ::views

At the time the study began, group members were holding meetings
infrequently.

I rapidly realized it would be difficult to develop
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rapport with each group member by si.nply atteming meetings.

In

addition, wishirq to confine my inpact as nuch as p::>SSible I
consciously restrained myself fran
~s

meetings.

tnaldnJ nany contributions at

meant, however, that my interaction with nany group

members was limited.

More concentrated contact would resolve this

difficulty to sane extent.

I also wishei

to make certain that I was

not identified exclusively with "the gatekeepers" (Bogdan & Biklen,

1982, p.58) or "stranger-han:llers" (Agar, 1980, p. 85).

Of those fonns of data collection described, spending time with
irrlividuals through i.nterviews appeared to fit with other factors such
as their resources and my resources.

I began by infonnal.ly asking one

or two members who had been particularly encouragirg to me to
participate in an intet:view.

As I started meetirg with more people,

the process became more fonnalized.

Interestirgly, sane irrlividuals

appeared to think of our excharge as a very fonnal interview.
For example, they appeared to expect me to ask questions and to
guide the discussion.

'!hough none of the participants clearly stated

this, I had the general impression that each of them expected me "to

start".

'!hey appeared to wait for me to "provide" the questions and

in this way to guide the discussion.
I did have a few specific questions on demographics, and how
people became involved a) with the theatre club and b) with this
particular "heritage" project. I hoped to have a "conversation" more
than risk promptirg through brirgirg my own framework in the

questions.

I certainly did have conversations with group members on

other infonnal occasions.

I believe this IraY have resulted fran my
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usirg the wo:rd "interview" when initially askirg to meet with group
members who had had limited prior contact with me.
In my orgoing efforts

to consider the impact my presence might

have on group members, I also considered p:>SSible effects of the
interviews.

Again, there are no data in the fonn of statements fran

group members to confinn aey of my entries on this subject in

''Reflective Notes".
However, I did consider for sane time the p:>SSibility that my
interviews took on a "group identifyirg" significance.

It was

difficult initially, to detennine who was in the group an:l who was

not.

Since I was only interviewing "participants in the project",

when I interviewed someone this may have reinforced their status as a
group member.

I also reflected on whether my presence as a person

taking their endeavors seriously enough to study them was a way of
aff~

the importance of their work at a time when there was

trememous uncertainty.
My sense fran these reflections was that I did have some impact

for at least a few participants in tenns of raising the significance
of the project an:l in creating a sense of group.

How much of an

impact an:l how many participants may have experienced this effect was
impossible to ascertain without causirg additional impact.
'lhese first interviews took place fran August 27, 1985 to October
8, 1985 durirg which time I met with all those who were directly
involved with the production.

At the beginning of each of the

interviews, I inticated that what was said in the interview would be
treated as confidential.

If I wished to quote from any of the
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material I would ask permission befo:re doing so.

'!his terxled to

affirm a fonnal quality about our interview interactions.
I had begun to do sane data analysis prior to the canpletion of
the intervie;.vs.

In these intervie;,vs, many of the i.rrlividuals

were so

focused on the final outcane of the project that I began to
contenplate the possibility of interviewing a secon:i time after the
canpletion of the production.

Since the final outcome was key to

many, through a secon:i set of intervie;,vs I thought I might gain a

sense of how they felt about the project's outcome.
I was troubled by a further factor which seemed to suggest the
need for a

secom

set of interviavs.

With the first set of

interviavs, I met with i.rrlividuals over a prolonged period of time.
Some

sinply did not join the group until close to the perfonnance
When people joined the project I was faced with allowing mo:re

dates.

time to elapse as they needed time to develop their own sense of the
group

am their role in the project.

An

essential aspect of the research was concerned with

i.rrlividuals' perceptions of the process in which they were ergaged.
Jnring the project, the membership of the group changed, tasks

changed, roles changed frequently within a short span of time.
'Iherefo:re, I assumed that the timing of any one interview could make a
considerable difference to the content of that interview.

I pon:iered

mo:re than once the question of how much comparison would be
appropriate between interviavs.

Although this situation could not be
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rectified given the CX>ntext, I first consulted with resource people

am

then detennined to suggest a secorrl set of interviews after the

final perfonnance.
'!he secorrl set of interviews were spaced aver a ti.meframe of
November 22, 1985 to December 2, 1985 thus exterding my involvement

with group members to approximately a six nart:h period.

I assumed

there would be few events duri.rg this time which would drastically

alter perceptions as between in:tividuals concerning the project.
Hopi.rg to gain insight into each in:tividual' s meanings of project
events, again, I hoped to have Ul"lSt.nlcturecl interviews.

In

preparation, I developed a list of those tlti.n;Js for which I would
listen.

(See the Appendices, Section Two for this list.)

Fach set of interviews was taperecorded with the pennission of
the in:tividual.

I also made sane notes priinarily in the fonn of

reflections after the interviews.

Transcriptions were made of the

first set of interviews. '.Ihese provided data for analysis in the
creation of themes.

'.Ihese themes then provided a basis for further

observations both as a participant observer am as a basis for the
secorxl set of interviews.

I have transcribed the secorxl set of

interviews am have used them as well in further data analysis.

(See

Appendices, Section 'lhree for relevant documentation. )
Prior to shifting to other fonns of data collection it is JOOSt
important to note what arran;Jements were made with respect to

confidentiality.

When I entered the field I advised participants that

I would seek their pennission before quoti.rg them.

I also stated in

the interviews that any statements they made would be made in
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cxmfidence.

No one would have access to tapes fran intervieNS without

prior pennission fran the in:li.vidual beirg interviewed.

'!his was not

true of most of the meetirg tapes. People within the group had access

to the meeting tapes.

In fact

cam

relied on a number of these tapes

of participants improvisations as a basis for his

~rk

on the script.

No one fran the group took advantage of the opportunity

to listen to

the tapes.
rata analysis
considerable time.

am writing

the representation required

Since a rnnnber of participants were leaving the

area prior to completion of the thesis doa.nnent, I retunled to
Goetheim in the summer of 1989 to meet with each person separately.
At that time virtually all participants in:li.cated that they were not
concerned about being quoted.

'lhree people stated that they preferred

a "code name" for sane of their remarks made in the intervieNS.

One

person in:li.cated a preference for not having the name of the town
known.

Ethically

am

practically-speaking, this also meant that

any

documents which might definitely link the project with the town, (this
included copies of the script) could not fonn part of the thesis
document.

'lhus, the names of in:li.viduals

am

the town have been fabricated.

A few details which might have identified the locale have been changed
as well.

'lhese precautions concerning confidentiality may be observed

in the next segment, concerning what artifacts fonn parts of the
Apperrlices.
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c) Collection Of Human Artifacts
To trace IlDre lli.1IXIane sources of "the lOOOl'lbeam" I

about to catch the IlDre concrete.

cast my jar

My collection of artifacts

c::amenced with my growirg interest in disc:xJVerirg IlDre about the

settl.n;J, the community.

'lhe same factors which shaped limited access

to the group members also applie:l to access to the townspeople.
Limited resources

am

brevity of access were particularly significant.

Given these factors, simply developirg a method to obtain
representation reflective of a community of over five thousand would
have been difficult.
I was interested in obtaining data about the conm.mity to have
IlDre of my own sense of the general social sb:ucture of the community

am

to consider how its sb:ucture might have an inpact upon group

members.

More specifically, I was interested in developing a sense of

how members of the community were resporxting to the new theatre club

in town.
Collection of artifacts, while a limited solution, provide:l some
data (primarily demographics) about townspeople generally

limited sense of their response to the theatre club.

am

a

'IWo

opportunities arose to experience townspeople's response to the
theatre club and the production.

The first opportunity was not

actually in the fonn of collectirg artifacts.

am

I was able to listen to

engage in a few discussions with members of the audience at a tea

held after each perfonnance.

Secord, there was an article in the

local newspaper prior to the perfonnances.
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COllection of artifacts was not limited to data about the
carm.mity itself.

D:x:uments

fall~

within three conceptual areas

were collected:
Artifacts in relation to the carm.mity:
- Newspaper clippings relevant to the project*
- Town history documents includin;J infonnation about ethnicity*

Artifacts in relation to the theatre club's organization:
- 'lhe organization's constitution*
- 'lhe minutes of the club •s annual meeting*
- 'lhe funiing application for the project

- Description of department heads for production arrl responsibilities
Artifacts in relation to the play:
- Copies of drafts of the script as developed*
- 'lhe program from the perfonnances*

- Schedules of workshops ani rehearsals
-A list of subjects to be covered in the perfonnance
* Asterisks identify artifacts which, unfortunately, could not be
included in the Apperxtices.

To

do so would be to breach the

confidentiality originally pranised participants conceming the
setting of the research.

~ANALYSIS

'!his is the third ani the last of the fcx::al points for research
described in this Olapter.
IOO:re

As my filter for the experience became

consciously structured through the research arrl reflections

described it has come to resemble a jar made of crystal with its own
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set of intricacies.

'1he early focus on data collection materials in

the literature began to shift towards a concern with a method of data

analysis.
Resource materials made reference

to various fonns of data

analysis (Agar, 1980; Denzin, 1970; Spradley, 1980).

Sane

descriptions of the process of data analysis were decidedly vague
(Agar,l980; Bogdan & Biklen, 1982).
(Spradley, 1980) •

others pressed for precision

'1he latter terxled to be larguage centred.

In developing a researdl design, I first proposed

to rely on a

constant canparison fonn of analysis, using categories and properties
as conceptual building blocks.

'!he proposal to use categories and

properties as both method of analysis and final fonn of presentation

was made, however, with stron:J reservations.

DISCDVERIES REIATED '10 'IHE SIUDY AND RESEARai DESIGN
!hree concerns arose repeatedly during a search for categories in

the data.

'!he first two concems are epist:eloological in nature.

a) Eoistemoloc:rical Concerns
First, nuch of the literature located during the fieldwork which
relied on categories and properties as a bases for analyses assumes a
language-centred epistemology {Spradley, 1979 & 1980.)

Relying on

language so heavily as a source of data inplies that this is the only
way we cane to k:noVl the world of others.

At this point I had

~ed

an orientation in participants' theatre activities towards physical
and emotional elements.

language fanned only part of the

participants' social repertoire.

Much of the process the participants
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had experienced was learnilg to express themselves, their em:>tions,
through P,.ysical

time I was

tenns.

(I haJ;pened to have obsel:ved this about the

contemplatin; use of possible methods to develop

categories fran the data.)
Secorrl, sane authors, Spradley (1979; 1980) in particular, press

for precision vis-a-vis structuring categories ani properties.

'!his

call for precision may pranpt positivist-like epist:enDlogical
assunptions.

b) Concerns With Contexts and Pw:pose Of Studies
A third concern relates to contexts ani resulting purposes for
ethnograp,.ic study.

'Ihrough resource material I became familiar with

a c::onuoon context in which ethnograp,.ic work is done, that of an
identified "culture11 •

A canmon purpose, for these types of

anthropological ani sociological studies is to describe the "culture"
of an identified group of people (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982, p. 3).

One

of the assunptions in studying "a culture" is that for the most part,
one is studying aspects of the culture which are relatively static,
such as shared meanings among group members (Liebow, 1967; Spradley,
1979 & 1980).
'Ihese studies may certainly acknowledge change but the enphasis
is placed upon trying to piece together a picture of the culture at a
certain point in time.

Although that was an underlying concern for

this research, there were also factors which militate:i against
analysis with that as the single point of enphasis.
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'!he Access Factor:
As a researcher unable to live in the ccmra.mity, I could

return ani observe the group at daily routine patterns.

not

'!his

limitation, hc7Never, may have had minor significance given the
circumstances of the project participants.
Most members of the group did not have the same place of

enployme.nt.

Nor did they all cane together to socialize on a regular

basis outside of group meetin;Js ani social occasions associated with
the project.

In fact, there was a stri.kirg revelation generated

through deroographic analysis ani from nr:1 observational notes.

I came

to recognize that this "group" of people had very diverse backgrour'rls

{age, religious affiliations, ani general interests) .

t:hin3s in ccmoc>n initially

beyon:l the theatre project.

'!hey had few
'!his has been

considered in 100re detail in the next Olapter and again in Parts Two
ani '1hree which concentrate on data analysis process.

'!he Focus Of '!he Research As A Factor:
A most significant factor is that nr:1 research was focused on a
process of change am:>ng group members.

'!his is not an aspect which is

ordinarily associated with first studying a "culture".

'!here were

constant changes during participants' process many of which have
previously been described.

'!his is a cumulative S\lillnlalY=

- Group size changed several times.

- Most of the participants in the theatre project were newly

acquainted with each other.

'!heir perceptions of each other changed

during the project.
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- '1he project participants were neophytes in staging a perfonnance.

Being involved in writing a play ani staging it, the perceptions of
the group members 1 concept of theatre charged considerably during
the project.
- '1he skill developnent of group members generally changed.
- '1he group 1 s un:ierstan:ting of the town history as the subject matter

of the play charged during the process.
- '1he group 1 s perception (including the writer-director) about the

process by which the script would be developed changed during the
project.
(Ikx::llmentation of these charges in the fonn of "slices" of data is
provided in Olapter Eight, the "Mobile-Framework".) It is more than
apparent fran this description that this was no static stnlcture being
studied.
An important distinction lies between the context of

anthropologically oriented studies in which this data analysis method
is frequently used and the context of this fieldwork.

SUch a strong

emphasis on change in this project distinguishes it fran a study of

"cultures" which, even if they are in a state of flux, have a history
of association which may be relied on for c:::anparative purposes.

'1he

"group" in this instance was not a group but a set of i.rrlividuals

still very much stnlggling to act like a group.
'lb return to the question of looking to language as a reflection

of a static culture, the context of this study would not be
appropriate for a number of reasons.

With so many changes happening,

participants 1 use of language and concepts un:ierlying the language was
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c.bargin;J rapidly throughout the project.

However, through reflection

on these issues related to larguage, the study of participants' use of
lNOrds

(as one of several focuses) took on new significance.

In

addition to more vaguely voiced concerns regarding c.harges in physical

am

erootional aspects of inti.viduals • interactions, I was attempting

to obsel:ve language amorg participants as c.harging.
alert to inti.viduals use of new tenns,

am

I became more

use of old tenns in new

ways. In this way, study of language used by participants came to
affirm "c.harge" as an emerging, daninant theme.
A focus on c.harge as a significant dimension of process being
studied, did have repercussions concerning methods used to analyze
data.

Materials which provided detailed methods of data analysis

wherein charge had emerged as a dominant focus of the study were not
located.

Despite the difficulties of methods, there is a value,

however, in studyin;J a set of inti.viduals experiencing so much c.harge.
Much of the c.harge group members experienced was arguably

connected to learning.

For instance, they leanled about then5el.ves,

about aspects of orqanizin;J and administering a theatre group and
about one process by which to create an:i stage a play.

Change of this

nature linked as it may be with learning is surely a most important
subject for research in adult education.

'!his third concern related

to use of "categories an:i properties" as a method of data analysis
proved most fruitful as a way to reflect upon conflicts in content of
data analysis with methods proposed for data analysis.

In this way,

the third concen1 with context an:i purpose of study is also an
epistelrological

COncenl.
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Based on all three of these concems I chose not to rely on that

form in data analysis when nearing the em of the fieldwork.

One last

point cieinanJs attention prior to describirq the methcxi of data
analysis selected.
'!he phrase data analysis SOlliD; fonnal.: it COIWeys a notion of an

isolated, discrete event.

'!his is not so.

My reflections noted down

throughout the entire field experience were consideration of data
therefore were data analysis in a broad sense.

am

I brought one set of

reflections with me from one neeting to the next for purposes of
observation, often explicitly, sanetimes tacitly.

One might argue

that this was irrleed a form of trying out one •s analysis.

Agar

describes wonderfully the interactive nature of data collection

am

data analysis:
In ethnography • • . you learn sanei:.h.ing ("collect some data ••) , then
you try to make sense out of it ( 11analysis11 ) , then you go back and
see if the interpretation makes sense in light of new experience
(''Ioore analysis•"), and so on. '!he process is dialectic, not
linear. (Agar, 1980, p.9)

'!his was the process of data analysis upon which I came to rely during
fieldwork.
Only in recent years has qualitative research become a more
widely accepted approach to research in education (Goetz & IeConpte,
1984).

am

In addition, the specific use of a phenanenological framework

ethnographic methods may be considered relatively innovative in

adult education research (Olaml.ey, 1984: Collins, 1984: Taylor,
1974).

It is not surprisirg, then, that the form of data analysis

selected might not be regarded as conventional.
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"Conventions" are at a youthful stage in developnent.

As

previously described, while grapplirg with the question of whether to
use categories as a data analysis method, I actually was engaged in
sane form of data analysis.

My "Observation" notes ani my ''Reflective

Notes" were used as bases to consider what I was observing.

I then

retmned to the meetings to "check out" those observations ani
reflections.

Gradually, when certain observations or reflections

resurfaced I began to pay special heed to them.

Eventually I referred

to these as "themes".
'Ibis infonnal process of theme gatherirg became much ITOre
structured with analysis of the first set of inteJ::views.

When I

searched for themes from the first set of interviews I also returned

to my "Observations" and "Reflections" notes as complementary
framework.

On completion of

this process I had a rather long list of

themes, about forty-five in all!

A "constant comparison" form of

analysis was used to combine and edit redurrlant concepts.

'Ihese

themes provided a basis for several aspects of the research

thereafter.
'Ihe data from the secon:i set of interviews S&Ved the same

purpose as the first set in relation to data analysis.

I relied upon

that data when refining the themes to reflect group members •
perceptions of the experience.

In reference

to additional library

research, the themes guided the search for already extant theories

which might make sense of the experience now shaped for tre by the data

analysis.

Finally, theories, from the library research, which

manifestly had application to themes discovered, also reshaped the
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themes in sane limited senses.

'lhe theories have been used to search

for additional data wherein there was apparently a gap.
A final note on p:rocessual relationship between library research
ani fieldwork research.

While writ.in; this Olapter it became more

difficult for me to separate contribution fran library research ani
fran the fieldwork than may be apparent fran the writing herein.

'lhe

two were so very much interrelated in tenns of research, decisions ani
actions.

'lhrcughout the course of the library search several areas of

research emerged (outlined in Cllapter Five) •

'lhe questions arising

fran the fieldwork guided in the main, the focus of the library

research.

What has been leanted from one fonn of the research has shaped or
guided the other fonn.

For example, the library research for

materials on methodology and methods for participant observation
guided decisions about the fonn of the fieldwork.

First the library

research affinned the appropriateness of the initial choice to
research in the role of participant observer.

'lhe library research

then provided guidance for the types of data collection used.

From

the data collection observations were made conce:rnin;J recurrent
themes.

'lhese themes further guided the library research in tenns of

new areas of research particularly conce:rnin;J theoretical constructs.
'!his concludes the over.view of the study's three focal points for
the research related to methodology ani methods, "Ontological ani
Episteloological Urrlerpinnings Of '!he
"Data Analysis".
'lhe

Research", "Data COllection",

and

(A fourth focal point, ''Representational Fonn For

Research", is considered in

Cllapter Five, Six, Seven ani Eight.)
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'!he overview of methodological lNOrk oove:rs the period during which I

entered the field l.Ultil I CX>l'lCluded the fieldwork through the secorrl

set of interviews.

'lb ease a canplex chronology, references

to sane

methodological materials consulted after this period have been
included.

Reconstnlctive analysis of process during the fieldwork

also took place soon after I withdrew fran the field.
Methodology related to data analysis during the period which
followed the fieldwork, emerged through a difference in accumulated
chronology and focus.

'lllat description, with sane overlap, unfolds in

Chapter Five which is dedicated to a secorrl stage wherein data

analysis was central.

'Ibis Chapter has described and reached beyorrl

sane of the methodological answers I sought arising out of fieldwork
experience.
'lb continue with description of that experience, the next Olapter

is introduced with a question repeated frequently during my experience

with the project.

'!his question went bani in bani with making sense

out of what group members had done and how they experienced their
interactions.

-

What will they do next?
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NOI'ES

~t must be remembered that despite prior references in the
Preface to "ethnography", I had entered the field so swiftly to
respc:ni to opportunity, that I did not bring with me a research
design. '!he study has been c:x:arpleted mainly fran an iniuctive
cg:>:roa.ch.

~ at:tenpts to be inconspicuous in notetaking, did not arise out
of an issue of trust with group members. Rather, I hoped to limit nry
impact on participants' interactions as nuch as possible.
3

study of language used by participants, in addition to affinn.ing
a daninant theme of charxje also suggested ~ings within the set
of inlividuals participating in the theatre project. For instance,
there were those familiar with theatre tenns am those who were quick
studies. '!here were those who were neither.
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STAGE PlAY:

Narrative Of Experience In 'lhe Field
nature of the theatre club ••• it's al.Ioost a disposable
cammrl.ty. '1he difference here is that a ccmnunity group has a
core... Because of this it has a different vitality •••

'1he

cam) J-11-61.

[ParaP"trasedl

Good my lord, will you see the players well bestowed?
Ikl you hear? let them be well used, for they are
'1he abstract ani brief chronicles of the time. After
Your death you were better have a bad epitaph than their
Ill report while you live.

Hamlet, II, ii, line 540.
INTROWCriON

Behind the question, ''What will they do next?" is a research

context cranmed with a series of questions.

HOW' have they made sense

ani what sense have they made out of what has happened?

act based on what sense they have made?

HOW' will they

(Being focused on

participants' process, these are questions of the first two areas of
discovery.) HOW' do I make sense of hOW' they make (made) sense of their
interactions?

(Being focused on my process as researcher, this is a

question of the third ani fourth areas of discovery. )
A narrative of the fieldwork experience begun in 01apter One is

continued in this C'lapter.

'lhis narrative provides an answer to the

question of ''what they did next".
novice fieldworker.

It does so through my eyes as a

Providing a description of ''what they did next"

offers partial fulfillment of the thesis' first object, "to develop a
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rich description of a grcq> of inlividuals engaged in doing theatre
with adult education as one of their purposes".

'Ibis narrative canes

in extreuely carpressed form.
'!he primary pn:pose of rich description contained in this Chapter

is to convey an inl>ression of fieldwork experience which would have

sane c:x:moonal.ity with participants of a theatre project experiencing
this process "for the first time".

'Ibis inpression is intended to

provide context for the secon.i ncde of presentation, the
''Mobile-framework", which is a 100re detailed analysis of participants'
interactions.
I had limited opportunity to sort out "pieces of detail" until
there was time for concentrated data analysis after I left the field.
'!he description, then, is not rich in all the detail of participants'

interactions so much as it is rich in inpression of this experience
while the exPerience unfolded.
Given these purposes arrl provisoes the narrative includes several
elements.

'!he main element is a "brief" chronology of participants'

interactions at the time.

those which seemed most significant as I observed them
Participants who were not described in Chapter

One

are

introduced within this chronology consistent with the timeframe in
which I met them.

Finally, in keeping with the narrative style, the

chronology is infused with a cathetic sense of the experience, mine
arrl my inpression of "theirs" is expressed throughout the chronology.

Chapter 'lWo concluded arrl this one began with the same question,

''What will they do next?"

'Ibis question embraced every aspect of the
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first few weeks of research.

It contirnled to be key until the

em

of

the project.

Accepting the benefits of secon:l thoughts ani third thoughts, I

believe this question was linked to my own sense of surprise in
participants 1 interactions, of sudden turns ani of swift changes of
nrmentum in project participants 1 interactions.

Particularly in the

first half dozen meetings, if I could have respon:led at all with
predictions about what they would do next, the question would have
ccmnanied less attention.
Sane of my surprise is attributable to tacit expectations I had

begun to develop through literature collected on theatre process.

('!hat literature review is mainly outlined in Cllapter Four.) My
expectations at this point derived fran two areas of theatre ani
education literature.

One

set described relatively specific

procedures for collectively creating theatre (Bolton, 1979; Heathcote,
1984) .

'Ihese di salSSed the process primarily fran the context of

teachers in the school system working with children.
I had also been introduced to "popular theatre" through joumal.
publications (Kidd & Selman, 1979) and through atterrling workshops at
the canadian Popular 'Iheatre Alliance 1 s Festival in June of 1985.
Although people have created a variety of popular theatre fonns, a
ccmnon element is a political critique of ccmnunity issues.

I thought

that the irrlividuals involved in the theatre project might bring sane
of these elements into their process.
Based on my "Reflective Notes", I appear to have expected to

learn the process for writing and presenting a play, canbined with
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'Ihese elements were part of the process

possible aspects of critique.

I observed, but not in the way I assumed they TNOU!d be.

FIRST MEEl'ING

'!he first meeting after participants agreed to the study was held

at Jim's an::i Joyce's acreage on July 11th.

Jim an::i Joyce are married.

'!heir rented acreage is situated about ten miles down the highway fran
Goetheim.

It is approximately two miles off the highway on a gravel

road which leads to a dirt one.
As I rode the ruts towards their small fannhouse, I saw a long

table with several people seated arouni it.

'!he table claimed much of

the space between the house arxi a nearby bam.

A striking, white

steepled church stood across a reach of green grourrl.
backdrop to the scene.

It fanned a

Fannlarxi stretched in all directions beyond

this cluster of buildings arxi trees.
On closer view of the seated group, I noticed several people I

did not recall or had only vague recollections of meeting.
greeted me at the car door.

Joyce

She was followed by some of her coterie

of constant companions, two dogs in this instance.

Joyce is a

veterinarian, who is also a storyteller wrapped in prankster smiles
arxi grins.

She is in her mid-twenties, brown-haired with glasses,

bright an::i organized.
When I sat down at the table, a half-dozen people were chatting
in pairs.

Across the bottle of wine, fcx:x:l, assorted papers arxi books

on the table, there were two more unfamiliar faces.

I eventually

discovered that the young man, sarrly-haired arxi regular featured is
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named Lyle.

He is in his early twenties, gregarious, arxi apparently

impulsive, speaking sanetimes in bursts.
the group who is "fran Goetheim".

Lyle is one of the few in

In business, his family has lived

there for at least two generations.
dark-haired~

Allie, seated beside I¥le, is a

wanan.

is fine-boned arxi lovely, intennittently smiling arxi serious.

Allie

Like

Debbie she is in high school but she is canpleting high school in the

next year.

When I first observed her

on that evenin:J,

she was

laughing uproariously in response to a canment Lyle had made.
Anna arxi lenore arrived as in:lividual discussions were winding

Although there was no formality, the meetirg appeared to begin

down.

by diSOJSSion taking place among all present rather than among pairs.

No one spoke of a specific agen:}a.
research findings and

remain at the fore.

cam

Participants started with sharing

taking notes.

However, this topic did not

Discussion shifted from research done and

specific "facts" about Goetheim, to canments about limited atterrlance
at this meeting, to suggestions about props and costumes, to the fonn
of presentation, to concems about obtaining the :furrls granted.
D.lring IroSt of the meeting there seemed to be no discernible theme to
participants 1 discussion.
Participants 1 conversation wourrl about, in, arxi through two
hours.

1
I have chosen a segment of paraphrased dialogue whidl

exenplifies the shifts and turns in most of the
conversations.

cam

evenin:J 1 s

occasionally i.ntel:posed with statements about what
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was i.np:>rtant

in response to descriptions of research

ideas for the presentation.

arrl suggested

'!his exanple begins with one of his

interjections.
"You 1li.1St provide a dramatic context, a dramatic tum.
1li.1St be a focus for tension," he declared.

'!his was followed after a

m:ment by a statement fran Eileen about fonnat.

to have skits." 'Ihroughout this meeting

'!here

am

the

''We

don •t just want

next participants

used "skits" sometimes arrl "plaY'' at other times to refer to the

presentation.

:rmividuals did not tend to use the same words

consistently, since they had not yet nade a decision about fonnat.

cam responied,

''We

have to have a specific character doing something

specific at a specific time at a specific place".
After a brief pause Joyce returned to researched historical

content, "People moved back in with their parents".

When no one else

continued that line of contribution, Jim returned to process, "Are we
open for new ideas?

let •s get brainstonning!" '!his was followed. soon

after by a camnent from Anna, "I need direction.

I'm bad for that.

Give me a script any time." Although this satrple does not include
administrative topics which were also introduced, it does convey what
I experienced on that first evening as a series of non sequiturs.
In the second hour of the meeting

directive questions about the research.

cam spoke IOC>re frequently with
''What elements of that stir

up the excitement? All the conflicts ••• -Men fighting each other

who could have been friends."

His questions became IOC>re frequent arrl

his tone seemed slightly louder, IOC>re insistent.

'!hereafter, for

about twenty minutes, various participants • contributions focused
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mainly on what they knew of Gotheim fran research or being part of the
ccmm.mity.

'!hey respon:led rapidly in excited voices.

A

COlTilDl

ccmm.mity began to e.mex:ge, one of pride ani privacy.

illustrate participants • attriblti.ons: '"!he family

important," one person exclaimed.

nan." '!he

'Ihese camnent:s

naiTe

was

Another contributed, "You didn •t

fini out things directly because of pride.
my

image of the

I heard when people asked

Gennan catholic heritage of the ccmm.mity was also

described, "Faith got them through".
On

the edges of this discussion, before many other topics had

crept into the conversation, cam asked some to research ani reflect on

certain topics, "Now if you were doing your job 50 years ago -what
would you be doing?

Don't think about just the technical things •••

I.enore, can you think about isolation?
catalogue.

Lyle, you •re interested in the

How did they base their ccmnerce?

coal? Eileen this is a very personal one.

how did they order

How did people deal with

death?"
After

cam

gave these "assigrunents", sane reacted with concern.

lenore am Anna expressed concerns most frequently ani clearly.
I.enore exclaimed, "I don't like this part because I feel inadequate".

cam relied irmnediately, "'!bat's really ironic because you're a
worrlerful contributor.

(She had spoken several times about Goetheim

as one who had lived there most of her life.)

"'!hat's why I feel inadequate.

Anna broke in with,

I'm not from arourrl here.

be some other way to get this stuff out."
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'!here must

A few minutes after that excharge, one of Anna's ccmnents seemed
to sum up the process of the meeting, '"Dlis is a time for

stretching. • •

We have a slight argument about how to set this up."

As the meeting drew

to a close, participants resolved to :re-imrolve

one of the two wcm:m We drafted the original grant application.

She

had ceased to participate in the project apparently over a
disagreement about a st.rorq religious direction research was taking.

'lhe meeting errled with a further discussion concerning the need to
obtain the heritage furxting granted.
I came away from this meeting with a sense that participants did

not have the same perspective on many aspects of the project.
seemed excited about writing the "play" or "skits".

to have a script given to them.

Sane

others preferred

'lh:rough his_ comments,

cam

irx:iicated as writer-director that he had a process in mi.rxi.

Yet, his

processual suggestions were followed-interrupted by participants
introducing a completely different topic to the conversation.
I observed that participants had differing priorities.

In their

discussion, administrative matters were juxtaposed with ideas for the
presentation's content.

Discussion content demonstrated differing

senses of the histoey of Goetheim, some veey personally derived, sane
fonnally researched,
connection.

while others suggested that they had no

Differences were not directly addressed or negotiated.

I have had the impression,

hCV~eVer,

that through discussion

participants were beginning to build in camnon an image of the

cxmnunity which fit with their contemporary experience.

When speaking

of the histoey of the town am area there was sane excitement.
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However, a few had spoken in frustrated tones about the ccmmmity's
lack of responsiveness.

One particular remark

was intriguin:J.

Dlrin;J

discussion about the history of the community, one participant had
said half jokingly that nothi.rg had happened because "the Church
wouldn •t let it happen".
~the carment

others fran the area had nodded, however,

quite seriously.

All irxiividuals present appeared to be involved with the struggle
in locatin;J a course of action.

While they were so engaged they

appeared to nm through a spectnnn of emotions, bein;J excited ard
challerged sane of the time, being apprehensive at others.

Based on

what participants had expressed, intensity ard shades of emotions
varied with each person.
When contenplat]n;J participants • interactions I was struck by the

limited experience group members had with theatre ard even with the
conm.mity' s history, on one bani.

On the other, they

were willin;J to

pursue what may have seemed well beyord the realms of possibility to
others with more theatre experience.

A theme vaguely hovered, but not

in tenns of chaotic content of the meeting or the detailed detours.
Rather, the theme lay in a tension expressed through a mytlnn in

participants' excited, intense responses followed by disjointed
discussion ard expression of uncertainty.

'!his tension imbuing

participants' interactions was articulated by Anna, when she spoke
more specifically of "improvisation".

"Inprovisation. • •

'!his kind of

thing scares me, but it also intrigues me." Interestin;Jly, at this

meetin;J Anna was the only person to mention the word which is usually
used to describe a process of extemporizing.
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After the July 11th meetirg, there were

to be twenty-five 100re

meetirgs which included three presentations of the "play''.

'Ihese

meetirgs ani presentations averaged three ani a half hours in le.n:fth.
One of them, a workshop, lasted about twelve hours.

Although the description of this first meeting is considerably
conpressed, it offers 100re detail than descriptions of the remaining

meetirgs ani interviews.

I chose to do this because the July 11th

meeting was particularly significant.

It was c::arparable to the

experience of entering the field, for I was attending now as a
participant ani observer.

'Ibis was my first opportunity to take notes

of group members' interactions during the meeting.

Inpressions I

fonnulated that day were a benchmark for what followed.

At ··this

meeting I began to have some sense of many of the individuals
participating ani qualities of their interactions. It set the context.
'Ibis was no "classical textl:xx>k" exalll'le of theatre process with
step by step precision.

Tensions ani negotiations in participants'

interactions to arrive at a "concrete" process were most significant
elements of that process.

However, these were at best only .irrlirectly

addressed in the prescriptive fonnats provided in adult education
materials.

SUrrounded with a sense of ambiguity, it was some time

before I thought of this ''messy inexactitude" as the special quality
of this lifeworld experience to which I was privy.

Nonetheless I

began to reconi c.han]es, smprises, ambiguity ani even one element of

tension, participants' excitement

am
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anxiety associated with theatre.

A SI!M FI.DRRY OF MEEriNGS

'lhe first few meetirgs were separated by substantial time

periods.

For instance, the next two meetirgs were spaced about ten

days apart with the third beinj two weeks later.

For me, the time

between slipped by swiftly while I ex>llected literature, read ani

Although len:Jthy, the meetirgs went by in a flur.cy.

reflected.

were so many changes, so many new

t:l:l.inJs to observe

'!here

ani consider

durirg them.
Conceming the next three meetirgs locations changed ani numbers

of those atten:li.rg changed with each of these meetings.
atten:ting them I met another participant, Jessie.

While

She was the first

president of the theatre club, continuing in that office throughout
this "heritage" project.

Although she questioned me more thoroughly

about the study at the outset than any other participant, she became a
key supporter of the research.

Jessie has blorrle, wavy hair ani is emphatic.
and banteringly boisterous, with a winsane smile.

She is forthright
Jessie is popular.

She was well respected by virtually all participants in the project.
'Ihe July 22rrl meetirg was held at lenore's cabin.
confusion over location and cam did not come.

'!here was a

'!his meetirg was the

most poorly atterrled, about six in all beirg there.

At the beginning

of the meetirg participants shifted again fran one topic to another
without resolvirg associated questions and concems.

One

topic which

did capture considerable attention was the issue of obtaining the
furxting.

'Ihey volleyed about ideas for alternative fonns of furxting

including a lottery for a quilt.

One
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participant expressed ambiguity

about whether to proceed to dj S0JSS the theatre presentation in

cam IS

absence.

Eventually, they did
based on

theatre.

cam •s

djsaJSS

an idea on which Eileen had worked

statements about tension bei.I'g an essential element of

She suggested a scene with a family sayi.rg"Grace" when it

suddenly starts to rain duri.rg a dry spell.
further enthusiastic

'!his conversation sparked

am wann disaJSSion am:mg participants •

their youthful experiences with rural life.

about

I had the sense that

participants had not shared such tnelJX)ries as a group before this.
As the meeting continued, participants began to speak of the

"play" as more broadly based, a play that could be about virtually any
rural community.

Olring this

dj srussion

as well, a few more

statements about life in Goethei.m were made.

I began to have a sense

that many participants were not fran Goethei.m arrl were frustrated with
the conmmity.

I detennined to explore that possible theme in future.

Although sane administrative decisions were concretely made,
disaJSSion about the theatre presentation errled by ebbing.
'!he meeti.rg of August 1st was scheduled for Anna's hane, out on
the deck in her backyard.
acquainted with I.oretta.

It was at this meeting that I first became
She was one of the participants seated on

the deck when I arrived.
I.oretta has an oval face framed with light brown hair.
early forties, she is quiet, but staunch.
hams are quite nimble.

In her

'!hough heavy-set, I.oretta •s

She has several hobbies including theatre .

.
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other participants involved in the project said they valued her
presence because they viewed her as representing sane of the values of
the cxmm.mity.
Aloon.;J other

contributions she made to the project, Loretta was

considered a Jd.n:l of baraneter. Sane looked to her to provide an
irrlication of how the conm.mity would resporxi to the play.
this through a series of ccmnents made over time.

alerted me to some participants •
distance fran the c::ammmity.

stron.;J

I gathered

'lhese cx:mnents also

feelings of difference an:i

Loretta was also viewed, I believe, as

an important sign that the conm.mity was becaning involved.

However,

this was not explicitly expressed.
'!his meeting began much as the others had, with shifts an:i

disjointed responses.

A participant asked this time about an ageroa.

None of the participants resporxied with one.
was not her role

Jessie irrlicated that

in this project.

After about half an hour of participants' circling discussion,

cam irrlicated he would like to do a theatre exercise, but the
sur.rourrlings were not right.

After another few nanents he stated that

we would tJ::y the exercise which he referred

cam

to as "physicalization".

began by creating pairs of all the participants.

He

whispered the name of a location to each pair an:i said mysteriously,

"Now be there".

'!hen, despite stated trepidations,

each pair got up an:i attempted to physically
had whispered to them.

neJ:V'OUS

''be" in

laughs,

the location

cam

'!he actor's mi.n.bnal physical movement "in

reaction" to the location •s envirorunent was supposed to be
sufficiently expressive to convey that location to the audience.
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'!he

audience in this instance was other paired participants.

(I fanned

part of a pair as there was an odd mnnber of people at the meetil'g. )
As audience members, participants foun:l that they were able to

state the location in JOOSt instances hockey rink.

bein:f in a field, bein:f in a

Amidst participants excited talk,

cam

spoke quite

eloquently, quite profounlly about what he believed was possible in

theatre.

"It's just like you're starxlinq there looking out ani

suddenly you •re on the prairie.

Why? '!bat •s, the power we have."

He encouraged them to have confidence in themselves, affinning
sane cxmnents fran earlier meetings, made by Anna, Lenore arrl Eileen
that this was the issue.

It was at this point that participants

resporrled with what seemed to be an abrupt change after the impetus of
the exercise.
sanething" •

Several expressed an urgent need "to see it be
Some wanted to :know what "it" was going to look like on

the stage.

cam irrlicated they needed a framework, thematic idea.
Hesitantly, Eileen's stocy of the family saying "Grace" was described.

cam

suggested using it as a framework by creating scenes out of the

words of "Grace".
among participants.

'Ihis discussion revealed confusion over process
Some thought that research arrl skits developed

fran it would be used.

His surprised response irrlicated that

cam

had

not known of the amount of work done by participants previously.

others appeared to assume

cam was directing the process

arrl that he

did not wish to have participants think in those tenns yet.

(Many of

the corwersations cx::curring at meetings are detailed, replete with
quotations, in Clapter Eight, the Mobile-framework.)
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cam •s
ac:x:ept:erl.

idea of breaki.rg up "Grace" into scenes seemed to be

Participants leapt in rapidly making a series of

suggestions about possible scenes.

'!hen

dj scussion was

halted by

cam

questions of what this \YOUl.d mean in tenDs of scene changes.

described using a minimal set, using miine ani using lighting to divide
Most participants did not appear

the stage into various "lcx::ations".
to urrlerstan:i him at first.

Several asked questions.

cam,

speaking

in the context of other such productions as the Fann Show ani

~

Wheat, referred to people miming arxi even fonning part of the set.
'!here were jokes about playirg part of a saw.
'!hose asking questions irrlicated eventually tllat they were
actually relieved at not havirg to spenj time creatirg props.
said tllat they now at least had something concrete.
the meeting

Anna

Near the ern of

cam gave them each an assigrnnent, to create a "frieze", a

picture usirg other actors to miine the "snapshot" fran the research
done.

(I do not believe tllat the word "frieze" was explained or

dj scussed. )

'lhe fonnal part of the meeting erned on an interestirg note.
Anna described a pattern of always feelirg satisfied ani happy at the

ern of meetings but becoming anxious between.

When the meeting broke

up, participants partook of a birthday cake made by lenore for Anna.

'!he next two meetings, however, brought toore shifts ani changes
in process.

Again, not all of the same people attenied.

shifted back to the theatre for the August 14th meetirg.

IDeation

cam was not

able to attend this meetirg arxi participants did not work on
"friezes".

Participants began by asking me not to give the tape of
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the meetirq or to discuss it with

cam

prior to the next meeting.

I

agreed ani complied with their request.

Instead of working on the friezes , several of the participants

cam

initiated a di SOJSSion about the fonn of theatre

had proposed.

'!hey began by acknowledgi.rg a dramatic shift in their own attitude

after the last meeting.

'!he main concern described in the diSOJSSion

was that the community would firxi this kirrl of theatre disappointirq.
'!he audience would expect props ani sets.
Sane participants had the distinct .i.npression that they might

have to act as a prop, a tree, or saw.

In their discussion they began

to construct distinctions in kirrls of theatre.

"Experimental theatre"

was attributed to what they thought had been proposed at the last
meetirq. A secon:l concern was also mentioned.

At least one group

member thought that project participants were too novice for the

calibre of acti.rg required to work without props.
In light of this desire to reject the fonnat of creati.rg scenes

based on the words of "Grace", ani minimalist sets, it was suggested

that they go around the circle ani write down what each participant
would like to see in the play.

note that

many

'!his was done.

focused on dramatic tension.

It was interesti.rg to

Drawing on the audience 1 s

enl)tions was a consistent element in each participant's response.
could begin to see that sane of

cam 1 s "teachings"

I

on his conception of

theatre interspersed in conversations were bei.rg abso:t:Ded by
participants.

I came to observe the contrast between the first

discussion I had heard wherein participants 1 main focus had been on
''historical facts" gathered, for exanple, dates, events.
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In this meetin:J participants also began to consider time required

for certain tasks.

Despite ambiguity about what TNOUld be required

without J<nc7..1i.rq about the fonn an:l content of the presentation, one
participant suddenly in:licated that she did not have the time to act

am

to do administrative tasks.

She offered to focus on an

administrative task such as praootion.

other participants responied

quickly with an un:iertone of urgency, refusirg to allow her to do
this.

Eileen, the producer in:licated she would take responsibility

for all administrative tasks so that time at meetings would not be
taken up with these tasks any lorger.
Toward the end of this meetirg, Joyce acknowledged a previous

sense of no progress when she womered whether they had again little

to show for their efforts.

Another person supported that view.

However, two other participants in:licated that they had a list of
things they all wanted in the play.

'!hey had also detennined who

would be acting.
'lhe meetirg ended on a particularly dranBtic note.

When there

were questions about what an improvisation was fran those who had not
participated in the "physicalization" exercise, several participants
spontaneously went over to the stage.
funny scene.

As

'!hey promptly inprovised a very

audience members participants laughed am clapped at

the end.
Statements fran at least one of the participants in:licated
that she could not describe how to inprovise, but she could do it!
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I was taken aback by this event since those who suddenly decided to do
the improvisation were am:>ng those who had begun the meeting

expressln:J a strong concem about perfonning in this manner.
'Ihe meeting of August 3oth was another na;t significant one.

All the meetings hereafter were

'Ibis time location had not shifted.

to take place in the theatre.
atterned this meeting.

'!hose atteming the last meeting also

Prior to the meeting beginning,

were shifting the stagelights.

cam am Jim

'!hey seemed to work on creating the

effect of dividing up the stage to which cam had alluded in Anna's
hane when discussln:J the fonnat for the presentation.

cam began by asking whether participants had worked on friezes at
the prior meeting.

Slowly,

am with

apparent reluctance sane

participants began to tell him .what they had done instead.
to describe their discussion.

As

expected to describe "the group's"

plans.

'lhey began

producer, Eileen appeared to be
CX)ncenlS

am

proposed change of

However, as she was doln:J this, suddenly she also in:licated

that she no longer thought that way.

She stated that after doing the

improvisation at the erxi of the last meeting,

am

after watching the

stagelights beln:J changed she thought that it was a matter of lacking
ex>nfidence

am

they could do "it".

out of confusion, other participants spoke of
confidence.

COncenlS

beyond

Jessie stated that they had also expressed at the

previous meeting toore ex>ncem about the audience being dissatisfied.
She said, "But we want to give toore to the audience than standing on
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cam

stage.

responied with cc:.mrt¥:mts which supported his view of

He replied, "I don't' think you can give m:>re.

"theatre".

that's all there is.

I mean

What can you do ••• Produce artifacts, things?"

'!heir ensuing di SOJSSion about participants • concerns ani
"theatre" was IOOSt significant for me.

I began to see that there was

no consistent notion of what "theatre" was am:>ng this set of
inlividuals.

Yet, eve:yone (including the participant observer) had

assumed there was this entity called "theatre", which we were doing.

'!hat was what was held in common, this assumption that they all had
the same concept of theatre but had varying technical skills.
'1hrough describing tension as part of dramatic content for the

play,

cam had

begun to affect participants •

purpose of theatre •

However, only a few participants expressed their

thoughts about theatre as
possibilities.

ume:rstanting of the

cam did with

the same sense of profourd

('Ihese observations eventually contributed to working

on identifying subgroups of people within the larger group.)
D.lring this discussion a rnnnber of "negotiations" took place.

cam clarified his role. He said that he

was there to assist them in

the process of creating their own scenes; the stories would come fran

them.

At this point Jim spoke in frustrated tones about beginning to

work on writing the play and then people quitting to wait for
"do it".

cam to

I began to see a pattern in earlier comments in:licating a

dissension am:>ng participants about their own role ani cam •s.

cam also inlicated that they should not confuse what he

was

asking them to do for the sake of building up confidence with the
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actual perfonnance.

'!hey 'WOUld not be actin:] as inanilnate objects.

'!his was sanething they might do anag themselves, but not for an

audience.

Participants eventually agree that they -would work with

limited sets.

'!hey then reiterated their urgent need for sanething

cam suggested an all-day

concrete in tenns of the presentation.
workshop to be held as soon as possible.

It was set for the following

weekeni, August 24th.
'!he all day workshop was another key tunrl.rg point in

participants' process.

'!he workshop was held in the theatre.

All

those who had participated in meetings in the past came as a core set
of irrlividuals.
meetings.

'!his resulted in a larger attemance tllan at previous

Including cam and myself, fourteen people came to the

momi.rg portion of the workshop.

'!here were three new people. One of

the three did not retmn to the afternoon session, nor did this person
participate in other aspects of the project.
I did meet two other in:lividuals at the workshop who would
continue to participate in the project.

One youth, Jay, had been

mentioned by Eileen in earlier meetings.

'!here had been a concerted

effort to involve more men in the project.
Jay is in his late teens.
is in constant motion.

He has dark brown hair, on a head that

Jay is multi-talented, with musical abilities

and aspirations in starrl-up canedy.

eagerness.

He personifies un:Iaunted

He began the day quite quietly; by the errl of it he had

begun to show signs of boundless energy.

cam began the workshop fonnally,

by asking participants to be

seated in a circle of chairs on the stage.
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It was here I noticed a

secom new person, Al.
he was

Tt~Crking

with Jim

rater, during the

am cam

Tt~Crkshop

~n ~ing

I discovered that

the stagelights.

He

am scum crew.
Al comes with a baseball cap am gold rinmed glasses. He is in
his early twenties. Al has a slCY« smile am a swift sense of humor.
He is a patient, blome-haired technician TNOrking quietly am expertly

was to be the main part of the light

in the backgrourrl.
'!he workshop fonnat was created by

activities

am

cam.

He directed all of the

participants acted readily upon his i.nst.nlctions.

'!here was no sign of dissension about his role throughout the day.

Participants appeared to be happy with being given a structured set of
tasks.

cam

started the morning with a "sto:cy circle".

He began the

sto:cy with a single line, "I woke up this 100ming arrl my car wouldn't

start ••• ".

line

am

'!hen he asked a person sitting beside him to repeat his

to add a line to the sto:cy.

the first two lines

'!he third person was to repeat

am add a third am so on

arourrl the circle.

One

or two participants joked about concerns, but all were able to
canplete the exercise.

'!here was a great deal of laughter as the

sto:cy took several abrupt tums.

am

I had not observed participants joke

laugh so much as a group before.

cam

followed this exercise with a series of other exercises in

which people were broken into groups am worked creatively as a small
group.

For example, he asked each group to firrl an object, to think

of ten uses for the object other than obvious ones, am then to
deoonstrate or mime those uses.

After this exercise
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cam

suggested a

lunch break.

He requested that participants brirg a historical or

antique object fran bane which had sane personal significance to them.
'!he afternoon session began with people sittirg back in the circle

in virtually the same seats.

Fach person described his or her object

(sane brought two) ani often added why the object was of sentimental

value.

'!he objects were passed arourrl ani observations were made

about them or stories linked with them.

I obsetved durirg this

exercise that participants were JOOSt attentive ani respectful with one
another.

Again, I had a sense of impetus ani :rllytlnn about their

interactions.
At the

ern.

of this exercise,

cam

divided everyone into smaller

groups once m:>re, with three people to a group.

to bring their object with them to the group.

He asked

participants

'!hen he instructed each

group to build a sto:cy located in the past which would include the
three articles.

He added that the sto:cy should have a connection to

the present.
At the time, sane of these individuals working in groups seemed
to me to magically create storylines.

One person would simply begin

by sugg~ who he or she would be.

Another person might begin by

simply acting as he or she thought "the character" would act.
'!he set of individuals I chose to observe struggled to find a
plotline.

'!hey also expressed sane confusion about whether they had

to decide everything before.harrl or whether they would improvise an
entire scene.

When

cam

came along they asked hlln a series of
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questions.

He appeared to assist them by asking concrete questions

ard suggestions.

For exanple, at one point he suggested that they

CXJU.l.d all be in a train station waiting for the train.
Within about half an hour each small group ":i.nprovised" their
scene.

were.

I was surprised at how st.n1ctured at least two of these scenes
One was a scene of a grarmother ard grarrldaughter discussinj

Goethei.m ard whether there was "anything there" for the grarrldaughter.

'!his scene contained scenes of the past, the granc:hoother' s

remi.nisce.nces.
ard frierxi

Another scene took place in a hospital where a wife

were attempting to help a patient who had suffered a

stroke, regain his memo:cy of the past.

I observed one set of participants, Jessie, Joyce ard Jay
creating a scene.
others had.

'!his scene did not come together at first as the

'!he scene grew fran havinj three people in it to four

when Eileen joined the group.

By evening, the scene took place

train station with only Jessie arrl Jay in it.

in a

It was entirely set in

the past, durirg the First World War.

cam conunented positively on aspects of each of the scenes when
the small groups :i.nprovised them the first time.
havirg excellent characterizations, for instance.

He described one as
Each group then

received instructions about what to ''work on", including additional
scenes to build onto the one created.

It was by then midaftemoon.

As the scenes were repeated through the course of the afternoon,

occasionally "actors" would stop abruptly.

When they would not know

how to proceed, cam arrl participants in the audience would make
suggestions.

Participants also laughed arrl applauded each time a
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scene was perfonned.

I experienced a sense of cohesion ani excitement

that had not been manifest at other meetings.
'Ihe day turned to even.in; ani a new scene was begun based on
research that had been done CC>I1Cel:1lirg nursinJ.

'!his scene was

''plrel.Y'' inprovised without reliance on creating a story fran objects.
'!he two participants sinply began with the idea that they were nurses

with certain roles, ani they began to speak about their lives through
conversation.

'!his scene, like the others went through repeat

perfonnances for charges ani embellishment.
I was \.D'lable to see a pattern in cam's directions to the
participants.

He did seem to be asking concrete questions such as

''Where are you?" ani "Is it cold out?" He also stated on ITOre than
one occasion that he was tryinJ to elicit dramatic tension.

'!he rapid

dlange in participants' willirgness ani confidence to inprovise, their
collective creativity, the dlange in energy ani enthusiasm ani the

constant dlange of content in the scenes, were the core of

my

observations.
After witnessing such a drastic charge with no explicit

djscussion of process, I began to have a sense of this emerging
process as having the profourrl quality which cam brought to his notion
of "theatre".

About this time I began to read Social Construction of

Reality, (Bet:ger

& Iuckmarm,

1966).

I thought about the process cam

was using to have them "construct" a reality aiOOngst themselves on

stage.
'1h.inking in those tenns, I also began to think of cam ani the

participants begirming with different, individual concepts of theatre.
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'Ihrough this process, it seemed that they had started to fin:l whatever

c:::c:amoonal.ity they had in the concept ard to build on to it by ergagirx.;J
in these interactions.

'1hese reflections eventually led to

considerirx] the project fran a larger perspective of social process in
which "theatre" was to be unierstood.
At the

ern

of the workshop

cam provided participants with

an

assigrnnent for the followirx] meetin:] as a basis for developirx]
He asked them to choose an article in the Goetheim

additional scenes.

Fach person was to

Joumal fran the early part of this century.

choose his or her article with a view to developirx.;J a scene based on

it.

'Ihe person choosirx] the journal piece would then narrate the

article as a preface to the scene.

cam

irxticated that he wished to

have everyone literally create ani ctirect a scene.
Following this workshop, shifts ani turns of participants'
interactions in creatirx] the play did not appear to be so abrupt.

'Ihe

series of meetings which came after the workshop had a similar fonnat.
'Ihe location was fixed am a sense of a core working group grew in
part fran people playing particular parts.
repeating patterns in their interactions.

I began to see sane
'Ihe next lergthy series of

meetings, are further condensed into brief descriptions containing
only those details which stood out at the time I experienced this
process.

MEEl'INGS CONSOLIDATING CRF.ATIVITY
On August 30th

the meeting began, again quite fonnally with

participants sitting in a circle on the stage.
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cam

asked participants

to read the article they were asked to brin;J to the meetin;J.

Sane

brought copies fran articles taken fran a 1915 edition of the local
newspaper.

Eileen had suggested that it was an inportant year for the

tcMn arrl area.

Sane brought advertisements fran the same year.

Jay

brought an idea for a scene that he had l«>rked out based on a
melodramatic style of

wri~

popll.ar at the time.

'!he eve.rrl.rg was to

be spent ilrprovisirg scenes based on sane aspect of the newspaper

pieces.
Scenes were developed in nn.1ch the same way as they had been at

the workshop.

Two

particular scene.

or three people volunteered to ilrprovise a
'!hey would then detennine a setting or begin with

characters suggested to them by the article.

Several scenes were

created in this way, one about telephone operators, another about
purchasing one of the first cars, arrl eventually one about a women's
hockey team.

I was struck for the first time that ilrprovisations were
literally tryirg out what might happen in a particular situation with
two or more characters while both those elements were emerging.
referred to this as "organically work:in; through" a situation.

cam
He

would often gently or emphatically encourage people to "try it" arrl
"see what happens" while they were ilrprovising.
Dlring this process various confusions arose.
mentioned putting a script together.

For example,

cam

Prior discussions among

participants irxlicated confusion about whether there would be a script
coming out of this process.
to content.

One

A secord source of confusion was related

participant expressed sane question about whether
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there would be 100re reflection of the Gennan catholic heritage of the

cam

ccmnuni.ty.

irxticated that this aspect of the a.llture would cane

through references such as du:ist:enin;}s arrl wed<ti.rgs arrl words that

people used.
'lhe participants' concem also raised the question of whether
additional i.nprovisations would be added or whether that part of the
precess was

beg~

cam

to cane to a close.

arrl Eileen inpressed

upon those present that they were still in search of ideas.

no irxtication was given about when this would cease.

However,

At the errl of

the evening there seemed a general sense of satisfaction amongst

participants.

cam

cam

thanked them for the evening.

came to stay in Goetheim the followl.rg week.

To take

advantage of his presence participants met three nights in arow,
September 5th, 6th,

am

7th.

On

the first of the three evenings,

cam

began with asking participants to sit in a circle, as was becoming the

pattern.

'!his circle on stage included evecyone fran those acting to

the "soun:i

cam

am lighting crew'', to

the producer.

started with the sto:cy circle as a wann up.

'!his time, he

began the sto:cy as though he was living sanetiine in the past, "I woke

up this morning am my horse was lame".

Group members

enthusiastically responded to the circle laughing, but also attempting

to be successful in completing the circle.
On

that partia.llar evening, however, there was a distinct change.

Scripts were handed out.

After the sto:cy circle group members read

their parts aloud fran scripts which
improvisations.

cam

had developed based on the

He had listened to the tapes I had made of the
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workshop ani the meeti.n] which followed.

Usi.rg his c:x:llpl1:er he had

drafted up scenes based on participants' interactions.
Sane

participants irxli.cated surprise at the scripts.

'!hey had

not realized that disolSSions about historical objects ani then
improvisations would lead directly to the script.

(Several

participants marvelled about this transition later in both infonnal.
discussions ani the interviews with me.)

cam irxli.cated that he had

made sane changes, sane transitions, but that the words were IOOStiy

theirs.
Sane

scenes were still bei.rg improvised before "the group" for

the first time on that eveni.rg.

I observed that participants tended

not to volunteer so easily to play additional roles, for each person
had at least two or three scenes in which they had a role by this
time.

In addition, despite administrative tasks slippi.rg

to the

background in the last two meetings, people began to express certain

needs.

Lenore irxli.cated to Eileen that she would do some work on

costumes.

Eileen asked the group to come up with a title for the play

since she needed one for advertisements.

Group members had been

energetic ani enthusiastic most of the eveni.rg.

Group members' high

spirits prevailed and they proceeded to shout out joke titles, such as
"Gone With 'lhe canola Seed", and "Goetheim With Everything".

'!his

went on for about half an hour with some people laughing until they
had tears in their eyes.
seemed

No title was chosen by all.

to leave on a happy note.
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Yet, everyone

In ex>ntrast to the excitement

am

enthusiasm of the evening, the

next day there were dj SOJSSions concemin; ''problems" with a group
member.

Participants had cxmtacted Eileen as producer to canplain

about Lyle's continually disruptive behaviour.

Apparently sane

members had spoken with him about actions he had taken which were

viewed as insulting to a particular member when titles were being
thrown about.

He had not atterrled most of the workshop, nor nany of

the meetirgs.

After discussion with at least four others, Eileen, as

the producer decided to ask him to leave the project.
'!he next session, September 6th, began with a photo session.

am cam

the actors

All

as director were to have their pictures taken.

'Ihese were then printed in programs to be harned out when the play was

to be presented.

It seemed curious to me that the producer

am

technical crew, who were spen:ting as much time on the production as
many of the actors,

were not to be recognized in the same way.

('!his

is consistent with other theatre programs I have seen.)

Group members were quiet during the photography session.
the photcxjrapher departed,

stage.

cam

asked everyone to sit in a circle on

He described very briefly the need to work closely

intensely as a group.

After

am

He stated quietly, on behalf of Eileen, that

the producer had asked Lyle to leave because his behaviour had been
disruptive.

''How do you tell somel:xxiy that a whole bunch of people don't want
him aroun:i, because he was causing an mrlefi.nable kini of trouble?"
He emphasized that nany people had made a heavy carmitment to the
project.

cam

added that he had observed the tension produced when
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Lyle did care.

I observed at least b.lo members whose faces express

sane sw::prise at what cam was saying.
After the meetin;J I considered what this might mean to group
members who had barely begun to establish a worki.rq relationship.

'!here was no long established code of behaviour

behaviour.

am "penalties" for

cam had sensitively described this difficulty.

cam asked Eileen whether she wished to say anything. She
affinned what cam had said arrl Jessie then spoke quietly. (It was
inaudible on the tape.)

cam also asked whether anyone wished

question or address the situation.

Participants were silent.

to
'Ihe

circle was soon dispersed so that actors could run through their
scenes.

In contrast

to the night before, it was quiet in the theatre

as the scenes were being acted out.

After the meeting several people

met at the bar.

About this time, I had c:onpleted interviews with several

participants to obtain more infonnation about their backgrourrl, how
they were making meaning out of their interactions, arrl what they were
learning.

I also detennined that this was a way of developing a

relationship with all of the participants since my role did not allow
me to interact much in the activities

nr:M

that they were acting.

When I asked individuals in interviews what they had been learning,
most had not been able to reply with concrete answers.

appear to think of what they were doing as learning.

Sane did not

others said they

could do "it" but not necessarily describe "it".
I was most interested, then, to hear their discussion when I went
with sane group members to the bar as was the frequent custom, after
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the meetinJs.

'!his was apparently where many of their reflections

abcut the day, both huloorous an:i serious took place.

It was also the

place where they began to discuss administrative conce:rns no loR:Jer
beirg considered at the meetings.

For example, concern was raised

abcut praootional materials an:i whether to hire saneone.

'!heir earlier concems about the content

am format for

Goetheim audience surfaced an:i were addressed here as well.

the

lenore

inlicated that she had "charged her opinion a lot of times on a lot of
things" through the process.

Anna camniserated an:i inlicated she was

haviR:J a similar experience.
Sane

of those present also discussed

am

reflected in small

groups on the editing process, both in tenns of actiR:J

script.

I was present when Anna

meant for them when

am

am editing the

lenore were discussing what it

cam would press them in a scene to further

improvisation, "Keep on going.

Go

ahead with it." Anna expressed this

as searching for the "essence" of the experience.

When I asked hc::w

they knew what "essence" was, both replied in the same vein.

''What

hits you in your guts. • • What causes you to react ••• What you get btmps

from."

Anna added that she did not t.h.ipk people on stage were

intellectualiziR:J the process.

cam interjected that they did not have

time, so that was his role.
As well, it was here that group members spoke of the effect of

not beirg told beforeharrl that the ilnprovisations would fonn the basis
for the play.

'!hey expressed appreciation for the process.

Several

commented on hc::w relaxed they were in the ilnprovisations since they

thought of them as one more preparation exercise.
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(cam had long since

advised me of his purpose in doin:J it this way. )

Anna described the

process as "agreeable manipulation".
Drrin:J this conversation cam returned to his original premise,
that the workshop process had allowed participants to experience
"bein;J there in the past" to realize what the situation would be like.
He described two important elements occurrin;J in part of the workshop.

'!he first he referred to as a "concretization of experiences".

'!he

exercise was sharin;J personal, historical objects arrl touching them
arrl thinki.rg about haN they felt, haN they might be used.

thought that it was

na;t

amongst group members.

He also

important to have that experience in cxmnon

Havin;J said this he worrlered whether that

explained group members' reactions to Lyle, for Lyle had not
participated in that exercise or

na;t

of the others durin;J the all day

workshop.
In

tenns of other conunents about "the situation" with Lyle, those

present spoke mainly about one concern.

Two

participants thought that

he might stir up resenbnent arrl anger in the conununity, being from
Goetheim.

People indicated that there had been sane trouble in the

last play with havin:J him learn lines arrl attempting to be the centre
of attention.

However, in interviews I had with group members which

took place after this incident at least two individuals were disturbed

with the event in tenns of the process.

'!hey stated that they felt he

should have been given a "secorrl chance" having been confronted with
his behaviour.
Listening to the range of topics arrl reflection which took place

at the bar, I observed a tremendous amount of learning occurrin:J among
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group members.

I recognized the value of time spent in this manner.

Sane, however, were excluded fran this process because of the location

ani time.
Sane were too yourg to

other cxmnitments.

enter a bar ani sane could not atten:i for

'Ibis type of diSOJSSion had occurred at least in

part durirg meetirgs before the sessions were dedicated to actirg ani
working on the script.

'lhese disrussions appeared to be treated as

infonnal socializing ani therefore not valued in tenns of being
recorded or directly relied upon for future situations.
On

the t.hb:d evening, September 7th, they continued to edit ani

add new pieces to scenes.

cam had predicted to me on a prior occasion

that when participants received a script, they would suddenly read
instead of act.

I had begun to notice this in the last meeting, but

in this meetirg it was particularly evident.

Actors were stiff ani

read carefully even those places which were virtually lifted fran the
in:lividual 's original improvisation.

It had apparently taken on an

entirely new fonn for them and in so doing, they fourxi themselves in a
different relationship with the ideas which they had created.
With such a change in their interactions,

cam

evening reminding them of their original feelirgs.

spent some of the
As

he put it on

another occasion, '"'he work is going to be in getting the life back
into it." • On that evening cam stressed that they could change the

lines to make them feel more canfortable.

On

occasion if actors were

stumbling over a line, he would ask them whether they felt like they
''would say that line".

On

other occasions the actor would in:licate

that he or she ''would not say that line".
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I fourrl this particularly fascinatirq for it seemed to can:y the
st.ron;;Jest criteria for editi.rg.

Given the process of developirq the

scenes, nuch of the actor's personality was often boun:i up with the

character.

'Dlis was particularly true of the scenes which had begun

with the objects they had brought fran haoe.

I was not

always certain

when they said sanethi.ng like "' I' would not say this", who the "I"
was.

Certainly if the actor did not feel comfortable sayirq the lirle,

regantless of whether it was consistent with the character, they would
sb.nnble.

I noted with interest that when people were ilrprovising they

often used the person's name for the character as well.

Hence, if

Debbie was playing a woman on the telephone she would be referred to
as Debbie in the script

am in the play.

('Ibis was changed much later

in the process.)
'Dlis criteria of "I would not say that", was

altered fonn to actions.

About this time

cam

also applied in

began to focus more on

positionirg actors' actions on the stage through ilrprovisations.
exanple, a most dramatic scene between a man
train station, had evolved most slOVlly
playi.rg the role of the woman

am

For

woman meeting in a

am painfully. Jessie

was

am Jay, the man. '!hey had developed a

friemship through the process of playi.rg these roles.

cam wished to

increase the tension in one part of the scene.

suggested that Jay virtually stride over to Jessie

with one foot planted up on the seat beside her.

am then irxli.cated that he did

am

He

stand angrily

Jay tried the action

not feel comfortable with it.

cam

encouraged him to do it several tilnes to get the feel of the action.
When Jay stated in the midst of a struggle with himself that "he
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~dn't

do that", cam stepped onto the stage arrl tried it himself.

Based on this experience, he IOOdified the action a little arrl
suggested that Jay tr:y that.

'nti.s pattern spread to one actor •s response to another's actions.
For example, in one scene Lenore said to Joyce, "I don't think you'd
c:x:me and sit this close to me".

Particularly through the work done on this scene between Jessie
arrl Jay, "the Train station

Scene",

I also came to obse:r:ve a theme in

cam's direction which I had not noticed before this.

"subtext"

He spoke of

quite frequently in conjtmetion with avoiding "talking"

about things.

SUbtext was related to the idea that characters would

refer only indirectly to what they wanted to say, hence the dramatic
tension.

So, for example, they might be fightirg about a

potato, but

what they were really fighting about was whether the marriage was
failing.

"Talking about it" meant one described oneself fightirg as

opposed to acting the action so that the audience could draw that

conclusion.
cam appeared to be most concerned with developing subtext in the
dramatic scenes, more than the htnnot:OUS ones.
development were of a hmnorous vein.

Most of the scenes in

'!his was fascinating for I had a

sense that the actors valued more highly the dramatic scenes arx1 those
who could do them since they were a more rare
phenanenon.
On September 9th, a meeting was held which cam could not atten:i.

When I arrived at the meeting one of the first people I saw was new to
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the group.

Eileen in::licated that she had invited another young man to
She introduced him to me before the meeting started.

join us.

am is in the process of canpleting high
He has 01rly hair am is tall. My sense of him is that
be involved am accepted. He tells a great many jokes

Arthur is eighteen
school.
eager to

he is

whenever he atten:ls meetirgs.
'!he meeting was begun fonnally with everyone seated in a circle
on stage.

'!he story circle was suggested.

However, it was started

twice owing to some dissatisfaction with the storyline, whereupon Jim
asked "Why does it work when cam•s here?"

His question lingered with

respect to a group sense of direction for other activities.
After the story circle one participant exclaimed, "We did it.

HOVI dlntt>.

We don •t know what to do after this." Although each scene

was supposed

to be "run through"

am

did not organize themselves to do so.

Eileen stated this I group members
'lWo or three

scenes were acted,

but nuch of the time was spent "foolin:j aroun:i" as one participant

described the evening.
Jim, Jay, and Arthur attempted a "new" improvisation based on an
article fran the newspaper about "hobos".

made rude

connnents and used many

'!hey jostled each other,

anachronisms.

'Ihrough the hubbub of

the three, some of the women began to make suggestions from the
audience, but they simply laughed after a nanent or two.

'!his

embryonic scene was never repeated.
After their improvisation the men continued to feign wrestling,

inprovising in the aisles, creating soun:i effects.
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Group members

lau:Jhed arrl satirized themselves.

'!hey had begun to do sane of these

things at earlier meetirgs in the backgroun:i.

in later meetin:Js.

'!his pattern continued

I was constantly amazed by their energy arrl that

of all participants generally when they were

"do~

theatre".

'!here was sane dj SOJSSion atoon:J sane of the wanen, Anna, Ieno:re,
arrl Eileen about a "Olrisbnas concert" scene but that discussion died

'!he evening came to a vague en:tin;J.

out as well.

mixed reactions to the evening, participants
"silliness" arrl yet
When

cam

feel~

I had the sense of

enjoy~

a sense of

guilty about not working.

returned on September 13th he was advised playfully that

group members had been "hav~ ftm1' , arrl as a result had not

accanplished a great deal during the last

meet~.

becane the established way to begin the meet~.

the

meet~,

'!he circle had
At tne outset of

as I sat down I obset.ved another new face.

Eileen had

encouraged another man, Bill, to participate in the theatre project.
Bill is a moustached basketball player.
arrl is in his mid twenties.

to create camaraderie.

He has brown wavy hair

Bill is astute with a keen sense of how

He is a creator of rituals arrl he is a

storyteller.

cam

produced a revised script for this

meet~.

'!his script was

substantially changed fran the last. It had two Acts.

cam

one set of scenes as the framework for the entire play.

had cast

'!he scenes

were those of Anna arrl Allie which consisted of a discussion between a
gran:hnot:her arrl grarrldaughter about the value of

liv~

All the actors read the script intensively to see what
their parts.

in Goetheim.

had~

Several participants resporrled with delight
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to

COl'lCenlinJ

cam•s rewriting ani editirg.

'!here was the occasional sourxi of

appreciative laughter as people read the script.
About this time I had begun to think that there would be fe«

c.harges in the process at this point.

Despite experiencing so many

c.harges, I foun:i myself looking to settle into "a" mytlnn to leant
llDre about such mytlnn.

However, I was ilrmediately startled out of

both this assunption ani another.

When people had had a chance to revie« the new script, cam
announced that Bill would replace Jay in the train station scene.

He

irrli.cated that there were other places where Jay would "shine in the
play".

I had interviewed Jay that afternoon ani he had not kn<::Mn at

that time of the replacement, as I had not.
'!his c.harged ani thereby called attention to an assunption I had
held tacitly.

One

could lose a part one had ''written".

It was my

impression that Bill was chosen to replace Jay because he was older,
about Jessie's age ani considerably taller than her.

Related to power

issues between the two characters, the tension in the scene would be
intensified.
of the play".

'!he criterion behind the choice seemed to be "the gocxl

I added that to my deyeloping sense of "theatre" being

constructed through this experience.
I also speculated on how others made meaning of this, for no one
said anyt:hirg about this at the time.

As well, during the evening

cam

irrlicated that there would be no new improvisations done to add to the
scenes on which they were working.
While attendi.rg this meeting I began to pay special attention to
participants learning how to take theatre instructions, or directions.
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I had gradually become JOOSt interested in "theatre" language cam was

usin;J ani which I came to realize participants had not necessarily
known before hearin;J the -words fran him.

-words.

Most did not ask about

'!hey appeared to "inp:rovise", guessin;J at what

cam meant or

waiting for further explanation.

cam often came

down

the person was hesitant.

to the stage ani daoonstrated sanething if
He also used alternate words.

Most seemed

to have cane to know "stage right" fran "stage left" ani what ''nlaskirg
yourself", ani "upstaging yourself" meant.

cam also talked about

havin;J a sense of rhythm for knowing how long to hold a pause durin;J

this period.

All of these ideas were thus attached or imbedded in

acts of creating the presentation.
'!he train station scene began to take up considerable time at
this point.

cam had Jessie

ani Bill redo the scene trying various

changes in -words ani actions.

He in:licated that the tension was still

not quite right ani suggested that they work on the scene between

Jessie appeared to be much more passive in the scene with

meetings.
Bill.

cam

asked Jay to stay ani provide Bill with pointers, assisting

with direction in the scene.
A few group members met at the bar only briefly after the
session.

Bill, who had been relatively quiet when not acting, asked

whether the community might be offended by anything in the play.

'!his

had been raised in past meetings in a number of different ways.

-

Was there a sufficiency of props? Should they use names of actual
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people who existed in the cc:mmmity? flavor of the play with the
'Wallet1 1 s

On

'Wallet1 1 s

Jokes about the feminist

hockey scene

am the

number of

scenes.
this occasion, several members leapt to deferd the play.

one

member suggested that it was already ''watered down" because of those

concems.

others did not seem to feel quite that strongly.

'!bat

series of interactions reinforced my sense of group members' concem

am experience as bein;J outsiders to the cc:mmmity. Tension on the
topic was not far beneath the surface.

Towards the erd of the evening

I also heard rising concern fran one or two members about not having a
beginning or an ending to the play yet.
When I returned hane I reflected on what must have seemed like an

"innocent question" to Bill.

I had included demographic questions in

my interviews with participants.

Although I had only begun the

interviews the results thus far demonstrated that many people in the
group were not fran Goethe.im

brief period of time.

am had only

been in the camnunity for a

Most were not catholic, practicing or

nonpracticin;J.
In discussions about the ccmnunity in the first few weeks of

meetings, participants had in:ticated in infonnal discussions that
there was nothing to do in Goethe.im unless one was a sports fan.
'Ihese camnents were followed by ones expressing general feelings of
being out of place not being catholic.

one participant said in an

infonnal discussion prior to a meetin:J that she felt people assumed
you were catholic am when they discovered you were not, ignored you.
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I also began to reflect upon the evenirq in tenns of subgroups

within the larger group.
subgroups when

I had begun to develop a clearer sense of

beginnirx.J to have interviews with participants.

Although the evenirq meeti.r¥] an:l di soJSSions at the bar had not been
particularly unusual, I had noticed again that despite c:xmoonality
emerging fran this joint experience there were different orientations
I began to think in tenns of four

unierlying participants• actions.

orientations people expressed related to their decision to participate
in the project.
'lhese initial four subgroups included: a) "socially IOOtivated"

people (those wanting to enjoy the sense of group), b) ''serious''
people (those who regarded theatre in a s:ind.larly profourrl sense as

cam held theatre; those who carried a sense of professionalism to
their acting and who were regarded as "serious" by others) ,

c) "pranksters" (those people who in the interviews somehOW' associated
theatre with pranks, with mischievousness), d) organizers (those
people who seemed IOOSt concerned with building a group for the lorg

tenn, developing structure an:l working on a relationship with the
community.

I continued to carry this focus on subgroupings into

meetings thereafter to "test out" this data analysis.
I met Jo at the meeting on September 16th.

Eileen began the

meeti.r¥] by announcing that only cast people were to sit on the stage,
thereby charging the circle ritual.
be stage manager.

She also announced that Jo would

'!here seemed to be no precise set of activities

which were attached to the stage manager's role.

to do anything that was required.

At first Jo seemed

When we spoke in the interview that
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was h.c:7ll she described her initial experience as well.

It was sane

time before she constructed her own sense of the role.
Jo has short brown, aJl3U}.arly clipped hair
abstract fashion accessories.
iniustrious, receptive

am

fascinating,

She has a large laugh.

am lOOdest,

She is

having a large variety of hobbies.

Jo is considered one of the lCDJ time residents of Goetheim.
later that I discovered she was one of the

wcmen

It was

who drafted the

original grant application with the emphasis on the Gennan catholic
heritage.

cam

She had been away on a lengthy trip.

asked to have a "rehearsal schedule" set up.

Eileen

went off to set one up beginning with September 18th.

Appeniices for copies of the schedules circulated.)

am

Jo

(See the

Although one or

two scenes. were lOOdified even at dress rehearsal, many were now being
rehearsed more than improvised.

Some

might argue that after the first

improvisation, any elements repeated have shifted to a more
traditional fonn of acting.

'Ihe appearance of the scripts emphasized

this transition.

'Ihe evening •s work was focused on repetition of scenes primarily.
However,

cam began

to build the beginning of the play.

He had created

a scene with two men putting up a telegraph pole for a place called
"Goetheim".

Jay

am

Bill volunteered for this scene.

A secorxi part

of this scene had two aboriginal women coming on stage looking at the

am
realizations. am

strange pole

deciding to leave.

('lhis was a reference to early

questions about "why there are no native people in
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Goetheim".)

Allie, who has Cree parentage, ani Jessie, who lived near

a reserve in Southern Saskatchewan said the lines with Cree accents.
'!hey seemed to sbnnble with them.

Folladng this scene
train on stage.

cam

asked group members to fonn a hunan

He positioned people to fonn an arqled front ani a

conpartment for the "ergineer".

He instru.cted the group to begin a

mythm of soun:3s to recreate the soun:i of a train.

'!hen he asked sane

to IOOVe their anns to create the illusion of wheels IOOVing.
After this he iniicated that he wanted the entire "train" to IOOVe

across the stage.

His instructions were given amidst a chorus of

laughter, groans, ani people poking each other.

At least one

participant, Jessie, in:ticated that she felt awkwani doing this.
encouraged them to try it several t:ilnes.
announce "Next stop -

cam

At the last, he asked Jay to

Goetheim station! " as though the train were

pllling into Goetheim.
In addition to "the train" being developed on that evening,

several of the wanen produced a poem to be used for the opening of the
play.

'!hey referred to it as a "feminist poem" written by "us wanen".

Much of it was about aspects of wanen's life during the pericxl.
replied, "'!here are feminist tinges to the whole play''.

Some

cam

of the

wanen began to laugh. "I won:ier why? Who did that?" Jessie grinned
ani the laughter grew louder.

cam

also produced another mcx:lified script on that evening.

People were beginning to express confusion over scripts.
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Eileen also

stated that she seemed to need to have extra cxpies because people
foz:got them, or took others.

'Ibis was certainly an additional cost

factor in the process.
'1he entire script was gone through quickly.

Group members 1

responses to this new script was not generally as exuberant as they
had been.

When sane of the actors were running through the extant

scenes they discovered new lines.
the intent of the lines this time.
not read his

Sane did not appear

to ume.rst:am

lenore irdicated that she "could

[cam 1 s] writint', which was in printed fonn.

cam

respomed by sayin:J, "It's your stuff 1"
One new scene

in the script was rehearsed in several meetings

after this one, before Anna and Allie irdicate.d that they now "got the
joke".

Even one of the actors with some improvisational experience

confided after this to another actor that he "had got that down" and
hoped "they wouldn't cl'large it" or he would be

"screwed".

Script

cl'larges were apparently shiftin:J to become associated with sanething
requiring adjustment.
In one instance, lenore, reading for Joyce who was working that

night, stopped in the middle of reading the lines.

'!he character in

the scene was describin:J the JOOSt embarrassing thing which had
happened to her as a nurse.

'lhe lines were actually derived fran an

incident that Jessie had related to several people in the bar the week
before.
'Ihe awkward experience had occurred to Jessie when she had worked
as a nurses aid in the past.

cam had heard it and had added it to the
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script.

Lenore began to laugh in a surprised manner as she

:rec:x:mmenced sayin:J the lines.

Group members

seemed to laugh in a conspiratorial

present in the audience

tone when hearin;J her.

I had the

sense that at least sane group members experienced this as roving into

"taboo"

territory.

Jessie inticated that she was smprised

am

embarrassed, thin1d.rg that this conversation was not part of

inp:rovisational work

am

therefore was "off-limits".

At the next meetin.;r, September 18th, scenes were scheduled for

certain times.

'!be entire group did not atterrl together.

members did not sit

am watch

Group

scenes waiting for their tum.

Nor was

there a small but constant hubbub of conversation in the backgroun:l.
'!be theatre was much quieter.

On

script which included the train

that evening cam also produced a new

am

the telephone pole as well as the

poem.

I had the distinct impression that another transition had
occurred durin:J the last few meetirgs.

'!he manner of this meeting

clearly had a different quality of "rehearsal" with only those in the
particular scene active.

Props had begun to appear

had begun to match the scenes to sane extent.
directing.

am

the lighting

cam was clearly

He would tell people to chan:Je their position because they

were covering up their voices by the way they stcxxi.

He was much nore

directive in terms of instructions to IOOVe or chan:Je lines.
he was giving lighting directions

am

inticating souni cues.

As well,

I had

the distinct impression that he was experiencin:J t:ime pressures
had had to chan:Je strategies.

am

'!here were a little over three weeks

remaining before the first perfonnance on October loth.
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'!here were 100re questions about the

to atterxi that evening.
the

neN

neN

content.

Joyce was able

While doirq the scene as revised, she read

lines describirg her character's JOOSt embarrassing situation.

Joyce did seem embarrassed.

She imicated that "she would not say

that", which had been criteria for cl'lar¥1e in the past.

However, cam

stated that he thought she would have had fun sayin:J it.

upon her that it was the character sayin:J it.

He inpressed

Joyce then read the

lines.
Group members seemed to have little energy that evening.

As

cam

had predicted to me prior to harding the scripts out, the spontaneity
which flooded the original work would have to be recovered.

cam spent

nuch of the evening sparki.rg actors' involvement in the scene.

He

frequently encouraged them to "be with it", "to take time", "cane out
with 100re feelings.
Work on the train station scene between Bill arrl Jessie brought
the evening to a close.

As the rehearsal was en:ling Jessie asked what

to do "between times".

She had assmned that ll\eiOOrizin:J lines was what

one did when ergaged in traditional theatre.
arrl Bill ought to work on the scene together.

cam imicated that she
Given the new

schedulin:J very few people were left in the theatre.

'!here were no

arrangements to go to the bar after the meeting.
'Ihe next meeting was held on September 23:rd.
atterxi.

was unable to

I came in about five minutes late to discover people st:arrli.n]

in a circle on the stage.
ready.

cam

I rushed to have my taperecording equipment

However, a group member asked me to stop for a m::ment.

As the

meetirg unfolded it became apparent that everyone had been called to
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review the play.

Sane had raised concerns about parts of the play.

'!hey advised me as in the past incident, to .tape the session but to

wait to give the tape or speak to cam about the event.
speak with him before.hani.

'!hey wished to

I assured them that I TNOUl.d respect their

wishes.
'lhe cast then proceeded to go through the play scene by scene.

Apparently, with rehearsal schedul.irg

am

through absences sane group

members had not witnessed the entire play in its na;t current fonn.

What I f()l.]nj JOOSt fascinatirg about this process was that they had not
only leamed how to do sane improvisational work, but they had
sufficient confidence arrl apparently concern to rely on their own
criteria for decision-making in editirg.

It appeared that the

criterion articulated JOOSt consistently was what they felt comfortable
with doing as actors.

'!hey also quickly developed a process that

evening so that those who wished to, might view the scene fran an
audience position.
'lhe ''human train" scene which had caused sane discomfort had to

be redone several times for various inli.viduals to step out
it.

am

see

It was retained based on the final ccmnent, "It doesn't look as

pukey as it feels!" ('!his eventually became a forrlly repeated joke
associated with the theatre project.) However, Jessie

am Allie

detennined that they did not feel comfortable doirg the
looking at the pole.
criteria.

'lWo other

cree accents

scenes were IOOdified on similar

'!he "objectionable" lines for the nurse character which

Joyce played were replaced.

Several participants expressed concern

with offerrling members of the community.
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One other scene

was char:ged

~

the Wheat Pool on the

basis that it did not contain enough historical infonnation.
who had done the research had been unable

day the scene was first inprovised.

Joyce

to atten:l the meetin;J on the

'!he scene had cxme to have an

ironic twist with which the actors in the scene did not feel
oanfortable.

Several felt that there was too nuch emphasis on a

"catty'' quality in the excharqes
several lines were charged.

anDn.;J

characters.

On that

basis

Interestingly, those who were

uncxmfortable with their role were also those who were allowed to
no:tify it in keeping with the original process.
By the

ern

of the eveni.rg nr:t surprise at this shift had charged

to a sense of how nuch these people had learned.

I was struck by how

1lllCh they had absorbed from cam both in tenns of ability to inprovise
an:i now to edit.

One might disagree with the quality of the editirg

in sane instances, however, at least a few participants had begun to
develop skills to do this.
I was also struck with how this had fit with cam•s original plan

to have them begin to direct an:i develop sane irx:leperx:lence through
doirg the project.

It re.mirrled me of how several people had been able

to spontaneously do an inprovisation without beirg able to articulate
what it was or to describe a process.

I began to consider at this

IX>int both how nuch they had learned an:i also how nuch had gradually
charged to aCXXJtatulate for the incredible

was requiring.

annmt of time this process

('Ihe first perfonnance night of October loth was now

only a little over two weeks away.)
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In addition, I came

to recognize that not all those present

participated in decision-makirg in the same way.

What had occurred

fit with the 'WOrk that I had been doing in tryi.n; to urrlerstan:i
whether there were "subgroupirgs" within the group.

HaYever, there

was an element which JOOSt group members seemed to have cnne to hold in
mmlVll on this E!Ve1"lirg so close to the perfonnance.

'nlat was, a

consistent sense that when they thought of theatre at this point, they
had cnne to experience their actions as viewed by this cxmnunity as

audience.

'Ibis lay in contrast with cam•s expressed viE!W' of theatre

fran the absolute perspective that if they felt sanething as actors,
the audience would, too.
After this meeti.n;, there was considerable tension in all

remaining meetings.

'!his tension was observable in subtle ways.

'!here was no circle, no opportunity to discuss what had happened as

there had been in

the first

instance, on August 18th.

I discovered

later that Eileen had not had an opportunity to speak with cam about
the meeting the week before.

He had heard about it fran another

member.
On September 25th

group members went through their scenes with

cam voicing where c.han;es were made ani asking for reasons.
irrlicated problem "lines" ani problem "areas".
c.han;e them or to leave· them out.

cam

He asked actors to

He also appeared to explain toore

frequently the content of subtext in various scenes to the actors.
For example, to evoke another tone fran Anna as grarXhoother reacting
to Allie •s line about wanti.n; to do toore than live in Goetheim, he
asked her what she thought the line meant.
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When Anna irrlicated that

she did not know, he said in her character's voice, "So you' :re better
than me is what you' :re saying".
In this meetin:J

am

October 4th,

scripts.

am

the next four, September 27th, 28th, 3oth,

cam began

to ask actors to refrain fran usin:J

any

At the errl of that time he would not allow anyone to have a

script on stage.

Sane were clearly better at lecnnin] lines than

others.

Despite the tension, there was satetl'lirq very like magic in
watching these last few days.

It was literally a web of adjusbnent.

If sanet:llirq did not "read", that is, it sblck out or was awkward, cam
would modify it.

'!his might be the lighting, it might be a line, it

might be an actor's position or action in relation to another actor.
When the modification was made, the whole t:llirq would be viewed again

am

he would then deal with repercussions of the modification in the

same manner.
Now that the line was changed, perhaps, the actor's positioning
was wrong.

Like the actors, I could not always see "the problem", but

when cam had changed it, the scene flowed m:re sm::x:rt:hly, or I
experienced the actors' interactions m:re intensely.
resporrled variously to his direction.
his instructions.

Participants

Usually they sinply followed

Occasionally, however, there would be a question.

n.trin:J this period, there was one last major shift.

On

the

evenirg of September 3oth, it became apparent that Eileen was making
efforts to contact Allie.

Her character was established as a main
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one.

She was supposed to be on stage with Anna's for the entire play.

'!heir di salSSion was the framework fran which all other scenes were
introduced.
Allie had been unable to at:tern at least one other meeting I
began to recall, as Eileen retumed to say that she had not known

about this meeting ani was baby-sittin].

that she could not cane.

Apparently, Allie had stated

cam

She could not sinply leave her post.

decided quickly that this was an emergency ani that she would have to
be replaced.

'!here were only ten llDre days before the first

performance arrl the scenes had to be rehearsed that night for since
substantial revisions had been made days ago ani had not been tried.
Eileen went to call saneone else.
A few minutes after receiving Eileen's request to cane, Helen
arrived ani began quietly to leam the script.

cam addressed

group

members ani asked them to be patient with Helen because she was new to

the process.

He spoke very gently ani softly to Helen ani Anna for a

few minutes.

'!hen they began to do the first scene after the opening

telephone ani train scene.
Helen is slight, with brown shoulder lergth hair.

She is in her

mid-twenties, bright, an:i always artfully dressed with a quiet
intensity.

Her st.ron;Jest interest is in music, both perfonning ani

writing it.
Helen read fran a

CXJpy

the scene without a script.

of the script while Anna attenpted to do
otherwise, that evening the same pattern,

slightly jarred was used in goin] through various scenes of the play.
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to have eased in exchange for

By October 4th sane tensions

others.

Immediately after the

ion

became~

in the

September 25th meetirg, the men of the group had desisted fran

"playint' during breaks am in the backgrooni while rehearsals were in
' "swo:rdfighting"'

new strange SOlll'd effects over the micrqilone in breaks.
resurfaced about October 4th.

'lhe ·

people also gathered at the bar a

tensions.
conce.r.nej

script" that night.
to fill in gaps.

cam

stated

the meeting.

A

few were

t his intention was to "set the

'!here were a

Helen am Jay

'lhese antics

antics were viewed variously by

'!here was still no ......~.~ for the play.

about this.

am creating

of brief improvisations done
leted one as part of a

long-distance telephone scene.
However, they were unable
to resolve the

cam had

scene that night.

based on the first improvisation

for the first time.

rewritten a scene

'!his scene was perfonned

Group members responded quite positively to the

scene.
ipt"

cam

also stated that he had

been usirg the actor's name for

· d not wish to use their name for
the character.

Group members th

quickly made decisions about what

to name the characters they had been playinJ.

Despite all of the

changes, I had a sense that group nenbers were experiencinJ a feelinJ

of challerge again, rather than expressin; an overwhelmed feeli.rg.

'!his sense was further affirmed in many participants'
interactions at the bar.

Many of the members came.

joked interspersed with scme serious di saJSSion.

'!hey laughed

am

Bill borrowed my

taperecorder am inp:rovised a scene as a radio armouncer. for Goetheim.
He interviewed each of the members, scme of whan were nuch toore

receptive than others.

'!hen he "took the show on the :road" ani

interviewed a fellow sittinJ by hilnsel.f in the bar. 2
A few group members considered the suggestion that cam introduce
the play.

saneone had proposed that he describe the process used to

create the play to the audience.

'!hen cast menbers would do fresh

inp:rovisations for the audience to exenplify the process.

Upon

hearinJ this, Jessie suggested that Jay should go out ani do them.

(I

believe this was a c::cJq>liment to Jay who was regarded by many as
havi.rg a talent for inp:rovisation.)

She exclaimed that "they were

hard work!" '!he idea was eventually abarrloned.

Before everyone parted carpany that night cam matter-of-factly
stated that the next week would be demanlln:.J.

'lhree dress rehearsals

were scheduled for October 7th, 8th ani 9th.

'1hese would be followed

by the three perfonnance nights.

When I heard the schedule this time,

I had a sudden sense of urgency.

On the way hane I reflected on what

group members might be experienci.rg.
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mESS REHEARSAI.S AND PERFORMANCES

Eileen ani I spoke October 6th, the day before the first dress
rehearsal.

Her voice was enet:getic.

She p.mctuated her

sentences

with laughter as she had in the first meetirgs of the project.
exclaimed, "It's the general consensus.
knc:lf..i what we •ve done.

We've done it.

She

But we don't

Everyone's J;honirg each other askirg, ''What

have we qot? Will anyone like it?" '!hey seemed IOOSt conc::enled about
whether "anyone would laugh".
When I asked how lon;r this had been happe.ni.n; she said it had
started about ten days before.

She continued on to say that nobody

knew anynore ani that it was "the san-e with the other one".

I assmned

she meant the first fonnal production the theatre club had presented.

Her excited tension prepared me a little for the first dress
rehearsal.

I had lorg since begun to un:lerstani that there was a "phonirg

tree".

Participants made many references to phoning saneone to

dj scuss

sanething.

As

I could not atte.rxi "those infonnal." meetirgs I

listened eagerly to how members used the phone to construct part of
their experience with the project.

Held on October 7th, the first dress rehearsal was of the
Act.

'!here was confusion about starting time.

Secom

Given their

inexperience with theatre traditions in general, many members did not
un:ierst:ani that a "7 o'clock call" meant being in full costume ani

makeup at 7 o'clock.

Some

arrived at that time instead.

I discovered a technical research problem as group members were
trying to remember what they had leamed in the makeup workshop
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several nart:hs ago.

'!here had been other cxx:asions when group members

divided into smaller groups leavi.rq me with a decision about what to
try to observe

prolonged.

am

what to tapereco:rd.

'Ihese cxx:asions had not been

lf<JrNever, for the next six ''meetirx]s", group members TNOU!d

be interacti.rq in several different locales.
stage

am

'!hey were IOOVi.rq behin:l

on stage.

While they had interacted on stage

am in

the main theatre I had

had sane dlance of observi.rq 1l1Udl of the activity.

addition to bei.rq on stage

am

Now, however, in

backstage behin:l the curtains, they

were also sperxiin;J considerable time in the dressin1rooms.

In

particular, the wanen were usirg their own dressingroom, the men were
across the hall in theirs.
Quickly I decided that since the men came into the wanen's
dressingroom to put their makeup on

am to

receive i:nstnlctions, I

would leave the tapereco:rder there, running at all t:imes.

I was

assistirg the actors preparirg for perfonnance until the rehearsal or
perfonnance began, so I could check on batteries

am tapes.

When the

rehearsal or perfonnance began I went out to the front, assisted when

I could with cxld jobs
'!hat evening,
stoppi.rq.

am

cam

took notes the remaining time.

asked to :run through the entire Act without

'!he first dress rehearsal was quite chaotic.

People were

IOOVing in costumes not wom before, learning to IOOVe in ways they had

not.

'lhey were sortirg out quick cosb.nne changes, adjusting to
~

closi.rq curtains, deciding anew fran which side to enter.
pressed people.
another.

Tinri.rg

Prior to this, one scene did not have to mesh with

'!here would be a pause between one scene being reworked
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am

a decision to stop so that the next one TNCUld begin.

'!here had been

wantin;J.
SUddenly a presentation set in nction evaporated, was no lon;;rer a
presentation,

if anyone dropped the lines.

Group members scrambled

to keep pace to discover what lines fran scenes before TNCUld offer
cues for their entrance.

SOlm:l cues ani light cues had to be matched

precisely ani then rematched when ·later changes were made.
were changes made.

cam had given new lines to

Arrl there

Arm ani the errli.nq had

to be polished.
'1hrough all of this group members shifted action.

try to anticipate everythi.rg in advance.
in such tight tenns.

I had not thought of theatre

As the rehearsal continued they seemed

better at anticipating.
"cue" meant -

'!hey began to

One person had had

"You mean when I come on?"

stretched into larger pieces.

to becane

to ask intirectly what
'!he chom of perfonnance

'!his reminied me of people picking up

ani holding on to 100re ani 100re tllirgs as they went along.

cam

appeared to carry all of them.
Several participants expressed concern with the faltering, late

start to the rehearsal.

'!here was some vague disagreement aOOut

responsibility for all costmnes.

In addition, Loretta arrl Anna

expressed concern with receiving new lines for their scenes.

otherwise, group members seemed to hold themselves in, to speak mainly
about what would happen on stage arrl heM they would resporxi.

When

they ran through the Act a secorxi time, it was split into isolated
pieces of repetition.

'!he tension appeared to dissipate a little.
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'nle secon:I dress rehearsal seemed of a single thread,
particularly in canparison to the first one.

People knew when to

arrive for a 7 o'clock call, how to begin their makeup, what to do
with their hair or who would do it for them.
stretched their "anticipatory reach".

Many

appeared to have

'!here were no new lines.

People took sane time to move beyOn:I the innnediacy of the rehearsal to
dj sruss

pre-play arrangements.

'nleir di srussions revealed that Eileen

had invited a local choir to sing Gennan folksorgs.
invited a soloist to sing songs fran "pioneer days".

As well, she had

She had done so

to involve the canmmi.ty ani to add to the lergth of the presentation.
It had been established that the presentation was an hour in lergth.
Several people had expressed a concern that the audience would fim
this too brief. 'nlese ll1U$ical perfonners would present on 'nlursday ani

Friday evening.
'nle final day of dress rehearsal, though not as chaotic as the
first, saw a reemergence of heightened tension in the women's
dressingroom.

From the men •s dressingroom loud SOllOOs erupted.

had been ilrprovising ani making jokes the day before.

'nley

'!his seemed a

''repeat'' perfonnance.
'!he entire play was perfonned. with an "intennission".
intennission music was chosen at the time.
practicing "the cast bow'' at the

theatre.

em

'!he

'nle final touch was

of the perfonnance to an empty

'!his created an odd effect.

'nlen a few pieces, particularly the poem which had become a
choral piece done by the entire cast, was practised several times.
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cam eq;ilasized the rhythm to assist members in spea1d.rg as a single
voice.

People appeared to fin:I this one of the JOOSt difficult aspects

of the play to master.

Jay

am Jim were

still inp:rovising in the

backgroun:l as the rehearsal ceased.
On the evening of the first perfonnance several of the wanen

fO\.lni themselves arrivin:J between half an hour
Jessie

am

Anna stated that they did not wish

am

an hour early.

to be nervous at bane.

'!here were already a bun:ile of flowers in the wanen' s dressin;room

which Eileen had apparently ordered for the actors.
Jo, the stage manager, was there to "set up" as was the lighting

am

sound crew.

Richard had joined that crew arrl there were several

stagehands to close the curtains

am

shift a few props.

I was there

to obse:tve the cx::casion fran the start, to organize my taperecording
equipnent, assist with costumes

am makeup,

to establish a seat in the

audience and to assist as a "secorxi body" selling tickets at the door.
Talk about nervousness was thematic; it was the chorus in the

conversation.

Some entered the dressin;room saying they could not

rexnenber one line.

others were literally running through their lines.

Some had been nervous all day but were calm once they got to the

theatre; others had not become nervous until they got there.

Jay

traded theories with Helen and Anna about whether it was a good sign

to be nervous before a perfonnance or a bad sign.

It was established

early in the pre-perfonnance hour who had family or frierrls in the
audience that night.
As more and more of the actors arrived and the men came in

to put

on their makeup, the dressingroom filled like a pool, vibrating and
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overflowing.

Questions a1xut the size of the audience were passed

alorg with the "Crimson Lake" a:rd the hairpins.

Eileen came back with

reports that the theatre was beqinnirg to fill.

cam came in to the

roan dressed up for the cxx:asion with general TNO:rds of encouragement
a:rd sane ''nmlchies".

'!hey greeted him excitedly.

He went away to

firrl a seat.
I also left to sit with the person at the door to assist.
started to leave the

dress~oc:m,

went out through the stage area.

When I

for a nanent I al.Ioost forgot a:rd
'Ihrough the open door I saw Jo

scurrying a1xut backstage wearing ecu:phones.

'Ihese connected her to

Al who ccmnarxled the lightboard in the box at the back of the theatre.
'!hey were talking a1xut something in cultivated whispers.

'!here were

also two youths starrling close to Jo at the time.
As I held the door I realized that the curtains

tightly.

were closed

'!he stage had become grourrl associated entirely with the

perfonnance.

No one was to tread on it but the perfonners.

Instead,

I went out the side of the wanen •s dressingroom down a long corridor,
turned left down another, followed by another arrl thus "circled" my

way back to the brown crash doors.
'!here was a line up of people waiting to get into the theatre
when I arrived at the doors.
harrling out programs.

SUddenly there were several wanen

Upon seeing them I beqan to realize how much

work Eileen had been doing be.hi.m the scenes.

People had appeared as

needs a:rd therefore tasks had emerged.
Many were senior citizens.

I recalled that as part of the

application for funding, the theatre club had offered a free
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perfonnance to senior citizens, the pioneers.

When the crowd at the

door thinned I went to check Irr:f taperec::x>rder.

When I reentered the

dressirgroam perfonners were anxiously lined up half out the backstage

However, the choir am the soloist were to perfonn first.

door.

'lhe

actors had a lorg half hour to wait.
I left them pressed against each other leaning forward listenin;J

for SOUl'X3s of "the beqinnirg".
'!he presentation was beqinnirg.

the theatre were filled.

I relocated Irr:f seat in semi-darkness.
About three-quarters of the seats in

'Ihe first perfonners, the choir was

canprised of senior citizens.

'Ihey sarg very simply, with terse

introductions fran the choinnaster.
songs.

Polite applause followed their

'Ihe soloist also received polite applause.

closed briefly.

'Ihe curtain then

When it opened, there was the telegraph pole scene

am then the ''hmnan train" perfonni.rg at "its"
aroun:i me smiled arxi sane laughed, pleasantly.

best.

'Ihey had begun.

I thought the perfonnance went well, generally.
an audience transfonned the experience.

Sane of those

'lhe addition of

'!he "pieces" I had observed

in construction were now a presentation animated by thriving, amusing
actors.
As I had acted in the role of pronpter on the odd occasion, I

noticed sane changes in basic lines, but was not certain whether they
were new ones.

'!here were no gaps, but a few snags.

things not anticipated was the bodies

filling up the chairs.

One

of the

am heads of the audience

It was difficult to see Helen much of the time

because she "sat at the feet of her grarrlmother'', Anna, at the

''bottan" of

the stage.
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Perfonners were exhilarated when I went to the dressirg:roan at
intennission.

'!here were jokes about the "rows ani rows of glintirg

glasses" :reflectirg back on the actors night.

this was after all seniors'

Several actors described hearin.;J whispers as those who could

hear translated for those who were hard of hearirg.

At least one

person said they could hear a secorrl wave of laughter.

'!hey seemed

genuinely pleased by the response they were :receivirg.
'!he rest of the perfonnance flowed as smoothly as the first half.

I noticed for the first time that most of the too:re serious storylines

were in the secon:l half.

'!here was not as nuch laughter but the

applause was about the same.
After the perfonnance there was a party at cam's hotel room.

was a small room.

It

A few people did not come because they had

:relatives or friems who had come to stay the weekerrl ani to see the
play.

People talked ani joked in a larger group.

'Ihey trentioned

specific points where the audience had :reacted positively.

Bill said

of the much questioned human train, "An:i didn •t they love the train?"

others nodded and laughed.

cam irrlicated that he expected too:re

response from the audience the next night because it "would be a

younger crowd".

'Ihey would at least respon:l to different things.

'!he evening of the secorrl perfonnance, there was a smaller
audience.

'!he theatre was about three fifths full.

that this was the ''best perfonnance" with few snags.

It seemed to me
'!he actors came

a little later on Friday night ani seemed to repeat their lines to
themselves or with others less often behirrl stage.

'!hey seemed to be

articulatirg fewer suggestions ani instructions to each other.
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'!here

were still questions about the size of audience

am

discussion about

their responses.

rurinJ

these three days I did not have the opportunity to listen

to the taperecordi.rgs of actors' interactions in the dressirgroan

while the performance was on.

'lhese

were, however, available for

later data analysis.
'!he party which followed the Friday performance was a lively one.

People appeared to be less focused on goirq over what had happened in
that evening's performance.

Instead, they sang satirical songs

popular songs which had been IOOdified.
production the theatre club had done.

Some spoke

am

forxlly of the first

'!hose who had participated in

that production described for those who had not, the stonn on the last
performance night.

'!hey described the night of the stonn as an

adventure.
When Bill

am

Joyce were describirq the challenge of fin:ling

someone to replace the lightirq crew

am

fin:ling someone to replace

the actor who was missirq, I found myself thrillirq again to the

story.

'!his sensation was followed by a sense of a fine tension

between feelings of adventure

am beinJ

overwhelmed.

I had come to

experience this tension several t:imes in the shiftirq process of the
last several months.
When they did discuss the play it was Eileen who reflected on its

technical qualities.

Eileen said, "I think that because of

probably we were so good.
detail
plays

am
am

cam,

You know. Like we had all that technical

all that stuff down that a lot of people who regularly see

people who l.mderstarrl theatre really thought we were good.
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Very gocxi. 11

She added that she thought they had ''matured" as a group,

when :rememberinl how panicky they had been that there 'WOUld be no

sets.

Her use of the past

tense suggested "it" was already sanehow

aver.
Joyce responied by sayinl that this is how they, at least she had
thought about it [the play] in the beginning.

"Arrl then we were

manipllated right back into doinl it," she stated.

Lenore agreed.

Jim exclaimed that he thought "sane of the actors had matured, too".
People laughed at this.

I was struck by a stron;J sense of these

people beccmirg a group with a growinl history in c::armon.
'!he final perfonnance braved a chillinl head wim.

A few people

came early to repair their dishevelment ani to stan:i in line for the
perfonnance.

'!here was no repeat perfonnance _of a magic blizzard

brinlinl people to the play.

'!he audience was much smaller, sanewhere

between a quarter to a third of the theatre was filled.
the darkened theatre did not

cavernous,

wann to the perfonnance.

'!hough it was a small audience in canparison to the first two
nights, they did respond to the perfonnance, but the sound was thinner
ani seemed less convincing to the actors.

When I went into the

dressingroom at intennission, group 1l\E!l'llbers seemed passive.

some had

begun to speak quietly of the cast party to be held at Jo's hane after

the perfonnance.
scene.

Some were

p.rtting away cxstumes fran the first

Boisterous noises still came fran the men's dressingroom.

I

returned to my seat.
'!here were a few patterns that I had begun to notice, both in

tenns of the actors ani the audience.
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One

participant had been teased

at the party the previOUS night for leapirg in
lines if they hesitated at all.

am

taking others I

'!his had occurred two nights in a

I could urxierstarrl this sense of mgency about gaps given what

rc111.

am

had happened durirg dress rehearsals

the question of tinti.rg.

I

also noticed that sane actors repeated the same lines each night,
virbJally TNOni for TNOni.

On

the other han:i, there were at least two

different scenes in which actors were still improvisirq words
phrases here

am

there.

cam had

am

advised them that this was acceptable

as long as they did not change words associated with lighting or sound
cues.
Finally, I had also begun to observe one or two scenes which did
not receive

pplause even when all other scenes did.

One in

the Wheat Pool scene which had already urxiergone sane

editing for "cattiness".

At the cast party after the perfonnance this

with no further reflection at that time.
rior cast parties, group members brought spouses ani
this party.

'!here were at least twenty-five people

ie who had not been allowed to come to other cast parties

there.

· s one.

For a short period the entire

Jay also came.

, although some technical crew members were missirq.
into small groups.
•

heard very

'!his had not occurred at any of the

'!here seemed an air of fonnality to the party.

ittle discussion about the perfonnance.
the party began there was a presentation.

asked

everr

I

ne to sit in a circle.

cam was
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Eileen

presented with a wrapped

gift arrl an inprovisation.

Jay arrl Jim act:Ed out sane of cam•s finn

i.nst.niCtions, such as "Be there".
were recognizably ones
huge laughter.

ihey exaggerated IOOVements that

cam made in direc:t:irg them.

He clearly enjoyed the event.

cam broke into

'!hen a story circle was

organized.

I fOlll'rl this particularly interestirg.

Havirg participated in

several I felt a significance about the exercise.

I no lon;er thought

of it as an exercise, but a way of sharirg a creative act as a group.
I believe that m:my group members thought of the story circle in those
tenns as well.

However, none articulated this meanin;J.

I reflected later that cam had only asked group members to do
Yet, group members had done it twice now of their own

this twice.

accord.

After the story circle was complete people gradually began to

leave or to disperse into conlerS once more.
"the group".
momirg.

It was my last sense of

'!he party continued mltil the ''weave hours" of the

I drove hane to consider this eJq?erience.

INTERVIEWS

Before

re~

to Goetheim to complete a secorrl set of

intividual interviews with group members, I reviewed the first set of
interviews, my notes fran the field arrl my ''Reflective Notes".

Fran

this work I developed a checklist of t:hirgs I wished to cover in

questions.

Once

more I aimed towards an unstructured interview, a

conversation.
I began to arrange interviews over the phone either fran
Saskatoon, or while I was in Goetheim on another intet:view.
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Fortunately, I was able to meet with each of the group members.

I met

with IOOSt of them in the same location as the first interview which
included restaurants ani people's hanes.
'!here were a few interesting pattems which were initially
discemible.

Many group members expressed arger with the lack of

cx:mrunity response to the play.

Exanples cited included the "poor''

atterx:lance ani the fact that the local newspaper had not even reviewed
the play.

'!hey had heard fran no seniors' ol:gallizations.

Ironically

these descriptions of the community's lack of response fit with group
members' early discussions associated with research about the

cx:mrunity.

Several participants had stated that the community did not

ten:l to support anything that was not well established.

'!here was another IroSt

interestinl

pattern.

A few participants

articulated that once a project was over, they stopped thinking about
it ani went on to the next one.

'!here were others who did not

articulate this but seemed to react in a similar manner by launching
into speaking of new projects.
about the Heritage Project.

beinl

'!here was a general reluctance to talk

'!here were few exceptions to this, two

Helen ani Bill who had cane into the project midway.

In

particular, Helen was still very nuch excited by the process and
irrlicated her disappointment in not having an opportunity to perfonn

in the play again.
One or two spoke of specific problems with the play.

pointed to the lack of growth in the characters.
thought of it as a series of skits after all.
needed to hone their miming skills.
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One person

On reflection she

She added that they had

After doi.rg one or two of the interviews I began to realize that

there had been no fonna.l. process for reflection attached to the

project.

My atten:pts

to ask vague questions or to strike up a

conversation had not resulted in prcmptin;J group members to reflect in
the interviews.

I had also realized fran If¥ earlier interviews that

group membe:rs did not think of what they had been doi.rg as "learning''.

If I asked questions such as, ''What did you learn?" I was greeted by
blank stares or received limited responses.
Rnowin;J that the interview was goin;J to have sane effect, I
determined to mentally divide the interviews in half.

I began with

all the interviews as I had planned them, unstructured except for the
dem;:)graphic questions.

Once the person bei.rg interviewai would begin

to shift about or sit silently, I would then detennine to ask them
questions which would prarpt them to reflect.
In the first set of interviews, towards the en:i of each

interview, I asked ''What have you been leamirg?"

I had expected to

receive answers, for example, referrin;J to content of historical
research gathered on the ccmnunity or to specific theatre skills.

As

previously described, fran many participants I had received blank

stares.

'!hey seemed not to have made a connection between the lNO:rd

"leamirg" ani what they were doing.
Although I have no clear statements fran any of the participants

to evince this idea, If¥ sense of it was that they had come to
associate leamirg with a fonna.l., instn.lctional framework.
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No one was

lecturirg to them in a school roam fonnat.

'Iherefore, they were not

leamirg despite bei.rg in the throes of creati.rg a play for the first
time in their lives.
To avoid precipitating the blank

stares of the first interviews I

began to ask participants to reflect back on the process as they had

experienced "it".
of different ways.

I attenpted to elicit their reflections in a rnnnber
By using their own ~:rds

am asking them for JOC)re

concrete detail about what they meant in sane senses I was asking them

to articulate "subtext" .
In addition to this technique, I fourxi one way of reframing the

process which seemed the nnc;t effective am respectful.

'!his

tedmique came from remembrance of their reveali.rg exchanges in
apparently social situations -

phoning friems, chatti.rg in the bar,

discussing ideas before am after meetings.
Based on this experience, I suggested an improvisation setting of

sorts.

I asked them to "imagine bumpirg into a friend who inquires

about what you have been doing".

''What would you tell them."

'!hen if

this did not get at how the person made treaning of the process, I
asked a JOC)re explicit question, "How would you describe the process to

them?" I met with nn.1ch richer responses through this line of inquiry.
Many irrlicated at first that they could improvise but not

necessarily describe it.
"it" to a friend.

'!hey were able to firrl some words to express

'!his way I also avoided people resporx:tirx.J to my

presence during the process with comments such as, "You know what it
was like", or simply assuming that I did know.

responses were very brief.
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Nontheless, some

A few participants began to also think about the interview

process as an opportunity for reflection.

One

participant added when

we were saying good-byes that he had enjoyed the opportunity to
reflect about their process ani 'WOirlere1 why "the group" did not have

a way to do this fonnal.ly within the group.
I thanked each i.rdividual at the

en

of each interview, feeling

nore ani nore reluctance to say good-bye to the next person.

I had

known for sane time that the road home had becane pennanently

connected to this set of i.rdividuals.
snow stonn of adventure,

'!hey were going on to sane new

to be overwhelmed on occasion.

I was going

home to analyze data and to "be there".

<DNCIIJSION

'Ihe Cllapte:rs of this Part were designed to illtnninate "intimate"
qualities associated with fieldwork.

'!he narrative style generally

and descriptions of <llapter One and this <llapter "recollect attempts

to capture the moonbeam with the jar''.

Although theoretical works

have not been cited in the <llapter, even this stage required abstract
elements for creatirg "the jar to catch the moonbeam".
To

answer questions emergirg fran field experience I made a

search for others • descriptions of similar experiences.

other researchers assumed?

What role had

Discoveries about how others have

conceived of related methodology ani method were disclosed in Chapter
'lWo • s

review of methodological literature.
'!his Chapter set out to respond to the questions, ''What will they

[the participants) do next?" ''How will they make sense of the
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experience arxl how will I make sense of all of this?"

'!he first two

questions have been answered with description of how I made orgoing

sense of the experiences while in the field.

However, even these

analytic efforts of the nonent were influenced by heM other
researchers had conceived of related research.

these discoveries.
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Olapter Four outlines

NarES

~ite testi.rg it at hane, I discovered that when I tried to
use my tapereco:rder on site at this first meetin:.J it TNOUld not work.
Rather than become a distraction I p.It it to one side am took notes.
I have labelled many statements fran this meetin;J as "paraphrased",
although JOOSt we:re copied quite accurately, I believe.

2when I i.ntel:viewed those who had cane into the process after the
first scripts had been created they expressed disappointment with
missi.rg that part of the process. Bill am Helen both stated their
fascination with the process. '!hey appeared to reflect a sense that
they had missed a "golden age" or sanethi.rg very like, although they
did not use those words. '!hey regarded themselves as not havi.rg
inp:rovised am yet both had done at least sane original work, filli.rg
in pieces.
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adult

STAGE aJES:

Review Of Literature Related To D:ita Analysis
Of 'lhe Fieldwork Stage
What's Hecuba to him, or he to Hecuba
'!bat he should weep for her?
- Hamlet, II, ii, line 543.
You have to work through sanething in o:rder to fini it.
cam) s-6B-951.

IN'IROIIJCriON
To recreate a sense of the fieldwork stage of the study, the last

three chapters ard this fourth one, all of Part One, have been

arrarged to corwey the interactive nature of fieldwork data analysis
ard library research.

<llapter One described the opporb.me entry into

the field accompanied with questions of methcxiology

am methcxi.

Chapter Two chronicled a searched response to these questions in the

fonn of a literature review of methodology

am

method.

That <llapter

concluded with fieldwork data analysis questions concenring how to
interpret participants' ongoing interactions.

<llapter 'lhree, a

con:iensed chronology continued the narrative of the field experiences.
'!his <llapter retums to other areas of literature which were reviewed

in response to questions fran fieldwork data analysis.

1

A single, broad question enc::arpassed questions fran data
analysis.

What resource material could assist in explicating ''what

they [participants] did next" ard "how they made meaning of their
interactions"? That question changed in research transit.
question sought a single theor.y to provide explication for
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'lhe

observations in the field.

When no sin]le theory provided adequate

explication the question shifted to ''What variety of explications or
theories, were available to begin to construct hOW' participants were
~

sense of their experiences?" '!his new fonn of the question

guided the beginning of what became a search through multiple areas of
literature.
'!he methodology required an i.rrluctive approach (Goetz & IeCarpte,

1984) to the research.

Not only did a search of literature fail to

locate one theory which could provide adequate explication for
discoveries in data analysis, I did not locate a defined area of
literature.

Hence the reference to ''multiple areas of literature".

What follows is a description of delineation, a conceptual trek
through a. rnnnber of different literatures.

Discoveries fran library research ani data analysis fran the
field worked interactively to prompt ani then define new areas of
library research.

For example, I began scourin] the libraries for,

ani speaking to resource people about possible materials in relation

to both methodology for participant observation ani materials written
about projects which might parallel the fieldwork experience.

'!he two

areas of research might have melded into one if descriptions of a
parallel project or projects including a clear methodological
description had been discovered.

None, however, were located.

'!his supported a branching of efforts resultinJ in two distinct
areas of research.

The first branch became referred to as
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''Methodology ani Methods Resource Materials". '1he secorrl branch which
emerged fran fieldwork questions COI'lCenl.iD} parallel projects became
entitled "Adult Fducation ani 'lheatre Resource Materials".
Prarpted by fieldwork data analysis ani discoveries fran the

first two areas of researdl, three other branches "grew'': '"lheatre
Resource Materials", "Adult ani Ccmnunity Fducation Resource

Materials", ani "Social '1heory Resource Materials".

Reference to

these five researdl areas are by formal title to link them with the

Bibliography.

'!he thesis' Bibliography has been canpartmentalized to

reflect these delimited areas of literature.
Qlapter 'lWo outlined firrlings in the researdl area of Methcx:iology

ani Methods Resource Material.

'Ibis Qlapter furnishes an oveJ:View of

the four remaining areas as a fOl.ll'X}ational construction for further
focused data analysis.
'!he areas of librazy research are arranged with a view to
respecting the chronological order of the researdl as nuch as
possible.

As previously in:ticated, this fonnat is i.nterrled also

to

provide insight into an interactive decision-making process between
fieldwork data analysis ani librazy researdl.

It is important,

however, to recognize the conceptual artifice of a chronology in
reviewing the librazy research acconplished.

After fieldwork

commenced several areas of literature emerged as described.

At sane

points during the fieldwork all of these areas were researched
concurrently.

Yet for simplicity's sake the firrlings fran each of the

four remaining areas are outlined separately.
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'Ibis review ccmnences with the research area entitled "Adult
Fducation am 'lheatre Resource Materials".

As one of two branches

initially identified for library research "WOrk, this area fanned part
of the startin:J place for research.

'!he area of literature also

proved to be a primary basis fran which the other three areas of toore
specific research were detennined.

For exanple, research of "Adult

Fducation am 'Iheatre Resource Materials" revealed a need for toore
substantial social theories to explicate participants' process within
which learning might then be explicated.
In the following reviews of these four areas of libraey research,

an introductory section discloses context including purposes for
research in that area.

In addition it provides irrli.cation of the

broad parameters of the search.

An ovaview of discoveries made

through the research follows the introductory sections.

Discoveries

fran literature research are then linked to discoveries of the
fieldwork in concluding sections for the four reviews.

A1Dili' EilJCATION AND 'lHEATRE RFSOORCE MATERIAIS
IN'IROWCI'ION

'!he thesis objectives outlined in Olapter One fitted with this
"second" branch of research: b) To relate the rich description to
literature concerned with possible relationships between theatre am
adult education.

However, in the urgencies of fieldwork experience,

this objective was transmuted into a toore interactive fonn.
In order

required.

to develop a "rich description", data analysis was

A question arose from the beginnings of data analysis.
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''What variety of explications or theories were available to begin to

construct how participants were ma1d.n:J sense of their experiences?"
To answer this question fran data analysis literature was

gathered which would describe how other researchers in adult education

conceived of or analyzed their experiences in the field.

A need to

un:lerst.arxi how other adult educators might construe this experience

was heightened by revelation that ll'OSt participants were not generally

ma1d.n:J sense

of this experience in educative tenns.

To discover how others linked theatre arxi adult education arxi to
make sense of participants' perspectives, I looked to adult education

literature related to theatre.

A search provided affinnation of not

one link but many between concepts of theatre ani concepts of adult
education.

'!he search soon -exposed a large area of generally related

research.
As I

surveyed existing resource materials none appeared to

parallel the study in a way that I recognized.
produced another.

'!his realization

Literature located was so thoroughly diverse that,

without 100re in-depth CX!11parison among the studies ani writings, no
criteria was available to clearly assess which elements might provide
even partial explication for the ongoing study.
Based on this recognition I then developed a framework through

comparing the literature.

'!his was a lengthy procedure.

An edited

version of that procedure is reproduced in this section as a vital
part of the thesis work.
directly to data analysis.

Imbedded :in it are discoveries related
'!his process also led to identification of

other areas of research.
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DISCDVERIFS 'lHlUJGH RESFARai

Whether one thinks of theatre as a "dramatic" gesture or as

actirg out a role to illustrate an idea or event, the search affinned
that concepts of theatre have been closely connected with concepts of
adult leamirg for many centuries.

In fact, one might easily

speculate that concepts associated with theatre ani adult leamirg
have been intimately connected since human beings developed consistent
means

of conmmication (Goffman, 1959; Perinbanayagam, 1981).

By beginning the search in adult education based literature

related to theatre, a specific set of assumptions had been set off.
I had chosen a perspective in contrast with most participants'

particular perspective.

I was

to consider concepts of theatre as they

have been applied ani urxierstood within contemporary concepts of adult
education.

Even if adult education literature has begun-to recognize

that adults have been leamirg on their own outside of fonnal
institutional frameworks (Tough, 1979), by using that literature as a
theoretical framework we still study adult activities through the
"eyes" of modem-day adult education.
'lhe fonnal concepts which shape our contemporary point of view
include the definition of who is an adult, what leamirg is, arxi even
how to do research to develop theories about these concepts in

relation to concepts from other disciplines such as theatre.
Purposes in researching this

area of adult education literature

as they emerged were:
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- 'lb discover various contexts within which concepts of the theatre

2 are beirg applied within adult education.

ani dramatic technique

- 'lb focus upon the nature ani purposes of these various applications

of theatre ani dramatic technique within various contexts as
described by extant adult education literature.
In other words,

to provide context for nr:1 own experience in the field

I i.nt.enied to gather ani reflect upon the experiences ani conceptual
frameworks of those who were workirg in similar areas.
Based on these purposes, references of two types were sought:

a) '!hose references purportirg to provide a theoretical framework or
overview of any literature written about "theatre" or "drama" in
relation to adult education.
b) '!hose references purportirg to chronicle projects combining aspects
of adult education and theatre.
'!he fin:tings fran the research follow.

a) References Providing A 'lheoretical Framework Or Overview
No single reference which could provide an overview or
theoretical framework containing the entire range of diverse projects
and perspectives was uncovered in the exploration for descriptive

references.
drew

I.arrly's Handbook of Educational Drama and 'lheatre (1982),

nearest to satisfying the quest for an overview and a developed

conceptual framework.
I.arrly •s book, however, emphasized theatre in connection with
children and it focused entirely upon projects in the Western World.
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As neither

of these points of erphasis were deemed required

delimitations for this study's exploration, I.arxly's book was not used
as a guidi.rg theoretical framework.
or theoretical

~rk

'Ihe absence of such an overview

suggests a very significant gap in adult education

literature.
Despite this gap in adult education, there were many
foun:i on theatre ani education.

~rks

to be

'Ihese were mainly written for

teachers workirg within the school system (Kerslake, 1976).

I have

included a subsection in the Bibliography, "Education ani 'Iheatre
Context References" to list those which

were of particular interest to

the study.
Several of the works consulted had combined theory about special

qualities of theatre process with instruction on how to use theatre in
the context of the classroom (Heathcote, 1984; Bolton 1979) • Although
these materials were written for educators workirg in an entirely
different context fran that of the study, they were of assistance in
one particular area.
'!heir discussion of theory concert'lirg theatre process provided
initial.aid in maJd.rq sane sense of participants' inprovisational work
done as a basis for creating a script.

Hea~cote's statement

of

purpose was particularly helpful in un:ierstanding cam•s directions to

participants • in this process:
In this work, drama, what we are trying to do is to make
ordinary experiences significant, ani that's a hard thing
to do. '!hat is the excellence we strive for. To distort
experience into significance means that we have to get
children to pay attention, ani they may not have the

vocabulary for it. (1984, p. 24)
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Heathcote's TNOrks referred to other elements which affinned

eme:rgin:J

themes in the study.

Her foaJS on "distortion" for

significance placed meaning creation at the forefront of purposes for
theatre process.

It suggested a special meaning, ''beycni the

everydaY'', asscx:iated with theatre.

'!his sense of special meaning was

to resonate later with a theme of "the profoun:i" in participants'
interactions related to theatre.

She also stated that education

theatre are both processes of change (1984, p. 114).
"change" became focal points of the study.

am

"Process" am

Heathcote's writings

contributed with others to affinn these two themes as central to the

work.
Both Bolton

am

Heathcote's writings are addressed to a specific

audience, teachers within the school system.

'!heir works are

concentrated on improvisational aspects of theatre.

'!heir

dj scussion

of theory is primarily limited to this process in the context of
working with children.

In contrast, fieldwork data analysis began to

emphasize a larger scx::ial process beyom inprovisational TNOrk.

First, this was not a classroom but a set of people coming
together.

'!hey were not a

"group".

Secom, when the project began

there were many interactions prior to improvisation.

not only improvised but created a script.

Finally, they

'!heir interactions changed

through that process.
IBta analysis imicated towards the en:i of the fieldwork that the
study had "outgrown" the narrower intent of these works fran

education.

However, through reflection on these works

am

others I

came to recognize a need to consider works which had a broader focus
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on social process within which cx:>ncepts of theatre could be
explicated.
Recently I located another author's work in this area which did
refer to a more encx:anpassing social theoey.
has worked with Bolton ard Heat.hcx:rt:e.

'!he author, Ken Robinson,

He created a cx:>llection of

writin]s by those YJOrk:irg primarily within the school system cx:>ntext
(1980).

His chapter in the book,

"Drama,

'lheatre

am

Social Reality"

has held great interest in tenns of focused data analysis for this

study.

'!he work is brief, however, given the complex subject matter

ard the mnnber of topics about which he is writing.

distinguishi.rg between

"drama"

ard "theatre".

'!his includes

His chapter has

functioned to supplement other works on social theoey.

I refer to it

once more in Part T:No.
In the search for theoretical resource materials a few of the

materials located in the broader field of education discussed theoey
from that very different cx:>ntext.

However, the search for theoretical

writings ard overviews within adult education related specifically to
theatre proved unfruitful at this early point in the fieldwork stage.

3

While this search cx:>ntinued, I also sought another set of resource
materials still within the context of adult education related to
theatre.
b) References Describing Projects Which Canbine Aspects Of Adult
Education And 'lheatre
'!his search divulged a wealth of references. · Several of the

references suggested a long standing link between adult education ard
theatre (Kidd, 1984; I.ovett, 1983, p. 5; Selman, 1976, p.31; Unesco,
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1982, p. 42).

Proliferation of pieces written about projects

concerning theatre ani adult education has occurred since the early

1960's.
'!his recent increase in publications with theatre ani adult
education as their subject matter de.ronstrates growing interest in use
of theatre for adult education purposes.

A survey of these

publications inti.cated that relationships between adult education
theatre aboun:l in a variety of fonns.

am

A general description of

discoveries fran the search has been included to portray diverse
elements in resource materials located.
In a few instances materials were produced by agencies pranoting

the use of aspects of theatre (canadian Popular 'Iheatre Alliance,
1985; Unesco, 1982) .

A few of the other resource materials located

included more abstract, theoretical orientations combined with a brief
histo:r:y of the use of aspects theatre (Hewage & Radcliffe, 1977; Kent
& Carter,

1974; Kidd, 1984; lambert, 1982) •

'!he majority of more recent resource materials in this area may
be characterized as brief descriptions of projects in which aspects of

theatre were used for various purposes.

Generally, the descriptions

were fran the author's perspective, that of an adult educator,

psychologist or ocx::asionally a theatre professional.

In other

words,

they were not written from the perspective of the lecuners, clients,
or audiences.

'!he authors • role in most of the projects described in

the references took the fonn of facilitator, or actor (Bain:i, 1972;

Brookes, 1974; Pickering, 1957; Radin, 1985; Shank, 1977).
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In virtually all of the references when an author/researcher

referred to interned learners in a project they were described as if
they were a group of hcm:)geneous in:lividuals.

Distinctions cuoong the

members of the group, the roles they had in the group, differences in

perception anong those in the group were rarely explored, although
there were a few exceptions to this generalization (Ba:rrxit, 1980;

Qlambulikazi 1989; Kidd, 1983) •

'lhese W'Orks will be considered in

Part 'IWo which describes focused data analysis related to resource

materials with an emphasis on theory development.
A comparison of the authors' perspectives revealed that the
objectives for using theatre varied quite dramatically from one
project .to another. 4 'Ib discover which projects might bear the closest
resemblance to the study at hard, descriptions of projects were
consulted to detennine their a) purpose, b) apparent stnlcture, c) the
researcher's role in the project, arrl d) the researcher 1 sfauthor 1 s
"frame of reference".

By frame of reference I refer to an

in:lividual 1 s perspective or orientation, which were in these
instances, generally rooted in a particular school of thought within a
profession or discipline.

In other W'Ords this is the "context" from

which the author wrote.
Some

authors explicitly stated their context or frame of

5
reference such as psychology (Moreno, 1977) or ccmnunity education
(Kidd, 1983) •

In those cases wherein the author did

not explicitly

state a frame of reference, clues in the writing were relied upon such

as:
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- '!he teJ::ms the author used ani how the teJ::ms were used.

For exanple,

in sane of the references use of the teJ::ms "the patient" ani "the

therapist" suggest a framework fran psychology as cgxsed to adult
education.
- '!he described objectives of the project or work.
- '!he references cited.

- 'lhe joumal or text in which the reference material was lcx::ated.
In sifting through the resource materials lcx::ated in the library

search, it was discovered that there were four basic frames of

reference fran which authors were writing:
- Mass Education, Literacy campaigns, ani Adult Basic Education.

- Popular 'Iheatre.
- Psycho-drama.

- Professional Actors Exploring Aspects of 'lheatre Related To
Ccmnun.i.ty Education.

Section 'IWo of the Bibliography, "Adult Education ani 'lheatre Resource
Materials", consists of subdivisions to reflect these frames of
reference.
'lhe first two frames of reference reflected in authors• project
descriptions are anchored in concepts fran a broad adult education
framework.

Writings suggestirg these two different frames bear very

different ideologies concemirg conmmity education.

'lhese

differences have been described as a "liberal" approach versus a
"liberating" or "radical" approach (Brookfield, 1984, p. 67; IDvett,
1983, p. 4) •

Despite distinctions in ideologies those writing from

these frames of reference still fall within a common, larger framework
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of adult education in tenns of focusirg on work at the cxmnunity
level.
'nle third frame of reference, "Psycho-drama" has strong

connections, developed over time to an adult education framework.
Role-playing exemplifies a conceptual link between the two.

Writers

whose works suggested this frame of reference brought concepts rooted
in psychology, to their theories arrl activities described.

Ccmoon

anong these writers was a focus on working with the iniividual in a
therapeutic fo:m (Moreno, 1977) •

Finally, the last frame of reference listed suggests a third
major framework, "theatre" as a fine art.

'!he focus for authors

writing fran this frame of reference is first on theatre.
may be viewed fran within that larger frame.

Education

It is the mirror image

of adult educators studyirg elements of theatre as a tool for
education.
'!here was a chief purpose in classifying arrl explorirg the

"frames of references" fran which resource materials were written.
'!his was to understand more about the nature of the differences among

projects, at least in tenns of how they were represented, as shaped by
authors • frames of reference.
'!here were many differences observed between projects within
distinct frames of references including differences in the roles of
those involved, arrl differences in the concepts arrl language employed
in association with the different projects.

Unierstanding more about

the different frames of reference led to other fonns of library
research, but it also led to new obseivation in the fieldwork.
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Despite differences
was beirg used

am

~ fran&;

of :reference fran which theatre

described, there was one very broad theme

consistent in all project descriptions.

A theme in each project's

objectives was to assist imividuals (in sane fonn) to Ul"derstani IOO:re
It is all the ro:re fascinatirg then, that despite

about 1:llen5elves.

this fcx:us on assistinJ participants to U1"derstani too:re about aspects
of themselves

am

their circumstances, what is apparently missinJ fran

literature is research focused upon recordin:j perceptions of
participants while they are eD]Clged in one of these projects.
Of those resource materials which did describe effects experienced
by participants, many of the descriptions, relied on traditional fonns

of behavioral evaluation in education (Tyler, 1949).
peoples I behaviour

am

'lhese outlined

their responses to the theatre presentation

(Bordes, 1982; Moreno, Clason & Borja, 1973).
'!his concludes a very brief ani generalized accounting of the

discoveries made through researching literature in the area.

Havin]

consulted resource material to U1"derstani hOil others conceive of links

between adult education and theatre, the focus shifts now to fieldwork
data analysis in :relation to fintings in literature reviewed.
'!he purpose of the research, apparent structure of the project,

am

the researcher's role arxl frame of :reference were used to

contemplate the study in light of library research fintings.

'!he

study's key objective was to create a description of a process
involvin] theatre, as was the case for m:::st of the resource materials
surveyed.

However, many descriptions in the resource material were

i.nterrled to be brief pieces to sinply advise colleagues of an excitin]
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"new tool" (Moreno et al. 1973; Parx:Jay, 1986).

'lhe context in which

the study took place contrasts with this.

'Ihe research began with an intent tc1Nards thorough study arxi

reflection on one experience with people usin1 theatre as a process.
In tenns of structure of the project the study also lay outside the

spectrum of those described in the literature.

On first blush, the

structure of the project fit JOOSt closely with the last frame of
reference, "Professional Actors Explorin:J Aspects of 'Iheatre Related
To Ccmnunity Education".

However, these were neither "professional

actors" creatin1 a play, with or without political overtones (Filewod,
1987).

Related to other frames of reference -

these were not

"students" learning about a particular subject through an educational
play (Divis, 1983 ; Minister, 1982) •
'Ihe theatre project was initiated by a conm.mity theatre club.
'!hose partaking in the project were not professional actors.

'!hey had

little experience with presenting theatre arxi many were not from the

conm.mity.

In creating arxi presenting a play about the history of the

conm.mity, they were "the learners" upon which the study is focused.
In comparing the apparent purpose arxi structure of the project

with other frames of reference, there was no perfect fit.

A possible,

tmeasy fit with the fourth frame of reference was made toore difficult

by contemplation of the researcher •s role arxi frame of reference.

'Ihus far, the purpose arrl structure of the project has been
described in a manner consistent with my frame of reference arxi role
as researcher interested in adult education.

In Cl1apter Two many

aspects of that frame of reference are reviewed through description of
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ethnographic methodology ani methods.

Again, in contrast with other

authors' frames of reference within adult education mine derived fran
a specific sociological ani anthropological context.

'!his shaped my

role ani the description created in the study.
As the thesis objectives state, the description of the project

was not int:enied to be ''brief", but rather "rich" in detail.

Although

the description was to be written fran the author's perspective that
perspective was to be mitigated by the methcxlological focus of the
research.
'!he Methcxloloaically Assigned Role Of 'Ihe "Author" (Researcher)
'!he "author" of the research was not invited into the connnunity

in the capacity of an active adult educator in relation to the group.
Nor did the author arrive as a director.
participant observer/researcher.

I was accepted as a

Valuing the established role of

participant observation researcher, I avoided facilitating any of the

group members' sessions being particularly careful not to be the

"expert" in the writer-director's absence.
'!he Methcxlolooical Focus Of '!he Research
While engaged in the fieldwork, I focused on the perceptions of
the in:lividuals.

I enieavored to urrlerst.an:l how the in:lividuals as

part of a group were making meaning of the process in which they were
engaged.

In creating a synthesis of in:lividuals' perceptions, as

researcher I was acting as a filter, de-emphasizing the dichotany
between learner and facilitator.
Shaped by the methodology, themes emerging from data analysis

during the fieldwork emphasized the nature of the social process
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ai001'lgSt group members.

am

studying the nature of their social process

possible relationships to a learning process was

fran all other descriptions of projects.

members • perceptions

am

vezy

different

In focuslnj upon how group

actions contributed to that social process,

the thesis reached beyorxl describing imividual learners as a
haoogeneous group.

'!he context of the study offered a mrlque opporb.mity to explore
both heterogeneity within a "group"

ccmnunity project.

ani details of process within a

search for parallel studies which might provide a

cohesive explication for observations in the field was unsuccessful.
However, there was a beneficial bi-product of the search.
An attempt

to fit the project into one of the four frames of

reference was abandoned for the moment.

'lhrough contrasting ani

comparing the study with other works, qualities which were mrlque to
the study became illuminated.

'!his led in the focused data analysis

stage to strategies in tenns of theory generation.
'!he next area of literature review emerged fran one of the
study's "mrique" focuses, a desire to be sensitive to these
participants• perspective or frames of reference which differed fran
my own focus on adult education.

'lHFA'IRE a:>NCEPIS RESOORCE MATERIAIS
INTROWCI'ION

Listening to the writer-director use theatre tenns, "Stage

left -"; watching group members try to intuit what those tenns meant,
"-No, stage left" arxi then begin to use them; e.xperienclnj an excited
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stir when watchi.rg theatre rituals such as the lights bein] turned
dcMn ani the curtain slowly asc::erxlirg; all these field obsel:.vations

first spurred a search to discover toore about the concept of "theatre"
as viewed fran the discipline of theatre.
A sec:::oni source of impetus came fran fieldwurk data analysis.
'!he longer I observed ani participated in the project, the clearer it

became that st.rorg emphasis upon adult education concepts was specific

to me as a researcher of adult education.

'!he main emphasis for many

group members was developing "theatre eyes ani ears", particularly in

the middle of the process of developing a script.

'!hat is, they were

straining to become familiar with theatre vocabulary, theatre process,

theatre thoughts.

As

a researcher then, I was prompted by this conunon

development in group members' perceptions to discover toore about a
world they were drawing into their own.
A third source of ilrpetus for seeking out back.gl::'olnrl infonnation
on theatre resulted from the work on the four frames of reference.
When ccmnencing the search for resource materials on use of theatre in
adult education, research was not delimited by way of determining
definitions for adult education or theatre.

Resources were discovered

under many different reference systems includi.rg "Recreation".
was no carved

'!here

out "area of literature" in irrlexin;J systems.

In doing research of a multidisciplinary nature delimitirg has

been one of the most difficult aspects of the research.

To avoid

overlooking a possible parallel project, as much material was gathered
as was possible.
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Despite the fact that many of the materials had a similar fonnat,
that of brief description of projects, there was incredible diversity
in the authors' perspectives.

For exanple, operatirg fran an adult

education framework in usirg concepts of significance to adult
education, the role of the worker might be described in adult
education tenns as "facilitator", or as "teacher".
Yet in other descriptions, the worker might be an "artistic director",
'Ihe objectives were very different, therapeutic,

or a "psychiatrist".
educational, artistic.

'Ibis precipitated creation of the

classification system based on authors' "frame of reference" which was
outlined in the previous section.
In some instances, following references from one monograph to

another, research led into areas wherein the objectives of projects

were al.Ioost entirely artistic objectives.

Resource

materials

reflecting such a frame of reference were described in the previous
section as "Professional Actors Exploring Aspects of 'Iheatre Related
To Camnuni:ty Education".

'!here were three major influences then to explore literature
written from a theatre perspective: a general personal interest
generated from the excitement of watching the play become a
presentation, a need to have a sense of the place into which this
theatre

"group"

was enterirg (ani creatirg at the same time) ani a

need to umerstand ani distinguish authors • frame of references in

resource materials.

All of these pronpted a small excursion into the

exclusive world of theatre.
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'lhe excursion was planned fran the outset as beirg introductory

in nature, a brief interlude.

Avoid.irx.J the ubiquitous an:i womerfully

ridl, but often huge debates created by differirg schools of thought
in aey discipline, two introductory l1DllC:J9raphs were selected.
the

One of

lOOtlOCJrCiPhs was dlosen because it was written in a traditional

manner of sane years ago {Millett an:i Bentley, 1935) •

'lb inticate how

"traditional" concepts had cllanJed, a nore contemporary introduction
written with university drama students in mini (Brockett, 1984) was
selected as well.
'lb supplement these descriptive works, a book was obtained whidl

was written by a "practitioner'' (Brook, 1968) an:i whidl is held in
high regard by many in the theatre profession (Brockett, 1984).

I

also selected other materials whidl addressed- concerns of those
working in professional theatre, am whidl distinguished between
professional theatre and ccmnuni.ty theatre (Davies, 1967; Corrigan,
1984; Hampton, 1967; Kamarack, 1971) •

'!he latter materials provided a

sense of how theatre might be viewed in several contexts.

DISCDVERIES 'lHROOGH RFSFAROI

'Ihus far the impetus for library research in the area of theatre

am the dloice of
detail.

research materials have been described in sane

Unlike the other four

descripti~

regardirg areas of library

research, however, a review of the content will not be provided

herein.

Because of the nature of the literature sought out, a review

would constitute a litany of tenns am definitions.
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For the purposes of data analysis durirxj fieldwork one ItDSt
significant point emerged fran these readin]s.
"theatre", two elements were included.
aspiration -

No

matter who defined

All expressed a profOlll'rl

theatre must strive to be "art".

secom

A

in the art is to entertain (Brcx::kett, 1984, p. 8) •

key element

'!his is a

different starting point fran that of adult educators.
'!here is an i.nportant purpose for describing objectives in

researching theatre resource materials.

It exposes a struggle arising

out of a combination of data analysis during fieldwork am related

discoveries in the literature.

From this struggle emerged a

recognition concerning the nature of the research work.

'!his was a

llllltidisciplinary study with all the atterrling benefits am issues
related to such research.
With a few exceptions (<llambulikazi, 1989; Kidd, 1983; Russell,
1977; Selman, 1987) the resource materials reviewed in the first area

of library research did not generally struggle with issues of
differences in perspectives arisirxj out of multidisciplinary work.

As

previously described differences in conceptual frameworks can lead to
many differences in action.

For resea:r:dlers reading others'

descriptions two examples are the creation of strikingly different
assunptions about objectives am vecy different assunptions about
roles (Russell, 1977) •
Arguably, one might attribute such a significant gap in extant
literature to a lack of resource materials providing an overview or
criterion for reflection upon diverse projects.

In future, brief

project descriptions in adult education literature might also include,
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as RtlSsell (1977) ani Selman have done (1987), reflective sections
about issieS which stem fran llllltidisciplinary differences.

Issues arisin;J out of llllltidisciplinary work are not confined in
adult education to links with theatre.

Adult educators often attenpt

work of an integrative nature with other disciplines.

'!his attenpt to

integrate curutull.y takes the fonn of teac.hirg the content of other
disciplines, continuing professional education being one example
(CeJ:vero, 1988; Houle, 1980).

As well, it may include attenpts

to

integrate style of presentation, two examples being theatre or
psychology through role-playin;J.
In addition, concepts from other disciplines are used as part of

the adult education conceptual framework.

learning theoey such as the concept of

For instance, aspects of

"need"

are largely derived from

the psychology framework (Monette, 1977; Ruddcx:::k, 1971) •

Adult

education may be understood as havin:] several lllll.tidisciplinary
aspects.
struggle with the llllltidisciplinary nature of the work continued

to erupt in various fonns throughout data analysis.

It resurfaces in

the next section as part of an ongoing problem of delineation in the
third area of literature re:view, ''Adult Arrl Camnuni:ty Education
Resource Materials".

'!his draws to a close a re:view of two areas of librcu:y research.
'Ihe resources located through these two areas were primary aids in

fieldwork data analysis.

Areas of library research next re:viewed,
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were created as part of a c:xmcurrent, continuing quest for theoretical

frameworks which might then be applied to the stage of focused data
analysis.
When these library researches were initiated

c:x>ntext, analysis of data was incatplete.

to provide incipient

Consistent with the

hermeneutical circle, library research for a theoretical framework was
'!hat same air of tentativeness

done with an air of tentativeness.

prevails in summaries of both the third ani fourth areas of library
research begun.

GENERAL AilJili' AND

~

EIXJCATION RESOORCE MATERIAlS

INT.ROWCriON

'!his was a third area of library research detennined

stages of the fieldwork.
"Adult Fducation

am

durinl later

When research in the toore specific area of

'lheatre Resource Materials" failed to reveal a

theoretical framework which provided adequate explication for data
analysis, I retunled to the larger resezvoir of adult education

literature.

In

doin1

so, however, I c:x>nsidered guides for del.inrl.tinJ

within that larger area.
'.IWo guides evolved.

One

came from reliance on themes which had

by now begun to emerge fran data analysis.

Another resulted from a

retunl to the "frames of reference" developed from fi.nd.irgs in "Adult
Education

am

'lheatre Resource Materials".

Fi.nd.irgs from the latter

process will be descri.be:i first for continuity's sake.
however, a cautionary note.
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Prior to this,

Discoveries described in this Olapter are those made through
research occurrirg in close connection with the inmediacy of

such they are "early discoveries" in a lorq process of

fieldwork.

As

discovery.

By catpletion of the study, concepts "discovered" have

been subject to substantial IOOdification.

For instance, a few

resource materials upon which I came to rely did not exist when these
initial "discoveries" were emerging fran extant resources.
Sane of these "discoveries" then, have long since been

reconceptualized based on both further focused data analysis ani those
additional resource materials collected after completion of the
fieldwork.

However, descriptions of these early discoveries which

took place in the context of a fieldtvork focus have been included to

in:licate foundations for later developments in the research.

DISCDVERIES 'IHRCUGH RFSE'AR<li

Fin:tings fran the first area of library research, 'lheatre ani
Adult Education, acted as one guide to searching for a narrowirg of
focus for research in adult education literature.

As

previously

described, the initial search for canbined adult education ani theatre

references disclosed an astonishing display of diversity.

Project

descriptions demonstrated many ways of canbining aspects of theatre
ani adult education.

None, however, ostensibly paralleled the study

at hand. Nor did one in particular provide a cohesive theory or
explication for fieldwork experience of this study.
To make

sane sense of this creative, conceptual chaos ani to

attempt to locate p::>ssible links with the study, I reflected on
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authors' "frames of reference".

'1his resulted in the four frames of

references named in the '"'he 'lheatre ani Mul.t Education Resource
Material" section: a) Mass Education, Literacy canpaigns, ani Mul.t
Basic Education; b) Popular 'lheatre; c) Psycho-drama; ani 'lheatre
Groups Exploring Aspects of 'lheatre Which May Have Ccmnunity Education

Applications.
While engaged in this process the first time, I considered data
fran the fieldwork to discover what frames of reference might be founj
there.

'!he task was complex:.

'!he author in each case was the single

interpreter or filter system for all of those involved in each
project.

'!here was only one frame of reference articulated.

6

In

relying on the author's description, his or her singular framework was
used to detennine the frame of reference for each project.

'1his

fanned the basis for the critique concerning participants' perceptions
treated as a hanogeneity in evaluation of the projects.
In the instance of this study, as researcher it was my

assumptions which have fanned the frame of reference.

However, based

upon the methodology I attenpted to reflect upon being a filter for
the combined perceptions of all those involved in the project.

One of

the themes generated out of fieldwork data analysis was participants'
differing perceptions of their experience.
For example, sane participants had indicated a keen interest in
theatre as art.

'lhese participants viewed themselves in a

professional light of striving towards theatrical excellence.
terx:ied to

dj scuss

'!hey

the community in tenus of audience, people atterrling

the perfonnance who must be inpressed with the theatre production.
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In contrast, a few participants terrled to inticate

project fran an organizational

am

CX>IlCem

in the

carmunity developnent orientation.

When discussin; the carmunity as audience, particularly at the start

of the project, they expressed interest in making a contril::ution to
the carmunity.

'Ihese cxmnents inticated that they viewed people

att.eniing as members of the carmunity who might leam toore abcut their

carmunity through the play.
When I initially cc.upared the study with the four frames of
reference I considered briefly what I tmderstood of participants'
perspectives or orientations.

Neither the st.ructure of the project,

nor participants • diverse orientations towards the

purp:>Se

of the

project combined to fit exclusively well within any of the frames of
reference.

However, when returning to the larger area of. adult

education, I did not look for a perfect fit.

Instead I looked for

cues or a signal which might assist in narrowing the research to an
area within adult education literature.
Given that there were differences in perceptions of the group
members, arrl given that the project had many different aspects,

arguably it might be described as falling within each of the frames of
reference.

~e

"Psycho-drama" arrl the ''Mass Education, Literacy

campaigns, arrl Adult Basic Education" frames of reference had
extremely

fa~

links.

Explorin; Aspects of

~e

"Popular 'lheatre" am "Professional Actors

~eatre

Related To Ccmnuni.ty Education" frames of

reference fit the most neatly with the largest rnnnber of group
members • perception of the project as well as my own orientation.
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Psychodrama, rooted in a fcx:::us on the irrlividual ani the
therapeutic was eliminated as were those areas of adult education
focused on literacy ani adult basic education.

When smveyed,

resources revealed a strorg link between the final two frames of
reference: Popular

~tre

ani Professional Actors Exploring Aspects

of 'lheatre Related To camm.mity Education.

In sane instances it was

very difficult to distfn3uish between the two.

One of these strong

links is that fcx:::us was on the ccmmmity ani theatre was reflected
upon as a social process.
'lbrough this process of deduction cues suggested that ccmnunity

education was the best "uneasy" fit.

I began to explore the area of

ccmnunity education for theoretical frcmeworks which could provide

adequate explication for finiings fran fieldwork data analysis.
'!here were several dimensions in camm.mity education literature
reviewed which recommen:ied it as an area of research within the larger
area of adult education.

Literature identified with camm.mity

education included a broad range of activities (Annstrong, 1977;
Brookfield, 1984).

With such a strong emphasis on "theatre

perspective•• the study required broad conceptual confines.
Community education literature has been seardled twice.

It was

seardled once cnoong other areas of adult education for resource
materials conceming theatre.

'!he

secom

seardl, de-emphasized

theatre ani focused upon more general theoretical works applicable to
finiings from the fieldwork.

'!he remaining review of this area
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outlines my efforts durirg the fieldwork stage to obtain an overview

of CCilllllllity education literature as a prelude to locatirg theoretical
:frams..Jorks within the area.
In this preliminary researdl I continued

the fieldwork analysis.

focus on

urrl~

Several had energed at the forefront.

A

a relationships between leamirg arrl social

processes was IOOSt important.
also energing.

to consider themes fran

A particular aspect of this process was

I had obsaved an element in participants'

interactions which came to be described as a tension between a desire

to explore arrl a need for certainty.
Despite developirg a sensitivity t:c:Mards conmmity education
viewed from issues of "power'' through reviewirg "popular theatre"
resource materials arrl Freire's work (1973, 1985), I fot.mj that this
framework did not provide explication for a number of themes arisirg
fran data analysis.

I set out with these firdinqs as context for

obtaining an overview of conununity education literature.
To begin with, there was an interestirg knot within a tangle of

tenns.

(In an earlier footnote I have referred to confusion

concerning the tenns conununity development arrl CCilllllllity education.)
On

occasion, "Adult education" is also used synonymously with

CCilllllllity education (Kirkwood, 1980; I.ovett, 1971).

'!his suggests a

confusion in the conceptual relationship between the two.

Irrleed,

there were one or two references which raised the issue of their
relationship (Jackson, 1970; I.ovett, 1971).
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others suggested an

ideological distinction between the two, adult education starrling for
a liberal fonn of education ani ccmnunity education for a toore radical
social action-oriented fonn of education (Jackson, 1970) •
In this study, I have chosen to use the tenn ccmnunity education

as the JOOSt current ani consistently used tenn for social activity
oriented projects (Al::mst.ron;J, 1977; Niel:x>:rq, 1983) •

I have also

assumed that ccmnunity education is a "subset" of adult education.

Several resource materials referred to difficulties with

developi.rg a COITIOOn set of objectives for ccmnunity education
(Annst:rong, 1977; Griffitlls, 1974).

the root cause.

Several problems were named as

A number of these were particularly troubli.rg.

One

criticism of the field was that theocy ani practice are divorced
(Kirkwocxi, 1980, p.

145; Olanpion, 1975, Sayer, 1986).

Interesti.rgly, JOOSt or the solutions prqx:>sed development of a
cohesive theoretical framework ('lhomas ani Harries-Jenkins, 1975;
Nortlunore, 1986) •

in content.

However, more specific solutions suggested varied

Several called for more urxierstarrling of ontological

premises (Chanpion, 1975, Sayer, 1986).

One author suggested that

focusi.rg on ideology would assist in "closi.rg the gap" between theocy
ani practice (Sayer, 1986) •
One

of the strongest patterns in the literature was to call for

more of a sociological framework of analysis (Kirkwocxi, 1980;
Nortlunore, 1986, Ruddock, 1971):
••• adult education, lacking institutional unity ani a clearly
fonnulated function, st:an:1s in particular need of a sociological
analysis broad enough to relate to the social system as a whole,
ani to the needs ani motives of the imividual. (Ruddock, 1971,
p. 20)
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the author quoted above, in recallirg a behavioral focus

of sociology, cautioned against tllat focus ani made a ''Plea" for the
fonml.ation of a "hmnanistic sociology'' (p. 15) •

He suggested tllat

adult education may have a haixl in this new fo:r::m of sociology which
has as its conceptual "centre place" subjectivity: "intention,

am

continuity 1 identity 1 integration, c:xn'lSCiousness

experience" •

Ruddcx::k hinted at the possible application of the social

construction of reality within adult education:
••• there is little sense of the phenanenological nature of all
social usages - the extent to which, as Peter Berger argued, our
society is what people are prepared to think it is, like the IrOSt
solid--seemin; bank, which is safe only so lorg as it is believed
to be safe. (P.l9-20)

Another author (Collins, 1984, p.179-189 & 1987, chap. 1;)
focused 100re specifically on the phenanenological framework.

"'!he

phenanenological approach" is often described only in tenns of a
methodological startirg point for research.

However, in his works

Collins has outlined a number of Husserl' s key concepts such as "stock
of knowledge", "life-world",

am

''multiple realities" with a view' to

explorirg their implications for adult education.

Included with the

review' of each concept he provided a section on possible inplications
of the concept to adult educators.

For exanple, he suggested tllat the

concept of the fonnation of stock of knowledge explains our uniqueness
as irdividuals by considerirg ''both the content

am

timing of our past

experiences" (1984, p. 181) •
In several other works perused there was a recognition of the

significance of vieNirg the intividual as a social beirg (Brookfield,
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1984; Nort:l'noore, 1986) •

one

author, Nort:l'noore, after elll.(ilasizin; the

need for toore ~ of the social nature of cx:mnunity TNOrk

also calls for toore

system.

~

of the neighbortlocxi as a social

She referred to the process of leamin:J within the irxtividual

as " ••• a c:atplex interaction between extema1 factors of public roles
ani social networks, ani internal psychological factors of attitudes
ani prejudices" (1986, p. 182).

one

of the final critiques in Nort:l'noore 1 s article was that

"Ccmnunity work has lorg emphasized its concern with 'process 1 goals
ani despite bein; seen by many conmmity works as havin; an

educational aspect, a theory of lecunincr has been absent." (p. 185)
'!he statement recognizes a focus on process ani social elements ani
similarly recognizes an absence of leamin:J theory which takes into
account these pivotal elements of cx:mnunity work.
In CXIllbination with finciin3s from other areas, Nort:l'noore 1 s

statement created a challerge for the research work.

It affinned a

direction in which research had barely begun: that is, to seek out
leamin:J theories with a focus on social process in conmmity
education materials.

Eventually I exten:led the search to the larger

area of adult education.

I did so because of two major factors.

One was the limited success at the tilre with locatin; materials

on this particular part of the research.

'!he secx>n:i was that "the

frame of reference" was not an entirely comfortable fit as a method of
describin; the "project".

'!his area of research was in progress when

fieldwork came to an en:l.
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Although I continued to search for leanri.rg theory in oonnection
with social process ccmmmity education

~rks

am later in

the larger

danain of adult education, I began to place IIK)re e.q;ilasis on searches
through resource materials outside of adult education.

What started

as "a little backgrourxi research" associated toore with methodological
works emerged as a fourth

area of research.

SOCIAL 'IHEDRY Fru\ME.IDRKS RESOORCE MATERIAlS
INIROIIJCriON

'!his constitutes the final of the four areas of literature to be

considered in this Olapter.

It is not so much a literature review as

a documentation of new direction arxl an intent to research.

Two other

aspects of the work conspired to bring about this fourth area of
search.

analysis.

First, a series of themes were emerging fran fieldwork data
Second, as these emerged

aver time, I continued to sift

through the areas of research as they became defined.
'!he search was for a theoretical framework which would provide

adequate explication for themes which continued to emerge.

However,

no theoretical framework had been located in relation to all of the

emerging themes.

'Ib facilitate

an urrlerstarrling of themes as they

emerged on the "edge" of fieldwork arxl months beyorrl, I will recount
those which were most frequently observed.
A key theme in these observations was the diversity of
perceptions amon;J participants.

D:!oographic work had begun to

irrlicate that many participants were not from the ccmm.mity despite
the theatre project 1 s historical bent.
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rata analysis of participants 1

interactions had also begun to confinn diversity in backgrourrl
participants.

An additional part of the study was

cmn;J

to ascertain

whether there were su1::groups through observirg group members'
interactions.
Virtually all of the themes were related to aspects of pnx:::ess
~group members ani

diverse perceptions.

their perceptions of process given their

'Ihese themes illustrate a pattern in the

analysis am reflections from the fieldwork.

'!hat is, fieldwork

research would begin with focusirg on perceptions of participants as

articulated or also expressed in their interactions.
'lhrough analysis am reflection the focus of the fieldwork often

shifted to how perceptions arrl actions were influenced by group
members when meeting with each other.

For instance, participants 1

perceptions appeared to be influenced by irxtividuals 1 asst.mptions
about what the "group" would think or feel.

Exemplifying this, one

group member said, "If I do this they are goirg to think I 1m nuts!"
Although the group changed several times (often different people
showed up at meetings) , a concept of "the group" appeared

to be a

constant phenanenon, a reference point for each irxtividual.
'!his process of changing ani maintaining each other •s perceptions

guided the observations of another previously mentioned theme,
learning as a scx:::ial process.

Recognition of a fourth theme, tension

between a desire to explore am a need for certainty was bouni up with
recognition of the third theme.
A very large part of the fieldwork was devoted to observing the
group creating a play through improvisations.
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When group members

began to use their

CMl

J;ilysical ani eootional experiences (another

theme) to construct a history of the town, it became a~ that
they were literally construct~ a reality for themselves ani then

later for the audience.

'!he "reality'' might be fiction, rut it

contained meani.rg for them that was "real".

DISCDVERIES 'lHRClJGH RESEARCH

A focus on social constr:uction, "ranpant", in the themes was
consistent with the epi.steloological ani ontological roots of the
methodology.

However, this particular sociological framework as

acknowledged by those writing in adult ani community education had not
been a predaninant "paradigm" of community education (Jarvis, 1985;

Ruddock, 1972) when the fieldwork conmenced.
other than through l:iberato:ry education, historically rooted in a
Marxist framework, sociology had been "neglected" as a possible

framework in the majority of extant literature reviewed during the
fieldwork.

Brief references to phenanenology as linked specifically

with adult education (Collins, 1984 & 1987, chap. 1; Spiegelbel:g',
1984) had barely begun to appear at the time.
Several works that had been suggested on the subject of social

const:ru.ction as they related to the methodology were consulted.

'!he

Social Construction Of Reality: A Treatise In '!he Sociology Of
Krtowledge by Berger ani I.uckmann (1966) was considered first.

I then

contemplated Kuhn's '!he structure of Scientific Revolutions (1970) ani
'!he Fssential Tension (1977) •

'!he latter two books are Kuhn's

reflections upon tradition am change in the scientific conmunity.
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When I first read these books, it was primarily in the oontext of
backgl:ourxi or related reac:iin;J on methodology.

While other areas of

literature were plrSUEd, I oontinued to return to these books as
offerin;:J explication for data analysis that I did not fini elsewhere.
Eventually because of their unceasin:J "usefulness" in providing
explication over challenges of time an:i trememous change they became
fourDational to data analysis.

'!his process encouraged me to step

outside of the bounds of adult education literature to social theory.
However, parallel to my search in '"lheatre Resource Materials" my
search was highly selective.

7

Aloorg those selected were Blumer's book, Symbolic Interactionism.

Perspective And Method (1969); a critique of Rilhn's ex>ncept of
paradigm by Mastennan (1970); an:i backgrourd to several crucial
ex>ncepts in Berger's an:i I.uckmann • s book such as "ananie" (D.lrkheim,
1964/1985) •

However, most of the library research related to social

process and "social ex>nstruction" occur.re.d after the fieldwork was
CCJ!lpleted.
Beyoni works related to social ex>nstruction, I read works about
"culture" (Geertz, 1973).

After leavin:J the field I located resource

naterial on "theatre" viewed fran a sociological an:i anthropological
framework (Lyman & Scott, 1975; States, 1987; TUrner, 1982; Wilshire,
1982) •

'Ihese works were most i.np:>rtant in their affinnation of

meanl.rq and later, the realization that meanl.rq related to profuniity

is central to the study.

However, to the extent that I had come to

recognize that "theatre process" was only a part of group members 1
interactions, these works did not figure in the forefront.
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"Interactions of theatre" came to be U1"derstood within a larger
paradigm of "social cxnstruction".
'lhese -works are not reviewed in this Olapter because the key

-works are dealt with in sane detail in Cllapters Five
Although KUhn's books

am

Berger arxi Inckmann's were read durin] the

fieldwork, they are imbedded
analysis process.

am six.

na;t

thoroughly in the focused data

'lhese -works have becane asscx::iated with that highly

analytical part of the thesis process

am

as such are located in Part

Two.

Before leavin] them entirely, it is inp:>rtant to recognize that
KUhn's work in particular affinned a theme which had become extremely
inp:>rtant as I was leavin] the field.

'lhe book also greatly

influenced how I contemplated the theme as "it" related to various
aspects of the work.

the

'!his theme was not described with the others at

beqinrlin1 of this section because it emerged ll¥)re recently as a

theme foundational to the others.
'Ibis theme became

na;t

It is the theme of change.

apparent after considerin] the process

group members experienced in creating the play.
their interactions

am

considerably over time.

Both the fonn of

asstnnptions about that process changed
'!he themes of change,

am

group members'

social process were clearly linked to their learning.

Focused data

analysis was to provide the opportunity to forge a framework to offer
explication.

Part Two describes this process in action.
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NOl'ES

~ One focuses on zepresentirg occurrences durin; fieldwork.
Part 'lWo ard 'lbree focus on data analysis lNOrk accomplished after I
left the field. '1his division is difficult to make with respect to
library research. Sane lines of inquiry were begun durin; fieldwork
am were pursued for a brief period thereafter. Where such was the
case, rather than dislodgirg the line of disoovery by placiD; the last
portion in Part '!Wo, the description is <XIlpleted in this Olapter.
2
oistinctions between the lNO:t'ds "theatre" ard "drama" are often
unclear in related literature. Ken Robinson furnishes a lengthy
description of a relationship between the two lNO:rds (1980, p.148-150.)
In essence he suggests "By .. drama • we generally mean situations in
which there is sane element of tension." Accordin:j to the author we
may use it to refer to "actual situations in real life" or "to mean a
particular type of make believe". 'll!heatre" refers to both location
arxi the activity, "a type of social encounter" which he states
includes actors am an audience. However, in adult education
literature, particularly in popular theatre writings, there may be no
constant audience. 'lheatre lNOrkshops may be comprised exclusively of
those who will act am create "their own play", for themselves, as a
basis for analyzirg their social experience.
When I first began the research I assumed the literature would
be forthc::ani.rg with an appropriate definition. However, consistent
with a "social construction" perspective there appears to be none. I
have used the word "theatre" rather than "drama" to describe
participants 1 interactions because that is the word they used
consistently. Eventually I became 100re concerned with participants'
tacit efforts to fim a definition of theatre in cat'JIOC)n.
3
In the OVeJ:View of "Adult Education am 'lheatre Resource
Material" I have in:iicated a general absence of theoretical fran-ework.
'!here are sane exceptions to this generality. For instance, Moreno's
work (1977) fran a psychologistic fran-ework is considered to have
substantial fran-ework.
A secorrl exception lies in more recent popular theatre writings
linked with Freire's pedagogy. Aloong others, Kidd and Byram (1978,
1982) ard lambert (1982) have developed OVeJ:Views of emerging
varieties of popular theatre linked with Freire's process of
conscientization. Cllambulikazi (1989) has also begun to put the work
within a "ccmnunications" frame of reference. Finally, both
<llambulikazi am Hamilton (1987) have also begun to draw in the
concept of change durirg the process.
'lhese theories are not presented in detail at this point in the
main body of the text because these latter works in popular theatre
are toore recently published am did not play a role in fieldwork data
analysis. When I first began smveyirg the literature, popular
theatre was beginning to emerge as a paradigm.
Since then those relyirg on a popular theatre process have becane
considerably 100re sophisticated in tenns of involvin; members of the
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CCllltll.Ulity in their process. Kidd am Byram provide a critique in
their article "Demystifying Pseudo-Freirian Developnent: 'Ihe case of
laedza Batanani" {1982) reflecting c::harging perspectives on the
process.
Deperding on the project, those facilitatin:J the process may
irwolve members of the CCllltll.Ulity prior to perfonnance (data
collection), durirg the perfonnance am after (djscussion ani action
plans). '!he one critique I have made in the body of the text which I
believe is still apropos in many popular theatre instances is that
participants' perceptions of the process unie:rgone have not been
studied with a view to urrlerst:ardi.n heterogeneity in the experience.
Finally, I ~d e.nphasize that my ccmnents conceming absence of
theoretical framework are IOOdified by approximations of the phrase
"theoretical frameworks which provided adequate explication for
finiings fran fieldwork data analysis. 'Ihe project studied did not
fit squarely within a popular theatre frame of reference, nor a
framework rooted in psychology such as Moreno 1 s. I do address
possible links with Freirean approaches in Part Two, however, am
therein make further reference to more recent popular theatre
writings.
4
'Ihe word "project" is beirg used very loosely to describe a
broad spectrum of activities taking fran a few days to several years.
5
"Community education" and "camnunity development" both appear in
literature of this area. In sane instances, they are distinguished by
nuances of ideology. "Ccmnunity education" was selected to avoid
invok.ill; debate associated with how use of the word "development" can
be a superimposition of cultural values. However, this does not
entirely avoid the problem since similar concerns may be raised with
the word "education".
6
creating the four frames of reference was an act of
reductionism. However, it was reductionism in keeping with the
"data", the resource material under consideration. Reductionism had
already been introduced through the fonat of most of the resource
materials. Since many were intemed as brief descriptions to
introduce readers to a particular application of theatre in adult
education, authors had been forced to write about experiences in a
"reduced" manner.
7
Constraints in tenns of time and furrling required this
selectivity in an otherwise massive area of literature. '!his issue
will be taken up in the final chapters of this thesis document.
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<JiANGING PARI'S: PARI'INGS CliANGE

IN'lR>IlJCI'ION

'!he Preface stated that discoveries emerging cut of the study

might be grouped into four basic areas, "four areas of discovery".
'!he first two areas of discovery are focused on "leazne:rs".

with

un:le.rstardin:

Concerned

participants • social process related to concepts of

theatre, change, ani learning, these two areas are "the content" of
data analysis.

As descriptions of fieldwork experience, <llapters One

ani 'Dlree fo:r:med part of the terrain of the first two areas of

discovery.
Olapter Two as a review of related methodology, ani Olapter Four

as a review of others' frames of reference, fashioned a conceptual
lens for viewirg that terrain.

Given this function, the <llapters fonn

part of the third ani fourth areas of discovecy.

'lhese areas of

discovecy emerged in the study from concerns related to adult
educators ani methodology.
Primary were concerns about: a} bON we, as adult educators
urrlerstarrl ani study change related to interactions with learners ani

b) how, as researchers, we reflect ani acx::ount for our own change in
epistemology ani institutional framer.vork in the research.

'!he Preface

argued that as adult educators we tern not to study change in either

respect.

Cllapter Four provided evidence of one source of these

concerns related to study of change.
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Despite growirg diversity located in literature on adult
education ani theatre, there were no broad overviews or fratne'iNOrks
available to make sense of the conceptual pluralism.
had cx:x:urred aver time.

Clearly, c.harges

Adult educators were brirgirg different ani

c.hargirg semblances of t.halght ani action to theatre related to
education.

A similar situation was unveiled in that Chapter with

respect to toore general ccmnunity education writirgs.

'!he Chapter

described diverse solutions for creatirg a toore broadly acx:epte.d
theoretical framework.

However, I foun:i no hue ani cry for an

urrlerst.arding of c.harge as both an element in such a framework

·am a

force actirg upon maintenance of such a framework.
'!he thesis partially met the first challenge by creatirg

am

describirg in Chapter Four a set of authors' frames of reference which
might assist in distinguishing among a growing rnnnber of articles on
theatre

am

adult education.

However, a historical interpretation to

offer explication for dlanges noted was beyorrl the scope of this
thesis.

A partial response to the secorrl challenge, to umerstarx.i

dlanging frameworks in adult ccmnunity education ani leaming theo:cy,
lies imbedded in the :remaimer of the thesis.
'Ibis study involved many c.harges over time.

Beirg so pervasive

an element, c.harge demanded attention through reflection.

Cllanges

cx:x:urred in tenns of the nature of participants' interactions.

'!he

first two areas of discovery were devoted to umerstarrling these
c.harges.
Cllanges also occurred with respect to the research.
the "danain" of the third ani fourth areas of discovery.
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'Ibis became
As

researcher, my umerst:arnin;J of the nature of participants'

interactions

~ed

over time.

am

I had access to data

an

opportlmity to analyze data in the concluding stage of the study which
I sinply did not have when enterirg the field.

Yet when analyzirg

data I had to rely on those early observations in the field as well as
the last.

to appear in many fonns

'1he henneneutical circle continues

throughout the thesis work.

Still un:ier the auspices of changes connected to the research,
the study took place durirg a shift in research paradigm.
on a relatively

"new''

In

relyirg

framework, in this case qualitative research,

one is faced with both gaps in the literature

am

changirg inflections

of episte.toology as surges of new discoveries are made.
Part One provided a description of fieldwork experience

library research associated with fieldwork.

am

Part 'IWo shifts to convey

a process of focused data analysis replete with reflections on
changirg aspects of the work.

In

this vein, Chapter Five outlines

discoveries in the study's third area of discovery.

It discloses

reflections on changes related to methodology and the research.

Its

review of materials on methcxiology and methcxi includes materials
p.lblished between oompletion of the fieldwork study and data analysis.
'!he review in Chapter Five also pursues the conceptual structure
developed in Chapter Four, frames of references, linked this time to
methodological writings.

Based on a synthesis of discoveries fran all

areas of research, Chapter Five proposes a revised conception of what
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constitutes methodological resources.

It both suggests ani JOOdels an

integration of all theoretical materials ani data analysis findings in

terms of theo:r:y generation, as a methodological process.
Cbapter Six is a consolidation of data analysis findings.

'lhe

consolidation is canprised of a "set of workin;J assunptions", a
theoretical framework developed out of the synthesis of <llapter Five.
'lhe theoretical framework outlined in Cbapters Five ani Six

interactively emerged fran development of ani also provided the basis
for an analytical IOOdel, "the Mobile-framework" to represent
experiences in the field.

Followirq fran conceptual grouniwork laid

in Cbapters Five and Six, Cbapter Seven describes in detail the

structure of the Mobile-framework.

Once more for the express pw:p:>Se

of dcx::umentirq the researcher's charxJirq un:ierstarrling of data
analysis, this Cbapter records epist.em:>logical shifts.

Part 'Ihree

unveils the product sculpted fran prccessual materials, the
Mobile-framework.
Prior to commencirq O'lapter Five it is important to note that
this processual description of focused data analysis was not created
until almost the conclusion of that process.

Preparation for data

analysis (creation of transcriptions, administrative ot:ganization,
gatherirg of theoretical materials) and data analysis process have
occurred over a three year period.

Between work referred

to in

O'lapter Four and that outlined in O'lapter Five, considerable time has
elapsed.

'!his lapse of time ani a c.har'ge of the researcher's

orientation are expressed in a cbarxJe of writirq style.
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As i.micated in the Preface, the

beginrrln:.;J of Part Two signals a

transition fran e.rpha.sis on "the intimate" towards "the abstract".
'1he Cllapters of Part One canprised a IOOde of representin;J experience

in the field fran the vantage point of bein:j intimately in the throes
of an intense, highly interactive social process.
Part Two consists of a secorxi IOOde of representation.

canbine:i,

the three chapters of this Part transpose focus to representing a

process of analyzin:j data fran the experience in order to create an
"abstraction".

'!his division between Part One ani Two signifies a way

of recognizin:J charge in the relationship of the researcher with the
research, ackna:Nledgin;J different orientation points emergin;J durin;J

the thesis work: fieldwork ani data analysis (Goetz & I.eCatpte, 1984,
p. 168; Jorgenson, 1989, p. 107.)
'!he Introduction of Part One alluded to the importance of
brin:Jin:J both orientations or perspectives to this work.
perspectives together are necessary for depth perception.

'!he two
'Ihus far,

the two orientations have been distinguished by time ani task.

Distinctions in orientation may be more clearly expressed in tenns of
what experiences were associated with the time ani the task.
When I contemplate the fieldwork (the rroonbeam ani my jar), the

immediacy of contact with group members swells to the fore (Shennan &
Webb, 1988, p. 10).

When I contemplate the task of data analysis,

questions related to abstractions flocxi forward (Shennan & Webb, 1988,
p. 14).

'Ihese attributes surface in the body of the work.

For example, in the first Part of the thesis I included not only
observations of a personal note with respect to my involvement with
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group members.

I specifically at:t:enpted to reflect the non-linear

intricacies of my irrluctions, my strugglin; (Jorgenson, 1989, p.S).
'lhe style of the first attenpts to capture improvisational tones of

that experience t:hl::a.tgh gesture sketch sculptj.RJ.
In contrast, process fran prcx:luct has been separated

discrete blocks in this Part am Part 'lhree.

into 100re

For instance, I have

located the main descriptions of my data analysis process in the
Cllapters of this Part.

Purposefully included are references to a

chronology of conceptualization.

In describirg data analysis

process, Part 'IWo records emergirg concepts as part of the
henneneutical circle involved.
Part 'lhree which then follows contains the sculpted product, the

Mobile-framework.
made

Within the Mobile-framework limited references are

to my c.hargirg orientations while creatirg the Mobile.

'!he

henneneutical circle has been thereby c:onpressed into a riD; fran
which the Mobile may be susperrled.

First, then the surrourrlirgs fran

which the Mobile-framework is to be susperxied.
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CHAPl'ER FIVE
BACK STAGE

Ontological Ani Epist:eloological FOUJ'X2tions:
Elements Fran Which '1he Framework Evolved
It' s on everybody's mind. ''What are we go~ to en:i up with?"
Ell) J-5.
Why then •tis none to you, for there is nothing either good or bad
But thinking makes it so. - Hamlet, II, ii, 246.
DESCUPl'ION OF EMERGmG MEIHOOOIOOICAL PIDCESSES

Cbapter 'IWo oontained a sununary of methodological literature

located

dur~

fieldwork arrl shortly thereafter.

'1he sununary in that

Olapter related research fintings on qualitative research, ethnography

arrlnore specifically, participant observation.
'n1e subject of methodology has been reintroduced in this Olapter

because of two interrelated ooncems fran the third ard fourth areas
of discovery.
aCXX)llllt

A first ooncem stems fran attempts to take into

emerg~

change in adult education research frameworks which

occurred during the study.

'!he second ooncem flows fran changing

focuses in research activities ard a
researcher.

chang~

perspective in the

In response to these two different ooncems with change

arrl the research, a single, encarpassing purpose evolved.
'!hat purpose was to capture any changes in the researcher's
overall understandirg of methodology as the work progressed.

'!his

included merging changes brought by nore recent literature into the
study's methodology.

It also included identifying as researcher my

own changing oonceptions influencing the research process.
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Following fran this, I have distirguished my experience with
process of data analysis

durin3'

the fieldwork ani that which I did

while my energies were entirely devoted to data analysis.

'Ihus

relevancies of methodology ani method altered fran one stage of the ·
researdl to another.

At the outset of fieldwork, dete.nnini.rg a methodological approach

was intrinsically connected to literature labelled methodological
resource material.

'!here was a future orientation to methodology in

that context, one of planning in tenns of research design.

Gradually,

as Olapter 'lWo reveals when fieldwork shifted to enphasis on data
analysis a parallel shift emerged concerning how I conceived of
methodology.

OBJECI'IVES REFINED

''Methodology" has become associated with a duality in process.
'!he first is the doing, the collection of data, the analysis of data
ani the act of writing.

1 '!he secorrl is reflection on that process

oriented to past ani present insights as well as future activity.

It

is the secorxi aspect, reflection about the process, which constitutes
this Olapter' s emphasis in ''methodology" (Goetz & Ieeanpte, 1984,
p. 190; Jorgenson, 1989, p. 26).
When contemplated in this sense, methodology came

to include a

reflexive consideration of all research ani analysis of the study
while the process is unierway.

In addition to acknowledgments of
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change, response to changes were considered.

Methodology ceased to be

narrowly associated with can.ying out data analysis by a prescribed
method an:i then repol:tin;J the results.
'!his altered conceptualization of methodology has guided final

stages of data analysis so far as to pratpt emergence of a set of
additional addema, refinements to the stated objective in Cbapter
One.

'lhe double addenium is inten:led to reflect special

considerations

emerg~

fran this stage of the research work:

- 'lb attribute significance adequately

to that which is studied an:i;

- 'lb adequately represent significance attributed

studied.

to that which is

2

'Ihrough use of the word "significance", the stated objective

places meaning at the centre.
primarily personal, not
I felt"

-

Sane may view discussion of meaning as

hav~

value in tenns of theory.

("I thought,

to be valued as descriptive narrative, at best.)

One of

the chief criticisms leveled at qualitative research is that its

"outcome"

is of a highly personal or idiosyncratic nature an:i that

research of this type often offers little, generalizable, contribution

to research (Goetz

& leCompte, 1984,

p.

33; Woods, 1988, p. 95.)

However, the word "adequately" was chosen with care to toodify the
word "significance".

Use of the word "adequately" refers back to a

process, guided by reflection.
adequacy, priority lies with

As part of this process in discerning

ensur~ through

reflection that the work

is as ontologically an:i epistemologically consistent as possible.
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'Ibis nust, as a matter of course, include the researcher •s perspective
or values.

'!he remai.nirg Olapters are i.nt:emed to exemplify this

process.
I have previously disclosed a shift in

"methodology" as

synonyilDlS

1.ll'derst:an:t

with exclusive reliance on resources

labelled as methodology or methcd.

In that shift I came to rec:x:gnize

several elements involved in data analysis process

am

in the process

of creating a fonn to represent firxii.rgs fran data analysis.

Each of

these elements played a crucial role in methodolCXJical process.

contributed to emerging rec:x:gnition of epistemolCXJical

assumptions about methcd.
study

am

am

'!hey

ontolCXJical

'Ihese elements came fran various areas of

:research.

'!here are four areas in which I have studied

am

worked,

sanetimes in an isolated fashion, at other times in an interactive
manner.

('Ihese four areas of work are not to be confused with "areas

of discovery".

'!he areas of discovery emerged as thematic finlings

fran the four areas of work.)
others.

Firxii.n;Js in one area guided work in

Materials labelled in the literature as methcdolCXJical

resources conprised only one area of work.

General theoretical

resources (primarily scx::ial theoretical frameworks in this instance)

fanned a secon:l.

A third was the actual experience of having

collected the data arxl begtm ongoing data analysis.

'Ibis brings the

uniqueness of circumstance to the synthesis.
One related discovery emerged fran the work.

'!hat is, the

process of data analysis may be distinguished, although sanewhat
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arbitrarily, fran a process of det:enninin:j the IOOSt "adequate" JOOde of
:representirg the results.
data analysis.

A fourth area, then, is a sub-process of

'!his fourth area is populated with realizations or

fin:lirgs discovered through creatirg a :rep:resentational fo:rm.
Prior to proceed.irg, it is IOOSt ill'lportant to note that these four

"areas of -work" are highly interactive ard interrelated.

For example,

between ''methodological works" ard "general theoretical

-

works" is extremely difficult in some instances.

Cleanly severirg

data analysis fran creatirg a representational fo:rm would be
:ilrpJssible.

'Ihe classification is intenied only as a conceptual tool

to "fim a way in" to a complex process.

otherwise, the very act of

clunping everything urrler the title of "data analysis" other elements
as identified in the "other three working areas" are repeatedly
neglected within descriptions of data analysis process in current
literature.
In SUI1U'llal:Y, the objectives

"to both attribute am represent

significance adequately" are detennined fran criteria derived fran a
working synthesis of studied general social theory, methodological
resources, am experiences of both fieldwork ani data analysis.
Reflection on one's process as a researdler fran a methodological
viewpoint might best be described as a constant attempt to ascertain
whether fin:lirgs in these four areas match each other adequately.

In

other words they provide adequate explanations to questions emergirg

fran the various areas of researdl (Goetz & IeCanpte, 1984, p. 177 am
Wilson, 1977, p. 255) and these explanations are epistemologically am
ontologically consistent.
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A carplete description of my methodological process as reflected

in data analysis \Oll.d require inclusion of details conceming all
It would also require imbedding each within the

four areas of work.

other to illustrate the work's interactive nature.

While sununaries

are necessary given the massive acx:rual of work associated with the
thesis, I have attemptei to manifest wherever possible the interactive
nature of the work.

"Review Of Methodological Resources For Data Analysis" begins as
the first of the four brief sununaries or reviews.

'Ibis review of

methodological resources draws on the general overview of Olapter Two.
Resources are reviewed in tenns of this stage of the work, data

analysis arrl representation.

'Ihe secorrl is a "Review Of Key Concepts

Arising Fran Data Analysis Process".
process arrl firrlings therefran.

It summarizes both data analysis

As the

two are so closely linked, I

have folded together description of data analysis process with
"firrlings of data analysis" in a single review.
'Ihe third review is of general theoretical resource materials.
It is referred to as a "Review Of 'Iheoretical Fourx:Jations For 'Ihe
Mobile-framework".

Most of the general theoretical materials upon

which I relied for this work have been reviewed as well in Olapter

Four.

However, some additional materials were consulted based on

questions arising fran data analysis process arrl the work of creating
the Mobile-framework.

A synthesis of all those which emerged as

most

relevant in light of methodological resources arrl data analysis will
be provided herein.

('!his is referred

Trail".)
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to as the "Social 'Iheory

'!he fourth is a ''Review Of Key Discoveries Fran creating A

Representational Fonn" that being the Mobile-framework.
review is tightly folded into a very brief Sllil1lllal:Y.

'!his last

Most of my

discoveries in this ani general data analysis directed ani redirected
the gatherin:J of ani my reflections on theoretical resource materials.
MUch of this will have been described in the first three reviews.
RF..VIE.W OF FaJR AREAS OF S'IUDY cx:J.fi?RISING
MEIHOOO:u:GICAL PROCESS m DATA ANALYSIS
IN'IROWCI'ION

'lhese revierws are intetXIed to reveal finlings from data analysis

within the context of process.

'Iherefore, a detailed "list" of themes

emex:ging from the study has not been provided at the outset of this
EmeJ:gin:J themes are outlined in eadl of the reviews, but as

Olapter.

part of the description of process.

Sane overlap will be observed

between the four reviews since finlings were often pranpted by m::>re
than one consideration or source.

'Ihe Olapters in Part One referred to a shift from categories to
themes.

'!hey referred specifically to several themes.

themes are not listed here as a starting point.

'Ihe same

As previously

described, the Olapters of this Part continue the description of data
analysis process. However, a substantial amount of time elapsed

between the eni of the work described in Olapter Four ani the
beginning of this Olapter.

'Ihe themes of the fieldwork data analysis

had been substantially reshaped well before this description was
developed.
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'1he themes

as outlined through processt,al descriptions in Olapter

Four bec:xlne consolidated

am

reshaped.

concepts of leanrl.n.;J related to meaning
processes.

'!hey emerge, framed by

am

change in tenns of social

Concepts of "theatre" shift to be urxierstood within

enc:x:xrpassirg concepts of social processes.

Tension in certainty

continues as a theme also related to leanrl.n.;J

am

social processes.

Based on these themes the study eventually becomes concezned with

theory generation directed towards considerirg possible "elements" in
our social process, related to meaning, change,
leanrl.n.;J.

am

thereby to

Exploration of social anchors related to meaning exemplify

this direction of the study.
Fach of the reviews then, provides both irxlication of process

am

finiings or conceptual content arisirg fran work in a particular area
associated with data analysis.

REVIEW OF MEITHOOOIJ:X;ICAL RFSOORCES FOR DATA ANALYSIS
Part

one

reviewed methodological resource material located during

fieldwork and initial stages of data analysis.

'!his section reviews

methodological material fran a later vantage point in tenns of
acquisitions of additional resource material and synthesis of finiings
fran other areas of work.
Since becaning toore familiar with methodological writi.rgs in the
area, one of the first concerns with which I have wrestled (and one
which supports dividing fieldwork experience fran focused data

analysis into two major parts) is the uneven development of

methodological resource materials for qualitative research.
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In

catparison with writings on other aspects of methodology, data

analysis processes have :received far less attention generally.

'!his

emezged as a concern in the study's latter stage.
Dlring the fieldwork stage I rapidly amassed resource materials
mapp~

out various conceptualizations of qualitative methodology.

At

that time, the search for material was not limited to one stage of
research, methods for fieldwork.

Proposed research design included

both approaches to fieldwork ani a suggested approach to data

analysis, that of

creat~

in fieldwork I did
of presentation.
creat~

categories ani properties.

While ergaged

not confine myself to conceptualizing a final fonn

When I considered it, I thought nnre in tenns of

a framework which would contain consistent steps in fieldwork

ani data analysis.

What I gleaned fran reading all the methcxiological material
gathered at that time related primarily to immediate fieldwork
questions.

It was a little like being in urgent need of a single set

of concise lifeboat instructions an:i

be~

confourrled instead with a

bulky consmner report charting various elements of perfonnance for

various lifeboats.
My change

in orientation fran fieldwork to focused data analysis

was signaled by rereading related resource material.

I have continued

to collect resource material, for literature on qualitative research
is burgeonl.n;J (Shennan & Webb, 1988) •

While reading ani rereading the

material with new immediacy for infonnation on data analysis, I came
upon several paucities in available literature.
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For

~

of the study, the greatest gap lay in a lack of

resource material p:rovid.irg criteria for selectin:j or creating a fonn

to represent results of data analysis {Goetz

& IeCcmpte, 1984,

p. 34).

A secxni gap also swiftly becanva apparent through this retum

~ement with methodolcgical resource materials.

Materials proffered scant detail in descriptions of data analysis
process {Bogdan & Biklen, 1982, p. 145; Goetz & Ieeanpte, 1984,
p. 33-34) •

More specifically only a few, relatively m:>re recent

resource materials described methods of data analysis for generatin:j
theory {Miles & Hubennan, 1986; Goetz & IeCcmpte, 1984).

In

descriptions of methods for data analysis which were available, few
links were then made to theory of method.

Finally descriptions of

data analysis process did not suggest diverse methods for linking
fintings from theory generation to general theory available.
'1hese two identified gaps in materials on data analysis process

affected this stage of the work greatly.

Resporxli.ng to concerns which

identified the gaps have required the lion' s share of time allocated

to "data analysis" in this study.

For instance, sortin:J out confusion

a1:::a.rt how the tenn "data analysis" was being used from one resource to
another demarrled attention.

considerable grourrl.

'!he tenn "data analysis" covers

It names both process ani product (Agar, 1980,

p. 1; Shimahara, 1988, p. 78).

In tenns of the four areas of

discovery, this thesis has become about reflecting ·on the relationship
between the two.
'!he particular gaps identified were observed because of concrete
concerns brought fran the study to readings of methodolcgical
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material.

For example, given the nul.tidisciplinary nature of the work

it was difficult to locate methods to link theory generation of a

cUltural, scx::ial orientation (a ccmoon shape in ethnograprlc fimings)
to adult education leamin;J theory traditionally focused on the
inlividual.

Fimings fran that work then had to be linked with

theoretical frameworks associated with theatre.

Methodological

materials available offered no assistance on the specifics of this
concern.
In addition, what emerged fran fieldwork as a key theme, charge,

reemerged as a matter of urgency when fonning part of a welter of
unanswered concerns related to data analysis.

Earlier methodological

resource materials did not focus on charge, but rather focused on
culture as static.

Finally, a simple comparison of content between

methcxiological resources was confusing without historical bearings.
'!here were CDJOing changes occurring within that body of work which
needed to be identified.
'lhe third am fourth areas of discovery sprang fran reflections

on this bun:ll.e of concerns.

'Ihrough reflection, I shifted away from a

focus on content of methcxiological resources.

In this process of

reflection, the early work in the study on "frames of reference" has
been connected to "paradigms" (Kuhn, 1970) through firrli.ngs in

research of theoretical works.

Much of the remairrler of this review

of methcxiological resources shifts from content to a historical
ovezview of paradigmatic development related. to data analysis am
methcxiology.

In this manner several of the concrete concems fran

data analysis were partially resolved.
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First, developirq a historical context for methodological
resources reduced confusion arising f:ran differences cnoorg resource
materials.

In addition, developing a sense of historical context

assisted both in isolating the problem am then in forging links
bett.t.7een fin:iirgs of data analysis in a "cultural framework" to adult

education leanrlng theozy generally fOCUSErl on the "intividual".
Alorg the way other concrete concerns were also addressed. 3
'!his historical review of methodological literature supplements
that which was given in Qlapter Two am the Preface.

Qlapter Two

fleetingly referred to a relatively recent shift in frameworks by many
researchers.

Viewed f:ran a Kuhnian perspective, the predaninant

paradigm, quantitative research, has begun to shift to another,
qualitative research, (Guba & Lincoln, 1982).

At present, not every

researcher relies on research fonns of a qualitative nature.

However,

what began as ''epistemological fidgets'' felt through several social
sciences, escalated to "ananalie angst".

'!hereby, a dramatic

paradigmatic change in preeminence has occurred (Wilson, 1977,

p. 245).
When the shift in researchers' orientation began, two camnon
critiques surfaced f:ran those who were concerned about such a shift in
research work.

'!his shift is vulnerable to a critique of trentiness.

Described in Qlapter Two, a secon:i ccmnon critique, arises fran the
question of how amitrary is a conceptual division between
quantitative am qualitative aspects of research.

Do we de-nature

research through such division (Shennan & Webb, 1988, p. 18)?
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Concerns raised through these critiques are IOOSt inportant ones

if as :researd1ers

~

are to un:ierst:arrl our paradigmatic processes.

'!hey must be taken into acx:ount when considerirg research direction.

For example, with respect to issues concerning tren:liness, it is IOOSt
inportant to look to the benefits ~ derive fran many researdlers 1

highly concentrated study, shiftirg only periodically.

Might this be

a sped-up version of KUhn 1 s "normal science" (Saroay, 1979)?
Earlier literature on "qualitative" research speaks as much to
sources of discontent arrl ananalies experienced with past
"quantitative" research methods as· they do about content of
qualitative research.

'"'he trerxi" of qualitative research offered

sane researchers opportunity for conceptual crystallization through
contrast.

'Ihey used this opportunity for contrast .to assist in

clarity of critique of past activity.

"It" also provided opportunity

for creative exploration, arrl perhaps, a new sensitivity to
serendipity.

In applying the

"new''

concept to everything, we

delineate ''its'' bolllmries arrl thereby begin to locate new fidgets.
'!he process begins again.
While engaged in this process, "the trick" is not to throw away
the critique of contrast (Shennan & Webb, 1988, p. 9).

It is ·

important not to structure the critique as a fonn of utter rejection
dismissirg all that has gone before (although some may argue that
beirg "cut lex>se" may be necessary for exploration.)
In this light, a key question frames this reflection on

methodology.

What were researchers seeking in "qualitative" research
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which they considered lackin;J in "quantitative" research"?

'Ibis

inquil:y should aid in revealin] the ccnlitions to which usirg

"qualitative research methods" are expected to respord.

Concerns to

which researchers expect to resporx.i then shape their responses through

the resultirg fonn of their research.
Fran the cutset, one of the JOOSt influential books in this area

has been Glaser's arxi strauss' , 'Ihe Discovezy Of Grounded 'Iheory

(1967).

'Ihe authors stated the problem primarily in tenns of theory

development.

'!hey suggested that few researchers were working on

theory creation; JOOSt were attempting to verify theory already
existing.

Glaser arxi strauss attributed this to methods of research.

'!hey proposed theory generation through a process identified with a
"qualitative_ paradigm".
"'Iheory development", was one pranise driving work associated
with a. developing "qualitative paradigm".

Continued reliance on

empirical studies as a fonn of research constituted an additional
element associated with qualitative work.

'Ihese two elements of

ca:mron aim have many implications for research process.

For example,

they influence process in tenns of location of research, arxi the role
of the researcher (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982).
Related to theory generation, benefits of a toore specific nature
have been claimed for ethnographic work.

Jorgenson, for example,

suggests that participant observation as a method of ethnography is

exceptionally useful for studying social processes ard relationships
about which little is known (1989 p. 12).
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Again, as Kuhn predicts, emeJ:gence of a new paradigm has
precipitated a flurry of excited, innovative work.

sane areas have been nnre thoroughly explored
others.

am

Beirg "en

route",

represented than

For exmrple, there are various fonns of qualitative research,

sane nnre heavily used than others.
before this debate crystallized

am

Ethnographic work, existi.rg long
polarized, is

l'lCM

experiencing

popll.arity anorg researdle:rs (Woods, 1988, p. 90).
Prior to considering whether ethnographic work has resporrled to
general claims

am

to concerns associated with quantitative research,

brief consideration will be given to the role of social theo:cy in
research work.

While aimed at generating social theo:cy, as

researcher, one 1 s actions flow fran assumptions of social theo:cy as
well.

Mak:inJ explicit those ontological

arrl epistem:>logical

assumptions of social theo:cy upon which method relies is the essence
of methodology.
Social theo:cy applied has significant inplications in both
fieldwork arrl data analysis.

Researchers relyirg on differirg

ontological and epistemological assumptions regarding social life have
diverse research purposes, different techniques, do research in
different locations, represent data in different ways am even have
had differirg assumptions about how the ern results may be used

(Geertz, 1973; Sarrlay, 1979; Shennan & Webb, 1988, p. 5) •
it is inp:>rtant to urxierstarxi ontological

am

'lherefore,

epistemological bases

favored by researchers within a discipline at any one time.

It

provides context for researchers 1 purpose ani process in the research.
('!his is their frame of reference.)
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For those wishi.rg to rely on ethnography as a ''method" for
research in education it nust be remembered that ethnography was
developed as a ''methodology" in the cxmtext of a certain discipline,

anthropology.

As a discipline" anthropology includes developnent of

ontological ani episteoological utXlerpinnings.
As is consistently the case with others, this discipline is rife

with differing schools of thought (Saroay, 1979) •

Despite differences

of thought on what the concept might mean, "culture" has been at the
core of thought associated with ethncgraphy (Agar, 1980, p. 23;
Jorgenson, 1989, p. 107) •

Even with limited agreement on the concept,

researchers bring and have brought a fonn of the concept with them to
their research.

In other words, they would be concerned with sane

fonn of social theo:cy as related to culture.
One of the inplications of this research is that as social theo:cy

changes, so must methodology change.

One of the most fascinating

aspects of research is that the work is interactive.

'lbeoretical

discoveries may lead to paradigmatic shifts across disciplines ani
occupational groups.
in methodology.

'lbese discoveries thereby also lead to changes

Ethnography stands as an exanple of this process.

'!bose working within other disciplines have cane to rely on
ethncgraphic methods.

'!bus the work has begun to take on a

multidisciplinary nature in sane instances (Agar, 1980, p. 12).

'!his

has had distinct repercussions particularly in tenns of theo:cy

attached by researchers either tacitly or explicitly to ethncgraphic
work.
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For instance, in toore recent years sane sociologists have begun

to assert the benefit of ethnographic research (Agar, 1980).

Again,

they c:xmnence with differin;J social theories resultin;J in differin;J

assunptions about significance,

am

differin;J approadles to data
As do

anthropologists, sociologists brin] a truly ridl

am vast

backg'rourn

of social theory with them.
'lhe wealth of thought described as sociology is so vast that
conceptual overviews have been developed which include divisions to

contrast various st:artirg points within that discipline.
conceptual divisions adlieve no consensus.

Even sudl

For example, Collins

(1985) refers to "three sociological traditions" in his book of that
name.

am

He delineates .these three as the "Conflict", the "Dlrkheim",

the "Micro-Interaction" traditions (1985, p. vii).
In contrast, those attemptin;J

to construct an overview for adult

education purposes have suggested sanewhat different divisions.
Cervero (1988) described a different three frameworks,
"stnJ.ctural-functionalist", "Conflict"

am

"Critical" theories.

In

the context of empirical research, Jarvis (1985) suggested two
frameworks of focus, "Structure"

am

"Social Process".

As previously described, despite hard-fought differences a100ng

anthropologists, dominant inflection of the work is on culture.
the other harrl, sociologists' toore frequent orientation has been
towards seeking k:notvledge about social structure (O'Dea, 1966;
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on

starting places between the tNOrk of those associated with these

disciplines.

Literature in ethnography is, however, becaning intenningled.
For those wishi.rq to urrlerstarxi extant ethnographic works, it is IOOSt
important to consider as context whatever social theoey influenced
researchers at the time of their research.

'!hose hoping to rely on

ethnography as a methodology must make initial choices about social
theoey.

Even so they will drag dilemmas with them through the work.

4

Educational researchers plurging into ethnography lam in a river
with many historical currents.

in entering into such eddies?

How have education researchers fared

For the IOOSt part, those of us

beginning with an educational framework have decidely brought currents

with us.
Once more, it is important to reflect on our own paradigmatic

processes as adult educators.

What discontent had arisen out of

earlier research work in education? To what were researchers of
education resporxting when they first began to take up a qualitative
orientation to research?
Haunting both education ani adult education is a reputed

disembodiment -

theoey from practice ani practice fran theoey.

5

Frequently, adult education work is structurally separated between
these two concepts of the work (Elias & Merriam, 1980, p. 8).

this complaint, the Glaser ani strauss book ( 1967) on theoey
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Given

generation through fieldwork (grourrled theoey) has particular appeal.
Ethnc:xjraphy, with such eqilasis on field research has captured sane of

this appeal (Wbods, 1988, p. 97).
In an attempt to respom to need for theoey arxl practice to come

together, education researchers have come to consider "grourrled
theoey".

Qualitative research to generate theoey fran practice has

surged fot:Warei.

However, the context for researchers is the theories

upon which tacitly arxl explicitly they have relied historically.

'!his

theoretical "sedimentation" (Berger & Illckmann, 1966) provides
paradigmatic background

am

shape to emerging questions.

includes concerns about theoey

am

'!his

practice as divided areas of

activity.
Interest in qualitative research arises fran sources beyom the

theoey

am

emerging.

practice rift.

Another paradigmatic shift has been

Both behaviorism

am

structural-functionalism have been

:rourrll.y critiqued (Cervero, 1988; 0' Dea, 1966) •

Since historically

these have been influential in adult education, for many adult
educators, these critiques have brought social
once 100re to the fore.

am

philosophic theoey

Emerging in adult education have been several

interests in tenns of social theoey.
One general

interest is to relate sociological thought to adult

education (Jarvis, 1985; Ruddock, 1972).
take fonn (Jarvis, 1985) •

'!his work is beginning to

In tenns of exploring particular schools of

social thought, phenomenology has been of recent interest to adult
educators (Collins, 1985; Spiegelberg, 1985) in research.

critical

theoey has also begun to hold interest for those in education
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(Brookfield, 1989; Gibbons, 1986; Mezirow, 1981)

am

in various areas

of adult education fran professionalization (cervero, 1988) to
leantin;J theories (Mezirow, 1981, 1988).

''Meani.rl}" ani "social context" have been theoretical focal p:>ints

prior to the present (Kidd, 1973; Lin:leman, 1926; Ruddock, 1972,
p. 44).

Interest in these concepts has :resu:rged (Jorgenson, 1989;

Mishler, 1979; Shennan & Webb, 1988) •

'Ih:rough researchers'

disoJSSions ani work, there is an ostensible paradigmatic shift away
fran structural-functionalist

am

behavioristic influence.

in education, consistent with interest in ''meaning"

am

Research

social

interaction, has foum a link between concerns in separation of theory

am

practice an:i qualitative research.
In reflection of dlanging enphases in social theory, adult

education researchers have gradually been pursuing diverse fonns of
qualitative research.

Researchers' creative choices begin to reflect

their ontological ani episteoological assumptions. "Action research"
is an example of this development (Kemmis & McTaggart, 1988).
Interest in ethnographic work is another example (Shennan & Webb,
1988).

With respect to this ovaview, the metaphor of rushing water has
been used for two distinct purposes.

Moving water suggests a dynamic

quality which captures an image of so many in:tividuals interacting to
produce paradigmatic effects.

'Ihe metaphor also suggests the "rush"

an:i "tumble" of this brief historical overview.

provide merely an approximation of context.

'Ihe JOC)re pressing matter

is what has come of cascading ethnographic work.
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It was i.nten:ied to

What has surfaced?

Critiaue In Ethncgraphic Literature
]):)es

emergin;J et.hnogra};hlc research resporrl to the concems

raised about quantitative research? Are there new concerns?
Fortunately, the research is at a stage where researchers are ready to
begin to can:fortably aa=ept arrl offer critique of qualitative
research.

Ilrportant, critical self-reflection has begun to emerge in

the literature.
'!he JOOSt c:::omroon critique relates closely to whether et.hnogra};hlc

work has resporrled to the pranises drivin;J researchers in search of a
qualitative paradigm.

Several authors acknowledge one common

criticism of ethnographic work.

Contemporary et.hnogra};hlc work has

been criticized for bein;J descriptive only, not pressin;J more strongly
towards theoretical analysis (Agar, 1980, p. 9; Woods, 1988, p. 95).

'!his critique strikes at the very heart of benefits claimed for

qualitative research.

It implies not only a lack of generated theory

which is worrisome, but it also implies affintation of a barrier

between theory arrl practice.
a process.

Sane

explain this as a necessary part of

It is argued that, over time, these descriptions provide

sufficiency of data (saturation) so that theory may then begin to
emerge (Woods, 1988, p. 94) • While it may be a matter of corrpiling
sufficient data through description, other critiques may offer up
clues.
Additional critiques range fran concerns with administrative
processes to specific concerns with data analysis and social theory.
For instance, Woods believes that the "snapshot problem", analysis
limited by time constraints on researchers in data collection, is
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connected to both.

He suggests

the problem is one of methcxi, "one

researcher do~ one case study at a time " (1988, p. 102).

Coordination of studies is one of the proposed solutions.
Two other

authors, Goodson ani Walker (1988) address a different

issue of time ani ethnograpU.c TNOrk.

'!hey express concern with "the

basic assumption of timelessness which pervades many ethnograpU.c
acx::ot.mts" (1988, p. 113).

Goodson ani Walker state that this :inplied

quality is ''mislea<iin;, for it suggests a s:inplification of the
possibilities that urnerlie apparent fonnal similarities" (1988, p.
113) •

'!hey attribute the problem to assumptions of social theory

rather than issues of coordinated study.
''Timelessness" is not the only tacitly assumed quality in
ethnographic work which trouble Goodson ani Walker.

Jointly, they

speak forcefully of another surfac~ theme in ethnographic work.

'Ihe preoccupation with the 's~, not the song' needs to be
seriously tested in ethnographic study. (Goodson & Walker, 1988,
p. 111)
'!heir concern echoes with critiques of structural-functionalism ani
behaviorism.

Acx::ording to them, in pursuit of patterns, "the actions"

become separated fran the actor.

'lhese latter concerns as expressed relate to problems of
unexamined assumptions of social theory.

assumptions" come fran sanewhere.

'lhese unexamined, "tacit

A description of additional concern

related to social theory may provide context for sane of those already
described:
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am macro levels of
society am the intividual, structure am process will
continue to exercise the min:1s of sociologists for sane time.
~, 1988, p. 97)

No doubt the problem of linking micro

analysis,

Woods refers therein to a whole set of tensions in social theory,

reflected in diverse sdlools of thought, within sociology

am

anthropology.
When discovered, then, sane "tacit assunptions" prove to be
recognizable but unresolved paradigmatic p:>larities inherited from
various schools of thought within disciplines.

to sane extent through constant reflection
researchers 1 experience.

am

'Ihese might be avoided

consideration of other

6

other ontological am epistetoological assumptions we hold as
researchers are simply uncharted.

Impossible to avoid, sane of these

may be discovered through recognition of am identification with the
source of dissonance.

(I speak from the experience of attenpting to

apply theories to data analysis an:i being disturbed by sane vague
sense of conflict as previously described.)
Exploring additional "critiques"

am

concerns of ethnographers

has elicited at least one possible resp:mse to the question of why

much etlmographic YIOrk remains primarily descriptive.

Problems

am

enigmas raised in social theocy am as represented in diverse schools
have not been avoided by researchers choosing to do ethnographic work.
'!hey have becane part of the context for researchers 1 work.
'!here are considerable difficulties in choosing a social theocy.

Diversity of choice is not the only problem.
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Even if one does choose,

one may be faced with unresolved tensions related to the choice.
Wocrls referred to a mnnber of these in tenns of link.in;J ''macro

micro"; "society

am

the in:iividual"; "st:J:ucture

am

am

process" (Wocrls'

1988, p. 97).
'Ihese unresolved tensions with respect to social theory may, in

fact, crystallize into an axis for paradigmatic shift.

Referrin; back

to the brief historical oveiView, within the last decade in
particular' researchers have expressed interest in
''meaning" arxl "social context" as a starting point.

am

come to rely on

Increased

discussion of phenanenological arxl critical theory in:iicate such a
transition for researchers.

In adult education a shift fran stJ:ucture

to process is apparently t:akin:J place (Ja:r:vis, 1985) • '!his shift may
be linked with capacity for theory generation.
'Ihere is a p:lSSible explication for researchers' "limited" theory

generation if we consider our context in tenns of "paradigm flux".
If being rigorous about reflection on social theory, one must atten:i

to assumptions about the concept of "theo:r.y".

For example, those

beginnirg fran a strorgly interpretive episteloology would argue that

"description" is all that can be derived fran research experiences
(Guba & Lincoln, 1982) •

If, consistent within an interpretive

epistemology, theory is considered in very broad tenns as assumptions
on which we rely to interpret our experiences, researchers'
descriptions have social theory richly imbedded in them.
I have assumed that the rrost

COlTin¥:)Il

intention towards "theo:r.y

generation" is a creation of toore abstract statements.
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'lhese abstract

statements may be written in a manner suggestirg inm.rt:able insight, in

this case, into social interaction.
Placed in the context of ''paradigm" as heuristic device, these
"theoretical statements" are canpelling only so lorq as they
adequately make sense of our social experience.

In the followirg

passages it is the latter sense of "theory" which is used.

However,

both of these senses of theory are expressed in this thesis.

'!he

image I have used to express the two is "the intimate ani the
abstract".

'!he thesis has been divided to reflect this.

Again, the

notion of the concept "theory" has implications in debates related to
theory generation ani "theory disengaged from practice".
CUrrent confusion concenrlng existing social theory is an
impediment with respect to theory generation.

'Ibis is a dilemma

related to the interactive role of social theory in methodology.
In strivirg to generate new theory by which we may make sense of

our experiences, as methodological guide we must rely on the very
social theory which we are in the process of re-interpreting.

I will

use Irr:f own experience with data analysis to deoonstrate heM this
paradox may impede ani ultimately dissuade researchers from generating
more abstract theoretical statements from their experience in the
field.

Once more, strugglirg to define this paradox has figured

strongly in Irr:f methodological processes related to data analysis.

Concerns Arisina Directly out of Data Analysis Work
'!his review of methodological resource material ccmnenced with an

admission.

I described a need to return to materials on methodology
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for special guidance in data analysis
representational fonn.

am

creation of a

Yet a repeat perfonnance with "new" additional

resource materials did not quell certain :rumblin3s.

JBta analysis

continued, but only with considerable discanfiture.

Much of the

Mobile-framework was constructed with a noise level beyoni pen

sc.ratdrl.rx.Js,

paper squash.irgs

am

printer scoldings.

'Ibis is the place where I am forced finally to atten:i to details

of a disconcertirg dnnn.

'lhe place is one of preparation for

describing my own process of data analysis in the context of what has
gone before.

'lbe critiques located in the literature provided sane

clues to the "noise".

'lhrough them I have discovered two sources of

conceptual d.istu:r.'bance.

Both sources originate fran the dilemma of

henneneutical circle in methodology.

Although the two sources are

interrelated, this begins with the one most directly connected to data
analysis.

a) Processual Guidelines For Oita Analvsis
'lbe historical overview related to methodology was framed in
paradigmatic tenns.

'!bat overview described a number of changing

currents in the theoretical rivel:bed of ethncxJraphy.

Among them was a

shifting in education away fran structural-functionalist influence
which conceived of education fran "its" institutional functions.

('lbe

concept of "teaching" has been researched generally fran this
framework).

In addition, a shift away fran behavioralist psychology

was described ("leaming" having been studied within this framework

am within

the institutional context).
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Described as well was a reputed shift towards concern with
meanirg

am

social context.

phenanenology

am

'!his was related to increased interest in

critical theories.

Has this shift consistently

influenced all aspects of ethnographic TNOrk?

Certainly many authors

have begun their TNOrks suggestin;;J the significance of these concepts.
Given an emphasis on theory generation, it is not unreasonable
for ethnographers to focus entirely on social theory in terms of "the
content" of fieldwork

am

fin:tings in social theory.

data analysis.

'!hat is, locatin;;J their

However, as previously stated, social

theory also has a place in the processual role of generating theory.
Ontological and epistelrological assumptions must act as guide in
analytic process explicitly or hrplicitly.
Unfortunately, this is precisely where the gaps in the literature
on ethnography in education still linger.

'!his is not entirely

sw:prising if a shift in paradigm is being experienced.
literature has not caught up with experience.

Available

Miles and Hubennan,

while reaching further than most in this direction, readily admit that
possible process for data analysis and theory creation is not well
described (1984, p. 251).
More worrisane for a researcher are efforts to describe data
analysis methods which are incongntent with the very social theory
sought after in theory generation.
paradox in process are provided.

Examples of the paradigmatic
'IWo particular exanples were chosen

fran the literature because they derive fran relatively recent work.
However, as the critique concerning "singer not song" in:licates, the
problem has been emet:gin;;J for some time and is pervasive in the work.
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Consistent with espous:irg a paradignatic shift, recent
methodological resource materials often couch the purpose ani benefits
of ethnograP1y in tenns of

tnean.inJ

ani scx::ial process:

In short then, the methodolCXJY of participant observation
provides direct experiential ani observation acx::ess to the
insiders' wurld of tnean.inJ. (Jorgenson, 1989, p. 15)

'Ibis certainly enphasizes
the point of study.

tnean.inJ

ani concern with scx::ial process as

How is this self-same reflection on scx::ial

process turned towards data analysis process?
Ethnographers appear to have dealt with the critique of
"timelessness" by recognition of process.

'lhe method for recogniz:irg

patterns of scx::ial process observed is to add "process" to the list of

categories by which to analyze data:
Your reasons for collecting the infonnation and making notes
provides a basis for identifying ani labeling these materials as a
member of sane class, type, or set as part of or related to a
sequence, process, or pattern. (Jorgenson, 1989, p. 108)
A subtle shift creeps into the work at this point.

"Process"

conveyed in this manner contains a troubling, tacit assunption.

'!hat

assumption appears more markedly in this clarification of data
analysis method for codification of "process":

"Process" codes refer to coding words ani phrases that facilitate
categorizing sequences of events, changes over time, passages
from one type or kirxi of status to another. In order to use a
process code, the researcher must view g person, gmm,
ornanization, or activity over time and perceive change
occurring in a sequence of at least two parts. Typical process
codes point to time peri00s t stages t phases 1 passages 1 steps 1
careers ani chronolCXJY. (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982, p. 159)
'lhese authors confinned a widespread attempt to shift paradigm so
that ethnographic research recognizes scx::ial process ani change.
manner proposed, however, is problematic.
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Creating categories of

'lhe

process out of data oollected, steers the work away

to a structural-ftmctionalist set of assumptions.

fran~,

back

Insofar as writers

use "group, organization or activity'' without making reference to
''meaning" in this section, they appear to have slipped towards the

reification.
''Meaning" has manifestly disappeared in their brief descriptions

(although it resurfaces in other codes).

If we represent, for

instance, the language of the group we instantly SUll'llDn up qualities
of the static ani the toonolithic.
~

'!his urxiennines qualities of

which, being held by irrlividuals is far toore dynamic.

In excludi.rg these dynamic qualities

of~,

new

inteJ:pretation of social theory sought after is edited out in data
analysis process.

'!his is the source of dissonance I experienced at

the time when I attempted to use categories as part of a method of
data analysis.

In tenns of the study, group members began with

disparate ideas ani their meanings charged as rapidly.
attenpting to create a

'!hey were

"group".

If the ooncept of social "process" adequately reflected our
social experience, interviewing one member of the group about the
language should be sufficient to capture the perspective of all.

Once

researchers remove the actors an:l their process of creation an:l
oonstant charge associated with that process, the work lies vulnerable
to those problematic aspects of structural-ftmctionalism.

'!his

position leads to assumptions about haN we may study "culture".
A few methodological resources call for toore reflection of
ontological ani epistemological assumptions.
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Wolcott, for exanple,

enphasizes the need for researchers to contenplate what they assume by
"culture".

If the focus of study on social interactions is social

process related to meaning, there are sane inherent assunptions about
how we can \liXlerst:an:l these processes ani the manner in which it is

possible to represent

"them".

If the form of our documentation suggests mag>ing out a
hcm:qeneous, static object, we thereby solicit problems associated
with structural-functionalism am reification.

Adding ''process" to

our list of categories merely creates a phenomenon out of "change".
Relyinl on that procedure of data analysis a
reification.

11.eW'

dimension is added to

We are still trapped, thereby, in the strong current of

structural-functionalism.
Efforts to shift our paradigm away from structure towards meaning
ani process as focal point have been only partially successful.

objectives reflect our intent.

our

However, they are not actualized in

daninant guidelines for data analysis process.

Rather, we have

managed now to press meaning into the exclusive service of structure
(Wilson, 1977, p. 254).

We must continue our attempts to match social

theoey inherent in objectives with data analysis process.
One

apparent way a few :researchers have avoided this problem is

to recognize meaning as located in the irrlividual ani then to confine
themselves to categorizing a particular irrlividual' s meaning (Bogdan
Biklen, 1982; campbell, 1988).

&

If, however, we adhere to a social

construction framework, meaning for irrlividuals is constructed through
social process.

When researchers confine themselves entirely to

research on one irrlividual' s perspective at a specific point, even if
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the :researc:h acknowledges limitations of claim, the picture, while a
highly :i.nplrtant contribution, cannot readily oorwey social ard
dynamic qualities of in:lividuals' creation ard maintenance of meaning.
In the study, focusin;J on a particular in:lividual was not a

solution to dilemmas of data analysis arisin;J fran "process
ccxtification".

I was atte.mptin:J to analyze data concenrl.n;J creation

of "a group".
'!his leads directly to a secorrl, source of pertul:bation in the

work.

It was connected to another nuance in the relationship between

data analysis ani social theory.

I have used "theory location" since

the phrase describes several elements of the experience.

b) rata Analysis and 'lheozy location
'lbroughout the study I have searched in adult education

literature for that which would provide explication for experiences in
the field.

'!he research began with adult education and theatre, and

adult education ani qualitative research resource material
ethnographies and participant obsel:vation material more particularly.
'lheoretical

litera~

exclusively framed in these tenns did not

provide sufficient explication.

Since there was sane difficulty

discoverin;J material urrler the auspices of adult education I searched
for applicable social theory in other disciplines.

'!hat process was

outlined in Qlapter Four.
In these final stages of data analysis, theory generation, ani

representation I have returned once more to face the questions, ''Where
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may this study be located in adult education theoey?

Does it fit

within the present paradigm as represented in the literature?
'Ibrcugh reviewi.rg ethnc:x]rai:hlc critiques am my steps in search

of like ethnograpuc works in adult education, I have becane aware of
a patt:e.zn in "location" of a toore concrete kin:l.

According to several

sources, the ''boc:m" in ethnograpuc research within education is
generally comucted within a fonnal organizational setting (Woods,
1988) •

In the instance of this study, group members did not

articulate, however, an educational objective as primary, either for

actors or audience.
In focusi.rg so strorgly on adults outside of fonnal adult
education organizations, a question has arisen as to whether this
ethnographic work fits within an emerging theoretical framework for
adult education.

Admittedly, I have fourrl considerable difficulty

fulfilling my seconi objective of relating description to adult
education theory.

(See Chapter One. )

In the next segment, the "theoey trail", there are limited
references to theoretical works exclusively rooted in adult education
literature.

Focus

being on ethnographic work and finding none

similar, I looked to social theory concerning social process.

I

continued to consult this source of theoey in an effort to move beyoni
problematic guidelines for data analysis "process" in ethnographic
reference material.
Clearly, in the study I was obsel:ving adults who were leanri.ng.
Interactions through which they learned were most illmninating.
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Yet

there has been an orgoin;J struggle to both fin:l a way to make sense of

that experience an:l to represent the experience in tenns of adult
education.

As a result of this struggle, the question has beccme

turned inside out.

Its new fonn: ''Why are so many studies,

particularly ethnographic ones in education oonfinEd to the fonnal
educational, ol:ganizational structure?" 7
Tvlo interrelated considerations stem fran this question.

First

one of the hallmarks of both qualitative an:l ethnographic research is
that the researcher must go where the important events are occurring
(Shimahara, 1988, p. 82) .

"goes on location".

One

does not oonstruct a laboratory, one

'lhis is the key to thrivin;J empirical qualities

associated with qualitative research.

Put in tenns of adult education

issl:tes, this is an important element of the etlmographic work

attractive to current attempts at linking theory arrl practice.
Social theory influences m:>re than just lab versus "on site"
dloice of locations.
sites.

'!he social theory as emerging suggests specific

When we cane to do data analysis an:l look to link the work

with others • research, recognition of links may be tied up with
commonality of site.
'!he fact that educational etlmographers have terrled to choose to
study fonnal educational ol:ganizations is a strong in:lication that
they are oriented to think of fonnal educational ol:ganizations as the

only site to study not only "education" but "teaching arrl "learning".
Even if that has not been researchers' general assumption, the strong
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e.nphasis in the literature leads to that tacit assunption.

'!his

general pattern to adult education research is noted by Darkenwald ani
Merriam (1982, p. 152).
In pointirg out pattems of research location I do not i.nten:i to

diminish the ilrportance of research in fonnal educational

organizations.

'!hose sites are IOOSt lltp:>rtant.

However, over the

years, sane adult educators have begun to recognize other significant
sites of research related to people's learning process.
Aloong others, Tough contributed to what might well be described
at the time as a paradigmatic shift in studying adults learning
outside of those institutional frameworks (1971) •

(As he framed his

work in tenns of individuals ex>rrlucting their arm learning projects,
the work did not have direct application to ex>ntent of data analysis
in this study.) Despite Tough's work being vulnerable to ex>ntemporary
critique on methodological g:roun:1s work in the area was most important
in tenns of shatterirg pervasive assumptions that organizations were
8
the only location in which learning was occurring cnoong individuals.
Darkenwald ani Merriam (1982) illustrate another attempt to shift
focus to "learning" as associated with organizations havirg a spectnnn
of objectives.

According to their framework, at one erxi of the

spectrum were those organizations which articulated having adult

education as a primary organizational function, at the other were
those in which adult educations were viewed as secorrlary ani
supportive of other prime functions of that agency ( 1982, p. 155) •
Although looking to categorize a fonnal institution's objectives in
relation to adult education, Darkenwald ani Merriam were ex>ncerned
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Yet in tenns of guidance within resource materials on methodology
and methods, frequently there is an un:lerlyin; set of subtle

assunptions.

Many of the works are daninated by the assunption that,

what Kuhn would call "nonnal science" is required.

'lhese writi.n;;Js

imply that work addirg to an extant framework is appropriate.
Within the same set of materials there are openirg statements
pressing for innovation and theory generation whether this work may
press against paradigmatic framework or not.

'!he two sets of

assunptions at once create a detail of dissonance consistent with
paradigmatic transition.

It is expressed in advantages and

disadvantages of p:rovidin;J concrete guides which also attempt to
st:arxlantize data analysis procedures.

It is also expressed in relyin;;J

on whatever can be taken for granted including choice of site.

'!he

difficulty lies in bein; within a paradigm shift in which we have been
unable to articulate a relationship between reliance on "the old" and
what is emergin;.
Before moving on I will relate this to the earlier source of
discanfort, nnnbli.n;;Js of dissonance referred to previously.

To

urrlerstarrl :rore about this source of changing :rhythm I will explore a

link between the two.
'!he historical overview alluded to a strong influence of
structural-functionalist thought.

Fran within that framework,

"education" has been thought of in tenns of institutional function.
Reflecting this orientation, "teaching" was studied in tenns of
function largely within the fonnal educational institution.
"learning" was studied fran a behavioralist psychological framework.
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Converted into structural-functionalist tenns, imividuals were

d::lserved within institutions for chan;Jes in their behaviour (Tyler,
1949).

I have described researchers prarrpting paradigm shifts in social
theory of late.

In virtually the same stroke I have questioned how

eJlllhatically we have made this shift.
is the first cause for dissonance data analysis process.

'!he exanple I provided thus far
a critique of toodifications to

I now offer a secx:n:i imication that

structural-functionalist thought influences us so p:rofOUl'rlly still
that we locate arrl expect others to locate their research within the
fonnal institution.

For this reason most of our research resources

lean towards researching a relatively narrow bani of social activity
in which inllviduals learn.
Research concerning learning in the larger context of social

interaction not only receives limited attention, but it may be
vulnerable to inquiries as to whether it is "actually" adult
education.

Historical conceptual ties with structural-functionalism

may offer an explication of this apparent holdover.

10

Ironically, as

previously pointed out, this acts to discourage innovation arrl theory
generation.
Despite a refocus on meaning, very generally speaking,
ethnc:xJraphic studies appear to follow one of two routes.

'!he

researcher focuses on imividuals arrl ten::ls to ignore "change" in

tenns of social interactions, hence the critique of timelessness.

If

the inllvidual's meaning is reified, separated in the research fran
the inllvidual •s interactions, even meaning becomes static.
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on the

other hand, the researcher may focus on education as "prcx:::ess" within

a fonnal aiucational organization.

'!his allows the researcher to

assume certain elements about that organization's

"structure".

"Process" as described is thus tunleci into an object which takes on,
ironically, a static quality of "its" own.
'1hese are critiques of a paradigm fast changing as toore

researchers begin to take up various fonns of qualitative research.
'!his "either or " of the ethnograprlc research in education appears to

reflect, again, several of the unresolved tensions of social theo:r.y
mentioned earlier.
Insofar as in::tividuals' meanings and their experience of change
in social interactions both became daninant themes in study of their
leanrln:j, I have att.enpted not to focus on "the in::tividual" to the
exclusion of "prcx:::ess".
11
the actors.

I have en:leavored not to sever "prcx:::ess" fran

'!he study attempts to come to tenns with each of the three
unresolved tensions in social theocy which Woods described.

It also

attempts to address critiques of ethnography related to "t:imelessness"
and "ignoring issues of power" (Woods, 1988) •

l.D'lfold in the remaining <llapters.

'!he efforts to do this

'!his first of the four reviews,

''Methodological Resources For rata Analysis", has included references
to a few fin:tings in data analysis.

'lhese have provided a

spr~

for the following review in which data analysis fin:tings are the focal
point.
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2) REVIEW OF KEY <DNCEPIS ARISING FRCM Dl\TA ANALYSIS FKX!ESS

Because interpretation is g:rounied in data, results are neither
discarded nor discredited if the data fails to S\JR)Ort an
original hypothesis. Rather, the hypotheses themselves are
toodified to match the nonconfonning data. (Goetz & I.eCarlpte,
1984, p. 199)
it, a major part of data analysis

As Goetz ani I.eCanpte describe

is cauposed of theorizin;.

'!his entails developing theories about the

data ani siftin; through extant theories of methodolCXJY ani social
theory frameworks already developed.

'Ihe.ory generation arises out of

atterrpts to match the two or create new explication.
all-inclusiveness of this process, it is

~rtant

Given the

to reemphasize that

in a broad sense, data analysis describes virtually all aspects of my

process including library research.
Although methodological resources in this area did not satisfy
all questions fran ethnographic work, they provided framework in two
ways.

First, I attempted to adopt strategies suggested in

methodological resource material.
even when suggestions

concernin:J

Sane

were most effective.

However,

process did not appear to be

adequate, they were sanethinq to press back against.

'lbe struggle in

shiftin; towards theory generation is one example I described.
Relyin;J on both these fonns of direction fran resource material, the
data analysis proceeded.

stages Of Data Analvsis
Data analysis fonnally commenced with scrutinizing fieldnotes for
patterns in observations.

Initially, I expected to search for
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patterns ani if they could be confinned through other observations, I

expected to note then whether these patterns continued.

Instead, as

group members' interactions changed ani as my familiarity with diverse
areas of literature grew, D>re ani D>re patterns emerged.

More ani

D>re ways of t:hinkirg about group members ani their interactions
surfaced.

Eventually, with well over one hun:tted tapes (DXlS't ninety

minutes in lergth) fran group members • meetin]s ani interviews
(includ.irq djscussion with resource people) ani with biniers full of

notes (reflections on reflections), it became clear how enontOJS was
the task of dete:rmining that which was "significant" •
Based on direction fran methodolCXJical materials (Bogdan &

Biklen, 1982; Spradley, 1980) "categories" were used as an analytic
structure for data analysis.

constnlcting categories.

Patterns observed became the data for

'!he first set of categories to emerge came

through discussion with resource people.

interactions

am

'1hrough group members'

through intaviews four sub-groupin]s emerged.

'Ihese

subgroup categories were based on four different meanings people
ascribed to their involvement in this theatre project.

'Ihese

subgroupin]s are outlined in "General Context", a section of Part
'Ihree.

Despite categories functioning as a useful analytic tool in that
instance, I fourd myself strugglin;J to use categories in other

instances.

It was particularly difficult to express early intuitive

senses of significance in data through this means
"checkup" on these senses.
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am

then to

'"'hemes"

foun:i a toore oomfortable fit as a way to think of the by

now large collection of observations.

Quantities of themes were

"aggzegated" based on fieldnotes am transcriptions of intel:view
tapes.

At the high point the list was c::cmprised of over fifty themes.

Consideration of these large m.nnbers of themes divulged how
extensively the experience was chargirg. A dramatic grasp-gasp nanent
revealed what had been disturbing about relying on "categories" for
data analysis.
'!he concept leaned towards an attenpt to document a static

picture of a culture -

Shimahara, 1988, p. 82).

or structure (Gocxlson & Walker, 1988, p. 113;
A static quality of life was antithetical

to

what had been observed in participants' interactions.
A participant observer, for instance, examines within the world

of evecyday life exactly when, where, how ani to what extent
theoretical ideas do or do not apply. In this way, concepts
sensitizirg scholars to the realities of human existence are
listed, verified, refined, or rejected empirically.
(Jorgenson, 1989, p. 113)
Based on discussion with resource people ani relying on resource

material I began to look to methods of data analysis which were less
likely to lead to focus on structural aspects of group members'
interactions.
When rejectirg "categories" as a method of analysis, other ways

were sought to work with the unwieldy list of themes.

Relyirg on

processes which Goetz and I.eCanpte describe as "analytic irrluction"
(1984, p. 179) ani "constant comparison" (1984, p. 182) the list of
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themes was sorted.

combine themes.

In sane instances there was sufficient overlap to

Even with this pnming process well over half the

themes remained.

I recall this as a "stuck point" in the thesis work.

items on the list of themes had sane relevance.

All of the

However, an attenpt

to develop a framework placing all of these themes at the centre would

have made data analysis unmanageable.

SUch a framework would not have

reflected significance in group members • sense of the experience.
Priorities were required.
Analysis at this point is focused on uncovering specific issues
of study am;or refining the research problem.
(Jorgenson, 1989, p. 107)

I was attempting to make that transition.
In an effort to make the transition two strategies

were pursued.

I retumed to the data and thereby re-i.mnersed myself in the
experience as much as possible.
works.

I reread a mnnber of theoretical

Beginning with this activity the process became so highly

interactive it is difficult to describe.

I have chosen two "tangles",

two conceptual lunps which, when sorted out, led to crystallization of
paramount themes for which I had been searching.
First, a key epistemological issue surfaced through a variety of
shapes in items on the theme list.

'!he list included themes which

would be significant for sane participants, but not all.

A few themes

silnply reflected differing relationships a100ng group members, myself
aiOOng them.

As the list grew, significance seemed to change.

When contercplating my relationship to "the group" and how I would
represent various starting points of significance, I had difficulty
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f~

a startirxj place which would adequately represent "the

experience".

One

question encapsulated this quaOOary: If I wished to

represent "group" members I meani.rg how would I do that?

document participants 1 each ard every meani.rg.

I cruld not

In addition to

problems of tacit ard explicit meani.rg (differences between
externalization am intemalization), I sinply didn't have access to
each person's meani.rg at every nanent.

Even if I had, the data would

be overwhel.min;J for researcher ard eventually reader alike.

Finally, no matter what the

~um

system so they would still be my meanings.

created, I was the filter
Given issues of

practicality raised by my questions ard limited theoretical response
on how to adequately represent meanings of divergent "group members",
another question emerged through reflection ard discussion with

resource people.
Were there times when cues fran the data suggested group members

did hold similar meanings?

If so when? Ani would these provide

through group members' meani.rg a priority framework for the themes?

'!his set me on a course for reconsiderirxj social theories in tenns of

describirxj process of dlange in meani.rg.

It is very difficult to

describe the details of the next period.

'!here were so many

conceptual knots.
'Ihe work shifted back ard forth anag the four areas of work.
few rather large lumps do stan:l out still.

I will describe several by

way of illustration of data analysis process.
Clarity about confusion among "culture", ''Ireaning" ard

"structure" was absolutely fundamental to movement fo:rwani.
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A

I was

directed to Geertz' work (1973) in the area. 12

It is fran this

conceptual struggle that distinctions emerged between structure an:i

culture referred to in the first review of methodology.

Distinctions

considered are ll¥)re substantially outlined in Cllapter Six.
Havirg cane to tenns with this issue, I discovered that a secorxl
issue pressed immediately forward in the thesis work.

Related to

"theatre", this one was manifested through several different concen'lS
dur~

data analysis.

In fact I have continued to struggle throughout

with the place of "theatre" in this work.

While readi.rg a few social

theory books I launched into readi.rg about "theatre" cast in a rnnnber
of different lights.
First, as the literature review in Part One discloses I read
about theatre as written by those in adult education.

However, these

authors did not present a unifonn picture of a relationship between
theatre an:i adult education (other than the extreme usefulness of
us~

theatre) .

As

well I soon obsel;ved differences in ontolcgical

an:i epistexoc>lcgical startirg points amorg authors.
In response, literature created from "theatre as discipline" was

used as a startirg point (Brockett, 1984) on the basis that this would

afford the study sane balance in perspective.

As

well, this

literature had becane more significant as data analysis led to a
recognition that this was the intenied frante\oJ'Ork of "the group".

For

them, their project was not framed in tenns of education, but theatre.
I acknowledge naivete in searching for a univocal frante\oJ'Ork in
literature of theatre since so much pluralism was discovered
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elsewhere.

I also came to realize that even if theatre had been

haoogeneously conceptualized by "authorities" in the literature, their
views were not held by group members who were relatively new at this.

'lheir assuuptions were not hato:Jeneous a100ng themselves, as social
theo:r.y upon which I relied had already predicted.

Finally, I sought guidance fran works whose authors began fran a
social theo:r.y framework about "theatre" (states, 1987; 'I'Unler, 1982;
Wilshire, 1982) •

As

the next section will detail, sane of these \YOrks

provided a way of thinking about group members' meanings arrl
activities.

However, group members' interactions particularly at the

start when researching arrl "negotiating" what they would do, could not
be described as "theatre" per se.

to acting.

At most their interactions led up

'!heir actions emerged into theatre actions eventually.

However, if the project had ceased within the first four or five
meetings, one would not describe what they had done as theatre.

'Ihese

concems led me back to general social theory on processes as the
larger framework in which "theatre" as a part of their processes would
fit.

~

had eventual implications for notifications to

representational fonn, the Mobile-framework.
In working through these ltmpS arrl other conceptual tangles I had

narrowed down sane of the themes.

Although group members clearly had

many activities arrl meanings associated with their project, camnon

meaning focused on theatre activities.

sifted for acting activities.

To

edit the mass, data was

Administrative activities were

explored, but less intensively.
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I have used these "ltmp;" as examples of my process.

'!hey might

be fitted into any of the reviews of the four work areas since the

work was interactive.

'!hey are excerpted sanples of data analysis,

taken fran a canplex of such emergirg processes.

'!hey are provided here to in:licate where the process of data
analysis may be neshed with literature on method in methodology ani
where my work did not firxi a footirg in current methcxiological

resources.
work.

I now UJrlerst:an:i that this is part of the nature of the

One author describes attempts at grourrled theory as "heretical

- paradigm transcer:dence" (Hutchinson, 1988) •
My attempt to concretely match extant theories with what was

emergirg from data analysis may be described related to two tedmiques

described by Goetz and I.eConpte "theoretical consolidation" (1984,
p. 198) ani "theoretical application" (1984, p. 201) •

13

From these direct experiences and much strugglirg emerged a few

''paramount" themes which pervade the thesis: Olange, meaning, ani
learning related to social process

am

theatre.

Linked to

methodological materials, these themes functioned as guides for
further data analysis:
Unlike concepts defined am measured in operational tenns,
sensitizirg concepts serve to alert the user to the general
character of the enpirical world, by providing hints ani
suggestions illustrated by actual enpirical cases. (Jorgenson, 1989
p. 112)
I relied on these sensitizirg concepts or paramount themes as
canpasses for analysis.

'Ihese themes prarpted emergence of priority

or focus on specific meanings and interactions.

Given the interactive

work with social theory I also began to reflect on ways to represent
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c::han1e in process. Reliance on the word "emel:9int' derived fran that
analysis.
Interestingly this analytic work IOOSt often began to take
concrete shape through creating the representational fonn.

Bogdan arxi

Biklen's description of ''process code" (1982, p. 159) IOOSt closely
resembles my retunl to categories arxi properties, but in notified
fonn.

'!his is addressed in toore detail within the fourth review at

the eni of this Olapter.

Again, linJdn;J this description of process with those offered in
methodological literature, Goetz arxi I.eCanpte (1984) provided the nnst
helpful directions.

Related to their spectrum of analytic devices for

data analysis, I used constant conparison arrl analytic irrluction
concerning interrelationship between analytic devices for data

analysis (direct theorizing) arxi relating already constructed theories

to data analysis.
A benefit to having begun work on "themes" surfaced eventually.
'Ihe themes list served as "data" for what eme.t:ged as significant.

Meaning, arrl charge, were paramount themes which .iniicated a need to
discover how to think about analysis in those tenns.

As I had not

located any methodological resources which modeled data analysis in

this fashion, I began to work on such a "process" arrl "product" 1 a
model to represent the experience framed in these themes.
In doing the latter I shifted into a

new stage of data analysis.

'!his new stage was a focus on searching for a representational fonn as

a concrete way of caning to tenns with this issue.

ruring this

process I came to rely once toore on "categories" 1 but this time
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reconceptualized.

I attempted to use the concept being sensitive to

issues of reification. in efforts to represent data.
inspired various efforts which

representational fonn.

emeJ:ged through

'!his issue

process of creating a

(Cbapter Seven refers to them.)

'!hose methodolcgical pieces which emeJ:ged as matching irxiuctions

am deductions

fran

reviewed herein.

my work in

the three other areas have been

Since one area flows into the other this review is

now followed by an overview of work related to other theoretical
resources.
3) REY.IEW OF 'IHEDRETICAL RXJNDATIONS m 'IHE
CDN1.lml1I'IONS AND LIMITATIONS BY SOORCE

IDBIIE-~:

Cbapter Four outlines initial forays into various areas of

theoretical frameworks.

After leaving the field, additional

theoretical works were sought to assist in data analysis.

Goetz

am

IeConpte describe this analytic process as ·follows:

It [application of theory as technique] involves a systematic
search for studies or analytic frames that fit the data more
abstractly or generally. (Goetz & Ieeonpte, 1984, p. 20)

The review contained in this section takes the fonn of a
CO!lpilation of theoretical foun:lations for data analysis and theory
generation.

The first collection includes works from the "Social

Theory Resource Materials'' area of research.

It is followed by a

secorrl CO!lpilation drawn from "Adult and Community Education Resource

Materials".
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SOCIAL 'lHEDRY 'mAIL

'1hi.s theoretical canpilation marks a trail which had far 100re

tmns am intersections. '!he use of the words "Contributions" am
"Limitations" reflects a streamlined review of a ''matchin;J process".
Sections headed "Contributions" outline aspects of those theories
which matched or provided adequate explication for data analysis

were consistent with methodology.
with concepts.

am

Many of the theories cited are rich

'lhe trail is confined to an overview of only those

concepts which are major am which have particular application to
firxlings of data analysis.
"Limitations" sections review areas wherein a match did not
adequately explicate all elements of data analysis.

Limitations, for

instance, resulted from authors writing with an emphasis different
from that of this work or from inte:rnal. inconsistencies in a
theoretical framework.

When limitations were uncovered am there were

areas where there was no match, it was necessa:cy to literally push on

to new theories.
'lhe theories are not reviewed in chronological order as

disc:overed in their application to data analysis.

'!hey are laid out

in an order which best illustrates where they dovetail to make sense
of data am data analysis.
Within this review several references to data analysis which
pranpted searches for theoretical material are described.
provide irxlication of matclti.rg process.
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'1hi.s is to

In this way "Contributions"

ani "Limitations" sections stnlcturally link data analysis with

theoretical resource material.

Data sanples, however, do not appear

within this review.
'!he prllnary focus of the "theory trail" is to illuminate the

first ani secorxi areas of discovery "content" of data analysis.
major focus for analysis

~

A

group members' social processes

related to meanirg, cbanJe ani learning.

In canirg to analyze how

group members variously experience::l rapid cbanJes, how they interacted

to create ani

respom

to cbanJes,

am

eventually how this shaped their

learning, I looked to theoretical frameworks to suggest "elements of
social interaction". 14
Elements Of Social Interaction:
From A View Of Social Structure
Initially, materials on ''methodology"

am

"adult education

am

theatre" were surveyed for guidance in content of data analysis.
Resource materials concernirg theatre

am

adult education eventually

provided sane assistance with data analysis.

However, at the first

two meetings group members did not "act" or "perfonn".

'lhey were

att.enpting to oome to tenns with hqw to create a play, much of this
through discussion.

'lhey were learning through their discussion

this provided context for their "acting".

am

D.lring this process several

shifts occurred in their interactions towards each other

am

their

expressed senses of "their situation".

I came to umerstam that they were literally creating a group
ani a canmon framework of theatre as well as creating a specific play.
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'1hese iniividuals were engaged in a larger social process which TNOU!d

have to be mnerstood in tenns of conceptualizing "theatre" as a
"sub-process" of their social ex>nstruction.
Fieldwork research became focused on perceptions of iniividuals
in the group as they articulated themselves or expressed themselves
t:llrc:u:jh actions.

Dlring fieldwork data analysis ani reflection my

fOCUS Often shifted to unierst:ani how i.rdiVidualS I perceptions

anj

actions were influenced by group members when meeting with each other.
For exanple, their perceptions seemed to be influenced by
iniividuals 1 assunptions about what the "group" would think or feel.
One group member said, "If I do this they are going

to think I'm

nuts!" Although "the group" changed several tllnes with different
people atteniing from one meeting to the next, sane vague concept of
"the group" appeared to surface during the first few meetings.
"Group" became a constant phenanenon for them, an eventual reference

point for each iniividual.
'lhis observation about group members 1 process of changing ani

maintaining each other's perceptions emerged as an ilrp:>rtant guide for
observations.

I also began to think of leaming as a social process.

Finally, I came to recognize a connnon experience anDn:J group members.
1hey appeared to experience a tension between a desire to explore ani
a need for certainty.

'lhis was apparently bourrl up with their

leaming as a social process.
I camnenced with reading as was previously suggested, the book,
Social Construction Of Reality: A Treatise In '!he Sociology Of
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K:r'tavledae by Peter Berger

am

'lhanas I11ckmann (1966) •

It proved

valuable as a fat.lMational framework for explicating group members'
"non-theatre" interactions.
emergirg

"themes"

Many of the words used to describe

in the data analysis are ones which derived fran

that book.
In a few instances, when group members were improvising based on

encouragement fran the director it alioost seemed as though they were
relying on that book to plumb creative depths.

'!hey were socially

constructing a "reality" on stage.
a) Social Construction Of Reality, A Treatise In 'lhe Sociology Of
Knowledge (Berger & I.uckmann, 1966)
'1he trail canmences with

this work chiefly because it became the

main theoretical structure upon which I relied.
\.11"lCaDDlnn reference to ethnographic works.

this theoretical piece (Wildemeersch

&

'!his is not an

Several authors refer to

I.einnan, 1988) in canbination

with another reference, Kuhn's work (Hutchinson, 1988; Jo:rgenson,
1989).

over

I relied on this work as my foun3ation for social processes.

the course of data analysis I returned to the framework

repeatedly for guidance.
'lhrough data analysis

am

efforts to firrl representational form

"meaning" arrl "change" emerged as prilnary in the study • s theoretical

work.

However, as neither these, nor concepts of theatre were

maintained consistently at the forefront of this theoretical piece,
the fOlll'rlation was constantly modified through application of other
theoretical works.

Guidance for modifications came through data

analysis arrl efforts to firrl representational form.
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Contril:utions:
'lhe Social Construction Of Reality is a testiloony to the hmnan

capacity for synthesis.

Be:r:ger ard I11ckmann are masters of ''plot"

creation; they have melded the discourse of many m:i.ms into one
massive~.

'lhe IOOnOgraph's plot

beinJ so rich with subplots,

the main thesis is the primcny focus of this reviE!W'.
To

discover a way of representirg elements of group nenbers'

activities related to change, theories describirg elements of social
interactions were sought.

'lhe theoretical framework developed in

Be:r:ger ard Illckmann' s book provided the broad ontolCXJical ard
epistemolCXJical structure upon which I came to rely.

It provided a

starting point on which to build usirg data analysis as guidance for

new thecn:eti.cal direction.

What follows are those aspects of the

theoretical framework which continue to have application "despite"
data arrl data analysis.

'lhe main thesis of the book is ostensibly simple socially constructed" (1966, p. 13).

"Reality is

'!hat is, through interactions

with others we create frameworks of meanings which appear to us to
have an inunutable quality.

In the authors' words reality has a

quality of "beinJ iniependent of our volition" (1966, p. 13). '!he
meaning we constructed thereby acts back upon us.
'lhe contents of these social realities are based upon a social
stock of knowledge.

Concepts of "knowledge" are intimately connected

to concepts of reality in the sense that knowledge is defined by the
authors "as the certainty that phenanena are real arrl that they
possess certain characteristics" (1966, p. 13).
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Social Construction Of Reality provides an explanation for
significance of ani impetus for creatirg ani maint:ai.n.in;1 a social
structure through the concept of "ananie".

Since the book became

founjational as a basis for theory generation in the study, quotations
fran the book are extensive.

"Ananie" is a concept which ll'BY n¥:>St easily be explained as
':rcx:>tlessness" or as an experience of shifting structure in which

1

irxtividuals' neaning has been emneshed:
While the horror of aloneness is probably already given in the
constitutional sociality of man, it manifests itself on the level
of neaning in man's incapacity to sustain a meaningful existence
in isolation fran the nanic constructions of society. (Berger &
Luckmann, 1966, p. 119)
'lhe book's interest in social structure appears to be based squarely
upon the notion that humans, as social beings seek to avoid
neaninglessness which the authors assume must stem fran anomie
con:litions.

'lhus the book focuses not only on a processual

description of social construction, but is oriented towards a focus on
social mechanisms for ll'Bintenance of a socially created structure.
According to Berger and Luckmann this social process ll'BY be

linked to a concept of learning.

As a primarily social process,

learning takes place in the creation or construction of the reality
(based upon development of social stock of knowledge) , in the

transmission of aspects of it (again through transmission of the
social stock of knowledge) and even in the "curbing cues" given by
sane aspects of the maintenance machinery.
'lhe authors have provided an array of concepts connected to
process of creating a social reality and ll'Bintai.nin;J it.
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Many of

these concepts are also JOOSt surely connected to leamirg processes.
'!hey are accanpanied by extremely brief descriptions.

'!hose concepts

which were considered to have some application to data analysis are
described hereafter.
"Socialization" is a process which takes place within the
i.niividual.

Berger arrl I11ckmann describe socialization in this way:

not only un:ierstarx:i each other's definitions of shared
situations, we define them reciprocally. A nexus of IOOtivations
is established between us am extems into the us... We not only
live in the same world, we participate in each other's being.
(1966, p. 150)

We now

'Ihe authors theorize that socialization is created through a

dialectical process which they describe in tenns of three concepts.
In sunnnary these three are: a) "Exten1alization", an inli.vidual's
outward expressivity (p. 49); b) "Objectivations", manifestations of

human expressivity, products of human activity (1966, p. 49);

c) "Internalization", the process whereby "the objectivated social
world is retrojected into the consciousness of the inli.vidual" (1966,
p. 78-79).

These descriptions have been "streamlined" for the

purposes of this review.

If viewed as initial processes wherein inli.viduals are able to
fonn a society, these processes are a prelude to social construction
of reality.

These processes set up the condition wherein the nature

of the social interaction is apprehended in a way that imbues the
interaction with a "real" quality.
The authors, also describe two separate educative processes of
socialization, "primary arrl secorrlary socialization" (1966, p. 151).
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For the JOOSt part, the processes are transmissions of the social stock
of krlc:Mledge, although the authors draw attention to a major
distinction between the two: "In primary socialization the
in:tividuals' first wurld is constructed" (1966, p. 155).
In their arrays of social processes, Berger

am

another set of sub-process in social constnlction

reality.

am

Illckmann describe

am

maintenance of

'!hey refer to these as "typification", ''habitualization",

"institutionalization" (1966, p. 70-71). 'lhese three concepts

describe how the hunBn capacity for pattern creation is reflected
first in conceptualization of the entities with whan interaction takes
place (typification) , secorrl in the creation of patterns in the acts
constituting the interaction (habitualization) '

am

third in

recognition by in:tividuals of these patterns.. as reflected in their
reciprocity of action (institutionalization).
According to the authors part of that which is constructed

aCCl.mlUlated is a "social stock of knowledge".

am

Again, they offer a

processual description related to the concept: ''Within the semantic
fields thus built up it is possible for both biographical and
historical experience to be objectified, retained and accumulated
(1966, p. 56).

'Ibis stock of knowlooge is "then transmitted from one

generation to the next" (1966, p. 56).
'!here is one final processual description fran the book which
offered an underst:arrling of data analysis both in tenns of "content"
and data analysis process.

It was an important contribution to all
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four areas of d.iscoveey.

'Ibis is the concept of "reification".

Berger ani Iuckmarm describe this as a process whereby consciousness

of the act of social constnlction is lost:
••• reification is the apprehension of the products of human
activity as if they were sanet:hin; other than human products such as facts of nature, results of cosmic laws, or
manifestations of divine will. (1966, p. 106)
'!he concepts ani processes outlined fran '!he Social Construction

Of Reality had application to several of the themes fran the data
analysis.

It was the prinmy thesis of the book which had most

:fun:1amental application to a major theme of the fieldwork.

'!bat is,

le.amin;J defined arrl understood in tenns of social process.

'!he

thesis of the book is focused upon the relationship between social
process ani the creation of knowledge.
Reflecting on le.amin;J theory from within that thesis has many
implications.

One

of the implications is the ontolCXJical arrl

epis"teloolCXJical starting point that hmnans can only be understood as
social beims ani that le.amin;J theory must reflect an understarxting
of the social process which shapes hmnans and their actions.
A key theme from data analysis was a tension in certainty.
Participants were observed to express a desire for certainty through
maintaining status quo on sane occasions.

'!his was contrasted on

other occasions with a desire to seek out new meaning as a way of

securing certainty.
'!he concept of ananie, a disruption of social structure
associated with fears of rootlessness arrl a need for structure, might
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certainly be linked to one manifestation of participants • need for
certainty.

As

well, references to fonns of pattern creation such as

habituation refer to the benefits of patterns arxi structure: "Arr:i
action that is repeated frequently bec::anes cast into a pattern which

can then be reproduced with an econany of effort" (p. 70-71). A need
for certainty might at least partially be explained in these tenns as
well.
In the book "theatre" is referred to as a sub-universe, a

different, less substantial fonn of reality. However, the authors make
only fleeting references to theatre.

While they also refer to

concepts associated with theatre such as roles, there is limited
di SOJSSion of the concept of theatre in the book.

Limitations:
Berger's and Inckmann's central focus in writing the book was to
contribute to development of a sociology of knowledge.

'Ihey were

concemed with social process, but primarily in tenns of social

structure related to creation and maintenance of knowledge.

Meaning,

then, is only irrlirectly related to their theoretical framework.
the other harxl, meaning emerges as central in this study.

On

Social

structure is eventually related to possible loss of meaning through
ananie, but social structure is only one element related to
in:tividuals' meaning.

'!he study's emerging focus then, bore only sane

areas of commonality with the book's.
Given its focus on social structure and maintenance of social

structure, as a theoretical resource this book could not provide
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explanations for data analysis suggestirq certain experiences.

For

example, the nature of humankin:I as described in the book did not
focus on desire for self-expression.
significant theme for

many

Yet expressivity was a JOOSt

group members.

address relationships between expressivity

'lhe authors did not clearly

am

adaptivity.

'Ibis is also related to treaning in tenns of a tension in

certainty.

As

previously described, certainty was derived through two

strikingly different sets of interactions.
participants lcx:>ked to acquirirg structure

In sane instances,

am maintenance

structure as a method of securirg sane certainty.

However, on other

occasions, they looked to minimal structure, to explore
meanings.

of

am

create new

'!heir intention to explore was generally associated with

"formally" labelled theatre activities such as .improvisation.
However, this was not always the case.
In addition, since Beu:ger

am

Iuckmann are focused on

episteoology in tenns of knc:Mledge rather than treaning, their concern

is with cognitive aspects of hmnan nature.
data analysis indicated that

many

group members began to connect

special qualities of "theatre" with a
aspects of situations.

An important theme from

focus on physical

Self-expression in physical,

tenns, as well as intellectual

am

am

emotional

emotional

seemed a JOOSt significant part of what

they were "learning" through improvisational processes.
Beu:ger
education

am

am

Iuckmann do not make

learning.

~

many

direct links between

of the processual descriptions have

implications with respect to concepts of "learning" sane of which have
been indicated.

It is not surprisirg then, that they say very little
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directly which might suggest how a social leami.rg process might be

related to the enDtional

am

litysical aspects of humans.

If anything

their brief description of the litysical nature of humans (p.

201-204)

suggests a requirement to leam rather than the opportunity to rely on

"animal instincts".
still on the subject of meanin;J, in keep:irg with the book 1 s
concern with charge in terms of ananie, a critique of mcx:lenri.ty

emerges in many of its passages, but only in:tirectly.
book of Berger's, Facing

Up

It is a later

To Modernity (1977) in which charge in

these terms is afforded 100re concentrated study.

'!his book is not

focused on how intentional charge happens in particular.
is on maintenance of status quo.

chargin;J

am

'lhe emphasis

In the project group members

were

they appeared to have different responses to charge which

"occurred to them".

'!here is one

100re aspect

of meanin;J related to the study linked

to many of the described themes for which explication was sought

outside of the authors 1 theoretical framework.

When observ:in;;J group

members' experienc:irg and creat:irg charge, I observed that there were

occasions when they appeared to experience intense concern or intense
pleasure.

On

other occasions their interactions did not suggest

intense responses.

other than through the reference to ananie and a

fear of rootlessness, the book did not proffer an explication for
these varyin;J de:]rees of intensity.

I began to search elsewhere to

add to the wealth of theoretical framework that the book had afforded.
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Elements Of Social Interaction
From A View Of <llange As Part of Social Dynamic
b) 'lhe Sociolooy Of Religion

(O'Dea, 1966)

'!his work provided explications conceming a rnnnber of areas
raised through data analysis, not previously explained.

In

particular

it offered a theoretical framework for the latter concerns arisi.n1 out
of work with theocy in Social Construction Of Reality: a) How change
happens; b) A clear irx:lication of a relationship between expressivity
ani adaptivity ani whether one may be an ontological starti.n1 point;
ani c) Distinctions between two spheres of meaning which may explicate

differi.n1 intensities in group members' interactions.
contributions:
'!hose aspects of this theoretical framework which assisted in

providing answers to questions from data analysis were several.

'!his

theoretical framework relies on "expressivity" as an ontological an:i
episterological starting point for human essence an:i activity.

In

doing so it not only lerrls support for that concept, this starting
point also opens the way for the beginnings of rethinking social

structure in tenns of expressivity an:i meaning.

o' Dea also holds as a

starting point delineation between spheres of human activity in tenns
of "the profane" an:l "the sacred".
'lhese starting points have provided more context for an
interpretation of the concept of "ananie".

'!he author placed foremost

for hmnans a need for meaning ani, in social tenns, a need for
"culture".

He asserts our social structure or organization must be

driven by this in the long tenn.
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'Ibis work, through a m.nnber of its references, Ul"rlerscores
differences between the analytic distinction of culture, as social
hane of meanirgs, arx:l

structure, as social hane of relationships,

roles, elements of organization.

'!he author's respectful critique of

vulnerabilities in structural-functionalism thought has been relied on
heavily in my critiques of methodology arx:l other theoretical
frameworks on social process.
0' Dea' s description of "sacred" arx:l "profane" spheres of meaning
provides guidance in attributions of meaning.

'Ihe sacred is less

significant in the daily negotiation of life which is guided by "the
profane".
anchor.

However, the sacred is a sense of the fO\ll'rlational, of
When the anchor is severed or "rattled" the consequences are

so profoun:lly felt that this change prcnpts people to responi ani- to
create further change.
'!he work also provides a description of how at least one fonn of

meaning change occurs in social context.

'Ihe phrase "break:in; points"

(1966) describes those situations wherein old fonns of meaning no
longer make sense of an experience.
More specifically, this work provides a description of at least
one response to change which causes ananie, "charisma" (1966, p. 23).
Irxlividuals' response signals a change in their meanirgs which is
primarily related to "jarring" of the sacred sphere.

'Ihe work also

offers a description of tensions (dilemmas) in attenpting to
institutionalize the charismatic.

One such tension occurs in the

process of attempting to establish the sacred in a profane
"organizational" framework (1966, p. 92).
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L:ilnitations:
0 1 Ilea 1 s purpose diverged substantially fran emeJ:girg fieldwork

His book has the intention of creating

focus in a number of respects.

a sociology of religion to respcni to certain limitations of prevalent
structural-functionalist theory.

Within this context the book offers

up 1ll.lCh too:re of a sense of the "creative",

life an:i a sense of how

~e

searchi.n:.J aspect of social

in tneaJ1in; ocx:urs.

description of social responses to

~e

It also offers

within social construction.

However, there are still sane concerns raised through data analysis
which require further explication beyond that which is provided by the

book.
He does not focus on issues of traeanin; in relation to power.

'!his was not an initiaL focal point for the study either.

issues of power related to

continued.

~e became

However,

of concern as data analysis

In addition, despite the description of exp:ressivity as an

ontological an:i epistemological starting point very little detail is
provided.
"theatre".

'!his is a key element camnonly attributed to the concept
Group members' actions

were eventually focused on

exp:ressivity through acting. other resource materials were explored
for further conceptual assistance with respect to this.
'1hrough the author's described dilenuna related to charisma an:i

institutionalization we are given an example of tension connected to a
relationship between individuals' profound traeanin;, social structure
an:i c.harge.

'!he question ·arises: Are there additional examples of

social interactions which illuminate relationships between traeanin; an:i
other

~ing

elements of social life?
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O'Dea's work described sane situations wherein irnividuals
experience change of meaning.

He begins

to address change in IOOdem

context through reference to processes of "secularization" (1966, p.
80) •

'!his processual change attributed to IOOdemity is of key concern

for 0 • Dea.

His primary focus is on implications for religion related

to meaning an:l institutionalization.

'lhe study's focus on p:rofourrl

meaning seeks beyon:i the ilrpact on "traditional" fonns of

institutionalization to discover what links there are to theatre as
social construction associated with processes of secularization.

o •Dea •s work certainly pronptecl consideration of relationships
cnrong meaning, culture an:l structure with a very different lens.

His

ideas propelled another line of inquil:y.

Emerging Conceptual Distinctions Between "CUlture" and "Structure"

I ran into a stumbling block for a period of time during data
analysis with respect to meaning, culture, an:l structure.

Two short

pieces written by Clifford Geertz were suggested as offering possible
aid to disentangle these interrelated concerns.

His piece offered

great assistance to me in what was largely a struggle taking place on
an intuitive plane.

'Ihe act of describing this "jumble" and

elaborating the various elements of confusion removes it from that
distant place.
Berger's an:l Illckmann' s work offered explication for social
process in tenns of structure primarily.

O'Dea's work had affinned

significance of meaning change in relation to structure, but had also
related this to culture to sane extent.
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Ethnographic work suggested

that the fieldwork was about "culture".
eqilasized culture as well.
changin;

~ani

relationships

Readings on "theatre"

Yet I had retained limited connections to

concepts of culture.

anDng ~,

Nor was I clear on

culture ani structure related to change.

c) '"!hick Description: Toward An Interpretive 'lheory Of CUlture" in 'lbe
Interpretation Of CUltures (Geertz, 1973)
Contribution:
'Ibis work was of great assistance in the third ani fourth areas
of discovery -

seekin; episte.Ioological consistency in methodology.

In this <llapter Geertz searches for an umerstanting of culture in
processual tenns:

Believin;, with Max Weber, that man is an animal suspenjed in
webs of significance he hiJnsel.f has sptm, I take culture to
be those webs, ani the analysis of it to be therefore not an
experimental science in search of law but an inte:r:pretive one

in search

of~.

(1973, p. 5)

'Ibis theoretical framework placed
existence.

~

at the centre of human

It reached beyond the statement to assert a notion of

culture episteioologically consistent with that theoretical

start~

point.
Limitations:
'lbe abstractions now had sane consistency.

I repeatedly

reflected on Geertz' descriptive definition of culture.

Despite this

discovery in tenns of the analytic, my fieldwork ani data analysis

still focused to a large extent on structural aspects of group
members • interactions.

I continued to seek "subgroupings" ani

categories related to "roles".

'Ibis inconsistency between espoused
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episteoology ani orientation in data analysis might have continued had
it not been for the pervasive change in group members' interactions.
To develop structure was part of a struggle for them.

Particularly in the first half dozen meetings there were virtually no
"routinizations" to observe.

If in one meeting, Ienore, Eileen ani

Jessie came, well then in the next,

cam,

Anna, ani Jim came.

If

saneone called the work "a play" one minute, it was referred to as

"skits" the next, sanetimes even by the same person.

If they met at a

cabin one meetirg ani discussed administrative concerns, the next
meeting was at saneone's hane with "theatre" activities.
Meaning appeared to be attached to "sanething" beyorrl structure
ani yet based on many influences I appeared to still frame my data

analysis in tenns of seeking structural manifestations.

'!he muddle of

dissonance was ripe for distinction between culture ani meaning.

'!he

'WOrk suggested which brought considerable relief to a conceptual snarl
was a secorrl work by Geertz.

d) "A Javenese F\meral" in '!he Interpretation Of

CUl.tures

(Geertz, 1973)

Contributions:
Geertz distinguishes in this work between "culture" ani "social

structure for analytic purposes.

His distinction derives from an

experience within a community in which social structure changed in
such a way as to prevent the immediate burial of one of the children

of the community.
'!he community contained groups fran m:>re than one religion.

Despite differences, funereal rituals ani meanings were held in
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CCiliton, one

of the meanings being associated with swift burial.

When

for political pn:poses, religious leaders fran one group refused to
perfonn the rites swiftly, a jarrirg of meaning took place well beyom
adjusbnent to a cllan3'e in structure.
Fran this experience, Geertz determines to

analytically between culture

distin3uish

am structure to clarify relationship to

meaning:

Olltu:re is the fabric of meaning in teJ:ms of which human beirgs
interpret their experience am guide their action; social
structure is the fonn that action takes, the actually existirg
network of social relations. Olltu:re am social structure are
then but different abstractions fran the same phenanena. 'lhe
one considers social action in respect to its meaning for those
who can:y it out, the other considers it in teJ:ms of its
contribution to the function of sane social system. (1973,
p. 145)
'lhe description of the Javenese funeral is virtually a case study

of what O'Dea refers to as a breaking point.

Given the detail, the

author sets forth a strorg sense of how social
occur

am

~e

of this kim can

the kin:i of response people may have.

Limitations:
One small concern raised by Geertz 1 analytic framework, as it

describes "culture", suggests a wlnerability to a problem with
reification Geertz had brilliantly resolved in the first Clapter
described.

Nontheless, the contribution to the study was vital to

data analysis work am has continued to hold a pivotal role in
associated theory generation.
'!his article describes a set of individuals 1 experience with what

O'Dea refers to as a "breaking point".
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It is a description of one

such experience.

It is distirguishable fran this study in that

Geertz 1 is describin; a ccmnunity, a set of in:tividuals with an

establishEd history ani sense of culture in catm:>n.
Group members in the project were not interactin; within that

kim of context.

'!hey did not have a sense of

COll1lOOil

culture ani they

manifestly experienced nultiple breaking points in their dynamic
scx::ial interactions.

Having read Geertz 1 piece I was still in search

of descriptions in which a set of in:tividuals were faced with not only
one change of structure or cultural meaning but with change as a
"cultural constant".

Elements Of Social Interaction:
From A View Of Frameworks Focused On Change
Until this point on the trail references to scx::ial change have
been na;t general.

was

na;t inp:)rtant

'Ihrough data analysis I came to realize that it

to also provide context for our cont.e.np:>rary

experience of "change".
e) "Towards A Critique Of Modernity" in Facing Up To Modernity,
(Berger, 1977)
Contribution:
nrls chapter in Berger's book provided a worrlerful synopsis of
proceSses asscx::iated with toodem Western life.

It provided context

for what in:tividuals coming to the project might brin; with them.
'1he five processes Berger describes assist in explicatin; how

"theatre" as "paradigm" might substitute in toodem life for other
processes of institutionalization linked with the profound sphere of
meaning.

The processual descriptions provided assistance in
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unierst:aniirq aspects of meanirg arxl

certainty.

dlanJe in tenns of tension in

'lhe five are listed with brief definitions as a brief

overview of the reference.
"Abstraction" (1977, p. 72) gives an account of a process of
~

related to a fonn of meanirg.

'!he concept suggests a shift

in the way we t:hink arxl express ourselves.
the concrete to the conceptual.

'!he shift asserted is fran

Berger describes the concept in this

manner:
"Specifically a quantifyirg arxl atanizirg oognitive style,
originally at harte in the calculations of entrepreneurs, arxl
engineers, has invaded other areas (fran the theory of political
ethics to the praxis of the bedroom) in which that style has
produced severe discontents. (1977, p. 72)
"In:tividuation", is a secorxl process of change described.

Berger

fashions this processual description: ''Modemization.has entailed a
progressive separation of the individual fran collective entities, and
as a result has brought about a historically unprecedented
CXJlmterposition of individual arrl society." (1977, p. 75) •
'lhe author is careful to articulate a relationship between

processes of abstraction arrl individuation:
'Ibis individuation is, as it were, the other side of the coin of
the aforementioned abstraction, arrl it relates to the latter in a
paradoxical way. '!he external social structural causes are the
same - to wit, the weakening of the all-embracirg,
all-containirx] conm.mities that used to sustain the individual in
premcxlem societies. (1977, p. 75)
"Futurity" (1977 p. 73) as a description of process focuses once
100re

on a changing orientation in how we experience social life.

'Ibis

shift in orientation is concemed with "a profourxi change in the
temporal structure of human experience, in which the future becomes a
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primary orientation for both imagination
p. 73).

am activity" (Berger, 1977,

As Berger describes it, chan:Jing experience of time is

expressed in ter:ns of a "powerful shift in attention fran past

am

present to the future" ( 1977' p. 73) •
'1he author states that certain canpelling assmnptions have become

associated with our changing focus on the future:
What is toore, the temporality within which this future is
conceived is of a very peculiar kini - it is precise,
measurable, am at least in principle, subject to hmnan control.
In short it is time to be mastered. (1977 p. 74)
Berger continues to detail social response to time in these ter:ns.

He

suggests that we become as engineers stnlcturing "the most intimate

aspects of our lives" (1977, p. 74). His explanation of what this means
for irxli.viduals in our society must clearly be considered for possible
relationship to adult education: "F\Iturity means endless striving,
restlessness, arxi a tootmting incapacity for repose" (1977, p. 74) •
"Liberation" (1977, p. 76) as the fourth described process of
modemity appears to bear close relationship with futurity.

'Ihe

author describes this orientation in this manner: " .•• large areas of
hmnan life, previously considered to be dominated by fate, now come to
be perceived as occasions for choice -

by the irxlividual, or by

collectivities, or by both " ( 1977, p. 76) .
'!his description was of specific interest in the study with
respect to explication for a tension in certainty observed in the

fieldwork.

Berger's description of this process was crucial in comi.rY;J

to un:iersta.rrl elements in the tension:
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Today it is not so nuch that in:lividuals became convinced of
their capacity ani right to choose new ways of life, but rather
that tradition is weakened to the point where they nust choose
between alternatives whether they wish it or not ••• To be sure
there is an exhilaratirg quality to this liberation. '!here is
also the terror of chaos. (1977, p. 77)

'Ibis will be further explored in Cllapter Six ani in the
Mobile-framework of Cllapter Eight.

"Secularization {1977 p. 78) , is the fifth prcx::ess of toodenrlty
which Berger outlines.

His statements contributed greatly to the

first ani secon:i areas of discovery, to content of data analysis,
ani to developing an urrlerst.arxling of group members' meanings a.rxl

interactions.
. • • toodenrlty, at least thus far, has been antagonistic to the
dimension of transcerdence in the human corrlition. But
secularization has meant a weakenirg of the plausibility of
religious perception of reality arrong large rnnnbers of people,
especially as the world view of secularity, has come to be
"established" by the intellectual elites a.rxl in the educational
institutions of modem societies. (1977, p. 78)
As may be observed fran the contents of the latter statement, Berger's

description also contributed to the third a.rxl fourth areas of
discovery.

His explication can be related to adult educators a.rxl was

confinned by orientations in literature which made virtually no
reference to p:rofurrlity

am

meaning.

Limitations:
'!his conceptual outline of Berger •s material was interned to
provide a succinct overview of dilemmas created by the effect of our
own

contemporary social processes caning to be described as

''modenrlty".

Berger demonstrates in his writing how we create them

a.rxl also how they act back upon us.
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However, in this brief YJOrk Berger does not attenpt to provide
detailed analysis of our experiences am responses to the cunulative
effects of ''Ioodel:nity" -

an epistetoology of change.

'!his YJOrk has a

different, less specific p..u:pose than does the study.

It does not

explicate a close link with tension in certainty described fran the
fieldwork.

Another YJOrk which had been consulted, provided

substantial explication for this observed tension.

Eventually I was

able to closely link concepts fran both YJOrks.

f) '!he Structure Of Scientific Revolutions (KUhn, 1970)
I have viewed KUhn's YJOrk as describing one ''noie:rn" response to
a tension in certainty.

'!his response is part of a process creating

the five dilenunas of IOOdernity as Berger describes them.

It also

appears to be a response to the effect of these dilenunas.

Contributions:
'lhomas Kuhn wrote '!he Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1970)
arxl 'Ihe Essential Tension (1977) about his reflections upon tradition

am change in the scientific community.

'Ihe structure Of Scientific

Revolution in particular was written as a critique of the histo:cy of
science being presented as "a process of accretion" (p. 3).
'!his book, supplemented by Essential Tension (1977) provides a

description am a theoretical framework for an abserved pattern of
change am a response to change fran a particular group of
:intividuals.

More specifically, the group of :intividuals is engaged
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in "exploration".

'lhe efforts of people in this group are actually

dedicated toward creating

~e

in sane sense.

KUhn's thesis of how

they do that is m::>st pertinent to revelations fran data analysis.

'lhe concept of a "paradigm" as a framework which provides

sufficient reference or remin:ler to the sacred but links those
references to rules ani rituals which provide for "doirg the profane"
is a fascinating social construction.

'Ibis may act as a conceptual

100del for other groups of irxlividuals looking to absorb ani effect
~e

ani at the same time stave off possible problens with respect

to ananie for lengthy periods of time.
'!here are marked differences between scientists as a set of

irxlividuals interacting ani people interacting in tenns of theatre.
One may, however, perceive a-·possible parallel between scientists ani

this theatre group.

Both groups recognize themselves as specially

identified groups fonnally focussed on a conscious task of
constructing a reality.

In the theatre group's case they might call

it "fictional reality".

In the scientists' case, they might modify

that statement to creating an explanation or reconstnlction of the
reality.
A second parallel between the groups may be argued.

KUhn is

drawing our attention to one particular group in our society which
highly values exploration as a human attribute.

At the same time,

Kuhn postulates this exploration, a learning process if ever there was

one, takes place within a framework which provides sane certainty,
that is a paradigm.
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In its established usage a paradigm is an accepted IOOdel or
(1970, p. 24)

pattern.

ibis IOOdel or pattern provides a framework for acceptable or

appropriate action.

In this way a semblance of certainty is provided

for action.
Although it is only hinted at in the themes described fran the

fieldwork, perceptions about the process in which the group was
ergaged did charge.
changes.

rum

addresses the issue of how a paradigm

He does not use the words "construction of reality".

Nonetheless his description of change through crises of ananalies
(1970, p. 6) parallels "breaking points".

Kuhn's process of

"paradigm" reveals a conceptual framework which allows individuals to

negotiate their tensions of certainty.

ibis group collectively

explores arrl at the same time is not subjected to intense, on;roing
ananie.

Limitations:
'!here were two strik.irg limitations with respect to this work in
tenns of applying it to data analysis.

First, there are different

starting points between this group of individuals, scientists, arrl
those associated with "theatre".
out,

rum has

Secorrl, as Mastennan (1970) points

provided us with a worrlerful, but vaguely defined

concept of "paradigm".
In this book his definition of paradigm changes shape several

times.

rum

acknowledges this in Essential Tension (1977) arrl

clarifies his intentions to some extent therein.

However, one is left

with some quality of vagueness associated with the concept.
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I tum

l'lOW

in the trail to a daninant theme of data analysis.

Althcllgh this comes near the last, I began ~ for theoretical

framework related to theatre very early in the research.

'!he

preceding frameworks illuminating various elements of social theocy

were necessacy, however, to provide context for irxtividuals'
interactions referred to as "theatre".
those acting within the "discipline

I first sought this through

am

profession" of theatre.

Elements Of Social Interaction:
From A View Of Frameworks Focused On 'Iheatre
g) '!he Enpty

Space

(Brook, 1968)

Brook has had extensive involvement in the ''establishe::i''
theatre, particularly as a director.

His bcx:>k is written to the

theatre conm.mity as a critique of the directions he perceive::i the

CXIDI1'lllli.ty taking.
Contributions:
I have been searching for a sense of the sacred as we might
recognize it through ''m:xiern eyes" those who might

an evolving fonn associated with

tum to theatre as a paradigm for exploring meanin;J.

One of the difficulties with such a search as Berger has irxticated

( 1977, p.

78) is that in our m:xiern context such a search might not

be expressed in

tenns parallel to religious tenninology by those

involve::i in such a search.
Brook, a most influential British director, produced a bcx:>k in

response to his concern with the direction theatre groups were taking.
'!he bcx:>k '!he Empty Space dwells as nuch on what ought not to be done

am

what assumptions ought not to be made about theatre as what he
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holds dear about theatre.

several elements in his book struck a choni

with respect to data analysis.

First, he states that actors must

treat theatre as a process which is a constant search for mearrl.rg:
In a liv~ theatre, we would each day approach the rehearsal
putting yesterday's discoveries to the test, ready to
believe that the true play has once again escaped us.
(1968, p. 17)

A secord llnportant element in the book emezged.
with such passion.

Brook speaks

'Ihis passion focused on a constant search for

meanin;J suggests a proftmdity, a quest-like quality to theatre

activity.

'!here are, indeed, other resources which describe theatre

in these tenns (Schechner, 1985; Wilshire, 1982).
Limitations:
Although Brook describes theatre in paradigmatic tenns, details
of process am structure are sanewhat limited.

since he wrote the

book to dect.y II inappropriate" theatre am to prompt right-minded
t.hinkin:] by professionals in "the theatre", it was not int.errled to

provide a larger social theo:ry of theatre.

Conceptualization of

"theatre" as a paradigm with sacred am profane aspects of mearrl.rg in
activities were largely inferred fran tone am context.

'lhe search

for theoretical frameworks offerin;J explication continued.
h) From Ritual To 'lheatre, '!he Human Seriousness Of Play, (Turner,
1982)

'Ihis book is not written fran a "theatre-as-discipline"

perspective, but fran that of an anthropologist.
assistance in

fill~

It was of great

in gaps conceming "theatre" viewed from social

theo:ry perspective.
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Contributions:
TUrner's 1xx:>k is actually about the incipient focus of the study,
a concept of "theatre" related to social construction.

It seems nDSt

highly connected to the data analysis am yet because it did not
provide as thorough an ontological am epist:eloological framework as
social construction, I have used the book as one of the outer layers
of my framework.

Two

main concepts are the 1xx:>k' s basic contribution

to the thesis' theoretical framework.
TUrner distinguishes between an "earlier'' ftmction of theatre as

ritual in Gemeinschaft societies which he refers to as lilni.nal in
essence am theatre in Gesellschaft societies which he refers to as
liminoid (1982, p. 52-53).

In the first instance, ritual is an

institutionalized response to change.

'lhe prime exanple for a

constant potential breaking point is the change experienced with
children becoming adults. In creating a ritual which institutionalizes
the change there is control.

According to TUrner there are three phases to the ritual: a) a
recognition of change reflected by separation through some ceremony;
b) a middle phase wherein the irxtividuals are in some senses
urnefinable, in limbo; am c) a third phase of redefinition of
identity am status.
'lhe middle phase is of particular interest because according to
TUrner this is a period durirg which exploration can cx:::cur.

He states

that results of this exploration may appear later in more controlled
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forms within the social structure.

Tunler refers to the tone of

activities in this phase as having a ludic or playful, nonpennanent
quality (1982, p. 32).
Tunler argues that tocdemity has changed all of this. In our

Gesellschaft societies with their carplexity regarding roles an:l

identity, the power of the ritual is largely lost.

He suggests that

within this social context, "theatre" takes on a liminoid function.
He asserts

that theatre has less power in the sense that it is a
For exanple, not evecyone would

fragment of a fragmented society.

even experience a particular theatre production.

He suggests that

rather than actirg as a conservatizing force to maintain a certain
social structure, it is often used as a fonn of social critique or a
tool for change.

It nontheless retains sane of its ludic qualities.

'!he larger social process within which TUrner seems to make sense

of this liminoidal function of theatre is what he refers to as "social
drama" (1982, p. 61-87).

'lhe phases of this bears a remarkable

resemblance to a slightly more detailed account of one fonn of a
breaking point: a) a crisis is recognized; b) there are cultural
attempts to understarrl this breach; c) there is fontBl detennination
of redress; arrl d) there is reinstatement or recognition of irremedial
cleavage.

'Iheatre in its liminoid fonn may play a role in first arrl

secon:i phases as described by '1\lmer.
contribute to recognition of crisis.

A theatre production may
'lheatre productions may be one

of the "cultural attempts" to provide a framework in which a breach
can be interpreted and understood.
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In tenns of direct relationship to data analysis, I related

Tunler's description of "liminoid" as "serious play" (1982, p. 32) to
one aspect of group nenbers • tension in certainty.

I was IOOSt

interested in their willin;pless to explore in inprovisation.
description provided

ass~

in

~

His

to urxierstar¥i elements of

the tension related to ways of periodically releasing people fran

maintaining all social structures.
Limitations:
'Ibis framework is specifically focused on "theatre".

TUnler

offers thereby an orientation towards 11expressivity" as a st:artirg
point.

In this light he includes descriptions of "serious play" arrl

"ludic" qualities.

Despite the many interconnections with the study's

work I had sane residual concerns arising from finli.ngs from
theoretical resources.
'!he notion of theatre as a social institution with a very
specifically definable function suggests questioned aspects of
structural-functionalism.

Analysis of data suggests quite different

ideas of theatre which when acted upon might result in very different
~'functions"

or effects.

Although Turner's work made a most substantial contribution in
tenns of linking "concepts" of theatre as social construction to

general social theory, I did consult several other works written with
the intention of linking social theory with social constructions of

"theatre".
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COntributions Fran '1Wo Related Works:
'Ihe first book to which I tumed for additional guidance was

states • book, Great Reckonings In Little Rooms, On '!he Rlenanenology
Of 'lheatre (1987).
~logical

'!his book urrlerlines cormections between

thought an:l social construction of "theatre".

In

addition to affinnation of meaning as an epistetoological starting
point, States describes theatre prc.x::ess as one carpelling charge of

'1hings are first interesting because they are new; then (if they
were not simply fads) because they fit into an order or help to

create a new order; finally, they disappear into the order as one of
the invisible building blocks out of which new images an:l eventually
new paradigms are made. Above all, in the theatre, as in any art,
there is always the need to defamiliarize all of the old

familiarizations.

(State, 1987 p. 43)

'!his is reminiscent of Brook's descriptions of engagement with
theatre.
Most importantly states is describing a desire an:l need for

intentional precipitation of "breaking points" in order to create
meaning.

'!his assists in explicating the "other side" of tension in

certainty, participants • desire to explore.
A second resource was consulted.

Role Playina And Identity, '!he

Limits Of 'lheatre As Metaphor, by Wilshire (1982) assists in making
connections among these elements of social life an:l charge.

He links

theatre as social construction in IOOdem context with prc.x::ess of
secularization: '"!he desacrilization of theatre parallels in
illuminating ways the desacrilization of society" (1982 p. 295).
Wilshire's book had general interest as well since he was
concerned with the question of how individuals anchor themselves in
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scx::ial life.

However, his major focus was "identity" of irxii.vidual

related to anchoring.

'1he study •s focus was not on

this process of

anchoring.
In addition the trail of theoretical frameworks had thus far

provided virtually no view of adult education in relation to these
many considerations.

Prior to creating a fork in the trail so that

such a view can be obtained, there is one final 'WOrk which may fonn a

juncture.

Elements Of Social Interaction:
From A View Of Frameworks Focused On 'Iheatre And Education
i)

"Drama, 'lheatre, And Social Reality" in Exclorina 'Iheatre And
Education, (Robinson, 1980)
Robinson

c:x::~t~>iled

a series of materials on theatre and education.

'!hey were written by several authors "practicing" in the area,
including Heathcote {1984) •

Many of the writings in Robinson's book

were oriented towards teachers in the British school system.

However,

in the last chapter of his book, Robinson linked drama, theatre, and
scx::ial reality.
Contributions:
Robinson's writings affinned a number of fimings fran data
analysis.

He begins with the theoretical assumption that as humans we

are continually in the process of negotiating meaning (1980, p. 158) •
For purposes of education, he erphasizes the significance of using
theatre concepts because of the scx::ially creative nature of the
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process.

'1he author describes theatre process as an opportunity

to

test or explore ani even suggests a parallel process with science
(1980, p. 163).

Finally, ani nDSt significantly in tenns of the study, he focuses
on social construction as encasinJ theatre process.

He links social

construction to social processes in the classroom (p. 165) •
vein, he speaks to the role of teachers.

In this

He suggests that toore energy

l1llSt be directed towards applying concepts of social reality to

interactions axoong students which may influence their willingness to
participate in theatre events:
'1he actions of a

group in a drama session in role or out of it,

are not just a response to what the teacher asks them to do.
'!hey are also responses to the expectations they have of each
other. We do not silrply drop our normal roles just because we
are asked to act out another one. (Robinson, 1980, p. 165)

'!his application of epistemology to both constructions of theatre
process ani to encompassing social actions of participants was not
discovered in any other work.

Limitations:
Although Robinson's work was located most recently it was highly
valued in a corroborative role.

A search for adult education

materials apropos to eme:rginJ refined themes arxi theoretical finiings

was pursued

am now

fonns part of this trail.

AIXJI1I' EDJCATION BRANCH OF 'lHE mAIL

'!his trail cuts a

nar.rc:M

swathe mainly through the third arxi

fourth areas of library research reviewed in <llapter Four, "Social
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'Dleory Resource Materials" ani "Adult ani Ccmrunity Education Resource
Materials".

Exploration in each of those areas pressed on after

fieldwork so that this trail wirrls through an extended plot.

'Ihe

first part of the theory trail provided a view of works concerned with
social theory written by those outside the field of adult education.
'!he settirg charges now to recently surveyed g:rourxi in adult education

as guided by firxiirgs in each of the four areas of discovery thus far.
For instance, with a view to canprehenting relationships between
the two, both ethnographic ani adult education laOOscapes were scanned

in the first review of this Qlapter.

A historical-paradigmatic lens

affo:rded an interesting view of the two.
Shared g:rourxi (albeit shifting) between writings in ethn.ography

ani adult education appeared in two areas.

First, adult educators

seek to generate theory ani to link this process with practice.

Ethnography may provide such opportunities.
'Ihe secorrl area constitutes one of shifti.rg, common g:rourxi.

At

this point in paradigmatic work, what has emerged from both

ethn.ographic writings ani adult education writings is a keen interest

in meaning ani culture as focus for research (Jorgenson, 1989; Jarvis,
1987, Collard & Law, 1989a.)
'Ihe trail broadens here to explore adult education grourrl more

thoroughly, this being the intended destination of the study.

'!here

is also a charge in fonnat.

'1he trail does not wim from one specific

theoretical work to another.

Instead a return to consideration from

paradigmatic lens will frame the view.

First, there is a brief

consideration of adult education theory related to social charge.
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Ccmmmity education materials concemed with social c.J:lan;e offered

sane

f~tion

for an emerging theoretical framework directly related

to the study.

Ccmmmitv Education Materials Related To Social Olange
'lhe review of Olapter Four described firoings in literature

gathered during the fieldwork.

Few specific links were made to data

analysis arrl to themes in the study.

At that point in the study

themes were barely beginni.rq to emerge.

since that time themes have

emeJ:ged ani additional resources have become available.

It was beyorx:l

the scope of this study, given the mnnber of areas of literature

reviewed, to sift through ani catalogue all adult ani camnunity
education materials which might have application to the study.

'Ihe

following brief review is interned to consider works which influenced
the direction of data analysis.
Influential works took two fonns.

I considered works which

provided inlication of paradigms operating within adult ani camnunity
education.

('!his fonned a large part of the review in Olapter Four

ani the review on methodology at the beginni.rq of this Olapter. )

I

also explored the content of specific works which ostensibly might
offer explication for firoings in data analysis.

a) Freire's Work And Popular 'Iheatre:
Beginni.rq with the latter, a selection of Freire's works were

explored for application to the study.
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'1.Wo works in particular were

considered in light of data analysis, the first
Critical Consciousness (1973).

be~,

Fducation For

'lhe secord was a 100re recent

collection of Freire's writirgs, 'Ihe Politics Of Education, CUlture.
Power Arxi Liberation (1985) •

Freire's works dwell within liberato:cy adult education.

'!hey

fonn part of the foun:lational, theoretical work in that area. Given
the etlmographic focus of the study, Itr:f objectives as a participant

observer could not be those of a cxmm.mity education activist.

Since

the study was also most concerned with meanings of participants, ani

they did not express "liberato:cy" objectives, I was not a participant
observer of a project relying on Freirean techniques.

'lhe study had a different starting point fran much of his work
then, which is focused on issues of social power related to a

particular process of "conscientization" (1973) •
Freire's works ani an

emerg~

Links between

theoretical framework related to themes

in the study have been important, but relatively few in mnnber.

Contributions:
'!his study has becane primarily concerned with experiences of
mearri.rg, culture, ani learning related to change.

Freire's

"codification arxl decodification" processes (1985, p. 52-54) is a
method to evoke a change in mearri.rg for those oppressed in a society.
Codification, or

creat~

an objectification for purposes of analysis

may certainly be linked with creation of a play.

(More of this

connection will be addressed with respect to popllar theatre. )

'Ihe

process is intended as an educative tool to assist groups in
develop~

a critique of those aspects of the culture which oppress
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them.

Freire is concerned with the concept of culture in relation to

"a culture of silence (1985, p. 50), the effect of ''hegeoony" as a
method of cultural ideological control.
'!here is sane connection between the study

Freire 1 s 'WOrk.

am this aspect of

In the first few meetings participants 1 efforts to

develop a conunon sense of the conmmity revealed a matter of interest.
Many expressed a CCJimtDn sense of the community as being a haoogeneous

culture of which they were not a part.
Work on demographics confinned that the majority of participants

had not lived in the conmmity for more than three years. (See the

Appendices for demographics work completed. )

'!hose participants who

were fran the community had all been away for various lengths of time
fran a few months to a few years

am had

fran the perceived hanogeneity.

In particular, the strong religious

element in the culture of the conmmity

expressed some disassociation

am the limited

other activities beyond sports troubled participants.

rnnnber of

Although one

person spoke of potential discrimination on the basis of religion with

respect to employment, there was no direct correlation between

financial well-being am being a long tenn resident of the community.
Freire 1 s focus on culture am hegemony, while raising ilrportant

questions for adult educators, are focused on concerns with a
different contextual emphasis.

For participants, the issue was not

one of class stnl.ggle in a more "traditional sense".

'Ihe cultural

inplications were focused on these people having in CCJimtDn a sense of
being strangers to the conmmity in vacying degrees of intensity.
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An additional contextual difference between Freire's work ani the

study was the non-haoogeneity of participants.

involved in the project had very little in

'!he set of imividuals

CCI1IlOl

initially other than

their sense of limited relationship with the CCllll'llllity.
Returni.rq to Freire's framework, the manifest intention of the

work is to outline social theory concemed with a specific educative
process.

'Ihus, for exanple, his account of "problematizing" (1985, p.

40) speaks to social dynamics only so far as he is prcnpting d'lange in
imividuals' political perspective.

He is

describing an intention ard

a process to create dissonance so that those oppressed may develop
analysis conce.rning their cultural oppression.
Insofar as learning came to be identified through data analysis
with d'lange of meaning through social interaction, Freire's work
affinned some of these conceptual links.

"Problematizing" as an

intentional disruption of connnonly held meaning in culture may be
linked with unintentional occurrences of such disruption observed in
the study.
0

('Ihese became referred to as "breaking points" based on

'Dea' s work described in a previous passage of the theory trail. )
Freire's work also served as a reminder to remain watchful for

issues of power related to group members' interactions.

Since neglect

of issues of power is a forceful critique of etlmography, this was an
in'portant contribution.

However, considering issues of power,

extenlal to "the group" ard internal to "the group" was not adequate

for explicating all aspects of group members' actions.
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Limitations:
Based on data analysis, issue of power was only one consb:uction

of meaning for a series of interactions
constructions aiOOtXJ group members.

am

a series of meaning

'!he crux of the thesis is that

participants' 1lDSt urgent struggle was comirg to tenns with a sense of
rcx>tlessness

am

loss of meaning in contrast to an apparently

hcm:geneous culture of the cacmunity.
bouts of excited exploration

am

'lhis urgency was te.Irpered with

creation of meaning.

'!hey were doubly faced with a sense of rcx>tlessness in light of

diversity among "group" members with little or no experience in fonnal
theatre activities.

Creating meaning in c:x:moon

am

a stru.cture which

would be meaningful while urrle:rgoing constant change in process,
became the more pressing problem.

luxury in the face of "anomie".
(Berger & Iuckmann, 1966)

am

Issues of power were almost a
'lhus Social Construction Of Realitv

other writings concerned with providing

explication for details in dynamics became a starting point through
which analysis of power is then 1lDSt inp)rtantly linked.

In addition,

I had struggled with notions of "culture" as social process involving
heterogeneous sets of individuals.

However, Freire's notion of

culture was vague on these points.
An additional contextual distinction between Freire's work and

the study is one of ''modernity".

Ironically, as group members'

described cxmmmity life, those engaged in the cxmmmity life were
not strongly affected by forces of modernity as described by Berger
(1977) •

According to participants' developing image of cxmmmity

life, processes of "individuation", "secularization", and "futurity"
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were absent arrl frowned upon by acts of maintainin;J religious arrl

other social construction suggesting hanogeneity.

canirg fran elsewhere, group members were accustaned to

imi.viduation, secularization, arrl futurity.

Being confronted with

the difference arrl bein:J "outside" was troubling for them.

Beginning

with that as the backdrop brea.Jd.nj p:>int, their experiences of changes
throughout the project were amplified.

Social theory developed unier

the auspices of ''Mcdemity" provided considerable assistance in

offerin;J an explication for data analysis.

However, Freire does not

appear to be faced with such issues at the forefront of his work.
Before moving away from content of specific theoretical writings
towards works concerning paradigmatic shifts in ccmnunity education,

it is important to retum briefly to recent writings on popular
theatre.

It is interesting to note that a few more works concenled

with frames of reference (Barnet, 1987; Mastai, 1987; Selman, 1987),

am

social theory (Mastai, 1987) have been emerging.

Several writers

have made substantial contribution through reflection towards an

emergin:J paradigm of popular theatre.

Social theory enclosed in these

writings is mainly connected to Freire's work.

Contributions made to

the study's developin;J framework and limitations in tenns of

differentiation with the study's focus on social processes are largely
the same as those described of Freire's work.
Authors' descriptions suggest a growirg sophistication with
involving ccmm.mity members in more aspects of theatre process in a
mnnber of different ways (Cllambulikazi, 1989; Malamah...IJ.homas, 1987).
'lhe writings also corwey more sensitively community members varied
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responses (<llambulikazi, 1989; Malamah-'lhanas, 1987; Selman, 1987) •

Participants are no longer described as entirely haoogeneous.

In

addition sane are beginning to contenplate differences in role ard
objectives stenmi.rg fran multidisciplinary differences (Selman, 1987) •
In

contrast to the study, however, writers' roles associated with

theatre projects described in this literature apparently require
ccmnitment to description ard analysis in tenns of theatre process ard

its "successes" ard limitations.

Given this context, they do not have

the opportunity to reflect in detail on nuances of participants'
interactions, ard experience of constant change as a modem context.
other than through Freire's work ard sane connection to "canununication
ard development" models (01ambul.ikazi, 1989), social theo:cy providing

broader explication is still limited in these works.
'1his brings to a close an ove.t:View of more recent conmmity

education works which were explored for specific theoretical content
ard which ostensibly offered explication for sane firrlings in data

analysis.

'lhe trail now crosses into works which provided i.rdication

of changing paradigms, or creation of a paradigm for sane (Willis,
1985) operating within community education.

b) Community Education Materials And Shifts In Paradigm
Both the Preface ard Chapter Four •s review of the area "Conununity
ard Adult Education Resource Materials" laid the f~tion for this

part of the theo:cy trail.

'!his review supplements those ove.t:Views.

Literature reviewed in Chapter Four raised the question of whether
there was a predaninant paradigm whidl community educators construct
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am maintain.

'Ibis is a matter of sane dispute ('Ihanas &

Harries-Jenkins, 1975; Nortlnoore, 1986).
In a developing sociology of adult education many authors take

the position that there are two paradigms of practice in adult

education based on differing assumptions of social theory.
different names are used to describe the "two paradigms".
refers to "the consensus paradigm"
p. 53) •

am

However,
Rubenson

"the conflict" paradigm (1989,

others distinguish between "liberal"

am

"liberatory" adult

education (I.ovett et al. , 1983) •
'!he liberal or consensus paradigm has been associated with a
behavioristic (in tenns of psychology)

(in tenns of sociology) framework.

am

structural-functionalist

'Ihese frameworks are thought by

many to have dominated adult educators work in prior decades
(Qlamley, 1984; Collard & law, 1989b) •

'!here is an apparently strong difference in objectives between

those guided by the two paradigms.

'!he consensus framework leads

adult educators to focus on teaching imividuals in order to meet
social need or to assist the individual to cope in society.

'!he

conflict framework leads conununity development workers to work towards
social change- change in the social structure.
'!here is a shift, however, in analysis of the relationship
between these two paradigms.

cxmnon than is first apparent,

Sane argue that the two have ItDre in
'!bat is, they both have a "structural"

perspective which leads adult educators to overlook certain aspects of
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social life.

For exanple, heterogeneity of those interacting in

social situations is not taken into ac:x::ount in conflict theories
related to adult education (Cervera, 1988) •
Contributions:
What is of lOOSt interest for the purposes of this \\fOrk is an

apparent shift towards studyirg meanings of people in the fonn of
phencmenology (Collins, 1984 1987, chap.1; Spiegelberg, 1984; Stanage,
1987, Part I & II) •

'!here has also been a surge of interest in

culture related to social change (Collard & raw, 1989a; Freire, 1985;
Podeschi, 1989; Roberts, 1982; Willis, 1985) •
constnlcting

'!hose concerned with

am maintaining a social change paradigm appear to

shifting away from a focus on structure

be

am towards social process.

'!his has already been described in tenns of ethnographic work (Goetz
Ieeatpte, 1984), cultural studies (Collard & raw, 1989a)

&

am also in

tenns of critical theory (Collins 1984; Gibbons, 1986; Jennings, 1985;
Mezirow, 1981) •

Some suggest that these are signs of a third paradigm

(Cervero, 1988; Collard & raw, 1989a; Jennings, 1985).
'!he writings described herein were specifically noted because of
the study's focus.

'!hey may or may not herald a shift that appears in

adult educators • practice, or such a shift may not be maintained.
Many of these works in adult education based on social theory

appeared in the literature after data analysis had occurred.

However,

these works provided sane support for efforts to achieve the study's
secorrl objective, to locate the study within adult education

literature.

'Ihese \\fOrks also assisted through supporting various

working assumptions in the study.
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Limitations:

'Ibis may be too early a stage to raise concems with efforts to
dlan;Je paradigmatic franeworks.

However, given the focus of the

study, two prime concerns have emerged with respect to direction of

recent interests in meanirq am culture related to social d'large.

For

the JOOSt part these concems have previously been voiced with respect

to liberato:r:y work associated with a Freirean franework.

"OJl.ture" may be studied in such a way as to draw the concept
back into one of structure (Roberts, 1982, Willis, 1985) •
concen1

with heterogeneity of a set of i.rrlividuals

am an

lack of
absence of

focus on change in dynamics may lead back to studies which lie
vulnerable to critiques lodged against structural-ftmctionalism.
In particular, few references were located concerning ''mc:xiemity"

as the cultural context in which we experience change

am leamirg.

One of the few references to this JOC>St :illlportant explication of our

current cultural experience focused on two authors' franeworks for

leamirg theo:r:y (Finger, 1989) •

Ieamirg 'lheo:cy Materials And Shifts In Paradigm

Prior to linking these works with Finger's remarks on modernity

am adult education, this part of the theo:r:y trail

begins with

learning theo:r:y in pursuit of establishing a paradigmatic sense of the
work in this area.

Writings reviewed will also be considered in tenns

of contributions offered for the study's emerging theoretical
franework.
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In the area of adult learning, one particular work proved to be

seminal, Kidd •s How Mul ts !.earn (1973) •

'!his book brought tc:x]ether a

wealth of diverse frameworks on the subject of learning available at
the time of its publication.
~

Kidd emphasizes a relationship between

and learning particularly in his concept of "being and

becaning" (1973, p. 124).

Although Kidd does refer

to~ and

sane social aspects of learning, much of the work is a review of
psychological theoey focused on the in:iividual fran behavioral and
cognitive aspects of learning prevalent at the time of publication
'!his particular psychologistic frame of reference predaninated
learning theoey for many years, despite the availability of other
theoey (Merriam, 1988).
In the past then, learning theoey has been closely tied with work

maintaining the consensus, structural-functionalist framework.

As

recently as 1986, one writer called for development of learning theoey
which might offer assistance in the social setting of camnunity
education (Nort:hnnre, 1986) •
'!here has been a proliferation of works in the area of adult

learning and learning theoey.

Merriam (1988) acknowledges the growing

diversity and has taken on the gigantic task of providing a framework
to sort out the various works in relationship to each other.

She

deftly designed a matrix which may be used as a guide to distinguish
elements among writings on adult learning (Merriam, 1988, p. 4).
matrix reveals a number of different "theories of adult learning"
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'!he

relyirg on diverse epist:Em:>logical startirg points.

In particular,

''perspective transfonna.tion" ani "conscientization" were of interest
to the study given the orientation towards social aspects of leamin.;J.
In bri.rgirg c:ilan:Jirg epist:Em:>logies

am

ontologies to theo:cy ani

practice, adult educators are also reconsideri.rg links between

cx:mm..mi.ty education concemed with social c:ilan:Je
(Jennings, 1985; Jarvis, 1987).

am

leamin.;J theo:cy

At one time it would have been ve:cy

sinple to detemine whether an author was writing fran within a

cx:mm..mi.ty education framework or one focused on leamin.;J theo:cy.

Yet

one of the difficulties in detennining where to locate descriptions of
articles was that one might assume without other cues that the author
began from either frame reaching towards the other.

'!hat con:tition

alone signals considerable change.
Contributions:
Contributions which writings in this area made to the study's
developirg theoretical framework were generally of a corroborative
nature.

'!he study was begun on the assumption that participants were

leamin.;J in a cx:mm..mi.ty settirg.

'lhe research was then set on an

ethnographic course to study their meanings and social interactions.
'lhus, socially constructed meaning

am

leamin.;J were first tacitly ani

then through struggle, expressly linked from the outset of the study.

Most of the literature available at the time of the fieldwork did

not offer such links.

Mezirow' s "perspective transfonna.tion" theo:cy

does locate meaning at the centre of leamin.;J.
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Speaking from the view

of paradigm creation, MezircM's early efforts to link leamirg theory

am

social change were seminal.

'!hey offered a springboard for later

observations whidl could change the conceptual framework altogether.

His work studies processes of change of meaning within the
inlividual (1978; 1981) in the context of social interaction.

'!he

author's description of "disorientirg dilenuna" (1981, p. 7) as a spark
for process of change is parallel to 0' Dea' s concept of "breald.rg
'!hereafter, however, mudl of MezircM's work is focused on

IX>int".

process of change through the irdi.vidual 's reflection.
Many of the concerns with the theory clearly articulated by

Collard

am

law (1989b) were ones whidl caused difficulty in finting a

fit with the study.

'!he theory's focus on the irdi.vidual even in the

midst of social interaction was problematic given the study's
focus on all members of the group.

Despite his more recent

descriptions of links with Freire's

am

Habennas' works (1981), the

orientation remains with what is happening within the inlividual.
Collard arrl law (1989b) have raised questions about
epistemological consistency in their efforts to bring these writirgs
together.

Havirg limited conversance with Habennas' large body of

work arrl having found limited application of Freire's work to the
study, I founi that MezircM's theoretical framework provided only
partial confinnation for explication in data analysis.

However, his

work among others has made a contribution to another set of articles
of interest to the study.
'!he first is an article by Peter Jarvis, ''Meaningful And
Meaningless Experience: Towards An Analysis Of Learning Fran Life"
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(1987).

'!his work was particularly significant in its confinnation of

explication derived fran the study.

Not only is meaning

episte.toologically placed at the centre of hmnan existence, but the
author delves in toore detail conceming social theory ani explication
for creation ani loss of meaning.

JaiVis •s references to "alienation"

ani "ananie" (1987, p. 169) meshed with the study's data analysis ani

finiirgs fran other areas of library research.

I have refrained fran

usi.rg the word "alienation" because of its strong connections to

Marxist econanic focus.

JaiVis does what many fail to do when concerned with construction
ani maintenance of meaning.

He holds onto ani explores changes

cx::curri.rg both within the in:lividual and through social change which

precipitate meaning changes in the iroividual.

He

also focuses at

great length on how change of meaning may shift towards
meaninglessness ani the social implications of that comition.
A secorrl work which came to be equally valued was based on a

cxmnunity education study.

In "'!he Facilitation Of 'Ihe Life-World

Transfonnation", Wildemeersch and Leinnan create a framework drawn
fran the overlap in a m.nnber of different theoretical resources
including Habennas, Freire, Mezirow, arrl Merton (1988, p. 19-20).
Even Berger and Illckmann receive "honourable mention" in this work.
Although this brief article does not detail methodology and
method for the study, this was one of the works lcx::ated in adult
education which linked social theo:r:y generation directly with
fieldwork.

Analysis was focused on social process of a particular set

of iroividuals as related to leanring.
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In addition, focus was on

chan;Je of perceptions within the group.

'lhese were all foci of this

study as well.

Wildemeersch ani Ieinnan outline stages in "transfonnation of the
life-rNOrld" (1988, p. 20-22) which are consistent with Freire's work
ani that of Mezirc::M' s.

Once Il¥)re these were also parallel with

''breaking points" considered in the study.
'lhe authors build upon this explication of social process in

change with theo:cy generation fran a field study.
were developed for

~

life-rNOrld transfonnation".

'1hree dimensions

of "educational facilitation of the
'lhese included: a) "task-dimension", the

structurirg of contents of educative process; b) "relation-dimension",

referrin;J to interactions between educators ani participants am among
participants; c) "growth-dimension", or the "qualitative growth" of
participants in transfonnation process (1988, p. 24) •
A key contrast between this study

am that described in the

article was the focus on a project which brought a Freirean framework
to the work.

'!here were identified "adult educators" whose objectives

were to rely on a Freirean process to produce community change.

was not the context of this study.

'lllat

'lhus the three dimensions outlined

have only partial explicative power for this work.

One

of the three

dimensions, however, had considerable canmonality with descriptions
arising out of this study.

"'lhe Relation Process" described several stages in a "process of
adaptation of the participants am the educator".

'lhe authors

asserted that, "<llaracteristics of this stage of the process are

feelings of dependency ani uncertainty" (1988, p. 26).
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A secorrl stage

is described as bein;J "characterized by divergence".

described is very closely linked with the

f~

'!his stage as

of the study.

Recx:gnition of resulting senses of anxiety produced by divergence,
''unfamiliar meaning perspectives" was a focus for this study as well.
'!he authors, unfortunately, have limited space within the article

to consider potential explication for these dynamics.
briefly to the concept of "anany" (1988, p. 22).

'!hey do refer

However, they shift,

then, to the role of the educator ani describe a need for sensitivity

concerning two potential responses fran participants in this

transitional stage.
What is of interest for purposes of the study is a brief
description of a tension in responses from participants:
Diverse views and actions may block the willingness to le.an1
because some may be too threatening. On the other bani, a
certain amount of anxiety is necessary to explore new
perspectives. (Wildemeersch & Ieinnan, 1988, p. 27)
Although there is a sanewhat different inflection in that description,
this is very similar to a constant theme of the study, referred to as
a tension in certainty.
In addition to this description of tension related to leanrlng,

the authors are also linking such a tension to a specific source.

An

element of that source is recognition of divergency, which may be

linked with a loss of meaning through group.

Again, though the

orientation is different this links with work in the study concerning

'!his, however, is not

meaning through anchorin;J in a sense of group.

addressed in the article so much as the effect of ctisruptin;J "the
self-evidence of the life-world" (1988, p. 20)
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Limitations:
All of the works described carry with them the struggle of moving
beycni paradigmatic influences.

education generally.

'Ihey are all i.Irportant works in adult

To the extent that the study's

context was so

different fran any of the works located, those works proffer limited
assistance towards explications in data analysis.
For exanple, a consistent feature which distirguished the study
fran many of the works was focus on explicating dynamics of

interactions among group members.

Many works focused on meaning arrl

change related to the irxiividual in a social context.

In addition,

many of the works focused more on descriptions fran an emphasis on

"adaptive" qualities in the interaction when tension in certainty was
considered (Wildemeersdl & I.einnan, 1988, p. 21).

'Ihe study also

sought explication of observances which might be described in tenns of
excitement related to creation of meaning, exploration.

An emphasis

on theatre brought this to the fore of data analysis.
'Ihe largest distinction between the study arrl adult education
works located was a focus on change related to theory of modernity.
While a few mention societal change as an important context for
meaning arrl change through learning (Jarvis, 1987), this is a largely

neglected consideration in these descriptions of social change arrl
learning.
In fact, this might be of particular concern for the many who

wish to rely on theory concerning life-world as self-evident.
Wildemeersdl arrl I.einnan, irxiicate their acceptance of this
theoretical concept from "phenomenological traditions" arrl fran
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Habennas' works (1988, p. 19) •

Based on these theoretical roots they

carry into the researd1 the assunption that, "Clarges in the

self-evident life-world do not ocx::ur frequently" (1988, p. 21).

'!his

leads to the further assunption in tenns of liberato:r.y work that in
facilitating a process which creates such disruption for the p.uposes
of analysis, there is only "one" disruption going on at a time.

It

does not take into acx:ount theories of IOOdernity which suggest, for
exanple, through inlividuation ani pluralism that the self-evident
quality of the lifeworld may be under constant siege.
'!his section was introduced through reference to Finger's work

related to theories of modernity ani adult education.

A p:ranise was

made to link his work with others in adult education.

Although this

falls unier "Limitations", his work is reviewed herein, because it is
a critique concerning neglect of modernity in relation to theories of
learning in adult education.
In his work, "'Ihe SUbject Of Modem Adult Education", Finger

(1989) reaches beyorrl assertions ma.de in the Preface concerning c.harqe
as a ubiquitous element in our social life.

He speaks of education as

an ergine of modernity, as instrumental in maintaining the l.npatus in
a ''modernizing society" (1989, p. 133).
Conc::en1ed with the "crisis of IOOdernity", he reflects upon

Brookfield's model of "critical theory" and Jarvis' "adult learning in
the social context", experiential learning (1989, 135-136.)

One of

the author's deepest concerns lies with learning theo:r.y which pranotes
more irrlividuation:
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• • • the toore split ani the toore conplex IOOdem society becanes,
the toore conplex m::xiem society becanes, the toore irxtividuals,
as sub-systems which are conscious of being different fran
other sub-systems, will develop. (1989, p. 138)

His critique has reaffinned attributed significance to

''Ioodernity" in the study generally.

I have also considered his

remarks in reflective statements within the final Cllapter of the
study.

Before leavirg theoretical references to ''Ioodemity", it is
important to note in adult education writings the relative absence of
attention to secularization as a description of a process intimately
connected to meaning in IOOdem life.

Dlrin;J the fieldwork, while

participatirg ani obsel:virg group members creatin;J meaning through
various fonns of inprovisation, I experienced a profourxl quality about
the experience.

Although this quality was not directly addressed or

articulated by group members, their interactions suggested an
extraordinary meaning associated with the experience.

Several works

conceming theatre as social construction have reinforced this link
with profurrlity of meaning (Brook, 1972; Wilshire, 1982) •
Descriptions of social theory in adult education reviewed, even
when placirg meaning at the centre do not directly refer to profurrlity

or changes in institutionalization linked with profurrlity.
Secularization as a process is not considered in these works.

tenns of education, there was a sole contemporary source for
considerin;J meaning in these tenns, To Know As We Are Known. A
Spirituality Of Education, by Palmer (1983).
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In

Interest.irgly, earlier liOrks in adult education sudl as Lirxleman
'!he

Meanin:J Of Adult Education,

(1926)

am

Kidd's references to

mearri.rg in tenns of "Being

am Becaning",

them a reverential quality

am in this manner connect a sense of

leazni.rxj with the profOUI'Xi.

(1973, p. 124} bring with

One might argue that distancing in recent

years between mearri.rg, leazni.rxj

am

a sense of the profOUI'Xi in adult

education liOrks is a manifestation of secularization as Berger has
described the process (1977) •

Reflection
One final note of reflection on this process of meshing theories.

I retain unresolved murmurings concerning variation of epist:en¥::>logical

am

ontological bases as among these frameworks.

Heaviest lies the

concem with those frameworks which are apparently silent on these
scores but which in fact inevitably have underlying asstnnptions about
them.

'!his concludes the "Review of 'lheoretical FO\ll"rlations In '!he
Mobile-framework".

'!he theo:cy trail ceases in this Chapter, to be

transfonned in Chapter Six.

'!he theo:cy trail was the third area of

liOrk related to rrethodology of data analysis.

'!his constituted a

review of fin::lings from theoretical works which both shaped data
analysis ani confinned firrlings fran data analysis.
'!he final review, the fourth area of work contributing to data

analysis is discoveries emerging from efforts to fim an adequate fonn
which would represent the field experience framed in the analytic

firrlings outlined throughout this Chapter ani the next.
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4) REVIEW OF KEY DISCOVERIES FRCM

~

A REPRESENI'ATIONAL FORM:

A conte.nporary metaphor for saneone in exciting circumstances is
the image of a person tryin;J to hitchhike on a free-way.

'!hat

metaphor might have IOOdified application to a participant observer
doin;J fieldwork ani data analysis.

However, in that case, the

hitchhiker has already been picked-up.

'!his does not mean the

participant observer has stopped being a hitchhiker or has ceased to
experience all the CXlltplexities of bein;J one.

However, the kinetic

relationships have changed.
Albeit a circuitous route, this was a way of introducin;J one of

two key concepts which I used in shaping the Mobile-framework, the
representation of my data analysis.
Mobile-framework.)

(See Cllapter Eight for the

'lhrough struggles with a fonnat for data analysis,

distinctions between analogue and digital concepts have been
ceyst:allized.
my

I particularly seardled for a way of retaining sane of

kinesthetic sense of the experience.

'Ihe ''mobile" image has been a

guiding metaphor for this reason.

'Ihe phrase, "kinesthetic sense of the situation", relates to
concems ab;out how we experience change ani how to represent that
experience. 'Ihe phrase "emerging" provides a way of thinking about our
experience of change. "Kinesthetic sense" also emphasizes physical and
erotional qualities associated with change.
'Ihe sections in the Mobile-framework entitled "Emergin;J Tenpo and
Rhythm Of Activities" illustrate efforts to retain that dimension of
the fieldwork experience.

'Ihe titles of each "Part" (for example,

"Cllanging Parts: Partings Cllange") were also intended to evoke a sense
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of mythm in charge.

In

terms of the nature of

tooVement 1

they

illustrate horN elements which existed may emerge with a different
eq;ilasis

am meanin:.J.

A seconi concept which influenced the final fonn of data analysis

was expressivity.

Much of group members' activities were oriented

t:owards expressivity 1 particularly in the first five weeks for durinj

that time group members were improvisinj.

'!hey were asked to express

themselves through theatre while writing the play
'lbere was a very strong physical

am

am

actinj in it.

emotional intensity to this work.

other than through describinj a kinesthetic quality to the experience

am

other than through rare descriptions of physical examples 1 I have

fO'lll'rl virtually no ways to bring this quality to this written work.
An additional concept influencinj the data analysis' final fonn

might best be described as a recognition of process, theirs

am

mine.

Initial data analysis suggested that group members' perspectives
their activities charged greatly durinj the project.

am

What I mean by

recognizinj "process" is findinj a way of representinj elements in
participants' activity related to change which would reify the least.
'!his included finding a way to represent my own dlange over time.

I have repeated this focus on charge ani process despite my many
previous references to it.

'Ibis results from that discovery of dlange

beinj singularly pervasive in implications for the work.

Additional

aspects of it demand further attention.
Originally, in developinj the Mobile-framework, I detennined to
preserve within it, descriptions of process within its structure.
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However, so many explanations ani asides were generated ani as the

structure itself became ll'Cre complex, it warranted a separate section.
As precursor to it, a description of the Mobile-framework was thus

created.

'!his description outlines each section, its

puqx::>Se, content

arxi key aspects.
As work continued on the Mobile-framework, questions surfaced

about the pieces of that framework.

Ontological ani epl.ste.nx>logical

consistency became concerns within each "piece" of the Mobileframework.

I eventually became ll'Cre acutely aware of inconsistencies

in tenns of the pieces' relationship to each other.

A prime example

of this leapt out when work began on an outline of contents in the
"Emerging CUltural-Meaning" section. Uncertainty erupted at one point
about the structure as between each of the Five Act-Plays.

I had lon;J recognized that the theo:cy trail offered a limited
overview of ontological ani epistemological urrle:rpinnings for the
Mobile-framework.

'!his pronpted work on definitions of ''meaning" ani

"cultural-meaning" to fill some gaps in a conceptual map.

However,

usirg these as central to theo:cy meant redirectirg "the trail".
Fin:lings from the four areas of work generated:

~)

a set of

theoretical working assumptions, b) an outline of the Mobile-framework
ani c) the Mobile-framework.

In that order the first two canprise the

remaining Olapters in this Part.

'lhe third fonns Part 'lbree.

'!his Olapter oversaw integrative efforts in the four areas of my

work ani studY related to data analysis.
the fin:lings of all four areas.

'lhe next Olapter is based on

It is, however, most strongly linked

to the "Social 'lheory Trail".
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NOTES

lrnus

view stems from methodolCXJY experienced through direction
fran resource material abcut methodology. It is toore closely
connected to method ani research design than to a theory of method.

2.nte

double a.dc1errlum parallels those fonns of objectives
reccmnen:ied in several works on ethnograP'ly. For exanple, Shimahara
uses the phrase "the authentic representation of what is ha~ in
a social situation" (1988, p. 86) • For sane this may be balanced with
additional qualities in the writirg: '"'he basic goal of ethnograP'ly is
to create a vivid recxJnStruction of the phenomena studied (Goetz &
LeCompte, 1984, p. 190).
3

Although this historical piece is tied with thematic oontent to
Clapter '!Wo, it appears here for two plnlX)SeS. First, it is an

attempt to preserve sane faithfulness to chronolCXJY of process. At
least two of the sources described in this Clapter, those by Jorgenson
(1989) ani Shennan ani Webb as editors (1988) were published after
ccmpletion of the fieldwork. Secol'Xl, true to a chronolCXJY of
conceptualization, epistemological and ontological inconsistencies
erupted in data analysis ani representational work. In fieldwork they
had maintained a relatively low back.groun:l hum. Confusion was
sufficient to warrant identifyirg ani responding to these
inconsistencies.
4

In the next segment "education" and "adult education" for all
intents ani purposes are used interchangeably in relation to
ethnography. 'Ibis results fran an apparent lack of distinction
between the two in literature located. In addition, there is little
available on this area which is exclusively within an adult education
danain.

5

"Disembodiment" is not inten::ie::l to suggest that no fonn of
theory is beirg generated. It simply means practitioners are not
heavily relyin3" upon much of fonnally publishe::l theory. 'Ibis highly
abstracted fonn of theory lies in contrast with theory as a set of
assunptions, ofttimes tacit, but which guides irxtividuals' daily
actions. On the other hand, generally theoreticians have not devoted
resources generally to connecting their work with practitioners'
experiences ani insights.
6
Perhaps, we need a refurbished version of "paradigm" which
adequately describes ongoin3" dynamics of shiftin3" schisms.
7
"0rganization" and "institution" are often used int.erchargeably.
I have attempted to distirguish between the two words. I have used
"organization" to describe "entities" which we perceive exist;
"institution" I have generally confined to use in tenns of social
process as Berger and Illckmann ( 1966) use the word.
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8

I discovered evidences of this ''myth" ~ irrlividuals in the
project when I int:et.viewed them about 'Nhat they had learned.
9
'lhis framework is difficult to relate back to participants'
perspective on the "function" of their "group", since, for IOOSt of the
project irrlividuals were attempti.rq to come together as a group. As
part of that process they were attempti.rq to come to consensus about
what "theatre" was ani what their cx:mta1 objectives were.
10
Ruddock suggested that for those looking in, sociologists do
not have a daninant framework. He irrlicated, however, that
"structure" has daninated when sociological study is related
particularly to education (1972, p. 49) •
11
I now think in tenns of meanin:J ani c.harge rather than solely
in tenns of "process" since "process" seems so vulnerable to
reification.
12
One way to observe heuristical division moong concepts of
culture, meaning ani structure is to consider those incidents wherein
people have been doi.rq sanething for a very long time in a certain
manner. SUddenly, sanething happens to c.harge the context so that
they cannot do it or have it done in the same manner as before.
Geertz described such a shift between people's meaning ani their
structure occurri.rq when due to political actions a Javenese funeral
was unable to proceed swiftly as had become the custan tied up with
certain conunon meanings. Javenese villagers were left in a situation
in which they must make sense of arxl act differently somehow. Geertz
has described a social situation in which members of a conmmity have
suffered loss of meaning in ritual structure arxl eruptions of l'leW'
meanings for irrlividuals.
13
Goetz ani IeCanpte •s <llapter Six provided one of the few
sources of assistance in tenns of a description of the interactive
process of "theorizing" (1984, p. 167) in data analysis.
1he authors encourage an inductive process between theorizi.rq in
data analysis (including "speculation") arxl attempting to match
results fran this with existi.rq theories. 1he two briefly describe
several different methods for relati.rq the two.
14
1hese theories played an interactive role in the sense that
they also assisted in originally shaping development of these themes.
15

'!here are, as well, a very few references fran the sec:x:>:rd area
of library research "Adult Education arxl 1heatre". However, because
of their scant number these references merely augment ccmnents
concerning materials fran the third ani fourth areas of librcuy
research.
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aJAPrER SIX

STAGE LIGHI'ING

A Working Set Of Assunptions About Meaning Ani Qlange In
Social Interactions
Reflected In '!he Mobile-Framework
A lot of them want to have structure. Eil) J-5-Fieldnotes
'!his was sanetimes a paradox, but now the time gives it proof.
- Hamlet, III, i, 114.
INTROWCriON

'!his C'lapter is a culmination of firxtings from all four areas of

discovecy.

'!he content of working assumptions laid out in this

C'lapter flaws from the first two areas of discovecy.

'Ihese areas

craved explication of social process in light of experiences of
participants as "lecuners".

'!he san-e working assumptions, beirg

descriptions of general social process, may also apply to adult
educators' processes. 1 In this way, they also hail from the third and
fourth areas of discovery.
In addition, firxtings from the third and fourth areas of
discovecy concerned with methodological consistency also shaped the

intent of the C'lapter.

As a "set of working assumptions" the

statements herein are intended as a contribution to paradigm

constnlction.

I have relied upon a concept of "paradigm" adopted as a

social heuristical device for navigatirg through ubiquitous
negotiations of meaning.
Based upon Kuhn's descriptions, "paradigms" offer "temporary"

conceptual refuges of certainty before periodically collapsirg beneath
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a wealth of ananalies.

It is on this basis that the set of "WOrkin;J

asstmrptions is proffered.
study's data analysis.

'Dlese asstmrptions purport to explicate this

Nonetheless they are couched in toore general

tones of theory generation as p:>ssible propositions for others seeking

out explications.
Consistent with the interpretive epi.stenDlogy espoused in the
study as "WOrkin;J asstmrptions, no claims of pennanent explication are
Ianguage used to corwey various ''workin;J assumptions" may not

made.

consistently reflect their tentative arx:l emerging nature.

Adherinq to

current structure arx:l general usage of language it was not always
p:>ssible to reflect those qualities without associated qualities of
awkwardness arx:l artificiality.
Construction on this Olapter began in the midst of work on the
Mobile-framework (Olapter Eight).

Prior to completing the Mobile a

need to clarify epi.stenDlogical arx:l ontological concerns came to

light.

With an eye to ontological and epistemological consistency,

clarification of concepts became a separate analytic task.

owing to

the complexity of the task a separate description has also emerged in
the fonn of this Olapter.

As a result a theoretical framework was

created fran which to suspend the henneneutical circle of the
Mobile-framework.
FOlllX2tions for a theoretical framework were laid in Olapter Five
through descriptions of fimings fran various areas of work associated

with data analysis process.

'!his Olapter is a consolidation of those

fimings into a single frame which also includes theory generated.
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'lheory generation is the p:ranise of qualitative research ani
et:hnograpl.y •

Aloo~

others (Hutchinson, 1988) 1 Goetz ani IeCanpte

exhort researchers to reach beyord description ani to plumb creative,
irductive depths, ''Assigni.rg neani.ng requires bold action'' (1984,
p. 196).

'!he two urge "creative ani divergent thinking styles" even

unto speculation.

'!hey instruct the neophyte researcher in such

exploration:
To transcerd mere reportin;J of facts, generate substantive
theories, ani integrate their studies with macrocultural issues,
ethnographers use consolidation and application of theory,
interpretation based on metaphors ani analogies, ani synthesis of
their results with those of other researchers. (Goetz & leCompte,

1984, p. 196).
'!he study has taken up their challenge, relying upon a

canbina.tion of "consolidation" and application of theory" in a process
of theory generation.

Within this work, theory generation has been

confined largely to "hole-fitting", filling in conceptual gaps between

available theories.

Yet in relying on ''meaning" as an outer

framework, this might better be described as ''whole-fitting".

A

description of the process by which this <llapter was created may shed
further light on this.

2

While engaged in this process I came to recognize a pattern.
Many works begin with an articulated errphasis on ''meaning" as

episte.rtx>logical sticking place.

Yet, they would then warner away from

focus on ''meaning" towaros "stnlctural" concen1S.
imirectly reflected in this <llapter.

That pattern is

Many of this C1apter' s segments

begin with reference to extant theories, but then strike out when
"their" path diverges from themes in data analysis.
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Emerging errphasis

on dlange related to meaning has p:raratecl such diverginJ paths.
Divergences occur with sufficient frequency to require creatinJ also,
the larger framework into which the na;aic pieces of this theoretical

framework fit.
'!his Olapter draws together scattered elements disaJvered on the
"theory trail".

RelyinJ on experiences with data analysis ani with

creating a representational fonn, a set of working asstnnptions have
been developed concemirg dlange ani social interactions.

Although

many of these have been described elsewhere in the study this is a

consolidation, a set of working assumptions in suspended state for the
Mobile-framework.

Assumptions addressed include an understanding of

how people come to have a sense of holding meaning in common ani how
they experience dlanges.
While drawing these elements together I disaJvered myself
shifting focus fran "irxlividual" to "social interaction".

begin with either.

One can

Invariably, one finds oneself lopinJ between

connected aspects of these two starting points.

For example, one

might say confidently that meaning always resides in the irxlividual.
Yet, how irxlividuals develop a capacity for meaning ani what
influences particulars of an irxlividual 's meaning is rooted in the
social, irxlividuals interacting with others (Blmner, 1969, Berger
111ckmann, 1966).

On

&

the other hand, if one vehemently concentrates on

"the social" as did many adherents to structural-functionalism, one

loses a major part of the dynamic, the actors studied (Gcxxlson & Walker, 1988, p. 111) •
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generators of what is

Se.arch.in;J out a centre in oscillation between these two starting

paints (Podeschi., 1989) I began to gather in the pieces.
to oonsolidate by wrapp~ the pieces

paint, "cultural-meaning".

aroum

I proceeded

a conceptual sticking

Since there are several pieces wrapped

arouni "it" they have been laid out urrler

delimit~ hea~. 3

0Nroi.(X;ICAL AND EPIS'l'EM)I.(X;ICAL STARl'ING R>INTS:
w::>RKlNG DEFINITIONS OF ''MEANING'' AND ''ClJillURAL-MEAN''

'lhe hyphenation "cultural-meaning" was chosen as a sticking paint
with care. 'Ibis fonn signifies two interrelated considerations in data
analysis.

1lle first consideration was to recognize key ontological

arrl epistem:>logical assumptions: Meaning is pivotal in human

existence; we are creatures of meaning.

umerstarrling our

relationship with meaning is, therefore, pivotal to any understanding
of human interaction, including one conce:rned with change (O'Dea,
1966; Kidd, 1973; Lirrlema.n, 1926; Palmer, 1983) .
a broader sense than "cognition".

''Meaning" is used in

I refer to a canbined intellectual,

aootional arrl physical sense.
'!here is a secorxi consideration in choosing this particular

hyphenation of cultural-meaning.

'lhe hyphenation was intended as a

remin:ier of a canplex conceptual relationship.

'Ibis relationship lies

between meaning as associated with an individual's framework arrl

culture as an illusive, parallel concept related to canposites or
social experience.

Many theoretical works acknowledge a relationship

between meaning arrl culture but do not afford clear ideas about the

nature of such a relationship (Wolcott, 1985) •
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'1he concepts of ''meanirg" arrl "culture" appear

significance in this instance.
~ arrl

errleavo:rs".

Group members

to have particular

were concerned with

culture as part of their expressive, "theatrical
Insofar as these world.ll;J assunptions may make sense of

the data, I have developed world.ll;J definitions of the concepts.

MEANING

''Meanirg" may be described in experiential tenns: -

Irdividuals

experience an immediate sense of relationship or connection.
Awareness of this sense adds a
"supra-~"·

secom

layer (sphere) of meaning, a

(Mezirow's distinctions between ''meanirg schemes"

arrl ''meanirg perspectives" appear to be based on a parallel element of

awareness [1988, p. 224].) 4
'Ibis immediate sense of relationship, whether ac:carpanied by
awareness or not, may have various qualities associated with it
related to these two spheres.

An in:lividual may experience a sense of

relationship with different intensities of significance from the
profourxi to the prosaic (O'Dea, 1966).

5

Very much related to an experienced quality of significance is an

experienced quality of being "real".

''Reality" as defined in Berger

arrl l1lckmann' s book is "a quality appertaining to phenanena that we

recognize as having a being irrlepenjent of our own volition" (1966,
p. 13) • Many of our cues which suggest a "reality" are derived from
others acting in a manner consistent with a specific assunption.
Experiencing this "quality of real" affects one's actions in
relationship to that which one senses as "real".
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~e

effect is to

to take for granted that which is real.

All need not be

ani negotiated (Collins, 1984; Wilderneersdl & Ieinnan,

1988).
world.rq definition described thus far emphasizes meani.rg in
"internalization" (Berger & Inckmann, 1966).
process of meani.rg being experienced within.
'mean:~"

It focuses on

A secon:i aspect of

is iniividuals expressing meaning through actions

("eoot:el::tlaLlizations") includ.in;J creation of objects ("objectivations").
in this way, inlividuals are also expressive ani creative
'Ihese two aspects of humankirrl, however, may
spark o f an inner tension.
, if we are creatures of meani.rg, making sense of the world
so that one may act and understarrl others • actions suggests a desire

inty, a "reality" which does not change (O'Dea, 1966; BeJ:ger
&

,

1966) •

Yet a desire to be expressive, to experience

meaning in an active, creative fonn leads to exploration of meani.rg

(Brook, 1972; Robinson, 1980; States, 1987).
to

e of meani.rg.
A·~,.Y.L.J-.&~

SUch a process may lead

'!his sets up a tension in inlividuals'

which may best be explored through consideration of

several iniividuals interacting.

My world.rq definition of

-meaning begins to focus on meani.rg in these tenns.

is meaning which members of a group cane to have a sense of
in camnon in some degree and which shapes their physical,
, and intellectual focus in ongoing interactions.
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1 it was when we were 1:al.kin;J about what we are goinj to ern
up with... It's on everybody's mirrl. "What are we goin:J to ern
up with?" Arxi fran all that everybody seems to be centred in one
Sanet.lri.rg ••• just got that way .• Eil) A-1-235-36.
Ha: inj proffered a processual definition, a cautionary cxxticil is

mer.

Referrin:J to "cultural-meanirg" as an abstract concept

a heuristic device or conceit as is "institution".

All

extremes when used to describe a concept of process as if
these ll'm:e~ctions ani interpretations of interactions were a concrete

For instance, the word "institution" is frequently used as if

to a corp::>real entity with a life of "its" own apart fran
-

institution."

''We will do a needs

assessment

OUr language reflects the same problem, that

the closest the concept

to a description of social ·interaction is describinj a web of
various extemalizations ani internalizations (Geertz,
For sane, this ma.y produce objectivations (on a social
scale) ·

the fonn of articulated "institutions".

!be meaning of

however, is always
enc::ea irrlividually.
tural-meaning" is created to describe both process ani
ra:~cuf:;sions of

mearU.ng experienced as beinj COI\'IIOOnly held (or

not)

If we must reify, cultural-meanirg might better be
as a when -when people experience cultural-meaning this
becomes a driving force of meaning for their actions.
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however, interactions cuoong irrlividuals not only shape
s' capacity for me.anirg but shape content of their me.anirg
responses or their further actions.
whether others hold "a" me.anirg in

how ·

For exanple, having a

c:x:moon or not influences

·viduals experience ani respon:l to situations.
pw:poses of the study, there is a particular inp:>rtance in

on social aspects of life.

People create me.anirgs through

teractions, the very significance of which is heightened
because that creation is through social interaction (Robinson, 1980;
Turner, 1982; Wildemeersch & Ieinnan, 1988) •

'lhrough me.anirg

with social process objectivations may be created in "the
Expressed abstractions or
cancE~s,

may then influence all participating irrlividuals ani thereby

working definitions of ''meaning" and "cultural-meaning"
process in tenns of initial me.anirg creation and expression.
not provide a set of working assumptions concerning processual

el

"group".
elabo

of change in irrlividuals' meanings through interactions in a
'!he remaining segment of this <llapter is dedicated to
ing such a set of work assumptions.

\'K)RK!NG ASSUMPI'IONS AB:m' SOCIAL PRJCFSS
REIATED 'ID MEANING OIANGE

consider change of meaning one must focus on both aspects of
the

process: creation ani change of an intividual's me.anirg
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ly, arxi iniividuals' mean:irg in social relationships.

(I

have re lected this pattern in the proffered definition of ''meaning"
foll

by "OJltural-meanirg".)

Olange of mean:irg may occur for an

through isolated intemal action or through interactions
(Mez~,

with
In

1988, p. 224).

tenns of cultural-meanirg, c.hanle occurs either through

several iniividuals coming to have a sense of holdi.rg mean:irg in
c::c::arm:n ( emergirg mean:irg) or losirg that sense.

IlJAIS cx:MING 'IO HAVE A SENSE OF HOlDING MEANING

m

roH>N

er arxi Iuckmann (1966) posed dialectical processes associated
':viduals' orgoirg creation of mean:irg (internalization,
ext:er:Jrla\].ization arxi objectivation).

COrrelatively, they posed

·cal processes for iniividuals creatirg together, that is,
typification

am

ionalization (1966, 65-109).
latter are, however, processual descriptions of social
_....,_.. ...,...."".ion with an engineer's eye for construction.

It is an

t step by step plan for buildi.rg a relatively pennanent
cttltre.

One

then simply locates a set of maintenance tools,

maintenance mechanisms" according to Bel:'ger
(1966,

am

Illckmann

• 122).
ough it did offer a foundational startirg point, their

ion did not offer a complete explication of fieldwork
Bel:'ger ani Illckmann were approaching a different set of
which concemed developing a sociolcqy of krlovlledge.
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'!hey

~,~ ..,~izinq

a number of conflicting theories into a solid,
In contrast, the fieldwork was focused on details

of ~--~~ arxi on change as thematic.

'!he authors 1 description appears

into a concentration on patterned social artifacts
• ons) remote fran inlividuals

constant negotiation of meanin;J

through a c::onplex, ongoing process of change.

a)

: Focus On Processes

6

·fie To An Individual

To urrlerstand how inlividuals negotiate meanin;J arxi change

through c::onplex processes, I return to consider "inten'lalization" arxi

"ext:er:JnaJ.ization" as related to meaning arxi cultural-meanin;J.

Since

this is a tremendously complex process I have reluctantly followed
arxi Iuckmann 1 s strategy in dividing dialectical processes

•

'!his began with separating "internalization arxi

~ ............~~ization"

·~:;ec:t.ion

in the working definitions of meanin;J arxi

carries with it disadvantages.

Considering a rich

· ty of inlividuals negotiating meanin;J over time, it is
virtual y impossible to untangle emerging constructions to locate a
" starting point.

I have started with a

set of premisses

to adequately describe many interactions.

However, even

there are cautions, beyom turning cultural-meaning into an

exanple, based on the set of working definitions outlined
, one might describe an interaction in these simple tenns: An
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has a meanin;J which he or she wishes to express ani which

does through "externalization".

'Ibis description, however,

, therein lies a suggestion that internalization or caning

to "hav " a sense of meanin;J is a starting point for action.

However,

may react to sanething reflexively, without llllCh inmediate

a

meanin;J (Wilson, 1977 I p. 252) •

secom, descriptions thus far

suggested that internalization is a simple act of recognizirq
a single, simple meaning.

In expressirq meanin;J an

may express only a part of complex meaning experienced.
well, one may respond to only one element of that which was

As

For example, viewirq meaning in a physical, eootional, ani
ec'IOJaLJ.

sense, ~one might express a response to emotional tone as

QPIDOS;ecl

to content of another's statement. 'lhini, one may experience

~ .. a;;;;ii!OUU~.....,~

while act.irg.

cano~:uaLlize

'Ibis is a key aspect of theatre as sane

that process.

Intemalization and externalization are

It is our abstractions which make "them" so.
with respect to cautionacy notes, in relyirq on the
fonn of the noun I did not inte.rrl to suggest that meaning is
, single object first internalized and then expressed.

'!he

ion followirq the workirg definition of meaning suggested that
meanings may be multi-layered and vary in intensity of
~~,.~

and in a sense of beirq

"real".

In addition, meaning

urrlerstood not only in tenns of internalization as a process,

in tenns of a dialectical nnnent of internalization,
ex1t.el:naU.ization and obj ectivation.
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: Focus

On

teractions Ama

A Set Of Individuals

far the focus has been on CXJID.Plexities in processes of

W'Orld.Jg assunptions about ongoin1 interaction cuoong a set of
Fran obsel:va.tions in the field

am fran

data analysis, I

rely on the folla.Nin1 assunption: Humankin:i has temed to lean
~rcu:tlS

attempting to cane to have a sense of holding meanings in
Individuals do not always do that for a myriad of reasons.

For excllt1P.le, processes of modenrity, particularly "individuation"

tendency (Berger, 1977; Finger, 1989).
er, given observations in the field, the study concentrates
situations in which that is a general intent.

Even when this

common intent for a "group" of inc:tividuals, there are many

bec::xmle$

Several variations regarding internalization

W'th any set of people involved in an interaction, each person
may ha e a different experience.

From one situation some may

others may experience meaning
not be aware of experiencin1 particular meaning.
.o...,..-~.o,..ience

Still others

various intensities of similar elements of meaning.

y experience a spectnnn of meanings.
'viduals may experience entirely different meanings from
others.
recasc)n$.
way

Yet, they may respon:i in like manner for a variety of
'lhese reasons may include a desire to respond in the same
use their meaning has shifted.

'!hey may feel it JOOSt

signif ·cant to respon:i in like manner.

For there is a double
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signifi~lCe aOOut

group members' resporrling in like manner: -

'!he

content of mearrl.rg expressed is important, but also a sense of "the

" tllat canes through shari.rg experienced mearrl.rg, a sense
derived fran recognized sinrl.larity of response.

'!his is where

of "the profoun::l'"' may be linked with a sense of
" ani therein provide a sense of certainty.
In this last paragraph the descriptions shifted.

'!he section

began w"th a c:::a.rparison of how mearrl.rg may be internalized differently
eral irrlividuals simultaneously.

As

a part of this

n the significance of experiencing connnon "internalization"

in1 tllat commonality

was raised.

latter shifted away fran internalization into extemalization
insofar as they may be separated.

Exten1alization for an individual

ct of expressinJ an interpretation, a response to an
-&·-·&-y&.ization of mearrl.rg about others' actions.

For those

inJ, tllat same act is an irrlication, whether acknowledged or
is experiencinJ the same mearrl.rg as

To those interactinJ, there may be many irrlications which lead

them to a sense of mearrl.rg commonality among themselves.
if one
app

An

exanple:

articulates a mearrl.rg ani others articulate
tely the same meaning or act in a way consistent with tllat

meaning, each might take this as holdinJ meaning in cxmnon.

A 100re 'lyric" way of putti.rg tllat is to suggeSt tllat group members'
7
intera ions irrlicate whether they are "in tune" with each other.
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irxlication of meanirg canmonality in an irxlividual's

Ancl>ttter
11

ext::erJnaJ.ization11 might arise out of conflict.

If a member resporxls

with P01t:el1ltial surprise irxlicating ambiguity or disagreement, this

ext::erJnalization ern; a sensation of that meanirg being held
unanllllOlllSly •
.nt.Jij~ver,

it may also express what others are experiencing, if

ve a similar sense of ambiguity.

In that case this act

ly brings about a sense of meanirg canmonly held ('I'Unler,
t precipitates mild conflict in which ambiguity is followed by

1982).

further crystallization of meanirg for group members.
PnpcE~

of clarification may also leave group members with a

sense of meanirg canmonality (Malamah-'Ihomas, 1987;
Wil

&

Leinnan, 1988) •

('lhroughout data analysis I have

to this process of conflict in meanirg as ''brea.kirg points".

re:D

rovide further detail in the Mobile-framework description
·

working assumption.) 'Ihus meanirg canmonality may be

oP\I'..OI""t

as emerging through pattems continuously or abruptly

iptions thus far have proposed processes of meanirg change
related to both an individual •s emerging meanirg am irxlividuals •
meaning in scx::ial relationship.

'Ihe latter is interxied to

signify how irxlividuals come to have a sense of holding meanirg in
canmon, cultural-meaning.
change

Yet to be addressed, is supra-meanirg in

f meanirg.
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ori.errt:eu for imividuals.

What happens, however, when emerging

or loss of meanin:j held is experienced as changed?

2)

.......,.........ONS ON ME'ANnrG OF "ClJANGE"
rs:IDDIOOY OF ClJANGE

m

SOCIAL INTERACI'ION:

· e the "Social 'Iheocy Trail" was ur:rler construction, a gaping
literature was discovered en route.

By travelling alongside

while ani considering various theoretical terrains I
dif;cove}:-ed that this was a theoretical canyon of the concept of

As well as it could be observed, the distant bottom teemed

fast with

umergrowth.

It was overgrown with foliage of

up.i~\.Al'.~""ions carried into every day actions

ani into research.

9

part of the third ani fourth areas of discovery an underlying

abjecti e of this study is to consider that which is taken for granted

A series of blunt questions have
from library research.
t do

''we"

mean by the

Do we have,

woro

"change"? How do we experience

in our modem, Western society, a conunonly held

change? If so, is our experience reflected in the way we use
Does

our experience of change have implications for the way

...... ..,..~ are questions which flowed from fieldwork ani fran various
data analysis outlined in the previous Olapter.

'lhe study

to answer at least some of these questions from the vantage
10
.
f this spec1. f.1.c research exper1ence.
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However, as the study

adopts

for

epistem:>logy allCMing use of "paradigm" as heuristic device,

pw:~;es

of theory generation the framework has been described

100re CJetterellly. 11

--.&&-e'"' like ''Ineanin:J"' "culture"' am "institution" is so
without ontolCXJical am epistem:>lCXJical reference points.
not mean, however, that tacit assumptions are not made,

foliage in the canyon.

In this way,

too, our concepts of

sinultaneously act back on us am also shift.
Fa data analysis purposes, I have laboured to create a

were derived from field experience, data analysis am

extrapo ation of elements in social theory.

Since I have located

meaning at our centre, consistency implied the urrlergirdirg of such a

bridge: an effort towards making 100re explicit an epistetoology of
dlange.

I have been selecting from and working with express and tacit

approach to identifying tacit assumptions in an epistem:>logy
~rooe"

is to consider "dlange" in terms of experiencing meaning.

,...lrrn!:II'P'!•"'s (1966) work was reconsidered.
...-

......

a,..~ . . ,

Although they do not dwell

they do build their conceptual tower on a cornerstone of

authors focus on meaning at least for the purposes of
on the concept of "anomie".
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'!hey link meaning and social

on

the level of meaning, the institutional order represents a
·eld against terror. To be ananic, therefore, means to be
rrived of this shield ani to be exposed, alone, to the
!aught of nightmare. While the horror of aloneness is
~:ab.ly already given in the constitutional sociality of man, it
•tests itself on the level of meaning in man's incapacity to
su;-cain a meaningful. existence in isolation fran the nanic
cotlSt:ruc:t.ions of society. (Bel:ger & Illckmann, 1966, p. 119).

I11ckmann then return, however, to concentrate their

·.cal developnent on social structure ani "its" maintenance
through social processes.

on

the theme of social structural maintenance, they address a

· p between meaning am change sanewhat irrlirectl.y.

'!hey

suggest that an element ccmroc>n to modem societies has tremenjous
attempts to maintain a societal structure:

pluralistic situation goes with con:litions of rapid social
,.....l::lo.._e, irrleed pluralism itself is an accelerating factor
p
isely because it helps to undennine the change-resistant
ef icacy of the traditional definitions of reality. Pluralism
en:::a:~rages both scepticism and innovation ani is thus inherently
ersive of the taken-for-granted reality of the traditional
tus quo. (Bel:ger & Iuckmann, 1966, p. 143.)
iption points to one najor, ''modem" cause for experience
of CllimQe in meaning linked with the profound.

'!his ''modem" cause is

C011l1Peting choices of construction •

. faced with competirg meanings nay be a relativizirg
for individuals.

In tenns of supra-meaning, an

's sense of relationship with the profound is rapidly
It is interestirg that the authors refer earlier in the text

to the 'horror'' of ananic con:litions, (1966, p. 119) ani yet, in this
such experience is described as a duality of "scepticism"
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also speaks to issues of profoun:i meaning related to social

, man lives in c::orrlitions of uncertainty; events of crucial
· ficance to his safety arxl welfare are beyon:i his provision.
(19 6, p. 5)

s:L

describes three aspects of human experience which create
~...--

of uncertainty, "contin;Jency", "powerlessness", arxl

" (1966, p. 5) •
~-...·~

'lWo

of these aspects have particular

in an episteroc>logy of charqe.

'Ihrough distinguishing

author identifies one meaning state as a sense of

evecything men desire can be attained.
according to

o' Dea

A secon1 meaning

is "contingency" or the "uncertainty

How are these two related to plurality as a modem
corxiit ·on of life?

Jarvis also distinguishes between these

....,.. ........_.... in relation to meaning.

He describes them as "alienating

..,.u.·c experiences" (1987, p. 169) •

'Y.& .....

" iurality" may bring "contingency" to the fore as an issue of
"Powerlessness" either recedes or becomes meaningful in
f issues of contingency.

OUr plurality may make us "prone

to"

meaning of dlange in tenns of an "uncertainty context".
rt.CJ{A7a.re1S

~~"""""'t.

meaninglessness may becane pushed to the fore wherein

make sufficient sense as a basis for action.
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13

er ani Inckmann' s ani then

o 1 Dea •s work

el.emE:m't$ of an epistemology of change.

were smveyed for

"Ananie" ani "contingency''

provide explication for group members • actions when they sought
~.a.a~'--.1'

through abtaini.rg ani holdi.rg on to anchors.

(See "Get-Got

segment of the Mobile-framework, Olapter Eight.)

11

. . .-...... ~ .. er, they do not provide explication for meaning ani change
related to group members' interactions when they begin to improvise (a
fonn of acting).
towards striking

Group members' actions are manifestly directed

out to seek "the tmeertain", to explore very much as

Brook ( 972) ani States {1987) describe such a process • (See "Go With
It"

sec::une~t.

of the Mobile-framework, C'lapter Eight.)

Wildemeersch ani

Ieinnan describe a similar experience in a non-theatre project (1988,
p. 22).
1

his

s description of "the charismatic" has relevance.

However,

iption of meaning in change related to emerging charisma is
'!he author is concenled predominantly with "dilenunas"
through changing relationships between people IS meaning

am

ionalized interactions created to address profOUl"rl meaning.
· fting focus to implications of institutionalization as

to changes of meaning, it is i.np:)rtant to contemplate our
of change: -What meaning we make of change

am

then horN

ds to social responses.
study posits, for paradigmatic purposes, that it is possible

to

more explicit commonly held sense of experiences of change we
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in our IOOdern Westem society.

In essence I will offer up a

·on of emerging aspects of our "cultural-meaning" of change.
Co

rtained in my descriptions of internalization (fran data

analysi ) is an assunption that when we experience meaning, "it"

In this way we experience, "sanething(s)" as havi.n;;J IOOVed in

er, in experienci.n;;J meaning through recognizi.n;;J a new
""'~ ....... ~·p we

may have no sense of what that relationship means,
In other words, these shifts

may result in an experience of shifti.n;;J towards or away fran
(Jarvis, 1987: Wildemeersch & I.einnan, 1988).

If this

y describes aspects in our experience of change, what
do we attribute to "change"?
ExJ:)er.ience of shifting towards or away from meaning appears to
nsistent element, a quality associated with each.
·~-

OUr

of a particular meaning often comes together all at once.

t there before, only pieces.

SUddenly, it is a whole.

this is not always consistent, this experience of ''meaning

change" tends to orient us towards considering "change" as being of an
ity.

Since the moment of recognition is abrupt, that

of ab:ruptness is frequently attributed to "the content of
"Boy, did she ever change her min:1 quickly!"

intensely an i.ntividual experiences ab:ruptness in change may
_.., ..,. . . . . with two different experiences of meaning change.
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Relyi.n;;J

on data analysis, I suggest that there are at least two differing

~""-- of c.harxJe based on associated meanings. 14
Gi en our propensity to reify process in conceptualization
(BeJ:9er & Illckmann, 1966, p. 106) we may also convert "change" into
'"!he change" may "cause" us to experience

creates ilrplications for us intemally.

meani.nJ or

Irrlividuals are 100re likely

to have a sense of abruptness remain as the core of that experience.

meani.nJ have cane from outside.
In

dist'

contrast, change may be experienced as abrupt but as a
shift towards

meani.nJ for action. For example, if

s' first experience a loss of

same

S$1'1Se

of notion towards

"~t:el:naLl"

inposition.

be abrupt.

However,

meani.nJ will not necessarily have the
Irrlividuals, especially those "combining

meani.nJ as momentous

forces", experience movement towards
~"'"'\O,..ience

ani then act to locate

meani.nJ may

their sensation of locating
their

meani.nJ

ani fluid.

of movement towards meaning presses their experience

beginnings arrl ends to the back.grourrl.

15

does this relate to qualities included in the working
definit ·on of ''meanint'?

If a meaning is experienced intensely arrl as

ignificance, "the change" will be experienced as "profotmd"
Placed back into the context of social milieu, whether
ities are present for an inlividual may be related to
arar.::t,I""Ol"~!C!

of experiencing a meaning ani then a sense that others have
to hold similar meaning.

"Olltural-meaning", through

plt'OC::::e:;Sl.Jial definition, is meant to create a shift in how change is
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un:ier~xxi.

'!hat is, a shift from viewing charge as phenanena (the
ibed experience of change) to considering change as

social experience (a shift t:avaros the secom, as balance) •
If this last workirg assumption is adequate to explain two ways

we extlel:'.ience change as irrlividuals, there is a corollary.
~of

"charge" (Berger, 1977; Finger, 1989; Kidd,

ly, we experience

1973) ,

Given

am express a

CCilUlOl

sense of change

certain attributes or qualities "in change" through our
In this sense, as members of this society, we are
spe~i.ItJ

of change in tenns of our present cultural-meaning.

If we

maintain a commonly held meaning of charge to "group
" which carries a quality of abruptness, this also suggests a
need to responi quickly.

Whatever the specific content

our general response is one of IOCJVement t:avaros meaning.
·A~~

workirg assumptions propose that in our society we need,

irrlividuals and as adult educators, a very different sense of
ith respect to meaning
r..r::~~,I"''T'\dc:!C!

am

cultural-meaning.

A more sensitive

of how our emet:ging cultural-meanings relate to "charge"
e to be of benefit.
experience of change for some might be described as IOCJVement

ion to oneself.

However, that description nEglects the larger

pe:rSJ:leC!tive that through social interaction we are all alwavs IOCJVincJ.
almost think of it in tenns of being on the road to "it", but

never " :ving it" (Brook, 1972; Robinson, 1980) •
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For despite my

use of the phrase "have or hold meanirg", cultural-meaning
<:mlable of bein.;J possessed; only the sense of it is experienced
":viduals (Jorgenson, 1989).
tural-meanirg related to change might also be thought of as a
f notes an:i cues, with chords occasionally emerging an:i being
for sane time.
=~:.:;a;::e

A sense of cultural-meaning occurs in a sea

among :iniividuals, emergin] concourse-like, being

, being refined an:i disappearing again as meanirg for those
s (Mezirow, 1978; Robinson, 1980).

What is JOOSt noteworthy

t description is the fragility of arriving at an:i maintaining

a sense of canuoonly held meanirg (Berger & Illckmann, 1966, p. 121).
As previously described, part of

change ·

''modem" cultural-meanirg of

that our experience of change is escalating (Berger, 1977) •

A sense of canuoonly held meanirg appears that much 100re fragile in

light o

plurality and changin.;J envirornnent.

Yet, a working

to avoi a state of meanirglessness in social interactions (Jarvis,
1987; W"ldemeersch & Ieinnan, 1988).
~~

on Berger and Illckmann and

a further assunption.

o' Dea' s

work as disclosed I

As a supra-meanirg

strategy,

s search to locate anchors of meanirgful certainty in social
life.

is often done in a tacit fashion.

'!he concept of

"anchor ', as I am adding it to the theoretical framework, is a social
element created and relied on in response to experience of meanirg
change (Berger & Illckmann, 1966) •
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3)

response to a sea of potential charge am utter loss of
intividuals anchor thelnsel.ves in particular
In this way they need not constantly

attem

-meaning (Berger & Inckmann, 1966; Dlrkheim, 1985;

Wildem$l::sc:h

&

Ieinnan, 1988).

'lhey can rely on a sense of "reality"

into at least sane aspects of life being partially taken for
Based on data analysis, the study postulates that

anchoring of profourd meaning in certain aspects of

~t:el::action

has more than one "port".

16

example, intividuals may anchor themselves in the identity of
"a

A set of intividuals may commonly endow this experience of

qrc)Ub".

"group" with charismatic-like qualities. 17 If intividuals develop a
strong at'l<JUQrtt sense of commonality, they may begin to have a sense of
''me.mber of a group".

implies that "a group" exists for people when "a group"
bec:onlle$

an entity for them to the extent that in their perception "it"
power to interpret reality with legitimacy.

For example, "'lhe

d think I was crazy if I did that. 1118
addition, when the in:lividual develops a strong sense of
_ ....;q,"-'-·p to a particular "group" even if interpretation of reality
, or actions charge over time, intividuals may still anchor
~-

of reality or consistency with "the group".

As long as a

f "the group" consistently exists, even though other things
intividuals' supra-meaning attached to existence of the group
ide a sense of consistency in the "profourd" sphere.
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In that

maintenance of a sense of group or entity may becxJme highly
for them. 19
~1!'!>11...,.........-t

anchor in social interactions, for sane, may lie in an

on actions fol:lllin] an entity rather than actors.
tb¢rted
.u~..ua..u~•tp

Developirg

set of interactions associated with a patterned set of

also may provide an anchor in terms of supra-meanirx].

'!his

e description of institutions as "st.nlcture" (Berger &
Illc::kl1narl¢1, 1966).

Rituals, for example, may be nnst significant or

p:rc.rt¥:>te an experience of profurrlity because of a sense of certainty
through repetition of reciprocal action (Tlnner, 1982) •

detail concerning assumptions about this anchor is included
$eQmenrt which follows.
one final point must be made
"anchors".

"Plurality" in modem times has been linked

ivation for seeking out anchors in social life.

'!his was not

, however, to suggest that ''anchors" have not been a long
.... ---~·.,., social orientation for individuals.
y clear at this juncture. 20

our need of them is

ors" have been described as a social response relied on by
s in response to potential meaning change.

Do anchors

provide a pennanent social solution or are there meaning changes
with anchors? '!his question is explored in the next

segment.
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4)

~~~~,.CE

A.&"'"~'"...,......,.

OF CHANGE ASSOCIATED WI'IH ANCHORS:

romrs

As stated previously, I have follCMed a general pattem in

corlStrue:tion of this set of working asst:nrptions.

Begi.nnirg with

ptrCX:es;es specific to an in:lividual the set of assunptions shifts to
settirgs of social dynamic wherein in:tividuals interact as
nembEars.

'!he working definitions at the outset reflect that

ing fran meaning to cultural-meaning.

'!his segment follows

the

section began with a consideration of "charge" experienced by
s as shift towards or away fran meaning.
ited as a social response to charge.

"Anchors" were

'!his segment returns

to change in meaning with respect to anchors.
changes of meaning experienced by in:lividuals may mesh with
meaning they already hold through anchors.

However, am:>ng situations

they experience change of meaning occurring rapidly, sane
c'V't'~.,...ience

,_ ....,_.. .. , 1988) •

disruption of commonly sensed meaning (Wildemee:rsch
'!hey, thereby, experience disruption of their

Disruption may be relatively minor requiring sane adjusbnent
In:lividuals also may experience extreme

experiences of meaning charge are referred to in this set
assumptions as "breaking points•• in recognition of 0 1 Dea 1s
work in this area (1966).

others refer to them as

11

life crises " or

ing dilemmas" (Mezirow, 1988; Jennings, 1985).
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. ~,.. .·.&,
.

we experience "breakinq points" as iniividuals, but heM we

acme to have this experience is generally through interactions with
others.

Based on field observations, this study assmnes that if we
them "en masse", the supra--meanirg i.nplications are that

People may be left with no sense of
how

to ct or respon:i. 21 "Breaking points" are elaborated in relation

study does not claim to have discovered through data analysis

all the ways dlange in cultural-meanin;J becomes abruptly experienced
group members.

'!here is, however, one situation for which

explica ion through data analysis was sought.
ly by

'!his may be described

beginnin:J with stnlcture as a "secon:i anchor" in

..""~,..ience of cultural-meanin;J as defined is closely linked to
of social stnlcture as anchor.
~'"'~ . . . . . .~

To divide these concepts is

instance of heuristic device in these working assumptions.

It

· a1 stnlcture, however, to make sense of certain situations.

example, people can experience, through a series of
· ons, a sense of "pennanent stnlcture".

In essence this is

er ani Illckmann refer to as "institutionalization" (1966,
It is meanin;J in action, which becomes reified in a
f abstract concepts associated with extemalizations.
other words, a certain set of iniividuals' meanings ani
actions take on a "real quality".

'!hey seem to have a meanin;J-life of
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'Ibis offers one explanation for why a tne100:ry of social
.......... ....._,~,,..." may take on a quality of anchor for in:lividuals.
corrlitions chan;e to the extent that people •s meanings charge,
..........

~""'-U......"

created to address their set of meanings may no lorger
In sane cases, however, "the

aairEsS those "original" meanings.

.......... ....._~,,..." has taken on a meanirg sense of being

difficult to abardon (Freire, 1985) •

"real"

ani is

In that instance,

y experience conflict between their emergirg meanirg ani with
"

they have established through their "structure" as anchor

.......U&.IIU.,..I

1973).
~~..."~£0:t

fran data analysis the study posits an additional

assumption.

An important element of experiencirg meanirg

ity through anchors takes the fonn of a tension.

'Ibis tension

cet:weem in:lividuals first anchorirg meanirg in certainty through
irg structure, followed by a loss of meanirg originally
with that structure aver time.

Berger an:i Iuckmann ( 1966)

we create "subuniverses", (1966, p. 102) an:i "universal
illt:ellanc:e mecllanisms" (1966, p. 122) to deal in part with problems

O'Dea, (1966) describes precisely one of these situations in his
"Dilennnas".

'nle author outlines this as a problem of p:rofotmd

disappearirg for in:lividuals an:i being replaced eventually
with a focus on the prosaic aspects of ritual or administrative,
ClSI:a:::ta

of institutionalization. 22
· ft in focus of meanirg for in:lividuals eventually cuts their

anchor (Mezirow, 1981, 1988) •

SUch a shift may happen in many ways if
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one acc::Emt:s the workirg assunption that "we are all IOOVirg always".
Several adult educators working within a "liberatory framework" have
focused on processes to create such breakirg points (Chambulikazi,

1989;

. dd, 1983; Freire, 1985; Wildemeersch & I.einnan, 1988) •

parti

ar description of a breakirg point illuminates again a

'!his

tension between a need for certainty through present anchors
to explore through expression of meaning from which we
meaning again.
In this experience of breakirg point, the supra-meaning sought

through certainty of anchorirg to a set structure is severed.

severed when the structure becanes meaningless in other senses.

It is
In

, when structure offers no sense of identity for in:lividuals,
"viduals will not be anchored through that structure (Berger

At any rate, key to this experience of change is that at sane
ere is no certainty for in:tividuals. Socially constructed
anchors in specific "structure•• or "group entity" are not then
"

" (O'Dea, 1966).

How do in:lividuals respon::l to breakirg

· ch irreparably surrler their anchor?
who no longer experience meanirg through a structure may
supra-meaning in moving away from the meaningless towards
•

Relying on fieldwork I would suggest that one way
s do this is to fin::l meaning in action through expression of
'!his may be a camnon expression
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In this way in:tividuals may cane

meanirg

'!his is one course of action through which tension between a

explore
time.

to have again a sense of CCJllm:)n

am

to seek certainty may becane resolved for a

furxlame.ntal workirg assunption is that in:tividuals focus on

way from meanirglessness to seekirg the meaningful.

In the

explora ion in:tividuals have a sensation of intense experience
Based on fieldwork I suggest that this is one means through

":viduals begin to hold a sense of charisma in group.
~

descriptions of two different experiences of change referred

to earl"er in "Experience Of Olange" have been intentionally repeated.
In this manner the study errleavors

to provide additional context for

in I have outlined how in:tividuals' experience of change is
related to both an in:tividual 's meaning

am

in:tividuals'

has provided an example of when in:tividuals experience a
between emerging meaning

am meanirg

emerged in social

I have described a possible cycle in loss of anchor
or new anchor.

am

However, this does not address a dimension of

time.
"anchors" were first introduced in the Chapter, it was in

............. ~...... to "anomie"

am more

of canpeting claims.

specifically "plurality", our modem
No paradigmatic claims are made for

_..,.,_., of time "anchors" have been a "social response".
s may have relied upon such a meaning process since the dawn
'Ihe question in light of ''modernity" is: Have
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s been toodifyirg them of late to suit a response to
ani to l.D'laba.ted change of

meanin:J?

next segment considers a set of assunptions about our

've response in creatirg corxlitions of n:xiernity ani
re:;po~i.n;;J to these

corxlitions.

'lhese assunptions about irxiividuals'

SE ID "CHANGE" m PRESENT SOCIAL INTERACTIONS
ID SOCIAL ANOIORS

.L~~-~

'viduals who eventually "became this group" did not come as
tabulae rasae.

time,

When they began to create mutual

y brought meanin:J with them.

meanin:J for

the first

'!heir internalizations ani

ext:erJnaJ.izations of this experience were rooted in their past
experi.enc:::es, their context.
eoretical framework about our n:xiern experience of change has
ibed on the assumption that this may have been a general

to the project. As irxiividuals they would hold this mutual
context in varying detail and intensity.

'!his is addressed more

ly in Chapter Eight in descriptions of interactions amorg

·

previous descriptions limited references have been made to
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'on not only of ''Ioodernity" as socially created.
incl

in:li.viduals'

It will also

''Ioodem" response to created corrli.tions in tenns

of c:::hcU'De related to anchors.
theorists subscribe to a constnlction of our present time as

·que in the histo:cy of human interaction.

'!hey have used the

word ''Ill:)deJ:ni'ty" in reference to this constnlction.

''Modernity'' as a

·cates a set of work:irg assumptions about our changing
'p with our social structure as reflected

in present Western

Since there is a large body of work referring
ncept of ''modernity", to simplify where possible, I have

ly relied on references among works on the Social 'lheo:cy
Trail.

As well, I will focus on those assumptions underlying

'mOdeJ:ltt'ty'' and

relating to meaning which appear rrost directly related

raised through data analysis.

to co

er•s work "Toward A Critique Of Modernity" (1977) creates a
~k:irg

· ty".

assumptions about processual change described as

His work has been of assistance once more, because of

Berger's agility in synthesis.

In this piece, he has gathered

substantial content and reflection on theories about

er has divided work:irg assumptions about modernity into five
prcx::es$lell changes.

He describes them in tenns of "dilemmas" because

we evoke for ourselves through our social interactions which

these five processes.

A brief description of all five

proc:::::e:;aes constituted part of the 'lheo:cy Trail: "in:li.vid.uation",

"abstJ:at:t.ion", "futurity", "liberation" and "secularization" (1977,
331

p. 7o- 0).
f

All of these working assumptions have inplications in

''meanin:J", "cultural-meaning", tensions in certainty, change
first four processes, "in::lividuation", "abstraction",

"futur":ty", ani "liberation" manifest various shifts of meanirg.

'!he

"secularization" is apparently an outcane of cumulative affects
£lllliiiii'l.&&&.l..r.~

a p

shifts) arising fran the other processes.

Secularization is

of in::lividuals' shifting supra-meaning, of profoun:l
~. . -....·.on,

reflected in changing anchors.

ch of the four processes described may arouse dual experiences
£lllliiiii'I..U"'""""'~

change -

movement towards meanirg arrl away from "it".

For

in "in::lividuation" we may observe a process of moving towards
In that process people begin to shift focus to the

as centre arrl carrier of meanirg.

Most importantly,

in this change of meanirg, there is a shift away from

"in::liv"dual" defined in a social collective sense.
a process of "abstraction" there is also movement towards new
In "abstraction" an emphasis erneu:ges on moving towards a

ar fonn ani focus of meanirg.

'!his emphasis leads to valuing

in tenns of "the rational", or "rationalization" as process.
rocesses suggest movement towards meanirg.

'!hen, wherein lies

experience of change, movement away from meanirg?
er has described "abstraction" arrl "in::lividuation" as
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Be
's as it may, 1100ernity, by simultaneously makin1 institutions
IOO:re abstract am the people in them IOO:re in:lividuated, has
ena
ly aggravated the threat of what sociologists call ananie.
(197 1 P• 75)

His def;eription of ananic shifts associated with these two processes
a loss or weakenirg of anchors in social life.

For instance,

anchorin] for in:lividuals through stnlctu:re is weakened by a
loss of connectedness to institutions.

A

secom

anchor,

highly roblematic in the face of a focus on the in:lividual through

If these working assumptions are adequate explications of social
in our society, weakenirg of anchors "aggravatin] a threat of

ananie" would pronpt in:lividuals' experience of change as movement
towaros meaninglessness.

as

am

co~~

On the

'!hey would evoke for in:lividuals contin]ency

experience of change as abrupt and externally inp::>sed.

er harxi, both "futurity" and "liberation", as explicated

suggest a strategic detennination to experience change as mavin]

towaros the meaningful.

~~

An optimistic quality in such social action

on earlier suppositions, arguably, "liberation" and
are shifting social responses to underlyin] senses of

~...,."'I,..ienced

"as abrupt".

'!his fits with a tacit, socially

, taken for granted experience of change -

the canyon

FUturity may be thought of as seeking meaning through
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~

in:] a way of

prev~ing

change fran occurrin:J in the same

y abrupt, frighi:errl.rg, or frustrating, manner of past am

ity focuses away fran the past am present t:aNards the

am

,..,-.o~~¥'\·1

change in future.

Interestin:]ly, this in:licates an

shift away fran experience of change as abrupt am external,
t:aNards i.nt:en:led experience, t:aNards meanirg.

However, it still

"Fran what are we changing?

~~.ution"

focus

~

To what are we

as Berger describes the concept in:licates a specific

r directed change.

Cllange suggested in the working assunption

tion emphasizes our expressive natures through change (1977) .
'1he p

concept of "liberation" carries with it an exploratoey

impetus

'!his may be

umerstood as a social response to tension

the experience of loss of supra-meanirg in current

It also supports intention to move from meanirglessness
t:aNards meanirgfulness.

I intimated earlier that each .of the four processes pranpts two
experienc::es of change.
na~led.

Descriptions of futurity am liberation have

with intention to move t:aNards meaningfulness.

are the implications of these two process?

What

How "successful" have

ial precesses been in maintaining a course t:aNards

was the case with "in:lividuation" and "abstraction" both

p

imply connections to meanirg change related to anchors.
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" suggests no absolute ccmnitment to present anchors of any

kin:i.

'Freedan of choice", when an absolute precept, inplies no

pro~

ccmnitment to anchor either in current structure or

ar groups.

'lhis is closely related to Finger's critique

f attempts in adult education to realize a no:iel of adult

(1989)

based on critical theory.

ere are fascinating meaning inplications buried in these
p

If, however, one scrutinizes the definitions of the five

p

(see Cllapter Five) , within these working assumptions there
~~..~.....

articulation of how we experience change at present.

ific references to experiences of meaning and change within
this

:t have been supplementary, being rooted in data analysis

these descriptions of processes are congruent with
co

rcrry social interactions the effect of these processes is a

rejecti n of various elements of what has gone before.
rejection, a neglect, a forgetting.

If not a

Should this be so, we

own element of abruptness with change in modernity.

ough a set of individuals may act cohesively and intensely
t:aflal:OS

meaning, if they have turned their back on what has gone

before, this is abrupt shifting.

Il'rplications of shifted 1000rings in

social life manifestly escalate tension in placing two different

indivi

s.

Movement towards meaning may supplant temporarily a
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In this manner a sense of abrupt loss may be deferred

tootion stops in break.i.rg point experience.

When describirq

•ons of these four processes I errphasized IOOVement both

" suggests entire loss of meani.rg, ananie.

However, a fifth

process of rocx:Ie:rnity, "secularization" speaks to ''IOOdified" anchors
1977, p. 78) •

the fifth.
... _

.... ..,.... Pot

ihe other four "change-meani.rg" processes
However, irxtividuation and abstraction as shifts

appear to have a particularly close connection to
"Irxiividuation" as a meani.rg shift IOOVes from
" defined in tenns of the social collective.
"abstraction" as process, inflection of meaning shifts to
In this process, supra-meaning becanes

fused w"th claims to "objective reality".

'!his shift in valued

in anchors swings away from "spirituality" to
logical abstract process".

According to this, meaning in certainty

achieved through scientific procedure, not through spiritual
~....i&.&.li;;J'-I.,.~tions.
renl:~'I"V'tie

ihe fifth dilemma, secularization begins to signal

in profound meaning being created and actirq back on us

1966; Palmer, 1983; TUrner, 1982, WilShire, 1982).
study

turns now to explore more fully this double process

related to our experiences of change.
a

'!he segment which follows

changing anchors in relation to "profound" spheres of

meani.rg
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,....TT.,...,"'\~

RXJND AND PARADIGMS:
m ACTION REIATED '10 ANCHORS AND CliANGE

far it has been posited that :in:lividuals in our society have
experienced a shift in meaning within both the p:rof()l.lni
meaning in the prosaic sphere of activity.

OUr anchors

If this provides explication for current shifts in social
roc:es;es at least one immediate question emerges.

How do we anchor

given this dlange?
previous segment considered dlange in tenns of how we
shifts in our moorings.

'Ihrough working descriptions it

posited that within our society we have a teniency to experience
citly in at least two different ways.

We teni to experience

abrupt, as happening externally to ourselves, and as moving
A second way has been described in which

y be experienced.

We also may experience dlange with less

quality of abruptness and as an internal as well as external dynamic
as a part of that force we are impelled, moving towards the
~ .... !£. ...&.&.•

'lhe study has suggested as well that our responses to

experiences of dlange are manifest in a tension we
23
through our soc1. al interact.1ons.
~~on data

analysis it is assumed that this profound tension

to supra-meaning and certainty.

Tension arises out of

of meaning in action: a) meaning associated with consistency
of acti n in tenns of structure and group entity and b) a need for
meaning associated with exploration in action, a move
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towards meaning.

Four processes describej, "abstraction",
"futurity" ani "liberation" contribute to heightening

ion as these processes in which we are engaged iinply two
~l.&~ly

different experiences or characterizations of "c.harqe".

additional assumption is that these different
izations of c.harqe lead to entirely different responses when
.enc::ea intensely.

For example, if change is experienced as

a disruption of meaning by in:lividuals, then one response

te certainty through maintaining that which one has by
on to extant anchors.

However, if c.harqe is experienced as

........... ~~ towards meaning, this iinplies a fanner state of

...."""""............. ....,....,.essness or partial meaninglessness, however nanentary.

'!his

implies that old anchors no longer act as anchors of meaning.
~:xmte

impecliments, millstones as opposed to milestones.

ined previously were implications of meaning shifts when

ffect anchors.

'!his Chapter has erdeavored to describe

s • experience of c.harqe ani their response to change as
·cal in tenns of meaning creation ani re-creation.
·

It has

dialectical to the profourrl anchored in social experience.

additional assumption emerging from the study is that both
these

to c.harqe contain a comroon element.

'!his assumption

is an

ion of an earlier one that we lean towards holding meaning

in

'lhese responses contain an aim for control of meaning.

In

sense this translates into intent towards control over c.harqe.
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op a sense of how we respom on a composite social scale to

h'VI''\0-ience of escalatilg charge, consideration will be given
eme:tgilg cul.tural-meanirg of the profourx:i.
ious segments described "anchors of social life" in tenns of
It is assmned that these nust be
'!hat groun:i is supra-meanirg of the

•

'!his is where for in:tividuals, the source of charge (arrl
of reality) arrl anchors meet.

For a set of in:tividuals,

tity" will be charismatic because "the entity" is linked with
................. """""" of vitality -

God, or "a higher tnrt:h" in the fonn of

arising from interactions of group members nust be
in the same soil of the sacred.

When attenptilg to locate

ors arrl "profound" groun:i of group members, the nature of the
y actually make the search interactive.

Data about shapes of

anchors may provide clues about where they are anchored.

As

well,

ey are anchored may reflect on the shape of the anchor.
~.._....
p~roc:::ess

on firrlinqs in all areas of the study I have looked to the

"secularization" for in:tication of location arrl shape of our
" anchors in social life.

'!hose who accept "secularization" as

ion of charge in our Western society, accept a description of

in shape arrl moorings of our anchors in social life.
~o.u,...u

.....-~'~

the shapes arrl followirg the anchors for location in the

provides us with a sense of the soil.

to processes of secularization is movement away from religion
1977;

o' Dea,

1966; Wilshire, 1982) towards experiencing
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thought as being a profouni source of meaning.
orienta ion is associated with "science"

am

'!his

it is this framework

wherein I came to search for manifestations of cont:enp:>rary anchors.
nse does the scientific ccmnunity have to this tension in
as meaning in constancy

am meaning

in exploration? Ruhn

ided an excellent description of how they do this.
assunptions the concept of "paradigm" is central.

In his set

24

's concept of paradigm might be mrlerstood as a ''modem"
re:spcms~

to "change".

His theo:cy of paradigm shift emanates fran his

need to create an adequate historical description of haN scientists

change.

Kuhn refutes the camnonly held perspective of

scienti ic work beirg purely one of incremental buildl.n; on what is
already there.

He cu:gues that scientists rely on frameworks,

to guide their work.

'!his he refers to as "nonnal science"

however, that pericxiically conceptual frameworks fall
According to Kuhn they do this when the framework no

•

ields a cohesive explication for experiences.

'Ihese

frameworks are eventually replaced by others (1970, p. 10).
Kuhn is describirg a process of change and response to change within a

"group" that
us '

is aimed at discoverirg an objective reality.

He offers

digms" as a processual linchpin.

masterfully illuminates by doirg the ve:cy t.hirg he is
•

He is creating a paradigm which can explicate that which

rically ananalous.

Kuhn does this through brirging a new

meaning to interactions prompting change for scientists.
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·

definitions of "paradigm" in his first major book on the
tern towards enpirical descriptions of how paradigms are

His descriptive definitions are rich but have a

·

disadvantage.

Mastennan (1970) articulates a concern with the

f variations in Kuhn •s definition of paradigm. 25
replies in an essay situated in a seconi book on this topic,
ial Tension (1977).

In this essay he acknowledges

am

in definition of paradigm

collects them into two major

(1977, p. 293-319) which very roughly parallel the two
I have described as "group entity" (scientific community)

am

"st:J:uctm:e" (conunibnents, exemplars of the scientific community).
, his notions of "group entity" arx:i "structure", as anchors,
being reshaped by processes of change attributable to

among Kuhn' s various descriptions of paradigm one
group or entity in the fonn of scientific community directing

one may fim

"paradigm" also as structure in tenns of

or conceptual framework with sufficiency to provide broad
·on ard allow for prediction.

In deference to modern

of change, the framework must leave room
no~~.itial

am

guidance for

exploration.

licable To "G

11

General!

previously described, Kuhn tends toward empirical description
of how paradigms "function" in process rather than providing anDre
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general definition.
"cul

-meanin;J".

p~ro¢::esSU2ll

ani

I have faced

a similar situation with

'!he concept has been defined in epist:e.roological

tenns: "in:lividuals caning to have sense of holding

me.aninJ in c.cat'm)n". Yet it

has also been useful to apply the label in

ations about the product of process, what they held in

my

as nuch as "it" can be described.

'!he concept was created to

cuup:site effect of sensin;J conm:>n

me.aninJ. 26

definitions were required in this working set of

them in processual fonn for the sake of epistemological consistency.
ly, in attemptin;J to provide processual definitions there is a
syntactical attraction to slip fran process to product,
"object· fica.tion" in Berger and Illckmann •s tenns (1966) •

to this fate.

"Paradigm"

One of the most conm:>n ways of expressing

" is framework and specific contents of framework.

'!he

framework is, in a sense, the product or artifact of our

paradigm is conceived as "framework", it places a very
~;>natSis

on structural elements.

However, when we speak of

of framework associated with breaking points, (Kuhn's "crisis
of

"-&& ..........

"'"'~ies"

1970), or simply an experience of recognizing two

:t starting points for expressing and responding to "the same

situati n", then, fundamentally we are fc:x::using on elements of

me.aninJ

in acti ns associated with paradigms.
this emphasis in paradigm, fc:x::us shifts to elements of
cul

In

tenns of cultural-meaning "paradigm" might be
342

eXJ:>re~a

as group members' ccmoonly sensed intention ani nanentum
In this light "paradigm" may

-·~-·ved

also as a nexus of cultural-me.aninl, structure ani "group

way of responii.ng to problems in maintaining a processual
·on is to couch statements in tenns of meaning in action.
, described as "carmonly sensed intention to create a
framewo k" should include all that entails in tenns of irrlividuals'

our social creations also act back on us (Berger

&

Iuc::::kl1nar1ltl, 1966; Robinson, 1980), a p:rocessual definition should

include how irrlividuals' carmen intention may be effected and
~'~·

Assumptions about "all that entails" must be based on one's

epi.stE:mt>logical and ontological premisses.
Gi en the premisses this document outlined, "all that entails"
reliance on anchors, creation of a group entity, creation of
and response when group entity or structure is no longer

'Ihe latter suggests paradigms as a modem social response
27
to tens· on between certainty in present anchors and exploration.

f "Paradi

" As Social Construction

t Kuhn appears to be fascinated by is the social benefit of

What has becare significant for purposes of
ysis is understarrli.ng the effect for group members of having
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a pro:::ess of production.

For these purposes it may be useful to

to focus on paradigm as artifact for purposes of describin.;J
how p~uct has an inpact on process.

digm as framework" closely parallels Berger
~ ..~

maintenance" mechanisms (1966).

am

I11ckmann' s

When thought of as

the cxmcept "paradigm" provides members of a group with

explication

am

guidance to act so that questions of the

are not constantly raised by patchwork creation of meaning.

pro~

icularly, some paradigms which in:tividuals create

~

am

canfortably than others with different paradigms.

As stated, some emergin.;J paradigms may provide a mo~ adequate

social rre;;ponse to modem escalation of tension between certainty
with constancy
ly described

w~

am

certainty associated with exploration.

several influences promptin.;J exploration, on

e people have probably never experienced before -futurity,
In modem times how then do we deal with need of

How do we explore and not overwhelm ourse1ves so that
is not open to question?
scientists "paradigms as framework" appear to provide relief
First, one may acquire fran a paradigm a sense of

am

identity by recognizin:j those who adhere to the same

Secon:l, one has a process laid down for one, "the

scienti ic method", which includes a higher purpose.
~........~

has a

is to search for the tnrth.

$.TlSe

of catpn:tmentalization.
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'!hat higher

As well, in "nonnal science" one

One is not constantly looking at

Sane

of the lifeworld can continue in this

"self-evident" (Wildemeersch & Ieinnan, 1988).

A stock of

can be maintained (Collins, 1984 & 1987, chap.1).
t appears to make exploration "safe" without attackirxJ all of
" is the notion of experimentation.

One

can m:we

c:x:nli.t · onally towards meaning without letting go of "props".

One

may

part without all being uprooted.
suggests that nonnal science means working within the

trc:nne!WQI:"k ani supporting it as "reality".

'!his "reality'' is supported

until the exploration begins- to accnie a "critical mass" of
....-..u. ....~..~.~.

At that point, conceptual structure relied on becanes
Kuhn refers to this as a crisis of anomalies (1970).

·s breaking point, however, experimentation is meaningful as
tion in the sense that Berger ani Illckmann describe

's work provided a thorough, concrete example of how a
ar set of people dealt with this tension concerning certainty.
a foundation for reflections on the concept of theatre as
a different solution to a similar set of problems.

tic "SUb-Universe"
trail has gone clear past the canyon.

Now, the lani spreads

out as the trail fades into landscape thick with tmderbrush.
· s trail led?
..............

&..1~..~.&'1.

-

Where

To another working assumption about location of

To theatre as "concept", an abstract objectivation of our

which may be used by individuals in paradigm-oriented
345

More particularly, inllviduals may came to rely on

Paracu·gmatic construction of theatre
dil

which weaken our previous anchors.
·

to resporxi to JOOdern

'!here are a few markers

blazes which led to this location.
significance of trail markings have emerged through two

.&..11;o;;~... """"l::;o;:,•

First, in the fonn of library research many authors'
In addition, recognition of

·

markers stems fran familiarity with parts of the terrain

first marker which attracted attention came through field

tension between two approaches to obtaining a sense of certainty.

A

f interactions which they eventually referred to as
tiona! theatre foun:i them exploring, being comfortable with
themselves in a manner which they could not do before.
Secord, their talk and actions, particularly at the beginning of the

project tacitly assumed "theatre" as objectivation, as framework.
two obsel:vations led to a particular reflection emerging
oVI'~,..ienced

resonance.

'!his resonance was heard between what

concept of theatre, as emerging through their constructions, offered

to part· cipants, and what Kuhn suggested "science" as paradigm offered
in tenns of meaning in action.

I began

to consider group

actions as paradigmatic responses to anomie corxiitions
dlim¢f.ing meaning with no anchors as starting points for action.
Ha ing described initial data analysis process meshed with

, this segment now proceeds to lay out more clearly how
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" as abstract concept may offer a paradigmatic construction as
one ~....._,nse to lOOdem scx::ial neErls for modified anchors. 28
have tm.folded fran the Social 'Iheory Trail, more specific
'WOlXirg assumptions will be provided concerning possible paradigmatic
el.Ement~

related to ooncepts of theatre.

'lhese include, the nature of

fourxi (attributions of meaning source) , ani the shape of

''Meanirg ani change" as themes guided the sojourn

~·u......u~

"theatre" to the concept of paradigm draws dangerously

inplying that people hold a homogeneous meaning of "theatre".
• '1ar pLUJJ
-1..1em w1'th sc1ence
•
--...:~ ~..-.:.N;,
nc~ a sl.IlU.
cuLl
~~gm. 29

en I first entered the field I carried this unexamined

For exanple, as I first began reviewing
on theatre it was for explication of "the phenanenon" of
To some

extent, this is reflected in the literature review

In the first days of fieldwork, I expected the

to allow me to merely catch up with "the group" in

.Ba!;eel

on my present assumptions concerning meaning am scx::ial

ction I no longer assume that people have a homogeneous view of
I
~~·'t-''"+ions

now view "the literature" as describing various
about the concept of theatre which may represent ani

cues as a stock of knowledge.

Individuals' meanings may then

ed an::l vary fran this stock of knowledge (Berger & I.uckmann,

1966;

llins, 1984 & 1987, chap.1) for scx::ial constnlction.
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of the various concepts of theatre in literature derive fran
writers ' diverse disciplinary orientations.

are sociologists

logists concerned mainly with "theatre" in terms of

am
stJ:uctull:~

Wil

Some

or with culture {Lyman

, 1982) •

& Scott, 1975; TUnler, 1982;

sane merge disciplines such as anthropology am

theatre (Schedmer, 1985) while others are entirely concerned with
of theatre as "discipline" (Brook, 1972) •
·11 others are concerned with theatre as a tool in education
1983; lambert, 1982; Iardy, 1982) •

Even among those concerned

with ecn1cation am theatre there are sane differences in objectives
COI'lCempi.ng

theatre as between those working within the school system

, 1979; Heathcote, 1984) am those working in the lcu:ger
{Kidd & Byram, 1980; Malamah-Thanas, 1987).
, among all these varied writings, stirs a COilliOC)n social cue.
V~

y, all of those works located in this area of literature are
fran a structural-functionalist perspective of theatre as

thing.

Whether describing theatre as a pbenomenon, or framework, IOOSt

authors look to describirg the functions of theatre {Lyman
1975;

, 1982).

Sane

& Scott,

combine this {particularly in educational

with prcx::ess {Heathcote, 1984; Robinson, 1980; Kidd, 1983).
writings, then, generally leave cues or an i.Irpression that
thea

offers a framework for action {Mastai, 1987) •

Sane writers,

arly those writirg fran a theatre-as-discipline perspective,
theatre in paradigmatic overtones (Brook, 1972; Schechner,
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1985)

focus on inmediate experiences for actors which produce
For them, theatre exists as paradigm as catpletely as

"sci

" exists as paradigm for those of the scientific community.
t does this mean for recipients of such cues?

Anned with even

ion of theatre as framework, those expecting to rely on

the ·

rm~rork"

act in a manner consistent with a broad notion of

It is not sw:prisinJ, then, that when I went into the field
t of "theatre" in this way.

analysi

Nor is it sw:prisinJ that data

revealed that despite beinJ inexperienced arrl (ironically)

holding diverse views of theatre, irdividuals joining the project
assumed that there was the theatre.

:winJ on theatre tacitly assumed as paradigm in tenns of

•

Retunring to working assumptions about meaning arrl change

related to paradigm, I have looked to observe whether authors irxticate
n a profound sphere of meaning arrl "theatre".

in

In available

, the concept of theatre is most commonly connected to
of meaning, exploration of significance (Heathcote, 1984;

Mastai,

1987).

In contrast to science as paradigm, search for meaning in theatre

is not
pro

in rationality but expressivity.

Experience of

"ty is not entirely realized from confinning a higher truth or

Epiphany springs from experiencing creation of meaning

.............-.t (Brook, 1972; Robinson, 1980) •
authors irdicate ccmnonality concerning theatre as offerinJ
· ty to explore meaning.

However, they have differing fcx::al
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points ConcerJn:i

inplications for such exploration of meani.n:J1 such

For exanple 1 much of the emphasis in 'l\lrner 1 s 'WOrk is on

.t.w.jl.£ ...o.A. •

s concern is primarily societal; he is not focused

yon actors or "the theatre people".

I have relied heavily

l:'k because he focuses on theatre •s effect in tenns of
of certainty. For exanple, his analysis conceming theatre as
rite of passage (1982 1 p. 24) ftmction is concerned with how
may provide opportunity to explore for those in transition
-.&.&...

~

status) without changing the entire society in the process.

author considers ritual within tribal societies in tenns of
"ludic" elements.

'l\lrner postulates that ritual is a way of confinirg

effects of meani.n:J change in "play" to a pericx:i outside of the current
cture.

'!his ftmctions as a way of containirg

meani.n:J

or in:tividuals so that the entire society is only affected so

according to 'l\lrner 1 "theatre •s"
in IOOdernity may contrast with theatre's function in tribal

(1982, p. 52-55).

rrheatre as liminoid may actually disrupt

members of a society to question.

30

........... -...... •s work provided a basis for understaming theatre as
ly paradigmatic.

However, focus in the study was mainly the

ed through the fieldwork, actors as existing in a

• other theoretical frameworks were sought out which might

itional insight. 31
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(1972) con1:en'plates theatre as an effect of actors'
•

His writing draws near to explicating data analysis in

concenling sane participants • emerging meanings of theatre
of elements of the profourrl.

Brook urges artists to consider

as a constant search for n-eaninq.
&l.llliOiiOI.U&..II..A~

Not only does he locate

at the centre, but his intense tone connotes a sense of the
•

Exp:ressivity is fun:lamental to theatre within his

!I'esSivity is so significant an element in his "theatre" that
exp:ressivity acts back on theatre as paradigm requiring
tion of anchors.

States, work supports this construction of

, describing the orgoing process of n-eaninq creation as
· iarization" (1987, p. 43). 32
y in tenns of exploration.

Brook casts n-eaninq dlange

Certainty is only achieved through

mare are those who advocate theatre as a tool for renegotiating
Ik>rothy Heathcote uses the word "distortion" to create

as paradigmatic tool in education.

In their works focus has

ly shifted fran audience as potential learner to those
s actirg, as learner.
writing about popular theatre (as parallel work in the
COJl'ltllmJ1;.ty) also emphasizes expressive elements in theatre.

As a

"popular theatre" is attributed to a spectrum of activities
onnances for community members to community members usirg
acting to explore

am

discover aspects of their lives.
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t then does a cururonly held concept of theatre offer in tenns
~

for those both creating arrl seeking a response to

meanirg in modem society?
...-...&&-.~ ......

'!he Social 'Iheo:cy Trail

descriptions of theatre suggestin;J a process which may alla.v
relief fran the tension in certainty for those interactin;J.
of "theatre" if relied on as a paradigm may offer

l.Stahe::e with the same tension in certainty as paradigms of
.-&·~·~·

However, there is paradigmatic difference

in~

as

_, .............. cted in this way, as a·potential paradigm, the concept of

" offers irrlividuals a response to the tension of exploration
arrl ceJ:1t:ainty through offerin;J a "ludic" quality in action as

by Turner (Robinson, 1980.)

'Iheatre as a alltural

phencmE$'lOn still entails a search for meanirg but allc::rt~S those actin;J

a search to experience this intense, expressive interaction as
Exploration and change may become not a direct attack on
"~·!::11'1"1_.,

of "reality" which may be returned to after theatrical
Interestingly however, havin;J explored, if group members

~""'.,......,...ience

change of meanirg, their "reality" would be in:tirectly

Despite an intent to "explore only", with change of meanirg
d not "go back".

· s <llapter has explored ha.v theatre may be conceptualized so as
profound meaning in action as response to modern escalation
ion in certainty.

An additional working assumption will

now be

further detailin;J of elements of theatre as paradigm • Based
vily on data analysis I suggest that for some depending upon
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thea

may be a m:xieJ:n way of anchoring through paradigm in a
cx:tnbination of reliance on

"group"

Anchors In 'lheatre As Modem Paradi

arxi

"structure".

tic Construction

·or to contenplating how social anchors may be reshaped through
s• paradigmatic construction of theatre, consideration will

to shifts in meaning related to theatre as context for social
Description of "abstraction" was included in working
assrunqptp.;·ons of process creating dilemmas in mcx:lem society.

I

reDen:-e(l to "paradigms" as an exemplification of that process.

'!his

ca..... &<.-"~·on is particularly clear when related to scientific endeavors.
meaning valued in tenns of rationality arxi logic, abstraction

fonn of intellectual activity.
~... '-"4..~ction, as

part of secularization, is very much linkei with

as process of change in meaning.

However, in a paradigm

meaning is valued in tenns of expressivity, or meaning

in the moment, a link with "abstraction" may be less clear.

posits that theatre is a process of interacting to create an
ion of daily life, from "reality" (Mastai, 1987).

'!his might

ibed as abstraction of act, or liberation of expressivity in
It is certainly an attempt for in:lividuals to contain
""'r-.::;"'~'

control meaning change within certain conditions.

TUrner

· s point concerning theatre on a social structuralist plane.

Robinson's work (1980) as described in <llapter

·eves an epist:eioological consistency by describing this
p

in tenns of negotiating meaning (1980, p. 158) •
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~~

on experience in the field, the follOW'in;;J supposition was

If inllviduals construct their "theatre" in this sense of
the concept also offers them a different sense of ccmnunity.

tion in role is nnst significant.
intense search for

~,

Yet, if group members

ani the search is rooted for

them in both enotional ani !ilysical aspects of perfonnance, this may
brin;;J a strong sense of community to their interaction durin;;J
perfa

period.

Hence, as with paradigm related to science,

as related to theatre offers modified anchors both in tenns
of .......

.Ao&loo#

as "entity" arxi "structure".

the instance of the fieldwork, group members did appear to

have a

of holdirg some meanings in c::onunon.

actions conveyed a consistently sensed

~

For example, their

to create a conm::m

as
well ·

·cations that they thought of "theatre" as providirg

oppo

'ty for framework.
supra-~

Group members also appeared

in c::onunon concerning theatre.

icipants appeared to have a sense of
play,

to have sane

~

about theatre as

t 'I\lmer refers to as "ludic" ani Berger ani Illckmann refer

'verse" or stepping out of the real in the manner of
'!hey generally un:ierstood that acting as a part of theatre
~··-~OW' step

out of reality as daily experienced.
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to distinguish the act of actirg emerged as JOOSt
:rmividuals we:r:e initially concerned about ''props",
and costumes.
~lCem.:Lng

is

~OUJ-.:1EIC1

Related to this was their meanirg held in

concept of "role".

(Data upon which this analysis

may be lcx::::ated throughout the Mobile-fraine!'.NOrk' s "Five

further conparison with other elements of paradigm a few

details of framework were ostensibly held in comnDn by group members.
Many de

ils held in comnDn we:r:e of a structure consistent with

notions of "traditional" theatre:

perfo~mc:e.

Virtually all members had a sense

Most knew the names of important "administrative

", "the director" ani "the producer".

However, there was

ion over these roles.
In this project, however, most of even these bare details held in
In early stages of the project improvisational

theatre work was relied on to create the script.

'!his experience of

tion was inconsistent with concepts of structure and roles
group members had begun to relate to "theatre".
On

some.

reflection, the concept of "theatre" does offer paradigm for
each set of irrlividuals will redefine what this means
through their interactions.
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iew of adult education literature revealed a grc1t1in;
COilVierg~:e

of theoretical work between adult leamin:] theory and

education.

~

focus on meaning related to leamin:] and a

cultural processes signals these bridqin; activities.

final

BE!Qil'Qel'lt

'Ibis

avoids repetition of previous Olapters by n¥JV:in; beyorrl

review into making explicit implied links between leamin:]
and the set of working assunptions outlined.

Links will be described

briefly as preparation for the Mobile-framework.
descri

Additional

ion of links made in the study will follow the

ough Jarvis' recent work on ''meaningful and meaningless

" (1987) was located in the final stages of data analysis,
of assistance in framirg this segment.

His conclusion

articul tes IOOSt i.n'portant .links between leamin:] and social process:
From the above analysis it may be seen that an urx:Ierstanding
of hmnan experiences is vital in order to canpreheni leamin:].
H
, the leamin:] that results fran and the meaning that is
ibuted to experience depends upon the interrelationship
be
a personal stock of knowledge and the
io-cultural.-temporal milieu within which the experience
I'V"'l_,-w~. (Jarvis, 1987, p. 171)

working assumptions were gathered and in sane instances
created in aid of developing a more adequate urx:Ierstanding of meaning
derived through social processes incl

dynamics of shared meanin;,

meaning creation, maintenance of meaning, and loss of
All of these experiences as experiences of change must be

um

in tenns of our response to what we experience as change.
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What the study has attempted to do in exploration of meaning ani
c::harge is to add to existirq sections of path to merge them into a
paradigmatic framework.

A feM bridges were required includirg

processnal definitions of ''meanirg" ani "cultural-meaning".

'!he fcx:us

on an "epistenology of c::harge" is :interned to draw attention to c::harge
as an element of experience which has ilrplications for all our
actions -

hence the outlines of anchors ani references to spheres of

the profourd ani prosaic.

A concem with IOOdemity provides a larger

theoretical context in which this epistenology of dlange may be
W'Xierstood as a "cultural" or C0111[0C)nly held experience.

Finally, the work on theatre as a social construction of process

is very nuch linked to modernity.

'lheatre as socially constructed

paradigm offers a response to IOOdemity, in terms of IOOdified anchors

of group entity ani "structure".
'Ihese descriptions are offered as explication for observed

dynamics in what Jarvis described as "socio-cultural-teltp:)ral milieu".
In order to interpret how ani what participants learned it was

important to interpret what was meaningful ani what was meaningless
for them in the experience.

'!heir responses to "learning" might then

also be ''meanirgful" to me in my reflections in the context of adult
education.
'!here were many occasions during the fieldwork in which
participants' responses "as learners" took me by surprise.

Developirq

an interpretation of their actions in terms of meaning related to
charge, ani anchors has alerted me to learning in terms of social
response.

For example, their response to "learning" in the prosaic
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~was

far different fran that which tacitly or explicitly

distu:dJed their anchors.

Distul:bance of anchors might occur in

different ways am at different times.
experienced inunediately.

Sanetimes distul:bance \\10\lld be

other times they did not apparently

experience distul:bance until after action had been taken.

('Ihis is

noted in Cllapter Eight in the Mobile-framework.) F\lrther detail of the

fieldwork is required to solidify "rlllOOrs" of links anDll:J leamirg,
meaning ani change.

O'lapter Eight, the representation model of field

experience will provide these concrete examples.
Working assunptions included in this O'lapter produced ani were
produced through development of the Mobile-framework of Olapter Eight.
'!here are many assunptions made explicit in this Clapter, while others

remain tacit.
asstnnptions.

'!he Mobile's framework attempts to reflect these many
To facilitate correlation between these assunptions

am

the Mobile-framework, a description outlining the conceptual structure

of the Mobile-framework fonns the next Clapter.
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NOl'ES

~eschi (1989) :remirDs adult educators that sociological
concepts, includi.r¥J emergirg interests in cu1ture must be considered
not only in tents of theoretical content such as learning theory. He
challenges adult educators to reflect on cultural influences which
shape the ex>ntext in which adult educators act, includi.r¥J their own
organizational contexts.

4nu.s Clapter has been constructed to mirror data analysis
process. Extant social theory was considered first to explicate
discoveries ani questions emanating fran data analysis. If none were
foun:i, or if they provided only partial explanation I attempted to
"fill in" the gaps through theorizing as described in the prior
Clapter.
3

nu.s dissonance I initially experienced in data analysis
correlates with a critique of ethnography. Ethnographers are reliant
on social theory. Dilemmas inherent in contemporary social theory
unavoidably influence ethnographic work. '1hrough further data
analysis, discussion ani reflection the work attenpts to fin:l a way to
keep both "sides" of irrlividual-society, structural-process ani even
micro-macro tensions in "the dynamic picture" (Wocx:ls, 1988, p. 97).
nris framework of assumptions ani their manifestation in the
Mobile-framework is my. attempt at this.
4

I do not wish to intimate that hierarc:hy is a structural quality
of ''meaning". The prefix "supra" ani the word "layer" imply such a
structure. However, no better substitute was described. '!he fonn of
our present language is such that it is easier to use it to describe
that which is abrupt ani discrete.
5

o' Dea' s

framework, partly rooted in Emile D.lrkheim 1 s work,
relies on the words "sacred" ani "profane". However, in the same way
as Berger ani Illckmann use "ananie", these words are too strongly
linked with "structure" as a focal point rather than meaning.
'lherefore, I have substituted "profound" ani "prosaic" for "sacred"
ani "profane" wherever possible.
6
I do not wish to overstate this "case". '!he authors do
recognize some ongoirg changes in the irrlividual. For example, their
distinctions between prllnary ani secondary socialization (1966, p.
157-158) irrlicate such changes. However, themes of the study require
focus on the daily dynamic quality of social relations which must
follow fran the authors 1 description of "social const.nl.ction".
7
Acting in a "consistent" manner may require a mirror image fonn
of reciprocity. You hold out bread. I do not likewise hold out
bread, I take the bread you offered.
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8
'lhis raises a point about the value of participant observation
as a fonn of :research. Acting as a partial outsider, the participant
c::ilServer recoms ait¥:01 other things "surprises". In experiencir¥] a
different set of a.tltural-meanin:J assumptions f:rcm members of a group,
azguably, the :researcher is 100re sensitive to what appears to be the
natural course of action to group members. For cultural--meanin;s are
frequently held tacitly.
Frequently, actions no lorger seem a matter of choice to group
members. In this way ''permanent", socially constructed meanin;J acts
back upon 11 its" creators. When a participant obsel::ver is "surprised"
it is inp:>rtant to note whether any group members also respcni with
surprise in which case this may be a breaking point for either
specific imividuals or of such proportion that group members'
experience this as breaking point for "the group".
9

'lhis ImJSt surely have concern for adult education if for no
other reason than that "learning" is related to change (B11.mt, 1988;
Kidd, 1973; Verner, 1964; Dark.enwald & Merriam, 1982) • As stated in

the Preface, it is not that there is no literature in this area; it is
rather that in the past it has been relegated to the bottan of the
canyon. As referred to in the critique of ethnography (in <llapter
Five), what literature has been created in the area is troubled by
either focusing entirely on the imividual or ''macro" processes open
to the vulnerabilities of structural-functionalism.
10
'lhese are efforts to address one of the described critiques of

ethnography. For exanple, Goodson am Walker point out that
studies treat their data as though timeless (1988, p. 113) •

many

~ rely on "paradigm" doubly. With respect to research, I use it
concemi.rg researchers • combined efforts aimed towards a camnon
explication of social interaction. With respect to social theo:cy,
paradigms are also referred to as group members' social intent in
action. For instance, I refer to theatre group members' paradigmatic
actions in the Mobile-framework.
1

12.nu.s duality of scepticism am innovation suggests diverse
meanin;J in change. It manifestly parallels firrlings in the study of
tension regardi.n:;J two distinct meanings related to searching for
certainty: hanging onto meaning through extant anchors, am explorirg
for new anchors.
13

I do not intern to suggest that experience as "contirgency" am
that of "powerlessness" are wholly discrete. However, in those
instances, where one has a sense of how to act, even though one does
not wish to act in such a manner, this would best be described as
powerlessness. - '!his is not "contirgency". It is distinct f:rcm
experiencing no meanin;J whatsoever.
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14

Pemaps, related to this experience of abruptness, we also often
think in tenns of a single causal link. ''Yest:eroay things were not
this ~y ani now they are because she did that!"
1 My paradigmatic speculations herein derive primarily fran
experience in the field ani related data analysis. I have provided
oonsiderable detail on this in the Mobile-framework urxler the auspices
of "Paradigmatic Actions".

16
At this point I have not directly reflected on "source" of
anchors in tenns of supra-meaning, for example, an annipotent bein;J.
I will address supra-meaning in tenns of attributed source of anchor
later in this Qlapte:r within the segment '"!he P.rofoum ani Paradigms".
17
A 11¥)re accurate word might be "entity". In this instance I am
JOOSt interested in "group" as charismatic. However, the description
provided might also apply to a leader or "personality" who sanehow
becanes associated with the profoun:l in tenns of meaning creation.
Historically, this is more often associated with the word (0' Dea,
1966).
18

I have also reflected on an irxlividual 's identity or sense of
self in tenns of another anchor. However, such consideration is beyon:i
the boul'mries of this study. 'lWo works which may assist in further
study of this IX>SSibility are "Religious Evolution", by Robert Bellah
located in the American Sociological Review (1964, p. 358-374) ani Identity An:l the Sacred: A Sketch For A New Social-Scientific 'Iheocy
Of Religion by J.J. Mol (1977), New York : Free Press.
19
Berger arrl Iuckmann have an excellent conceptualization of what
may occur when irxlividuals, lepers, in their example, shift fran
viewin;J themselves arrl bein;J viewed as isolated irxlividuals to "a
group" (1966, p. 186).] Given my thesis resource boundaries, I have
not pursued a more detailed description of process based on theozy.
FUture research aimed at locating theoretical resources should include
Heretical Imperative: Conteng;:x:?racy Possibilities Of Religious
Affinnation by Peter Berger (1979), New York: Doubleday Anchor.
20

As an abstraction, this notion of "anchors" has been
conceptualized within the context of modem thought. Emerging fran
this context, the paradigmatic claims are stronger, being rooted in
our experience.
2

~ is not inten:led to suggest that all group members will
always experience a breakin;J point in the same intensity, if at all.
For those who do experience one, the implications are tre.merrlous arrl
must have an impact on other members.
2

~erein lines a situational shift from meaning constructed in
tenns of contin;Jency to issues .of "PJWer". When the "structure" loses
"its" meaning arrl thereby "its" legitimacy for irxlividuals in that
society, those attemptin;J to maintain that structure now must
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superinpose. With superinp:Jsition, meaning for individuals shifts
fran issues of contin]ency to issues of power (Freire, 1985; Jcn:vis,
1987) • o' Dea refers to these shifts of meaning related to structure
as the "Symbolic Dilemma" (1966 I p. 92) am "Dilemma of
Administration" (1966, p. 93)
23
'Ihere may be many manifestations of such tensions. Fi.niings in
data analysis have directed concentration on "a" particular
manifestation of tension. '!his description of tension is offered as
an explication consistent with experiences in the field particularly
durirg the first three weeks of observation.
24
I readily acknowledge a tautological element in considerin]
scientists as a "group" to study who arise out of m:::xiem c:x>ntext.
Sane TNOUl.d argue that science related to technology did not arise out
of m:::xiem context but were major elements in the creation of
m:::xiemity. I would simply emphasize the canplex set of interactions
am relationships involved in creation of context.
25
Kuhn has keen intuitive insight into the social life of this
particular group of individuals, scientists. His insight is all the
toore keen since Kuhn •s background as a natural scientist am a
historian does not provide him with a conceptual resm:voir for what is
a sociological work. 'lhe problem of conceptual vocabulary surfaces in
his attenpts to arrive at a definition of. paradigm which will further
explicate details of relationships in social life.
26
A ''modem" twist as described in process of "abstraction"
(Berger, 1977) is that through our present structural interactions we
are toore likely to produce toore abstract, highly articulated
objectifications. 'lhe concept of "paradigm", for better or worse,
epitanizes such a process. 'Ibis does not preclude sane aspects of
shared meaning in paradigms being tacit. It means the balance between
tacit am explicit is shifting "towards attempts to make toore explicit
in abstract fonn.
27

oata analysis left rre thirstirg after a processual definition of
paradigm. '!his need arose out of a single recognition from data
analysis. It was clear through group members' interactions that they
did not have a ccmoonly held paradigm, although sanetimes various
individuals assumed they did. 'Ihey were very much engaged, through
both explicit am tacit means, however, in the process of searching
for one.
28
As supp:lrt for the working set of assumptions, I have relied
toore heavily in this Cllapter on a review of trail blazings derived
fran the literature rather than fieldwork am data analysis. '1he
latter receives full representation in the next Cllapter am Part
'Ihree.
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29
Whatever sense we have of "science", our sense is a sc:x::ial
construction as well. Hc:7Never, given the ''high profile" of science
ani scientific precepts, ani acknowledging Rllhn's work, we are far
nDre likely to have a c::ormoon sense of science than theatre. 'Ihis is
made even nDre likely by the tremerrlous variety of fonn, substance,
ani pnpose espoused in relation to acts labelled as "theatre". - For
many hold that part of the p.npose of theatre is to search for new
fonns of "itself'' (Brook, 1972; Halprin, 1973). 'Ihis lies in oontrast
to beliefs c::oncer:ninJ a science which seaJ:Ches for a scientific method
ani reshapes "its" histo:ry to one of accretion in order to reflect the
intent towards method.
30

'1\mler has also used theatre as meta};il.or in tenns of "sc:x::ial
dramas". 'Iheatre in this sense may be related to Ruhn's theo:ry of
paradigm which includes a processual framework, paradigm, the breaking
down of that framework and response to that breaking down. He refers
to ''paradigm" in the context of this conceptual work (1982, p. 73) •
'Ihis also bears resemblance to o' Oea' s description of breaking point
situations.

31

In many ways '1\mler' s work on a set of assurrptions about what he
refers to as a "liminal" phase is of relevance to the data analysis
work. For that describes experiences of those . in transition. Tlllner
does draw attention to the opportunity to explore in these
circumstances the results of which may reappear in other nDre
acceptable fonns later (1982, p. 28) •
32
since a constant search for meaning through expression is the
IOOSt pressing aspect of canmonly conceptualized "theatre" this
requires exploration of fonn. For example, theatre experiences have
included exploration of new relationships with "the audience".
(Halprin, 1973) •
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STAGE WRITE

A Conceptual outline of 'lhe Mobile-framework

I'm ready to see it be sanethin:J ••• Eil) A-1-247
SUit the action to the woni, the woni to the action,
With this special observance, that you o'erstep not
'lhe IOOdesty of nature.
- Hamlet, III, ii, line 16.
INTRODJCriON

'Ibis Cllapter reviews the conceptual synthesis which emerged fran
the fourth area of work associated with data analysis: that is, work

directed toward creating a representational fonn or framework.
'!he :framerwork as originally conceived was inten:led to reflect two
processes simultaneously.

'!he preeminent focus was the social process

in which theatre group members ergaged.

'!he secorrl process was the

conceptual development of the framework to present the first.

'!he

creator's fingerprints on the Mobile were not to be polished away.
'Ibis attempt at synchronicity, hOVlever, clashed with attenpts to

provide sufficient detail for each.
to footnote clutter arxl clatter.

'!he Mobile-framework fast turned

'Ihe two integral processes have been

severed since with careful attention to preserving the fragile essence
of "processual fingerprints 11 • 1
As

previously described, development of a framework to represent

group members' processes has been a lengthy, complex set of syntheses

involving discoveries through resource materials on theocy,
methodology an:i data analysis.

A description of the entire process

would be both web-like an:i elephantine.
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'nlrough dialectical prcx::ess I have looked to discover that which

seems most significant about this experience.

By

p:rovidi.n;J a combined

description of the framework 1 s conceptual outline arrl an in:lication of
how key concepts emerged, I offer criteria to interpret whether

significance has been adequately attributed.

'Ibis description then,

sets the stage for the Mobile-framework representation of theatre
group members 1 processes replete with data therefrom.

CONCEPIUAL ClJl'LINE OF '!HE IDBIIE-FRAME.IDRK
As

previously described, the phrase ''Mobile-framework" was

selected purposely.

"Mobile" is interrled to corwey several qualities

about the representational fonn.

Harkening back to the "intimate" arrl

the "abstract", the Mobile-framework is clearly an abstraction created

fran a lergthy prcx::ess of synthesis.

As

such, it is a "sculpted"

abstraction.
As

an art fonn, mobiles have a paradoxical quality.

in a "susperxied state".

'!hey exist

Yet parts llDVe in relation to other parts.

'Ibis conceptual tension penneates eNery aspect of the study 1 s work to
deNelop an analytical representation of fieldwork.
'!he choice of ''Mobile", then, constitutes a conceptual
comp:ranise.

If it cannot capture "the moonbeam in the jar", the

Mobile furthers attempts at least to reflect the moonbeam in the jar
by retaining sane kinesthetic arrl visual sense of the experience.

parts of the Mobile are solid, of a piece.
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HoweNer, as pieces of

'!he

representation they may DJVe to portray new relationships with each
other.

Despite this apparent fluidity, they are attached by threads

to a fixed point.
Finally, the notion of Mobile in:lirectl.y admits of canpranise.
'Ihe pieces are a statement by the sculptor that the representations

created are the JOOSt significant elements to behold.
substance.

But they exist in relationship with space.

'!hey are the

'Ihere are

recognized gaps between the representational pieces.
Concerning the study's analytical representational fonn, there

are six conceptual pieces or bars within the Mobile.
"General

Context",

'Ihe first bar,

is followed by a constellation of five smaller bars

signifying events of the fieldwork.

'Ihese are named collectively the

"Five Act-Plays" ani irrlividually: a) "SUstained Uncertainty",
b) "Anchored Anomie", c) "Play Acting", d) "COntingency Control", and
e) "Played out".

'Ihe five Act-Plays canprise the main body of the data

representation.

'Ihey represent group members' interactions during

periods of the project.

'Ihese particular five were created fran data

analysis to represent distinct changes in group members' activities
ani focus.
'Ihe fonn of their suspension fran the "General Context" may be

rearranged deperxting on focus for reflection.

For instance, they may

be conceived as being side by side, attached to "General "Context".

GENERAL
SUSTAINED
UNCERI'AIN'lY

ANOIORED
ANOOIE

PlAY
ACI'ING
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CONTEXT
PlAYED
CX1I'

'!his is only one configuration.

'!hey may be considered in a linear

fashion also with the first Act-Play only, attached to "General
Context".

'lhe secorrl would be suspenied from the first arrl so on.

It

is the latter fonnation which unfolds in this outline of the

Mobile-framework.
'1he nature of the first bar, "General Context" distinguishes it

fran the remaining five bars, the five Act-Plays.

"It" offers

backgrourrl support to the other five bars which are descriptions of

fieldwork experience.

No matter what the configuration, 'lhe "General

Context" piece fonns the framework's main bar from which the Five
Act-Plays suspend.
'!he five Act-Plays have all been fashioned with the same

headings.

However, OVIing to its distinctive nature, the. overview of

"General Context" has a special structure which will be outlined

first.

1)

A structural outline of the Act-Plays will follOVI thereafter.

GENERAL~

To enphasize the internal

structure of the Mobile-framework, an

overview of the purpose, content and structure, as well as key
concepts is provided.

'lhePurpose
'lhis "main bar" of the Mobile-framework was created to divulge
backgrourrl for data analysis and thereby to limit amitrariness of

starting point into the field.
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Content and structure
In the main, the "General Context" is canprised of "emerged"

patterns.

'!hat is, relatively stable data in the sense that it is

less vulnerable to change through acts of interpretation or through
wholly new action suggestirg other inflections.
In tenns of stzucture, these are the main headings of the
"General Context" section:
Introduction
Emerged Patterns:
- rata Of A Generally Descriptive Nature
- rata Analysis Irxticating Some "Starting Plays"
'lhese headings are repeated replete with a description of content to

"reproduce" Clapter Eight 1 s fonnat.

Reproduced outline Of General Context Segment:
a) Introduction:
'1he "General Context" section begins with a descriptive,

introductory section.

'!his section acts as a guide, outlining

intentions of this piece of the Mobile-framework.

b)Emerged Patterns:
'IWo subheadings frame discoveries from data analysis in this

segment, "rata Of A Generally Descriptive Nature" and "rata Analysis
Describing Some "Starting Plays".

Distinctions between the two are

clarified by the content within each segment.
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- Data Of A Generally Descriptive Nature
Data outlined in this section are comprised of that which has

been referred to as "emerged" data.

Key "contextual elements" through

data analysis were ascertained: a) "the cxmm.mity" in which the

project occurred b) the "theatre club" as the organizational framework
within which the project was initiated arrl c) .inlividuals who came to

interact as "a group" in the project.

Descriptions of these elements

in this segment of the Mobile-framework parallel the action of a
camera z<Xlllli.rg in fran a macro to micro view.
Process in deducing these elements, however, was mirror image

to this description.

My involvement began with .inlividuals caning

together to consider themselves as a group.
spoke of the "theatre club".

Some

of these .inlividuals

Investigations led to distirguishing

between those involved with the theatre club arrl those involved in

this project.

Group members' continued reference to the cxmm.mity

over a period of time suggested a most significant thematic
relationship requiring further exploration.
'!he content includes a brief description of the town arrl area.
Moving fran the town to the theatre club the Mobile-framework presents
a brief accounting of the club. '!his account includes description of
the club's inception, projects umertaken arrl its current size.

Description of group members involved with this project mainly takes a

- Data Analysis Irrlicatirg Same "Starting Plays"

'!his segment is integrally connected to theories identified as
assistirg in data analysis.

It bridges interpretations of past
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elements with the project's present.

'lheories arrl data analysis of

"emerged" data set the stage for making sense of those group members'
interactions to which I was privy arrl which is framed in the remaining
five parts.

Emerging

Key

Concepts

Concepts emerged fran all four areas of discovery which shaped

the growing Mobile-frat1leNOrk.

'!hose which IOOSt directly influenced

creation arrl content of the Mobile are explicated urrler this heading,
"Emergi.n; Key Concepts" throughout this Olapter.
a) Concept of "Emerging" and "Emel:ge.d

A pressing purpose for this outline was to proffer processual
fi.n;erprints.

'!his section contains at least the more finnly planted

fingerprints.

When approaching the fieldwork, methodological

resources were consulted for response to ontological arrl
epistemological questions of research design.
Olapter 'IWo described the series of irxluctions arrl deductions

which led to choosing participant observation as a primary part of
research design.

However, in prior Olapters I have not alluded to

more specific ramifications this choice has raised related to
interpreti.n; fieldwork experience in light of choosi.n; a
representational fonn.
Participant observation might best be described as a method.
method may manifest various schools of philosophic thought.

'lhe

It is the

ontological and epistemological assumptions one has which steer
actions as a participant observer in the field, evoke assumptions in
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data analysis arrl influence the fonn of data representation.

Farly

data analysis (arrl acknowledgment of my own long held values)
suggested that ''meaning" was a peJ:Va.Sive theme conceming group

members' interactions.
To the extent that I was fcx::used on un:ierstan:lin;J how group

members un:ierstood the experience I was attempting to reconi their

meaning.

However, I did not take up the full methodological mantle of

ethnanethcxlology.
''bracket".

For exan-ple, I did not rigorously attenpt to

Having detennined to understarrl "their" meaning, I was

faced with two other insistent quarrlaries.
First, locating arrl describing "their" meaning suggested that the
work was devoted to creating a monolithic reality.

'!his appeared to

lead back toward a functionalist framework with associated
vulnerabilities.
In shifting away from the methcxlological resources, the

theoretical resource upon which I came to rely was Social Construction
Of Reality

(Berger & Illckmann, 1966).

Although limited in its

dealings with a roncept of meaning, for purposes of data analysis, the
st.rerqth lay in tenns of describing individuals' interactions as

creating a reality at most intersubjective.
Secorrl, roncems were all heightened by the question of my

relationship to the experience of interacting group members.

If there

is not sane objective reality to be observed arrl related what is the
nature of my reporting? According to this theoretical framework, if I
attempted to describe the reality of a group I would be creating "a
reification".
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Unforb.mately, the authors of Social Construction Of Reality,
heuristic devices in hard, ccu:ve out a paradox.

'!he authors fashion

an epistem::>logical snarl, for the book speaks in tones arxl tenns of
creatin:] an objective framework for umerst:.aming interactions of
creatures existirg on an intersubjective basis.
A partial resolution to this substantial problem eventually
evolved fran an early observation.

When scouring methcxlological

materials for possible precedence, I was struck by a certain contrast.
In studies read, authors aimed to outline that which was static in a

community: the structure, the relationships, even the meaning.

However, when comparing these studies of "the" static with my
fieldwork experiences, I recognized a significant distinction.
fieldwork experience the singular constant was change -

In my

change in

group size, change in meeting place, change in purpose of activities,
arxl change in meaning arrl purpose.

'!his observation resurfaced at

sufficient intel:vals to becane a major theme.
I struggled to recognize that theme arrl eventually did so in two
respects.

Foremost, I connected change with ''meaning".

Both in

focused fieldwork arrl in data analysis I explored how "group members"
perceived pervasive change.

'!his work related to ''meaning" arrl

"change" is one among several cues which made social theory concerning
ananie so relevant to fieldwork experience.
'!his theme of change came to the fore in a secorrl manner.

It is

this secorrl manner which pertains most directly to the problem

described.

As I cast about for ways of representing fieldwork

experience, I

~ized

how significant a theme change was.
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Without

making a direct connection, I began to think in tenns of representing

group members' " process".

By "process" I came to mean emphasis on

h<:1« they experienced change through their interactions

to it.

am

respon:led

'!his line of reasoning evolved primarily fran concentrated

data analysis.

With this developirg focus on process, confusion associated with
theoretical readings concerning

"the~

objective/subjective debate",

while not entirely resolved, emitted a new emphasis.

Both reflection

on ''meaning" as related to process and change am discussion with
resource people on how to couch proc:ess in the framework prcxluced the
word "emergirg".

Use of the word "emerging" sett:led several conceptual dust
stonns.

"Emerging" while emphasizing transition was also compatible

with intersubjectivity as an

episten~logical

as c::::at'IIOOn amongst a group of i.n:livictuals.

starting point -emerging

However, as efforts at

analyzing data became more focused c>n fi.rrling a way of expressing
change of meaning, recordirg my own process of the experience am its
affect became most significant.
In this way, I

came to distinguish between what emerged for

"them" (an orientation towards objec:tivations) am what was emerging
for me (as interpreter -

an intersubjective orientation) as a result

of an "after the fact" prolonged, analytic process to which group
members were not exposed.

Hence this segment on "fingerprints'' was

developed.
"Emerging" is, then, a rernirrler that the study 1 s descriptions of
group members' process are attempts to refine paradigm in tenns of an
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intersubjective social tool.

In this way, in addition

to its other

pw:poses, "emergin;J" also substitutes for repetition of ''working
assumptions II •
'1his conceptual work concemirg the wo:r:d "emerging" precipitated

substantial reconstJ:uction of the "Five Act-Plays" portion of the
framework.

It also provided the basis for discoverirg a contrast.

Contrasted were elements which I have cane to assume change fran

elements which I have cane to assume were less vulnerable to change of
meanirg fran actions of any source, or "emerged" as I refer to it.

'lhese are meanings which group members would m::>St likely continue to

experience in cx:mnon.
While I had conterrplated developin;J an introductory section to
the "Five Act-Plays, the inductive analysis concerning "emerging"

solidified purpose, structure, ani content in the fonn of "General
Context".

Chronologically, the "General Context" section "emerged"

after I had developed a framework consisting of the "Five Act-Plays"
but prior to each of the five beirg fully fleshed out.

'!his conceptual work on "emerging" ani "emerged" as a way of
brirgirg together epistemology of change ani the representational
fonn to reflect the episteJrology influenced every aspect of the
Mobile-framework.

'!hat influence may be clearly obsel:ved in both the

"General Context" ani the five "Act-Plays".

Havirg explored the purpose, content, ani structure of the
"General Context" piece of the Mobile-framework, description shifts to

the "Act-Plays" of the Mobile-framework.
consolidated into one generic description.
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Description of the five is

2) '!HE "FIVE ACr-PI.AYS"

Following the "General Context" bar, a constellation of five
smaller bars signify events of the fieldwork as viewed through data
analysis.

'lhese I have named collectively the "Five Act-Plays",

am

irrlividually:

THE
SUSTAINED

UNCERrAINIY

FIVE

ANCHORED
ANCMIE

ACT-PLAYS
PIAYED
aJI'

PIAY
ACI'ING

'lhese five Act-Plays conprise the main body of the data

representation, the Mobile-framework.

'lhe five have been created to

represent distinct changes in group members I activities
Each of them presents data analysis
same structural lines.

am

am

fOCUS •

supporting data within the

'Ibis structure contains six main headings:

Emerging Context
Emerging Patterns Of Process
Emerging Structure
Emergirxl Tempo Ani Rhytlun Of Activities
Emerging CUltural-Meaning
'lhemes Directly Related To Mult Education
As Constructed At Present
Each heading represents a lengthy process of reflection in tenns
of episten'ological consistency.

'Ibis process of reflection included

consideration of how we un:lerstar:d our own social processes related to
the nature of data analysis

representation.

am

additionally related to mcxies of

'lhe repetition of the word "emerging" is interned as

reve:tberation of this conceptual process.
In tenns of creatirxl the framework I have been at pains not only

in choosirxl each heading but in considerirxl relationships anDng them.
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'!he inten1al logic of their relationship as it emerged unfolds

throughout the following overview.
section through a

"Plll:pose",

'!he ovetView descri.l:les each

"Content ani Structure", ani "Key

Concepts" fonna.t.

EMERGING

CX>Nl'E}cr'

'!he "Emerging Context" section within each of the five Act-Plays

follows the same fonna.t with minor variations.

'!he Purpose
Parallel to the "General Context" section, the purpose of the
"Emerging Context" section is to act as a conceptual backdrop.

'Ihe

backdrop provided through the "Emerging Context" sections, however, is

specific to a set period of time or "stage" in group members'
interaction.

'!he Content and Structure
One

of the most corrplex aspects of data analysis parallels the

nuance of dressing.
urrler-dressed.

Reductionism may be compared with being

Ga'Wdy gam may be compared to an inun:lation of detail

wherein not:hing starrls out as significant other than superfluousness.
In the latter instance, the work may becane descriptive rather than

theoretical.
Negotiating a balance between the two became part of a
self-n-onitoring process throughout data analysis.
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For example, there

was sufficient data

to describe each meeting, rather than groupin;

several meetings as a stage or Act-Play.

However, describin; each

meetin; ani providin;J a canparable framework for each one would have
required diminishing the nmnber of elements in the framework or

risking loss of significance.
offered a canpranise.

'!he concept of "Emez:gin; Context"

Certain specific details could be limited to

creatin; a general impression.

'!he set of details chosen for each

Act-Play is described as follows.
In "Emel:gi.rg Context" with each of the five Act-Plays, the data

revealed may be described as "demographics of occasion".

Data is

represented urrler the auspices of four headings:
Time of Year (season arrl weather)
Period of Time (over what period of time the meetings
included in this stage took place.)
I.ocation (of meetings)
Att:ermnce (nmnber of members)

Key Concepts
a) "Emerging Context":

'!he fonnat distinguishes "Emel:ging Context" sections fran the
"General Context" based lcu:gely

on a sin;le element.

Data urrler this

hea.din;J derives fran the period when I observed group members'

interactin;.

~

data is also less vulnerable to reinterpretation

than data encased within later sections, although sane group members

may not have been privy to the data.
For exanple, sane simply may have been absent from meetings, or
may not have explicitly considered experiences in tenns of patterns
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observed by other participants.

'lherefore, not all group members

'WOUld necessarily hold precisely the same interpretation of the

context.

However, within these strictures, the description should

represent roughly a majority view.

EMERGING PATrERNS OF PROCESS

With "Emergirg Patl:enls Of Process", representation shifts to
data analysis directly describing group members 1 interactions arrl
includes excerpts from their interactions.

'lhePuroose
'!he segments in the section were crafted to give the reader a
sense of participants' diversity arrl of their activities as
irxtividuals.

Particular emphasis has been placed on the idea that

these are not the actions of "a group" but a set of irxtividuals

interacting.
'Ibis section was created as well to provide the reader with a
strong kinesthetic sense and to contribute to a richer representation

of change.

For example, to get at the notion of "emen.Jing", content

in the section includes patterns which do not necessarily become part
of group members 1 fonnal structure.

'!hey also include patl:enls that

do become part of "their" fonnal structure but are lost to the "social

constnlction" because of change or shift in "cultural-meaning" aver

tine.
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'!he Content and structure
'Ihese sections contain descriptions of eme:rqing patterns of group

ITeJDhers' social construction.
irxiividuals'

meani.n:J

'!his is the "primordial soup" of

and their interactions.

'!he "soup" consists of

patterns constantly eme:rqing for different people, which eventually

form the basis for "cu.ltural-tneani.n;" when sufficient members
experience

meani.n:J CC1llUOOilality

and express this in their actions.

'!he

"soup" of group members' interactions also fonns a basis for eme:rqing

social structure.

'!he patterns outlined in this section focus on both

"form" of interaction and content.
Even "soup", having substance, must have some

structure no matter

'!here are two fourrlational concepts which form a basis for

hOW' fluid.

headings that appear within this section in each of the Act-Plays:

Emergirg Shapes Of Group Members' Interactions
Shifting Shapes In Group Members' Interactions
Content and conceptual structure of "the primordial soup" are

shaped by the ontological and epistemological assunptions described in
Cllapter Six.

'!hose elements of primordial soup upon which I have

focused are those within a process of shifting
members:

If they come to sense

meani.n:J for

meani.n:J in conunon,

what happens when they do not or

group

how do they, and

meani.n:J falls apart on

them?

As part of a process of data analysis I have sought out that

which eme:rqed fran primordial soup in tenns of group members'
interactions.

In particular, focus turned to observing group members'

interactions which may have related to anchors and paradigms.

'!his

focus is reflected in concepts "key" to development of the section.
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Key

Concepts

a) "Primordial Soup":
'lhralgh data analysis process I have cane to consider group
members' initial interactions as a kim of pri.Ioordial soup out of

which meanings ani structure ccmoonly held ani acted on by group
members began to "evolve".

Group members brought to their soup

meanings ani senses of structure as irrlividuals, developed fran other

experiences.

Sane patterns

in their interactions which first emerged

did not continue as other patterns emerged ani predaninated.

'!his

suggests a special significance emergirg fran dynamics among these

group members.

(Breaking points have a way of doirg this.)

'!he study erxleavors · to ensure representation of this pri.Ioordial
soup of experiencirg through each section entitled "Emergirg Patterns

Of Process" for all the "Five Act-Plays".

As meaning and

structure

became m::>re ccmoonly held, however, there is a reduction of soup-like

quality.

One

might imagine my metaphorical Mobile-framing eventually

taking the shape of an inverted infurrlibulum.
b) "Emerging Shapes Of Group Members' Interactions":

Without qualification, the sirgle most difficult work in creatirg
this data analysis framework has been to maintain a sense of action,
of process, of dlange as key elements of fieldwork experience with
group members.

In initial att:enpts at creatirg a framework for data

analysis, data were presented through creating a typology of
infonnation exchanged ani shared among group members.
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That framework

assumed nost group members 1 interactions took a single fonn,

dj scussion.

'!his was not an accurate assunption even with respect to

activities in the first stage, "SUstained Uncertainty".
When work began on the

secom Act-Play

problem ccystallized immediately.
TNere

"Anchored Ananie", the

n.u:i.rg those meetings group members

i.nprovisi.rg, which was not at all the same as their discussions.

In cx:aning

to grips with that problem, I relied on firxlings fran

searches for relevant theoretical readings am discussions with

resource people.

'!he work in relation to theoretical readings am

subsequent disrussions entailed searching for consistency cuoong

applicable theories am filling in gaps through further data analysis.
In this way, the work between data analysis am theoretical work has

been interactive.
'Ihrough this process I have begun to recognize in group members •

interactions, distinctions in shapes.

In addition, at this point the

study begins to represent the significance of experiencing shifts from

one fonn of interaction to another as an in'p:>rtant element of group
members 1 interactions in a more focused manner.
'Ihe phrase "shapes of interactions" COil'llllaOOs an in'p:>rtant place

in the title of this section.

By "shapes of interactions" I am

seeking to paradigmatically recognize significance in both the kirrls

of interactions cuoong group members am distinctions in the nature of
their interactions over time.

As well, this phrase recognizes not

only external elements of those interactions, but maintains sane
sensitivity to special links with internal elements as composites of
shapes of interactions.
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"An action" may be an isolated act.

'!he word "interaction"

conveys an element or elements of relationship between two or toore

actions.

In tenns of hmnan interaction, Berger's ani I.uckmann' s

framework (1966) sheds light on elements of relationship in hmnan
interactions.

Acx::ordi.rg to their framework, human interaction

includes processes of extemalization (outward

~ression) ani

intemalization (internal absorption ani meaning creation) of those
people interacting.

It may also include abjectivations (creation of

objects).
'!he word, "interaction" suggests that internalizations ani

extemalizations of those interacting would be reciprcx::ally affected.
Applying Berger arx:l Illckmann's framework, when we refer to social
interactions we are canmonly referring to extemalizations.

It is

JOOSt important, however, to remember that in comi.n:] to urrlerst:am
outward ~ressions, extemalization processes are very much connected

to meanings created through internalization.
When we refer to hmnan interaction, generally, we speak of social
interaction of which we have many fonns.

To convey a contrast among

IOOdes in which people interact, the word "shapes" has been carefully
selected.

'!he intention was to choose a word which could carry

nuances arising out of the complex relationships in interactions.

For

example, despite having markedly different intemalizations, people
may use similar actions or extemalizations to

~ress

intemalizations.
For that matter one act may
person's intemalization.

~ress

toore than one element of a

'!he interaction may be reconstructed also
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through internationalization into a set of interactions with entirely

different directions.

In the latter incident, a sin3le action or

interaction would fonn part of two distinct kin:1s of interactions.
One

of my criteria for choosin3 "shape" is that the \t/On:l has been

associated with IOOVement
of the future".
my

am

with change in such expressions as "shape

By using "shapes" in relation to interaction, it is

intention to represent the element of change to be as significant

as others

am

thereby also to maintain a representational link between

processes of externalization
In attempting

am

internalization.

to distinguish between the nature of group

members •

interactions through considerin3 differences in them, I have also
opened the door to reification.

I am castin3 interactions as objects

with distinguishable attributes as reflectej in my granunatical usage.
Usin3 "shapes" has not avoided the problem of reification entirely.
However, to the extent that the word "shapes" suggests nuances of
change, of movement through space

am

time, it will be of assistance.

(It may also imicate con:lition.)
In addition consideration has been given

to internalization

am

100re particularly externalization in tenns of not only a sense of the
intividual, but "the group".

In my interactions with group members

through internalizations, I might choose to externalize as a group
member

as opposed to as an imividual.

For example, as an imividual

I might smile in response to what others are doin3

am

remain silent.

As a group member I might detennine that "group" means evecyone must

do what the others are doing
hop on one leg.

am

so I begin to bend over backwards

'!he distinction is, arguably, JOOst significant to
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am

that experience in tenns of a relationship between meanirq ani

emergin.J

culturaJ.--meanin;J.

I 1l1.1St emphasize that in the process of analyzing data I have not
assayed the data for all possible shapes of group members'
interactions.

Absent, for example, are references to group members'

actions of P\ysically building sets, creating circuits of lights ani
soun:ls.

Given the volume of data available ani given that there are

many possible foci, to follow up all these threads 'WOUld have made
this \VOrk prohibitive.

'!hose shapes which have been included in the

Mobile-framework were thematic in the sense that group members'
interactions most frequently took these shapes.

In all, within this

data analysis representation five different shapes of participants'
interactions are elaborated.
'!here is a particularly odd quality about listing ani describing
these shapes as separate fran the context of the social theories fran

which they derive ani fran the group members 1 interactions.
stuff that reification is made of.

It is the

However, for the reader •s ease,

provided in this conceptual outline is a list am a description of
these five shapes of interactions.
generalizations.

'!he descriptions are introductory

'!here is overlap in both the fonn ani content of

sane of these shapes.

'!his may cause sane confusion.

Confusion

arising out of these descriptions may be clarified through examination
of examples of group members' interactions contained in the
Mobile-framework following this Chapter.
In

tenns of the fonnat, for each of the five "shapes of

interactions" I have included both a description of outward fonn of
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expression (extemalization process) arrl trr:f construction of intema1

meanirxJ as related to

cultural-meaning, as well as stnicture arrl group

entity possible (internalization process).

'!he descriptions are

arranged roughly in desceniing order of cx::atplexity in both external
expression arrl intemal relationships.

- Discussion, SUnunary:
Drawirg on the data, I would describe "disolSSion" as verbal
interaction cnoong group members with the broad purpose of exchanging
or sharing infonna.tion.

As

well, "discussion" at least suggests that

all those engaged in disolSSion may contribute equally.
Group members did much of their constructirg arrl reconstructing
through discussion.

'Ihey conversed cnoongst themselves about their

thoughts, their feeiings, what they had done, what they were doing,
what they would do, what they wanted to do.

'1brough di soJSSion they

made decisions about what had happened, they made decisions about
future actions.
Group discussion content might be further characterized in

tenns

of whether group members were focused on construction or awareness of
arrl reflection on the process of construction.

Virtually all group

members were aware of discussion as a fonn of interaction which they
used. 2
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- InteJ:.viet¥1 SUmmal:y:
Both sets of interviews with group members were instigated for
the pn:pose of havinj disaJSSion with participants on an irrlividual

basis.

OUr actions took the fonn of conversinJ.

'!he interview

interactions were discemibly different, however, fran di SCIJSSion
atoongSt

group members.

One

of the key distinctions includes a difference in fonnat fran

group meetirgs.

As interviewer ani interviewee, our roles were

relatively clearly defined.
one directional.

OUr conversational flow was purposefully

In the main, I asked questions to elicit group

members' perceptions of their activities.

Through these means, I

erneavored to facilitate reflection primarily ·about how they
experienced the theatre project in which they were ergaged.

In the

interviet¥ our activity had a more reconstructive than constructive
orientation.
In this way the interviews did not occur between two group
members.

Through the content of my questions ani in my demeanor, as

much as possible, I shifted away from participant to obsel:ver.

All

group members were not able to make that distinction clearly, but many
apparently could.
reflect.

Sane relished the opportunity to step back ani

I pranised group members that infonnation given to me in the

interviews would be confidential if they so required.

In contrast to

group meetinj diSOJSSions, this added to sane sense of private
discourse.
'!he locations of the interviews also distinguished them fran
group meetirgs.

I met with members individually in whatever settinJ
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was 1lDSt canfortable for them given our limited choices.

'!his meant

meetirg in in:tividuals • banes, or in restaurants with booths.

Once

100re, virtually all group members were aware of interviews as a

distinctive fo:rm of interaction. 3

- Actirg 1 SUnunary:
In contrast to "discussions" ani "interviews", interactions of

"actirg" had an emphasis on physical action beyord vert:al fonns.
While dialogue was very significant, actors also were required to
express their meanirgs through movement, for instance.
In addition to this contrasting feature, other qualities

asscx::iated with actirg distin3uished this shape fran "discussion" ani
"interviews".

I referred to definition of roles as an important

element in the shape of interviews.

With respect to "acting",

assumption of role appeared to be key to the shape of "actirg"
interactions.

It is the special meanirg asscx::iated with the concept

of role which made "role" primary.
Actions perfonned with the assumption of an actirq role did not
apparently retain the same quality of "real" as those of everyday
actions.

'lherefore, "they" did not have the same significance.

'!hey

were not attributed to the actor in the same nanner as everyday
actions would be.
quality.

'!hey carried, instead, a play-like or pretern

'Ibis quality is sanetimes referred to as a "ludic" quality

('1\lrner I 1982; Wilshire I 1982) •

How nuch group members assumed a ludic quality about "actirg"
actions will emerge throughout this data analysis representation.
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For

example, actions performed while saneone was acting might have a
dimi.nishej

quality of "real" or "significance" with respect to another

actor with whan the first actor was interacting.

Ha.vever, "the

quality of the acting" ani the content of the play have significance
ani a real quality as a play for the audience.

In this instance, it

was clear that the audience 1 s response had very real significance for
the actors.

In this way only certain aspects of the actions of acting

were ludic (state, 1987).
Prior to focusing on other shapes of interaction, there is one
final point worthy of note about "acting" as having a special quality
for those acting.

'1\lmer (1982) speaks of the "ludic", Bel:ger ani

I.uckmann (1966) refer to theatre as a sub-universe of reality.

No

matter what the label given, a distinction being made between everyday
action ani "acting" necessitates a series of cues to suggest
transition fran one fonn of action to another. 4
'1his brings to a close comments ani descriptions of "acting" as a
shape of interaction.

'Ihe final two shapes of interaction,

"paradigmatic actions" and "breaking point actions"
strategically at the

em,

together.

have been placed

'Ihe phrase "shape of interaction"

fits them least well because aspects of these interactions were not
directly manifest either through a single action or articulation by
group members.

'Ihese interactions were virtually always combined with

other shapes already described.
'Ihese two shapes of interactions have an important element in
curuton with the previously described shape "acting".
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Data suggest

that sane group members 1 interactions included an internalized sense
of transcerXlence.

'!hat is, people imi.cated through various ways a

sense of meanirg beyom evecyday life, "reality".

With respect to

actirg, this transcen:ience or stepping outside of evecyday reality was
not consistently connected with a sense of certainty or the p:rofouni.

In contrast, the following shapes of interactions were toore

consistently linked with seeking a sense of certainty or the p:rofouni.

- Paradigmatic Actions, SUmmal:y:
When we speak of paradigms based on rum•s work (1970, 1977),
despite the shufflirg definition, we generally assume sane sort of
framework created arrl mintained continually by members of a group to
guide their directions.

It is posited that in o:rder to be viable,

this paradigmatic framework must address group members • needs for a

sense of the transcerrlent, the "sacred" (O'Dea, 1966) or the profout'rl.
SUch a framework also must address people's needs for a sense of

how to act on a daily basis, within the "profane" sphere (O'Dea, 1966)
or the prosaic in a manner consistent with the transcerrlent.

'!he

paradigmatic framework my also provide interpretations of actions so
that consistency in imividuals 1 actions is manifest.
For heuristic purposes, if one relies on a distinction between
cultural-meanirg arrl structure, a paradigm is the nexus between the

two.

A paradigm is the creation of structure in social action based

on cultural-meanirg for the purposes of interacting meaningfully.
'!his data analysis framework distinguishes between the analytic

device, the concept of paradigm as a framework in the sense of object
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(no matter how incot:pOreal), ani people's interactions associated with
paradigm creation ani maintenance.

Aspects of a paradigm as framework

may be articulated wholly, or in part by group members.

However, a

paradigm may be manifest only in people •s interactions as are
"institutions".

Irrlividuals act in a manner consistent with a

paradigm, therelJy creatin;J ani maintaining the sense of "its"
existence ani they gather me.anirg both fran the consistency of their

own actions associated with a paradigm ani the reciprocal or
non-reciprocal interactions of others.
'lhrough data analysis one pattem emerged in group members •

interactions cormected to creation ani maintenance of a paradigm.
Most of the data fran which this pattem emerged were located in two

sources.

'!he data derived fran discussion in which group members

enJa,ged arrl fran acting.
'!he shape of group members' paradigmatic actions overlaps with
the shape of their discussion

am with their acting. However, the

study posits that there are additional elements specific to the shape

of their paradigmatic actions.
People may discuss or act for a variety of purposes.

'lhrough

data analysis two elements have been associated with group members'

paradigmatic interactions.

'!he first is focus on creation arrl

maintenance of oommonly held meanings.

'!he secon:l is focus on process

of creation arrl maintenance of me.anirg.
For purposes of comparison, since "role" was included as an
element within descriptions of shapes of interactions such as
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11

i.nterviews" ani "actin;J", role is also considered in relation to

graJp

Role did not emerge as a key

members' "paradigmatic actions".

element in tenns of requirirg consistent, continuous, distirxJuishable

actions associated with two particular in:lividuals, as was the case
with i.nterviews.

'lhematically, a concept of role did not emerge with

such potent force of meanir:g as to cause structure to be a JOOSt

significant element of people 1 s actions.
Data analysis provided

in the Mobile-framework suggests that a

concept of role was connected to group

nlembers 1

paradigmatic actions

nuch toore broadly, as a general, social obligation.

'lherefore, many

members, if not all members of that group might assume a role.

It was

observed in the field, however, people who emerged as leaders were
toore likely to act from a sense of responsibility or meanir:g in action
to maintain "the group" through maintenance of paradigm.

Most group

members might intuitively have recognized paradigmatic actions.

It is

unlikely, however, that they would describe these actions in tenns of
shape.

Despite beirg fraught with risks of reification, a visual image
with respect to social construction of paradigms, may offer
explanatory assistance.

Social construction of paradigms might be

thought of as helix-like, coilirg aroun:i strarrls of interactions ani
of in:lividuals 1 meanir:gs.

Shape of paradigmatic action might be IOOSt.

adequately described as strarrls connectin;J helix (es) to interwoven
strarrls of in:lividuals 1 meanir:g-in-action.

('!he Mobile-framework

elaborates on this description in Chapter Eight.) 5
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- Breakirg Point Actions, SUnunary:
Data analysis inticates that these last two shapes have sane

CXl'liOOl'lal.ity.

Much of that c::::onuoonality lies in the complex

interactions I am attenpting to represent through

"them".

nature of
It has been

suggested that a paradigm as objectivation is not a shape of

interaction, but is integrally related to such a series of
interactions.
interaction.

In the same way, a breakirg point is not a shape of

HaNeVer, "it" might be described rather as a locus for a

shape of interaction.

Relying on O'Dea's work (1966) I would describe a breakirg point
as a person •s or persons • experience of disruption of meaning (Jarvis,
1987; Mezirow, 1981, 1988) both prosaic arrl profoun:l.

Described in

this manner a breakirg point might be thought of as shapelessness

rather than shape. 6
'!his sense of disruption becomes the locus of special

interactions.

'Ihese special interactions may be thought of as

people •s interactions related to emergence of disruption as
experienced arrl thereafter people •s interactions related to their
emerging responses to disruption of meaning.
As was the case with paradigmatic actions, breakirg point actions

are layered with other shapes of interactions.

Arising fran data

analysis, I came to associate a quality of intensity arrl a focus on
cultural-meaning with breakirg point actions.

I have distinguished

between breakirg point actions arrl paradigmatic actions by results of

a series of group members • interactions.
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In interactions directed towards paradigm creation ani

maintenance, group members were focused on contents of a possible
framework.

Prior to a breakirg point experience, group members may

have been focused in this manner.

Ha,vever, at ani beycni a breakirg

point experience, making' sense of a break came first.
construction starting fran foun:1ations again, was
&

I.eirman, 1988) •

'!hen,

secom

(Wildemeersch

('Ihese stages related to breakirg points are

portrayed in the Mobile-framework of Cbapter Eight. )
Within group members' interaction, roles were not clearly defined
except in terms of a shared imperative role for all group members to

relocate meaning.

As with paradigmatic actions, group members

emerging as leaders were more likely to assume responsibility for this

course of action. 7
Initially, one cue in particular suggested individuals'
experiencing breakirg points.

On

occasion, in mid conversation there

would be a sudden shift in topics of discussion.

In addition, as I

came to hold a stronger sense of individuals • daily tone, a

of cues surfaced.

I have located most of what I referred

secom

set

to as

breakirg points by the remembered intensity in a particular situation.

Oles for intensity included stri.kirg tones of voice ani
distinction in group members' speed of actions.

'Ihese might be faster

or slower, louder or softer but they were distinguishable fran the
"average range".

For these data I relied on my notes as participant

observer, as well as a memory of the physical nature of incidents
experienced in the field.
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'1hese incidents which have been labelled "breaking points", even

now tern to be toore intense than others still in tenns of my menories
of experience in the field.

'lhe

scum as

captured by the audiotapes

has affirnai these menories of intensity.

c) "Foci In Group Members' Interactions: 'Iheatre-Group/Group 'Iheatre"
'!he followi.rq description exercplifies a conceptual struggle to
shift fran data analysis grourrle.d in structural concepts to one
searching for a way to convey meaning and process.

Although lengthy,

this segment demonstrates how many elements must be considered in such

a struggle.

'!he record of this inductive grappli.rq illuminates

processes of the third and fourth areas of discovery concen1e.d with
methcxlological consistency.
Dlring fieldwork, through data analysis at the time I identified
three major types of group activities.

'!he three initially identified

were labelled as: 1) "group glue" (the doi.rq and saying of things

which could assist group members in experiencing a sense of

ccmnonality and intimacy) , 2) "theatre" activities (activities
directly related to creating a play and staging it) , and
3) "administration" activities (more indirectly related to staging a
play with eJI'Ilhasis upon behirrl the scenes organizational structure) •
Distinction between the last two types emerged largely fran group
members' eJI'Ilhasis on the fonner, thereby distinguishing administrative

activities through the de-valuation of "those" activities.
'Ihrough interaction between analysis of data and scrutiny for

theory consistency I have modified this aspect of the data analysis
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framework several times.

While revisirg aspects of the framework I

have begun to pinpoint several difficulties specific to characterizirg
data exclusively in tenus of types of activities.

'!his is integrally

connected to reconceptualizirg work resulting in "shapes of

interactions".
'!he first "difficulty" arose in tenus of group members • actions

am meaning

related to "theatre".

To begin with, through exterrled

study of data I obse:r:ved that "theatre", for sane group members, was

not merely associated with specific tasks, but held a "higher" meaning

for them.

For sane, "theatre" as a concept suggested a framework for

creatirg profoun:i experience.
concepts of paradigms.

'!his data became connected with

'lbat led to a reconsideration of "activities"

in tenus of ''meaning-in-action".

Rather than continuing to label "types of activities", I began to
think of the three as "foci for activities".

By applyinj the word

"foci" I atterrled to maintaining a direct link between group members

am

their actions.

(Conveyinj a typology of group members' actions

can create an impression of a separation of activities from actors.)
'!heir fOC?i for their activities was evoked through their meaning,
hence these foci were their meaning-in-action.
Part of a second, emerging knot in the work has been a lack of

distin:Juishing elements of meaning-in-action.

Upon rec:x:xJirizinj this

absence of detail, additional consideration has elicited elements in

meaning-in-action.
'!he study now posits that although these elements are
inseparable, meaning-in-action includes both ''what is it" and "how do
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I act", given ''what I decide it is".
thought of in those

social

"structure"

If meanirg-in-action may be

tenns, the word "activities" as sugg-estive of

becanes inadequate.

In resp:mse to these concems, I have shifted enqilasis away fran

primary focus on "activities" as a part of the framework at this point
in data analysis.
TON

'lhe

pnase "foci in group

members' interactions" is

used to sugg-est a double part of activity -

meanirg as part of

activity as well as extema1 action.
In returning

to a notion of meanirg as related to actions, it is

IOOSt inportant to take cognizance of "the profourd ani prosaic"

related to meanirg.

'Ibis distinction is of assistance in

reconceptualizirg the original typolcgy.
I experienced a third difficulty with the original "three types
of activities".

Even when I began to think in tenns of three foci in

group members' interactions, I could not fird a conceptual consistency
Yet to distinguish the two

between "theatre" and "administration".
appeared JOOSt inportant to group members.

'lhe secorrl was ostensibly

very much a part of the first.
When considerin] group members' meanirg-in-action more closely
arrl disti.nguishinq between ''what it is" and "how do I act in relation

to it" and between profourrl ani prosaic aspects of both of these, a
relationship between theatre and administration began to emerge.
lorger think of them as three foci, but two.

I no

'!here are a rnnnber of

considerations conceminq this relationship.
Many of these considerations were descr.ibed in Chapter Six

related to "group entity" as anchors.
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Nonetheless, I have included

the description here as part of data analysis specifically associated

with creation of a representational fonn.
As e.nphasized in the introductoey paragraph, the intention,

consistent with the third ani fourth areas of discovery has been to
illuminate questions ani processes of methodology.

Continuing with

this processual example, I now describe attempts to link that
conceptual work with elements in the theoretical framework of Clapter

Six.
In considering the original three as two foci, my conception of

them has also shifted to sane extent.

For instance, at this later

stage in the data analysis I came to think of "group glue" in a broad
sense of "group" (in a

"connnunal." sense) related to two subsets of

meaning.

First, there is "group" in a prosaic sense of day to day
interactions, setting up social occasions, making jokes, relating

recent experiences.

Second, there is "group" in a more profound,

tacit sense of andlor.

'!hat is, iniividuals considering "the group"

as an entity with validity and legitimacy imbedding these qualities in
constructing and reconstructing reality, linked witll "culture", am
identity.
Based on theoretical resources (Drrkheim, 1985) and data analysis

I have cane to recognize the forceful significance of "group".
is the case particularly based on the second meaning of "group".

'Ibis

'!hat

is, when an individual identifies a group as a "body" or entity which
interprets ani represents a certain reality.
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In many instances, the notion of "group" may have a mediatin:]

:flmcticn for irrli.viduals linked as it may be with identity.

In this

sense, shif'tirg to experience a set of irrli.viduals as "a group" is
very nuch related to manifestations of paradigm.

Berger ani lllckmann

refer to the process of creatin:] such a group as "successful
socialization into another'' social world.

'!hey refer to such a group

entity as providing a "plausibility structure for counter-definitions
of reality" (1966, p. 186) • 8
One of the

most significant aspects of havin:] a sense of group is

that when a "group" exists as meaning for i.ntividuals, that meaning
provides the context for structure to act back on irrli.viduals
(Robinson, 1980) •

"If 'the group' does it, I must do it to be a

member of the group."

'!his example irrli.cates that irrli.viduals may experience this
"acting back" in both profourrl ani prosaic spheres.

Consistent with

that, themes arisin:] out of group relationships may be further
clustered in tenns of relationships external to the theatre group (the
canmunity) ani intemal to the theatre group.
Since this data analysis work, the second foci has continued with
the name of "theatre".

'lhrough data analysis two clusters of meaning

have becane associated with "theatre" -

"theatre" in a m:>re fonnal.,

conceptual, paradigmatic fonn (emphasizin:] the profound) and "theatre"

as day to day activities (the prosaic sphere).

"Administration"

activities have now been included in "theatre of the prosaic".

most ilrportant to

dist~ between

It is

acting ani administration as

there was a strorg sense for group members in delineating the two.
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'!his secorxi foci of "theatre", particularly fcx:usa:i on the prosaic,

very roughly corresporxis with elements of anchoring through social

"stnlcture". 9
'Ihroughout analysis of the data I have struggled long arrl hard to

detennine which of these foci predaninated or was at the forefront for
group members.

In the final stages of creating this Mobile-framework

J.Cr:1 conception of these foci has altered yet again in several ways.

I now perceive J.Cr:l struggles with this problem as thematically
commingled with J.Cr:1 earlier struggles precipitating emergence of
"shapes of interaction".

'!he same concerns have demanded

conceptualizations toore sensitive to process arrl change as reflected
in group members' meanings-in-action.
For example, concerns have been reshaped to enphasize a need to
urderstarrl possible relationships in their foci. '!hat is, whether one

focus predaninated throughout their interactions.

At a particular

point were participants developing a conm::>n orientation towards
creation of "group"? Were they engaged in a process of creating a
stronger paradigmatic framework regarding "theatre" at any particular
. ?
t l.me.
One of the IrOSt difficult aspects of trying

to detennine whether

one focus might have been consistently at the forefront for
participants is that the nature of the data associated with each is so
different.
al:Jllmant.

Data fran group members focused on aspects of theatre is
'!hey identified themselves as a theatre group.

In that

sense, both of the foci are at the forefront of group members'
interactions.
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However, there are also data fran diverse sources, such as
interviews
needs.

am

dj SCilSSiOJlS 1 which ini:icated group members had several

In particular they had both a

stron; need to make sense of

ini:ividuals' experience with the conmunity
search 1xrt:h for prosaic

am

am

an intense need to

transcerrlent meaning through ex>nnection

with a "group's" meaning.
'1hese needs were not always apparently linked to theatre for
In addition to data fran dj SOJSSiOJlS

participants.

there were data fran the demographic research

am

am

interviews 1

data which suggested

sudden shifts fran one shape of interaction to another am fran one
content theme to another.

Arguably, neither focus was constantly at
'!hey were not often articulated or

the "forefront" for participants.

even recognized by all group members, yet they easily emerge to the
forefront given certain con:litions.
'!hose "corxtitions" are posited in the data analysis

representation.

To

symbolize this shifting preeminence I have added

an extra hyphen between the words: "theatre-group".

10

EMERGING PATI'ERNS OF SIRUCIURE

'!he "Emerging Patterns Of Structure" comprises the third section
of each Act Play, building fran the first two sections "Emerging
Context"

am

"Emerging Patterns Of Process".

'!he Purpose
'!his section both posits

am

represents a dlarging nature within

certain patterns observed in group members' interaction.
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'!his

d:lan;Jirq nature as posited inlicates emergence of pattems in a 100re
"permanently established fonn" such as articulated roles, or in Bel:qer
a00 I11ckmann IS tenns 1 typification

am habitualization shiftirq into

institutionalization (Bel:ger & Iuckmann, 1966, p. 7Q-71).

'Ihe Content and structure

A glance at the organization of "EmeJ:girq Pattems Of structure"
would ganter the followirq overview of major headirqs:
EmeJ:gi.rg SUbgroups
EmeJ:gi.rg Roles
EmeJ:girq lexicon
My orientation in the study has becane a sensitivity

to meaning.

Developnent of the concept "cultural-meaning" has emerged through data
analysis process, including library. research work.

Acknowledging the

emerged orientation toward ''meaning" as central, the limited work done
in the study with respect to stnlcture is offered.

It should be noted

also that this section has been used throughout the five Act-Plays as
a "residual category" am meshed miscellany with miscellany.
In developi.rg these headings to represent data analysis firxtings,

I came to reflect on how "stnlcture" had been defined at the outset of
data analysis prior to distinctions between cultural-meaning am

stnlcture being clarified.

When relying on the concept originally, I

tacitly used the word "stnlcture" as "framework" rather than
reciprocated interactions, in Bel:ger and Iuckmann 1 s tenns.
purposes of this section

For

"structure" is primarily conceived in tenns

of conveyi.rg the concept of relationship between "the whole" and
"parts" since it is based on the fieldwork data analysis.
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Havin:] recognized that original conceptualization, I have
continued to use it explicitly in relation to ·toore than one aspect of
data analysis.

'lhrough data analysis three potential foci for

structure as related to ooncepts of a whole arxi parts have emerged.
While actin; as a participant observer of this group I have
contemplated structure in terms of a) "parts of the group" in the toore
traditional notions of an entity which may have subunits,
b) "developin:] parts of patt:eJ:ned interaction", arxi c) "parts of
larguage" or words group members began to use in special ways.
'lhe first foci, "parts of the group", is basically data analysis
concerning "subgroupings". '!his is portrayed in the subtitle "Emergin:]
SUbgroups".

'lhe seconi foci is related to process arxi, as that is a

focal point in -the research, I have te.nied to gravitate towards focus
on structure of interactions.

'!hat is why a heavy reliance has been

placed upon Be:t'ger arxi Iuckmann' s Social Construction of Reality
(1966) •

'!hat segment is entitled "Emerging Roles".

'lhe segments on "emerging roles" remain separated fran the third
foci, structure of language, despite their mutual connection to
"process".

Consideration was given to placin:.J group members'

developin:.J language directly under the auspices of "Emergin:.J
CUltural-Meaning".

However, words as social artifacts are still very

much related to structure while manifesting cultural-meanirg.

I have

detennined to include it in this segment on that basis, referring to
lan:Juage as "Emerging lexicon".
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Key

Concepts

a) "Emergirg

structure":

Data disclosed

in

"F.merg~

Patterns" was likened to a primordial

soup of group members' interactions.

I imposed an analytic structure

by pouring the soup into various conceptual

containers.

In so do~,

I began a process of identifying interactions which might provide key

direction to urrlerstarrling group members 1 emerging structure ani
eme:rg~

cultural-meaning.

Geertz • (1973)

distinctions between culture (in terms of the

study "cultural-meaning") and structure have been used as a heuristic

device in creating this segment and in the creation of "Emerging
OJltural-Meaning" which follows "Emerging St:r.:ucture".
As they

are most camnonly conceptualized, "cultural-meaning" ani

"structure" are intrinsic to a whole conceptualization of social
activity.

Nonetheless, in studies one is often given primacy if not

absolute emphasis.

terms.

'!his djssection is ostensible even in disciplinary

For exanple, very broadly speaking, sociologists have been

oriented nore frequently to studies of social structure (0 1 Dea, 1966;
Ruddock, 1972) ani anthropologists to culture (Agar, 1980; Jorgenson,
1989).

Since the study relies on readings from both, it endeavors to

be sensitized to this distinction within the representational fonn,

the Mobile-framework.
An

exploration of ontological and epistemological assumptions

urxierly~

the study fonned an earlier part of this text.

descriptions announced cultural-meaning •s place of primacy.

'!hose
However,

I also suggested that structure as created through social interactions
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may be an expression, a manifestation of cultural-tne.anirq.

People's

interactions creati.rg an:l maintai.nin.J a sense of certain structure
(frequently described as roles) may also result in change to their
meanirgs an:l thereby to cultural-tne.anirq.

'!he centre of a circle

exists only with the circumstance of circumference.
As previously described, cultural-tne.anirq has been described as

tne.anirq which members of a group come to sense they hold in
varyirq degrees. In the main, I have cont:errplated

COl11lOOl1

"structure"

to

as group

members' interactions emergirq from primordial soup patterns into

solidification of a framework, interactions which shift in tne.anirq
from an incident to a pattern for group members.

'!he pattern which

emerges for them is imbued with qualities of pennanency and reality
through becomirg a part of a larger whole (no matter how brief- the

conceptual-tne.anirq-life of the whole is maintained by group members) •

b) "Emerging SUbgroups":

'!his text keeps an eye on emergirq parts of "the whole".

does not shape this material.

Process

It is intended more as a conceptual

chart of cmrent parts durirq a particular period of time.

For

example, the "General Context" provided an overview of derrc:gtaphics
for all in:tividuals participatirq in the theatre project for a period
of time.

"Emergirq SUbgroups" provides an in:tication of how

den¥::XJraphics change as individuals becane part of the group.
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c) "Emerging Roles":
'!he data included in the segments "Emerg~ Roles" :inlicates

patterns in group members' interactions which have becate nore

fonnalized, more institutionalized.

Placirg reliance on Berger an:i

Inckmann's concept of "roles" it is difficult to separate
patterns of process an:i emergirg roles.

emerg~

'!hey assume that creation of

roles an:i maintenance of roles arise out of behavior which becomes
patte:med, "habitualization" (1966, p. 70) through internalized an:i
externalized pattern construction.
Berger an:i Illckmann refer to like internalizations beirg held by

two interactors as havirg "common goals" (1966, p. 74).

'!he authors

also identify combined externalizations as held in common by
interactors :inlicatirg that a secorrl element distinguishing "roles"
is, "interlocking phases of perfonnance".

Much of this is the

substance of that which is described as "Emerg~ Patterns of

Process''·
'!he purpose in making such a distinction in the study between
emergirg patterns of process an:i emergirg roles is worthy of note.
'!his set of participants were relatively new to each other.

All were

new to their activities since even the "steps" followed to write the
script an:i present the play changed an:i were changed as group members
continued working on this play.

Much of group members' activity

demJnstrated through data was not initially "carved out" an:i then
repeated.

Nor was it associated with two inlividuals interacting as

is suggested by Berger

am

begi.nnirg stages of role.

Inckmann •s conceptualization of the
Rather the entire group was privy an:i
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involved generally.

To begin with then, many of their patterns also

dlarged swiftly.
'lhe "Emerging Patterns of Process" section serves to gather
together less "fonnalized" patterns of group members' interactions

which emerged through data analysis.

Many of their interactions might

be said to lead to the emergence of roles, hence the reference to

patterns of process as prinordial soup.
'!here exist many facets to role creation if role developnent is

paradigmatically described as a stepping stone to
institutionalization.

To reflect this

aspect of Berger ani I.uckmann 1 s

analytic framework in each of the five Act-Plays these segments begin
with emerged patterns beari.rg the closest resemblance to "role
creation or developnent".
Generally speaking, throughout this theatre project, those
participating experienced uncertainty conceminq roles, particularly
duri.rg the first few meetings I attexxied.

When group members did

create roles, the roles created seemed to be formed sanetimes through
habituation in their activities, but more often through breaking
points occurri.rg.
I return to meaning-in-action to focus on aspects of group
members 1 meaning connected to group members 1 interactions emerqi.rg as

roles.

In

tenns of meaning-in-action two foci "theatre" am "group",

have been elaborated to explicate themes observed in data.

'Ihese

clusters of meaning orientation emerge particularly in relation to
creati.rg a structure for action roles.
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Given group members' posited breakirg point of needing "sane
t.hi.rg" ani discovering a way to create it, the predaninant foci at
this stage in tenns of roles is "theatre": who does what in "theatre"

to create ani produce a play.

"Group" is still an important aspect of

even the substance of these role fonnations.

However, the roles

became defined in tenns of group members discoverirg the need for

accatplishing sanet.hi.rg ani thereby identifyirg saneone with power ani
responsibility to assist them in carpletirg the identified activity.
'lhus the emphasis was on "theatre" in the phrase "theatre-group"
durirg early periods of the theatre project.

'!his influences the

shape of these segments in tenns of "role crystallizations".

c) "Emerging lexicon":
All of the data spread throughout the Mobile-framework testifies

to group members' expressiveness.

I have indicated that group members

CCil'll'OC)Jl].y considered "theatre" as an opportunity for self-expression.
Any lexicon aspiring

be meagre.

to represent the wealth of their expression will

'!his is attributable to a mnnber of considerations.

Initially, lexicon camronly held among participants becoming
involved in the theatre project over a period of time was extremely
limited.

Many group members brought few "theatre" words with them.

Sec::oni, group members frequently chose not to question when they did
not un:lerst:arrl words others were using.

(I was advised of this in

infonnal, unrecorded discussion by several group members. )
'lhird, their developirg lexicon contained kinesthetic elements.
Group members had a "lexicon of expressions".
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'!hat is, their

CXIlltllllications consisted of gestures as well as words.

An additional

element in attenpting to document lexicon was the incredible rnnnber of
shifts in tenns of activities fran research to i.nprovisation to

traditional theatre, the m.nnber of
:peq>le involved.

b~

points an::l the mnnber of

Attenpti.rg to conpile all fonns of expression held

by irrlividuals an::l in addition, charging nuances of expressions
already used would require massive resources.

A limited lexicon has been chosen to acknowledge existence of
group members' emerging ''vocabulary".

More specifically I have chosen

''words" signifyin;J group members' experience of process an::l charge

particularly related to theatre.
'lhese, then, are the major concepts which evolved through data
analysis an::l which shaped the "Ernerqin;J Patterns Of· Structure" section
in each of the five Act-Plays.

It was aclmowledged previously that

kinesthetic aspects of fieldwork experience, particularly with respect

to "emerging lexicon" are largely absent fran descriptions in each of
these "Structure" sections.

To balance a general absence of

kinesthetic qualities in descriptions of fieldwork experience, a
section for this singular purpose was developed.

EMERGING TEMro AND RHY'IHM OF ACTIVITIES

Unlike other sections, the "Ernerqin;J Tempo Arrl Rhythm Of

Activities" section is entirely conprised of a very brief description.
No outline of headings is posSible for there are none within this
section.
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'!he Purpose
As previously described, the purpose of this section is to

embellish ani bring into focus the kinesthetic sense trore iniirectly
suggested in other sections.

'Ihe Content And Structure
Each of these sections within the five Act-Plays includes a brief
metaphorical description of nry interpretation of the in1?etus am
''voltnne" of group members' activities.

'Ihe description is

chronologically structured to corwey impressions of emerging changes
or shifts within t:eJrpo or voltnne in participants' interactions during
a particular period of the theatre project.

Key

Concepts

One key concept "orchestrates" the section.
a) "Emerging Tempo Arrl Rhythm"

'lhe phrase "emerging tempo ani rhythm" was developed based on

data analysis which in:licated an element of impetus in group members'
responses.

An example of this is provided, as well as it can be

established through evidence in a written fo:rm, in data listed within
the description of the first paradigm "Go With It" (Chapter Eight).
To enrich the description the ''nrusical metaphor" is exten:led in these

sections through use of musical vocabulary.

11

'Ihe tempo ani rhythm section aspires to prepare the way for the
section which follows.

"EmeJ:gi.rg Patterns Of CUltural-Meaning"

describes sources of impetus, meanings behirrl movement.
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EMERGING PATI'ERNS OF C11IITURAir-MEA

'!his section
theory.

CX~IeS

as climax to data analysis work on scx:::ial

Each of these sections in the Act-Plays represents the

culmination of work in the first two areas of discovery, directly
linked with descriptions of fieldwork experience.

'!his is reflected

in the purpose.

'!he Purpose
'!he section's purpose, as evolved is to synthesize all of the
data analysis through focusing on a pivotal element in group members'

interactions, their sense of meanings conuronly held.

'!he Content And Structure
Group members' "cultural-meanings" shift over time through both

their interactions (giving rise to new meaning for irxlividuals) and
their changing context.

It is the process of newly emerging

cultural-meani.rg which has been documented in prior sections.

In each

of these sections in the Mobile-framework description provided is of
cultural-meaning as emerged.

'!he study postulates that this emergence

of cultural-meaning ocx:urs fully for irxtividuals by the en:l of a
"stage", sanetimes pronpting a new stage by "new cultural-meaning"
requiring a response!
'!he section t.mfolds through two main headings:
Group Members 1 Emerging <llord Of CUltural-Meaning
Group Members I Emerging COlrm:mality Of Meaning
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~

first describes what cultural-meanirg emerged as a

predaninant theme or "chot:d" through group members' emerging sense of
resonance in their interactions during a particular period.

'Ihese are

:intel:p:retations of what has emerged for group members as a result of
data analysis.
~

title of each of the five Act-Plays describes group members'

resonance or their "chord" for that particular period.

An explication

of the title for the period is offered un:ler this heading within each
of the five Act-Plays.
Contents umer the final heading, "Group Members Emerging
Ccmnonality Of Meaning", returns to process of emergence.

It differs

fran earlier sections describing process in that its singular focus is
upon cultural-meaning.. Description herein acts both as remirrler of

earlier stages ani as conclusion to the ll¥:)re detailed tracings of
"Emerging Patterns Of Process" ani "Emerging Structure" in a
particular stage in group members' interactions.
Creation of a working definition for "cultural-meanirg" was based
on a series of assumptions.

These assumptions were arrived at through

interactive analysis of data ani theoretical works.

Now the

definition acts back to the extent that representational fonn must be
consistent with assumptions woven into the definition.

The following

is a description which illuminates a struggle to do that.

'Ibis

struggle reveals various influences which shaped the eventual fonn ani

content of this section "Emerging CUltural-Meaning".
I have described cultural-meanirg in processual tenns: a set of
individuals coming to have a sense of holding meaning in comnon.
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In

the Social 'Iheo:ry Trail (Olapter Five an:i the consolidation which

followed 01apter Six) I developed a set of worJti.rg assumptions to
divulge toore about possible social processes related both to achievirg

that sense of camron 1lleallinj an:i sufferin:J loss of that sense on
occasion.
In explorin:J ontology an:i episteroology in process of change I

have edged into content of meanings in:tividuals hold which drives what
they experience in tenns of cultural-llleallinj.

D.lal experiences of

change, response to that change, five processes related to roodemity,
(Berger, 1977) all of these explications also refer to in:tividuals'
1lleallinj content.
In this representation, the Mobile-framework, I have attempted to
document two processes.

'!he first, recorded in each of the "Emergirg

cultural-meani.:rg" sections of the Mobile-framework describes haN these

people came to have a sense of holding meanirxJ in common and lost it
periodically.

'!he secord was haN to represent that process.

However,

in light of the significance of "theatre" an:i "education" as a part of
the process, documentation also shifted into content .of 1lleallinj.
Although it is not quite parallel to Kuhn's problem in "defining"
paradigm there are sane similarities.

paradox of my own invention.

I was certainly piqued by a

That paradox pervades attempts at

creatirg representational fonn.

If I warner into specific content of

1lleallinj an:i attribute that content as cultural-llleallinj held by the

group I have l.mleashed reification ·into the work.

For instance, if I

said the cultural-llleallinj of "the group" was to "express themselves",
I had IOOVed fran

sugg~

that many have a sense of
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comirx.J to hold

similar meanirg to stat:irg that each intividual actually holds the
same meanirg.
tl14'rno,....... '

_......... ~l.lg'

A fresh example of this problem was described in

T .....~~

.LJC:A..~.CX>llS

How then,

II

•

could I represent content of intividuals' meanirg

withcut springing the reification trap?

{k)es

one attempt to ascertain

meanings both tacit arxi explicit fran each intividual interact:irg?

Even if this were p:JSSible to do, it would utterly destroy
representation of dynamic qualities of social interactions.

'Ihrough

this conceptual struggle, what I have come to represent of content is

a canpranise.

'!his carpranise was created through intuition

initially, based upon experienc:irg group members • dynamics, reshaped
periodically through ongo:irg analysis of theories arxi data.
'!his problem showed a thousand faces as I worked on the set of

assunptions arxi created the Mobile-framework. I responded to some, but
not all.

of

I£r:f

'!hose for which I have a response are several as is the fonn

responses.

First, one response arises out of the silrple act of draw:irg
attention to the problem of representing content of cultural-meanirg.
'!his has been acconplished not only by recognizing the problem, but by

shaping the canpol.ll'rl word "cultural-meaning".

'!he definition for

"cultural-meanirg" was fashioned to avoid assiduously escalation of
this problem as much as possible.

Second, to reflect heterogeneity of individuals' meanirg, I have
cutlined elements of process in group members' interactions wherein

intividuals in the group clearly did not hold the same meanings.

'!bird, I have used words such as "emerging" to act as a reminder of
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our constant lOOVelneilt which was often experienced as abrupt charge.
Fourth

am

finally, I will proffer hereafter an explication of what is

described as content unier the auspices of "cultural-meaning".
'Ihus have I dealt with sane concems related to translatirg
"cultural-tneanirg" as p:rocessual definition into representirg a
specific set of group interactions.

With reification as insidious as

it seems, what can be represented about meaning content in a
particular situation?
A brief review of p:rocessual elements described in worki.n:J
assumptions which are related to "cultural-meaning" may afford
assistance.

I have repeatedly emphasized cultural-meaning as emerging

(Robinson, 1980) • Actirg in the role of participant observer,
"details" of meaning may be recognized because one or two members
actually articulate their meaning, "Yes I always avoid asking about
the project.

She only gets

ne.IVOUS

am

that makes me

ne.IVOUS."

'Ihese "details", however, may not be details of meaning carmonly
sensed by m:>st group members.

'!hey may also be fleetirg, replaced by

a meaning which submerges all others for a lengthy period.
referred to these details as primordial soup.

I have

Stated this way "they"

are the basis for what may emerge as an experience of culturalmeaning.

'Ihese "details" may be ilnplicitly significant ard carmonly

sensed. However, as participant observer worki.n:J out clear connections

I have limited myself to those incidents of a more explicit nature.
Points at which nany group members experienced coming to hold
meaning ccmnonly were more explicit.
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Either group members referred to

the experience or a strorq sense of intensity through tone ani speed

of interactions :imicated this kin:l of experience.
graJp

Points at which

members experienced loss of meaning was another instance wherein

inllviduals were toore likely to express through wol:ds or action a
cxmoon sense of that loss.

meaning as well.

Ironically, that constituted CXlll1lX>Illy held

I have also looked to workirg assumptions about

acquirirq certainty, anchors in

graJp

entity ani structure to consider

any :imication of CCJllUOOnly sensed holding meaning.

'lhese were all

conte.nplated in content developed for these "Emergin.;J
CUl.tural.-Meaning" sections.

'Ihrough data analysis process I have come to

ume:rst:am that

there is nuch ilrplicit which may be related to cultural-meaning.

one

example observed in the field was those things group members
experienced as meaning in conuoon ani which became taken for granted.
In an effort

not to abarrlon this area entirely, beyond "primordial

soup" representation, I recognize two interrelated methods I have

intuited in data analysis process.
I have located some ilrplicit aspects by searching for themes ani

"bumps".

'lhese two are interrelated because they are ~ly derived

fran nry terrlency, nry

members.

own efforts to hold meaning in common with group

"Bumps" were surprises or breaking points I experienced (as

partial outsider) in tenns of meaning conunonality.

I brought with me

nry own set of workirg assumptions includi.rg an escalated desire to

raise questions, not to take for granted ani to search for
significance.
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'!here were incidents wherein group members did sanething which

surprised me, but which other group members did not appear to greet

with surprise.

In sane

instances, they respcnled in like manner or as

if the action was routine.
the JOOSt

stri.Jdn:J

'!here are many examples of this, sane of

concemed an early "pattern" of constantly switchi.rg

topics in conversation.

Another example fran the field was group

members leavirg meetings feeli.rg calm, then returning to the next

meetirg in a state of anxiety.
'!here were "abrupt bunps" arrl very gentle bumps elicited both in

the field arrl in data analysis.

'Ihese bumps were elicited through

reflection on themes, actions arrl articulations of group members which
emerged for me as more significant because of reiteration.

I suspect

that these emerged for me more obviously because of my purposeful,

constant reflection given my role.

I further suspect that sane of

these "themes" emerged for others in the group at different rates in

tenns of timing.
What has cane to assist me in making sense of these bumps arrl
themes has been to contemplate them in tenns of the workin;J

assurrptions developed interactively with the Social 'Iheory Trail.

For

example, these themes and abrupt bunps often suggested the outline of
an anchor or ground in which "it" was planted.
In sununary, JOOSt of what I have attempted to represent of

"cultural-meaning" through the Mobile-framework is limited to the

explicit or the intense, suggesti.rg change experienced as profoun:l.
Arguably, this is not untowani in tenns of this theatre project since
group members experienced enonnous change
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over a relatively brief

period of time.

'!hey were able to take very little for granted

am

thus were faced with the profoun:l.

Key

Concepts

a) "Emergirg Cllords":
out of all group members' noted meanirgs, at certain points group

members appear to have cane to hold not only the essence of certain

meanirgs, but a sense of predominant significance about those
meanirgs.

Continui.rg with the metaphor of lOOVement in the fonn of

nusic, prior sections have recorded an entire ''Movement".

'lhese are

what I refer to as "chords". 12
'!he study posits that if group members also experienced a sense
of urgency in camnon, this became a driving force for their
interactions.

'!heir interactions became reshaped

am

expressed

through change in their structure.

'!his section looks to identify chords which resonated for group
members.

Fran this viewpoint, chord also refers to acx:::ord.

Chord was

chosen to highlight an essential element of cultural-meaning -

not a

single note but several coming together to emerge as a single thematic
sotlirl.

'!he impact of this thematic sot1Irl was change.

I have relied

on these thematic changes in cultural-meaning to demarcate "stages" in
group members' interactions.

'!he title of each of these stages, then, is intended to reflect
chords of cultural-meaning emerging as thematic during this set of
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group members 1 interactions.

It is canbined with an i.rxtication as

well of the predaninatirg shape of group members 1 interactions, if
there was one.

b) "Emerging CUltural-Meanims":

'!he "F.meJ:girg CUltural-Meaning" sections are interned as a

culmination in data analysis in:Iuctively relyirg on the patterns to
synthesize both articulated an:i unarticulated meanirg conuoonly held,
which oriented an:i directed group members in their interactions.
When I created this framework I had two criteria for detenninirg

the order of data analysis representation.
arrange data based on a chronolCXJical flow.

I have attempted to
I have en:ieavored also to

balance chronolCXJical order of data analysis with arrangirg data
analysis according to thematic significance.
With respect to my criteria of thematic significance, in the

outline of my theoretical assumptions I placed ''meaning" at our
episteoolCXJical an:i ontolCXJical epicentre.

I described

"cultural-meaning" as a "social parallel" to meanirg held by
i.rxtividuals.

Despite describirg cultural-meanirg as primary to group

members takirg action, I have relegated that segment of my data

analysis to one of the final pieces in all five Act-Plays.
Arguably, however, material encased in one of the concluding
pieces co.mrnarrls special status simply by beirg last.
the essence fran which echoes may then emanate.
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It can establish

'!he en:i of one piece

becanes the beginnirg of another.

materials near the

e.n;i

In positioning cultural-meani.nq

of each segment, I have attenpted to assign

them a place of significance.
On the question of chronological ex>nsistency, I have f0l11U

considerable catplexity in dete:rmining "an order'' for emergence of
cultural-meaning in social interactions.
chaos~

As i.rrli.cated earlier, when

a definition I took pains to describe cultural-meani.nq in

tenns of process: -

Meanirg which members of a group come to hold in

conunon in varyin;J degrees.

'!hat description suggests cultural-meani.nq

is the culmination of a process of participants' interactions.
In locatin;J cultural-meani.nq materials after "Emerg~ Patterns

of Process" ani
order.

"Emerg~

Structure" I have given expression to that

'Ihe data analysis reflects my belief that people do come to

hold in conunon meani.nq through a nutual experience.

However, I have

also suggested in this data analysis representation that
cultural-meani.nq is a drivin;J force for group members 1 actions.
'Ibis would place cultural-meani.nq prior to interactions.

As I

have suggested elsewhere, meani.nq for members may arise out of
interactions guided by meani.nq already held in conunon arxl expressed
through OR30~ interactions of members.

CUltural-meanings

emerg~

for members of a group may prarpt from them new interactions.
A relationship
members was catplex.

betwE~

cultural-meaning ani interaction of group

'!his complexity is "flattened" if shaped to fit

a representation based on chronology of outward events.

A better

reflection of this relationship might be described as a henneneutical
hall of mirrors.

As inb~reters of data the chronology
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we are better

equiR;al to describe is our own henneneutical-heuristic detective

trail.

Insofar as we need the entire. trail of process to ·interpret

what has oc:x:urred, we also need to better break down the process into
elements for heuristic p.u:p:>ses.
I have suggested that cultural-meanirg is central to social
interactions.

I have suggested that cultural-meaning is the JOOSt

difficult to locate.

In my fieldwork, I believe the strongest sense I

had of emerging cultural-meanirg did not cane through a specific
vert:>alization, which was my primary source of data, but a kinesthetic

sense of group

members' interactions, how quickly they acted or

reacted in a few instances.
Creating the tenn cultural-meanirg ani then describing such
instances in group members' interactions is reminiscent of attempting

to contain a moonbeam in a jar or to see the wind.

First experiences

of light or wind may be wrought through intuitive experience of
significance, of what sense demands attention.

Following the wind or

light as "they'' transmute is like unto following group members'
cultural-meanings webbed in dlange.

However, what is a Mobile without

~-..:I?
W.u
......

If I rely on chronology related to when cultural-meanings emerged
for me, they were last.

'!hey emerged through a series of clues,

themes of discussions, breaking points, emerging roles.

Ultimately,

then, the chronology on which I have relied is my own compressed
henneneutical circle.
Since cultural-meanings emerged for me as a culmination of
urrlerstarxting other elements of group members' interactions, I have
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structured this section to reflect the other elements beginning first

with priloordial soup ("Emerging Patterns Of Process") an:l then noting
that which became rore pennanently established in fonn an:l therefore
IOOre

"real" in quality ("Emergin;J Structure").
Dlrin;J my efforts to sculpt this data analysis framework I have

continued to reflect on conceptual definitions pivotal to the emerging

framework.

'lhe concrete results of data analysis both in tenns of the

Mobile-framework 1 s content an:l internal logic of stJ:ucture can act as
eruptions on definitional laOOscapes.

No volcanic vehemence has

shaken this definition of cultural-meaning.

It has remained largely

adequate as explication for new influences arising out of data
analysis.
'!he definition of "cultural-meaning" intentionally contained
reference to process in the phrase "come to hold" meaning.

However,

the work in both "Emergin;J Patterns Of Process" an:l "Emerging

Stl:ucture" speaks to group members coming to hold an:l then coming to
hold, again an:l again.

'Ib the extent that it corweys a static quality

in what comes to be held, the definition falls short of explication.
'!his segment exists precisely for the purpose of explorin;J what group
members came to have a sense of holding in conm::>n an:l whether that

charged in a constant process of negotiated meaning (Robinson, 1980) •
'!he section which follows this contains the shards of my early
attenpt to compress the henneneutical circle within the
Mobile-framework, itself.

Bein;J a remnant it is interned to act as

re.minier of my paradigrratic orientation towards adult education when
group members were engaged in this process.
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'1HEMES DIRECI'U RElATED 'ro AIXJill' EIXJCATION
AS CX>NS'IRJCl'ED WRING '!HIS ST1\GE

'!he Purpose

'!his section reflects work associated in the third an:l fourth
areas of discovery.

'!he section's purpose was to further nr:f objective

to reflect "the researcher's" process.

'!his material is inte:rded to

represent concretely charge as related to analysis of data.

In other

sections I have referred to meanirg eme:rgirq for me as researcher.
'Ih:rough brief descriptions of nr:1 emphasis in various stages I provide

a clearer i.mication of how an:l when nr:1 orientation charged over time.
'lhe second objective is to link this work more concretely to

adult education.

I do this in tenns of considerirq

nr:f

charging

perspective on adult education which in:licates how this perspective
influenced an:l was influenced by data analyzed at the time.

Content and Structure
'!his piece concludes each of the five Act-Plays.

'lhese sections

are the culmination of data analysis for each "Act-Play".

'!hey are

divided by two headings:
CUltural-Meanings For Participant Obsel:ver
Data Related To Adult Education Framework As Constructed

D.rring '!his stage.
Data analysis included in these sections completes each

representation through several means.

For example, "Emerging

CUltural-Meanings For Participant Observer'' contains reflections of nr:1
charging role, and nr:1 charging understanding of field experiences as I
related them to adult education during this period •.
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In the description provided within "IBta Related 'lb Adult

Education Framework As Constnlcted D.Iring 'Ibis Stage", a JOOSt
inportant aspect of process is revealed.
one of my key

activities

concen'lS,

am

It outlines data related to

the cormection between group members •

adult education.

Despite possible redt.Jrrjancy inherent between this section

am

others, for purposes of reflecting on research processes the section

is deemed significant.

Obsaving at least to some extent my emerging

view of adult education based on both growing experience in the field

am

with methodological and theoretical resources, it is useful to

understam ha¥ my orientation toward adult education was chan:.Jing.

'Ibis certainly had inplications for data analysis during each of these

stages.

An exmrple of such inplications follows related to my

chan:.Jing underst:aJxiing of learning.

Key

Concepts

'!here are two key concepts which remained central in the
research.

However, my understanding of those concepts has chan:.Jed

through the process of analysis.

'lhese were "learning" associated

with my orientation towards adult education and "theatre" as group
rnembers' articulated focus.
a) "Learning":

Aside fran methodological questions, this concept fonned the
basis for my initial questions.

When I absel:ved group rnembers'

processes, "learning" was what I initially considered in data
analysis.

Insofar as my experience with a concept of "learning" was
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derived fran toore traditional frameworks of adult education, I began
with tacit assumptions of a psychologically oriented framework

In this context "leanrlng" was also associated with a toore fonnal
process focused on irxtividual learners.

Interest~ly,

group members'

response to my questions about "their leanrlng" reflected particularly

the latter assunption about leanrlng.
'1his focus d:lan;ed over the course of the data analysis through

emphasis on social interaction as context for "leanrlng".

(Olapter

Nine will address my "final" reflections on a concept of leanrlng for
pw::p:>SeS

of the study.)

A secon:l concept loomed up in tenns of data

analysis related to this area of processual reflection.

b) '"'heatre" :
My

initial intentions were to observe this set of irxtividuals

"leanrlng" about "theatre".

Formulated in this way "theatre" is a

singular paradigm towards which group members reach.

However, I came

to urrlerst:.ard through readings and data analysis that there are many
schools of thought with respect to this notion of "theatre".

By the

en:l of data analysis process I had come to think of theatre as a

concept fran which people draw different elements to construct their

own emerging paradigm.

'Ihe Mobile-framework reflects group members

renegotiation of meaning attributed to "theatre".
'1his brings to a close contemplation of the pw:pose, content,

structure and key concepts which grew out of work on the
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Mobile-framework ard developnent of the Olapters of this Part.
1~

'Ihe

of this description reflects the thoroughly interactive nature

of data analysis ard analysis in fin:ting representation fonn.

Part

'lhree shifts fran "talking about" to "action" through Wlfolding the
secxni representational fonn of fieldwork experience.

canpressed henneneutical version, the Mobile-framework.
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Now canes the

NOI'ES

~ have not aban:loned the idea of annotat.irq canbined processes
in this sense, except when presenting on this scale.
2 IBta of group members' disalSSions were obtained primarily fran
reconlin.;Js of fonnal meeti.rgs. Since group members did have infonnal
discussion prior to am after meeti.rgs, data collected includes sate
of these int:ercllanJes as well. My access to group members' infonnal
discussions on cx:x::asions other than meeti.rgs, however, was extremely
limited.
3

I have an a1:>tlOOance of data fran group members' interactions in
meetings. Since this is precisely what I was studying, I have relied
on this as the primary source of date. 'Ihe interview data has
functioned to supplement data analysis from participants' interactions
at meeti.rgs. Primarily, data from interviews affinned in:lividuals'
orientations. For example, through the interviews denKXJraphic data
gathered in:licated various subgroupi.rgs cuoorq group members.
Inte:t:view data also supported analysis related to in:lividuals'
orientation toward the theatre project. In addition, inte:t:view data
was consulted when I had difficulty making sense of iilteractions or
group members appeared to experience diverse reactions. Finally, I
have also relied on inte:t:view data to fill in "gaps" of data
collection such as those cx:x::asions when I was not present. Exanples
of these gaps are the birth of the theatre club, the first meeti.rgs of
the project, am diSOJSSions on the "telephone lines".
4

one of the difficulties in relying on data when attempting to
describe a c::x:n:ept of acting is that group members began the project
with disparate experiences am meanings of "theatre" arrl "acting". In
fact, there is an interesting paradox associated with this.
Both cam, the director, am participants, themselves,
acknowledged that most group members had extremely limited knowledge
am skills of theatre.
-Yet, people used the word "theatre" in discussion without explanation,
suggesting that they assumed those listening thought about theatre in
the same way as they did, or even that they had a strorq sense of what
"theatre" is. More often the word "theatre" itself was implied rather
than spoken.
All members did have a basic sense of "being sare.body else" in a

role. However, even this notion became blurred with improvisational
theatre. Finally, with respect to the fonn of data, given that group
members were learning about acting beyorrl dialogue, I have relied on
Irr:f notes as participant observer for background data.
5

I experienced vcu:ying levels of difficulty in locating data
revealing group members' paradigmatic actions. Some of those en:jaged
in these interactions were able to articulate a paradigm. cam, for
instance, was able to do this in relation to his concept of theatre.
Wherein members could express a paradigm I fourrl it possible to trace
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through data to locate their actions which reflected followirg a
course of action consistent with an expressed paradigm. In the main
however, nost members were cxmcemed with disc:x:wer~ what i.nmediate
action to take. Ostensibly, if they held a paradigm of meaning in
mtuon it was not initially effective. Fragmented attenpts to rely on
a paradigm emerged as thematic of group members' interactions. '!his
fanned the basis of my data selection in that instance.

6.nu.s particular description was suggested by Dr. John '1hatpson
in one of our frequent disrussions dur~ data analysis.
7

Primarily, data sources of breaking points were located in the
tapes. sane data irrli.cated group members experienc~
breaking points dur~ meetings. D:tta fran other occasions irrli.cated
that sane group members experienced breaking points outside of
meetings. In many of those instances, reflection ani confinnation of
a breaking point occurred through group disrussion in the next
meeting. '!he experience of sane group members recognizing a breaking
point fanned the content for di srussion.
meet~

8

I do not intern to suggest that all irrlividuals engaged in the
theatre project entered another social world. A few may never have
experienced being a member, although they did experience "group" ani
also experienced having sane commonality of meaning with those "in the
group". Virtually all those involved had sane other anchors which
they did not abarrlon. However, the sense of a group entity exist~
did begin to flourish for many toward the middle and erxl of the
project. Many of their interactions would not have been possible
without that supra-meaning.
9

'1he relationship between "anchors" described in <llapter Six and
these foci as posited should be carefully considered prior to assumi.rg
a sinple relationship. For example, elements of the prosaic in tenns
of "group" relationships, and "theatre" as emerging may be thought of
as anchor in tenns of structure. However, this analysis is pursued
primarily through example of the Mobile-framework. 'lheo:cy generation
on that scale of detail was beyond the scope of this thesis.

10
oiverse orientations among group members created a reservoir for
shifting preeminence. Descriptions of subgroup orientations in the
"General Context" section of Part 'Ihree will shed more light on this.
1

~ am

not the first to foster such a metaphor. TUrner (1982)
reference to those who have used music as a metaphor in social
interactions. In creating this metaphorical section I have gained one
representational advantage, with the possible risk of evoking a
disadvantage, namely, pronx>ting a sense of reification.

makes

12

I considered referring to these as "cords" as well insofar as
they bind conmmity members together.
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